The Convergence of Judaism and Islam offers a fresh examination of Muslim and Jewish cultural interactions during the medieval and early modern periods. The fifteen interdisciplinary studies assembled by editors Michael Laskier and Yaacov Lev investigate the complex relationships between these two monotheistic religions and reveal that, with respect to cultural diversity and professional cooperation, Jews and Muslims coexisted relatively peacefully for centuries.

As demonstrated in the editors' companion volume, The Divergence of Judaism and Islam, these relationships would quickly deteriorate in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. That fact often colors our view of early religious, scientific, and cultural interactions between Jews and Muslims. These essays remind us that this period of free exchange of information fostered important advancements in math, medicine, and the law. Fascinating chapters on early Islam and the shaping of Jewish-Muslim relationships in the Middle Ages shed light on the legal battles over the status of synagogues in twentieth-century Yemen or the execution of a fourteen-year-old girl in nineteenth-century Morocco.

In an essay that sets the tone for the volume, Norman Stillman proposes we use the term "commensality"—the promotion of mutual advantage while living in a shared environment—to best describe the nature of the relationship. Avoiding a chronological approach and giving equal weight to both cultures, The Convergence of Judaism and Islam is sure to provoke controversy and discussion as it seeks to enrich our understanding of the multifaceted relationship between Judaism and Islam.
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This edited volume is about religion, intellectualism, and culture in Judaism and Islam. There are few, if any, studies that resemble it when focusing on the medieval and early modern times. The authors recruited for this purpose rank among the best researchers in their field: historians, scholars of Arabic and Hebrew literature, musicologists, mathematicians, and philosophers. Indeed, some chapters are a mélange. The picture that emerges is that the relationship between Judaism and Islam is complex and depends on social conditions, common or contradictory interests, and religious and cultural exchanges. During the final preparations for the publication of this volume, one of the authors, Professor Juliette Hassine from Bar-Ilan University, passed away prematurely. She was a dear colleague, and we shall cherish her memory.
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The single and collaborative leading works on Jews and Muslims in medi-
ies, Communications, and Interaction: Essays in Honor of William M. Brin-
ner* (Boston: Brill, 2000).

Goitein’s *Jews and Arabs* paints a rather idyllic picture of Jewish-Mus-
lim relations. Most of his analysis extends from the early days of Islam on into the fourteenth century. Although of superb quality, it is a general work. The same holds true for Lewis’s analysis in *The Jews of Islam*, which is less diverse. It probes the links between Islam and other religions, general Judeo-Muslim traditions, as well as the late medieval and early mod-
ern periods that refer to Jews and Muslims in Sunni and Shiite milieus. Wasserstrom’s *Between Muslim and Jew* sheds significant light on specific Jewish-Muslim interaction in the context of messianism, Midrash, the influence of Judaism on the emerging Shiite community, and class struc-
ture. Conceptually, Wassrestrom builds upon the findings of social and
political historians regarding interreligious symbiosis. This excellent book is confined to early Islam.

Blau’s pioneering study *The Emergence and Linguistic Background of Judaeo-Arabic* strictly concerns the symbiotic aspects of language and linguistics. Stillman’s *Jews of Arab Lands* is a historical source book that is largely based on a wealth of primary documents, many of them published in their entirety. It covers the period from early Islam until 1880. The twenty-eight essays subsumed in the edited volume honoring William M. Brinner analyze and document Jewish-Muslim coexistence from the advent of Islam until the 1970s. It encompasses religious, historical, philosophical, linguistic, literary, and political themes. Albeit an impressive thematic undertaking, it seeks to cover in a single book an extremely broad period and suffers from a periodization imbalance: the overwhelming majority of the essays relate to the Middle Ages.

*The Convergence of Judaism and Islam* with its sixteen chapters is the most comprehensive and exhaustively written collection of interdisciplinary essays to date on the Judeo-Muslim experience dating from medieval times to the advent of modernity. This is its *raison d’être*. There is innovative research into fresh topics pertinent to the days of the prophet Muhammad, the great caliphates, and the multiethnic Muslim empires at the height of their achievements and during their decline. The book is not rigidly structured according to chronological or thematic principles, nor does it follow a strict historical-chronological mode. The broader thematically based essays are complemented by specialized problem studies, all of which make larger points. The chapters do not run consecutively and successively from one early period or century to the next with perhaps the sole exception of studies relating to Jews in early Islam. Even the essays that focus on the modern period relate largely to the persistence and vitality of the traditional Judeo-Muslim relationships and commonalities. In several Islamic societies as late as the 1930s, the benefits of modern-style education or the dissemination of occidental ideals among Muslims and Jews were nonexistent or the lot of tiny privileged elites. Countries like Yemen remained immune to modernization for a long time. Changes occurred under European colonialism in much of the Arab and Islamic worlds, and among the non-Muslim minorities in their midst, owing to the gradual integration into the modern world economic system and with the rise of nation-states. These phenomena are investigated separately in our companion volume, also sixteen chapters long, entitled *The*
Introduction

Divergence of Judaism and Islam: Interdependence, Modernity, and Political Turmoil.

How does this volume fit into the larger discourse in the field and contribute to its enhancement? Like other leading studies, the central thesis permeating our sixteen essays is that Judeo-Muslim ties during the medieval and early modern periods were relatively peaceful at many levels evolving around cultural diversity and intellectual and professional cooperation. This contrasted sharply with the grim realities in premodern Europe under Christendom where policies of institutionalized persecutions and acute socioreligious marginalization prevailed. At the same time, however, we contend that the positive convergence was not consistently idyllic and had been nuanced. While not denying the vitality of Goitein’s “symbiosis,” we share the term commensality expounded by Stillman as being a more suitable expression of coexistence derived from mutually advantageous gains. Similar to other books, we examine factors related to history, literature, culture, and religion. Judeo-Muslim relations are measured by the extent of closely knitted ties, mutuality, interpenetration, and occasional tensions and disagreements that arise at different levels. But there is more: several key essays extend the definition of the relationship to Jewish communal life per se in the realm of Islamic society, at times parallel to it.

As already suggested, the major studies listed above are more restricted in scope or suffer imbalances of historical periods. Other studies emphasize Judeo-Arabic language and literature or concentrate heavily on religious aspects. Several are textbook-oriented as well as reference works, or they are more theoretical in nature, expanding on works of existing scholarship by incorporating symbolic and conceptual aspects of inter-religious symbiosis. We believe very strongly that our project will have a lasting value.

Two broadly defined sections guide this volume: (1) premodern Jewish-Muslim religious judicial and mystical interaction, commonalities, and conflicts; and (2) scientific-intellectual, professional, and cultural pursuits. The opening chapter, “Fourteen Hundred Years of Intertwined Destiny in Judaism and Islam?” provides a comprehensive overview by Norman A. Stillman. Like Hava Lazarus-Yafeh, a leading scholar of Islam, Stillman points out that medieval realities significantly differed from modern ones. While taking a bird’s-eye view of Jewish-Muslim interrelationships throughout the centuries, Stillman characterizes this
intertwined destiny as “commensality,” derived from the Spanish term *convivencia* (cohabitation, coexistence), which implies living together in a shared environment. This sharing applied well throughout the duration of the Ottoman Empire. Whereas much of the focus in his analysis is set on the Middle Ages and the early modern era, Stillman deviates to some degree by going beyond these periods. He admits that political factors of the modern era did hurt the Judeo-Muslim *entente*, yet other central reasons including the adoption by Muslim secular intellectuals, nationalists, and religious leaders of modern western anti-Semitic notions as well as Christian traditions of the blood-libels. Over time, anti-Jewish feelings gained momentum in the Muslim milieu through the radical Islamism—Sunni and Shiite—that extended beyond the Middle East and North Africa, including the European Union, where large concentrations of Jews and Muslim migrants could be found.

Section One—Religion, Law, and Mysticism—opens with Brannon Wheeler’s chapter, “Quran and Muslim Exegesis as a Source for the Bible and Ancient History.” Wheeler examines the concept of the “Arab” prophets in the Quran and early Muslim exegesis. Using Muslim exegesis and documentary evidence from the ancient and late antique Near East, he details how Muslim exegetes used biblical references and other pre-Islamic conceptions of prophethood to demonstrate that Muhammad was a continuation and culmination of an ancient Arab history of prophecy. In addition to illustrating how Muslim exegetes fashioned their authority vis-à-vis Judaism and Christianity, this Islamic conception of prophecy highlights the more general historical context from which biblical and Quranic notions of religious authority emerged from the common culture of the ancient Near East.

Bat-Sheva Garsiel’s “The Quran’s Depiction of Abraham in Light of the Hebrew Bible and Midrash” also analyzes the Quran, stressing the possible Jewish, Christian, Judeo-Christian, or Gnostic sources of inspiration for the Quranic revelation. Abraham emerges as a figure that is respected by the Bible and Quran. Although at first glance the Quranic depiction of Abraham “seems to be a modification of some earlier Jewish traditions,” Abraham is perceived in the Quran as a prophet, the father of the believers, and the first Muslim. The Prophet saw himself as the final prophet in the footsteps of Abraham, whose true monotheistic religion was falsified by the Jews and Christians.
In “Present at the Dawn of Islam: Polemic and Reality in the Medieval Story of Muhammad’s Jewish Companions,” Shimon Shtober contends with other aspects pertinent to the early Islam. He discusses the relationship between the Prophet and Arabia’s Jewish elite, concurrent with the precarious cultural and social climate to which ordinary Jews were then exposed.

“The Use of Islamic Materials by non-Muslim Writers” by Yehoshua Frenkel, provides a full spectrum of Jewish-Muslim interrelationship by painting a broad picture of Jews within the matrix of Muslim state and society. This essay is neither an investigation into the interdependence between Islam and Judaism nor an attempt to reveal commonalities in the holy sources. Relating to the post-632 CE periods under the caliphates, Frenkel argues that the Muslim version of the rise of Islam and the position of the Jews within the Muslim state was not challenged by the Jews, who instead chose to “manipulate the dominant Islamic version of the past and used it to tell a historical story that supported their own case.” He utilizes a sixteenth-century Hebrew text of Joseph b. Isaac Sambari (edited and published by Shimon Shtober) that recounts Jewish history under Islam, concluding that the non-Muslims “learned to read Islamic tradition in a subversive way” and have produced what can be dubbed a “counter history.”

It is thus acknowledged that all non-Muslim religious groups under the caliphates and later Muslim central authority usually refrained from challenging the hegemonic position of Islam and its laws head on. Notwithstanding, tensions arose when the relations between Muslims and non-Muslims were at a low ebb or once the latter felt particularly threatened as communities or as individuals.

Juliette Hassine’s “The Martyrdom of Sol Hachuel: Ridda in Morocco in 1834” is a case in point, focusing on the problem of Jewish conversion under Islam. In 1834, Sol Hachuel, a fourteen-year-old Jewish girl from Tangier, was beheaded, having been charged by a Shari‘a court in Fez with accepting Islam and then reverting back to Judaism—an accusation which she denied. Backed by source material in French, Judeo-Arabic, and Hebrew, hitherto untapped, this study analyzes Judeo-Muslim relations based on the concept of ridda (apostasy). It defines Hachuel’s execution as martyrdom in the collective memory of Moroccan Jewry, while myths about her abounded. Thereafter, Jews in significant numbers
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regarded the Muslim *qādis*, Muslim witnesses who incriminated her, and even the Sharifian Sultan Abd al-Rahman as “losers,” “immoral men,” and “dishonest.” Whereas Hassine does not rule out that her sources may well be regarded as “apologetic literature” favoring Hachuel, there can be no doubt that her beheading affected Jewish-Muslim relations adversely in precolonial Morocco with long-range consequences.

As in nineteenth-century Morocco, Jews in other Muslim lands were either victimized by certain stringent aspects of Islamic jurisprudence or sought to benefit from its contents that proved advantageous to them. This appears to have been the case for Yemen in the 1930s, where issues concerning both Islamic Law and Halakha emerged. The study produced by Mark Wagner, “Halakha through the Lens of Shari’ah,” is a case in point. In 1935, Jews in Ṣanʿa were in conflict over whether the Kuḥlānī Synagogue was private property or within the domain of a pious endowment (waqf). The Jewish leadership enlisted the ruling Imām Yahyā Ḥamīd al-Dīn to help resolve the crisis. Simultaneously, prominent Yemeni Muslim jurists, too, became involved. What was the decision adopted by the Imam? Did it differ from the recommendations offered by the Muslim jurists? In the broader sense, to what extent were non-Muslim legal systems regarded as legitimate in post-Ottoman Islamic Yemen? Wagner addresses these and other intriguing issues.

The Judeo-Muslim interrelationship went beyond religious orthodoxy to include mysticism. Ronald C. Kiener’s chapter, “Jewish Mysticism in the Lands of the Ishmaelites: A Re-orientation,” is an attempt to rewrite the history of Jewish mysticism by examining its geographical origins and focusing on its medieval and premodern manifestations. It is also an effort to wrest the account of Jewish mysticism from its Eurocentric focus and place it instead in the context of Islamic culture. Kiener elaborates at length on the ways in which Islamic culture helped shape mysticism among the Jews beginning in ninth-century Baghdad and continuing with such currents as the Sufi-tinged Jewish pietist movement of thirteenth-century medieval Egypt, the ecstatic Kabbalah movement founded by Abraham Abulafia, and the origins of the so-called Spanish Kabbalah. His major thesis is that based on this research the centrality of Islamic culture cannot be ignored in developing a historical account of the evolution of Jewish mysticism.

Islam and Judaism complemented each other in other vital domains: the mathematical sciences, the professions, and cultural diversity. Section
Two—Scientific, Professional, and Cultural Pursuits—begins with Michael Katz’s chapter, “Al-Khwarizmi’s Mathematical Doctrines in Ibn Ezra’s Biblical Commentary.” Rabbi Abraham Ibn Ezra (1098–1164) was something of a polymath, best known for his biblical commentaries. He was also a mathematician, and Katz discusses the impact of al-Khwarizmi’s mathematics on Ibn Ezra’s writings. Al-Khwarizmi (780–845) was a luminary from whose name and works are derived terms such as algebra and algorithm, while Ibn Ezra is considered a transmitter of al-Khwarizmi’s mathematical ideas to Europe. As far as Ibn Ezra’s use of al-Khwarizmi’s mathematical principles in his biblical commentary, Katz points out that “over the years Ibn Ezra’s approach was challenged from both the religious and scientific points of view.” Nonetheless, he states, “No one can deny the elegance with which Ibn Ezra integrates mathematics into his biblical exegesis.”

Although during the Middle Ages Jews and Muslims collaborated in mathematics and other sciences, while Jews are known to have contributed to the field of medicine, the point that pharmacy was a Jewish profession is less well known. The fact that two of the most popular pharmacopoeias were composed by Jews is even more esoteric. Leigh N. Chipman’s chapter, “Pharmacopoeias for the Hospital and the Shop: al-Dustur al-bimaristani and Minhaj al-dukkan,” examines two thirteenth-century pharmacopoeias, one written by Jewish Karaite physician Abu al-Fadl Dawud ibn Sulayman ibn Abi al-Bayan al-Isra’ili and the second by the other little known Jewish druggist, Abu al-Muna Dawud ibn Abi Nassar al-Kuhin (Cohen) al-῾Attar al-Haruni al-Isra’ili. One of these pharmacopoeias (al-dustur al-bimaristani) was aimed at hospital use, while the second (Minhaj al-dukkan) was designated for private pharmacies. Both texts were written in Arabic, and Chipman asks whether the Jewishness of the authors is reflected by their works or had influence on the content. She states that these works were “aimed principally at a non-Jewish audience” and that they “express no clear-cut religious identity beyond a general monotheism.”

The benefits reaped by the Jews under Arab Islam at its zenith through the enrichment of medieval Hebrew and poetic creativity—infused by Arab poetry—compares well with the progress they made in science and the professions. This is lucidly corroborated by Libby Garshowitz’s “Jewish Parody and Allegory in Medieval Hebrew Poetry in Spain,” where she refers to Anadalusia as the place this decisive encounter took place. Her
discussion is focused on the transmission of Arabic culture in Hebrew guise into the Jewish communities of twelfth-century Christendom. Of particular importance is the love poetry of Jacob ben Elazar (c.1170–1235), author of a ten-chapter collection (maqama/mahberet) of love stories composed in about 1233. She singles out chapters 7 and 9 and points out that Jacob ben Elazar’s poetry testifies to his “virtuosity and adroitness in the Hebrew language” and the contribution of Arabic poetry in this context.

The following three chapters complement Garshowitz’s study on Andalusia: Merav Rosenfeld-Hadad’s “The Holy Book of Praises of the Babylonian Jews: One Thousand Years of Cultural Harmony between Judaism and Islam,” Amnon Shiloah’s “Encounters between Jewish and Muslim Musicians throughout the Ages,” and Efrat E. Aviv’s “‘Estos Makames Allegres’ (These Cheerful Macams)—External Cultural Influences on the Jewish Community of Izmir on the Eve of the ‘Young Turk Revolution.’”

Merav Rosenfeld-Hadad devotes attention to the impact of Arabic-Islamic paraliturgical songs on Jewish culture and Hebrew poetry, with roots in Iraq, pointing out that since the days of the ‘Abbasid Caliphate in the lands of Islam, the content of the Jewish religious poems “comprises themes and ideas that were inspired by the Quran and the Hadith as well as Arabic poetry, Islamic philosophy, theology, and mysticism. . . . It lasted more than a thousand years . . . and continued across the Ottoman Empire, when Islam was no longer as strong and powerful. Such influence is still evident in the Aleppo-Syrian Jewish community of New York.”

Amnon Shiloah’s chapter is about music and musicians. He describes the collaboration of the renowned Jewish musicians and their Muslim counterparts and fleshes out important illustrations of such interaction mainly in Tunisia, Iraq, Egypt, Uzbekistan (Bukhara), and Tajikistan. Whereas Rosenfeld-Hadad speaks about Arabic-Islamic songs enriching Hebrew poetry, Shiloah turns to the influence of Jews on their non-Jewish milieu.

Efrat E. Aviv provides a wide array of cultural phenomena to include Ladino, Turkish, and aspects of early modernization. Yet her main concern is with the influence by Ottoman Turkish musicians and theatrical performers on Izmir’s Jewry in the final decades of the nineteenth century and at the beginning of the twentieth century.

Covering mid-eighteenth-century Morocco until the inauguration of the colonial era in 1912 is Jessica Marglin’s “Poverty and Charity in
a Moroccan City: A Study of Jewish Communal Leadership in Meknes, 1750–1912.” This final chapter tackles the “culture of giving” and the ways Jews and Muslims coped with their less fortunate populations in one of Morocco’s most traditional urban conglomerations. The case study of Meknes is considerably important, for it is one of the key inland royal Moroccan cities where the Jewish community was sizeable. Marglin applies charity and poverty to the broader Middle Eastern/North African context. Her findings reveal that (1) prior to the penetration of European concepts about charity, Jews and Muslims viewed poverty as a permanent and natural reality that could be treated but by no means eradicated; (2) both groups portrayed the poor either as inferior beings worthy of some contempt or innocent victims of their fate; (3) donating to charity in order to assist the poor or scholars was a religious duty (by way of waqf endowments among Muslims and heqdeshim among Jews), particularly pronounced during holidays and feasts; and (4) while Meknessi Jews regarded poverty as a fact of life that could not be altered, they nevertheless went beyond providing temporary relief. Part of the communal leadership’s goal had been to protect their members from avoidable impoverishment, by centralizing their responses to poverty and charity. Their Muslim counterpart chose not to act in a similar fashion.
One does not have to be a specialist in Comparative Religion, Islamic, Jewish, or Middle Eastern Studies to know that Muslim-Jewish relations are not—on the whole—ideal at this moment in time. Usāma bin Lādin has on numerous occasions over the past few years called for a jihād against “the Jews and the Crusaders.”¹ The tropes and themes of both European medieval and modern post-Enlightenment anti-Semitism are to be found among the principal tenets of virtually all contemporary Islamist groups. This is irrespective of whether they are Sunni, such as the Ikhwān al-Muslimūn, al-Qāʿida, al-Jamāʿa al-Islāmiyya, and Ḥamas, all in the Middle East, or Jamīʿat al-ʿAdl waʾl-Iḥsān and an-Nahḍā in the Maghreb, or Ḥızb ut-Tahrīr in Europe, or for that matter whether they are Shīʿī, as in the case of Khomeinism or Ḥīzbollah.²

But it is not only among the Islamists who, after all, represent a small minority among Muslims, that such ideas have currency, but alas, among many members of the broader Muslim population as well. When the Malaysian prime minister, Mahathir Mohammed, said in a speech before the Organization of the Islamic Conference in October 2004 that “today the Jews rule the world by proxy” (an allusion to the topos of The Protocols of the Elders of Zion), he not only received unanimous applause from the kings, presidents, amirs, and ministers in attendance, but was praised even by such a widely respected and generally enlightened figure as the Afghan president, Hamid Karzai.³
There can be no doubt that the pervasiveness of anti-Semitism across the broad spectrum of contemporary discourse is a concomitant of the Muslim world’s emotional and political engagement in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In fact, such ubiquitous fantasies as the Blood Libel or the Jewish conspiracy to dominate the world are without any precedence in the longue durée of Islamic thought. Like so many aspects of modernity in Asia and Africa, these ideas are Western imports, historically un-Islamic, and have been branded as such by a few bold and enlightened Muslims.4

This lamentable hostility has, regrettably, been reciprocated within certain quarters of Jewry as well. Visceral anti-Islamic sentiments can be found among extreme religious-nationalist quarters both in Israel and the Diaspora. For decades, popular, generally nonacademic, historians have been producing revisionist accounts of the Judeo-Islamic historical encounter which emphasize a “persecution and pogrom” approach that is the very antithesis of the Wissenschaft des Judentum’s “golden age” vision, but like the latter, this is a polemical distortion of the past and, indeed, a more seriously distorted one. Fortunately, this anti-Islamism is even more of a minority fringe phenomenon in the Jewish world than is its homologue in Muslim society.5

The widespread contemporary animus obscures the fact—in the public mind, at least—that the historical relations between Muslims and Jews, and between Islam and Judaism, have been far different in the course of the 1,400 years since the birth of Islam. And while never idyllic—nothing in human history has ever been so—the cultural interaction was for long periods mutually beneficial, and interpersonal relations were often good, at times even cordial, and certainly far more nuanced than the contemporary state of affairs would suggest. There is also a tragic irony in all of this, since Islam and Judaism have so much in common and have contributed so much to each other’s development.

As to the issue of “Intertwined Destiny” as posed by the title of this chapter, it should be emphasized that one does not mean to imply the element of Divine Providence or preordination—something best left to the theologians—but rather, whether or not these two religious civilizations, Judaism and Islam, have been intertwined in what the arbiter dictum of English usage, the Oxford English Dictionary, calls the “weakened sense” of the word destiny, namely, “What in the course of events will become or has become . . . ultimate condition.”6 When suggesting the title of this
chapter to the editors of this volume, it was debated whether or not it could be with or without the question mark, the reason being that with regard to the past the declarative is most appropriate, whereas as far as the future is concerned, the interrogative is more prudent. As a historian, this author feels more at ease when looking at the past, and it is in the course of the 1,400 years of the Judeo-Islamic *longue durée* that an intertwined destiny is most apparent.

The intimacy and mutuality of the social and cultural interaction between Judaism and Islam has been characterized by many leading scholars using the biological metaphor of symbiosis. The term was popularized by Shelomo Dov Goitein in the book *Jews and Arabs*, in which he referred to a period of “creative Jewish-Arab symbiosis, lasting 800 years [ca. 500–1300], during the first half of which the Muslim religious faith and Arab nationhood took form under Jewish impact, while in the second half traditional Judaism received its final shape under Muslim-Arab influence.”

Goitein’s schema is too neat and tidy an oversimplification: first Judaism gives to Islam and then Islam to Judaism. Further, it does not properly appreciate the later Middle Ages, during which, he notes, Jews “had their full share in the appalling decline of those [i.e., Arab] countries,” and it totally ignores the modern era. Nevertheless, both the notion of symbiosis and Goitein’s basic periodization took hold and became the standard conceptualization in scholarship.

However, since symbiosis can be characterized by either a parasitic or a commensal form of mutualism, it may be more appropriate to describe the interrelationship—the intertwined destiny—by the concept of “commensality,” which not only implies living together in a shared environment (like the Spanish term *convivencia*, often used by historians of Islamic Spain and early kingdoms of the *Reconquista*), but also, as its Latin root would indicate, “sharing from the same table” (in this case a table of culture, not comestibles).

The destiny of Islam and Judaism was intertwined from the time of the prophet Muhammad’s mission in seventh-century Arabia. Without wishing to become involved in what has become on the whole an arid and futile debate that began with Abraham Geiger in the nineteenth century and was followed by Charles Torrey, Richard Bell, Tor Andrae, and Goitein in the twentieth, as to whether Jews, Christians, or Judeo-Christian and Gnostic sectarians were the primary sources of inspiration for the
Quranic revelations, suffice it to say that there was a significant and specifically Jewish component among those influences, including religious ideas, ethical notions, and biblical lore. This is being said while taking cognizance of Julian Obermann’s still valid caveat that seemingly Jewish material could have come into earliest Islam from Christians, and seemingly Christian material could have been transmitted by Jews (although this author has always found this much less likely). However, there are simply too many significant parallels between Judaism and Islam to be reasonably explained as coming exclusively, or primarily, from non-Jewish sources. It is noteworthy that the great body of extra-Quranic lore which comprises an important part of Muslim scriptural exegesis (tafsīr al-Qur‘ān) is actually called isrā‘īliyyāt, or Israelite narratives, and some of the earliest transmitters such as ‘Abd Allāh b. Salām and Ka‘b al-Aḥbār were converts from Judaism. Early Islam’s receptivity to Jewish hagiographic lore is further reflected in the oft-quoted Ḥadīth that enjoins traditionalists: Ḥaddīthū ‘an Bānī Isrā‘īl wa-lā Ḥaraj (Relate traditions from the Israelites without any qualms).

As to parallels, it is the very structural model of the Islamic religion, which is far closer to that of Judaism than it is to Christianity, that testifies to an early formative Jewish influence. But more importantly, this structural similarity laid the foundation for the historical commensality, the intertwined destiny of Judaism and Islam, over the centuries that followed. The most distinguishing features of this structural congruence were the shared, strict, uncompromising monotheism of the two faiths which rejects all iconography of Deity; the analogous notions of an all-encompassing Divine Law that is partially revealed in a written scripture and partially oral in form and that is conceived of as the path one follows (ḥalakha/sharī‘a); the parallel notions of purity and impurity (ṭahara, tūmā‘/ṭahāra, najas) and of religiously permissible and impermissible food (kasher, taref/hallāl, ḥarām); and the physical marker of circumcision. All of these structural affinities helped to create the psychological possibility for a productive mutual existence. The Islamic perception of Jews as ahl kitāb (scriptural people) together with the more numerous Christians and Zoroastrians and the absence in Islam of the Christian claim to being Verus Israël and of the odium theologicum precluded the Jews being the ultimate “other” in Islamic society and also laid the groundwork for an interaction considerably less fraught with the tensions obtaining in Christendom despite the limitations of the dhimma social system.
For their part, the Jews’ perception of Islam as not being idolatrous in the way Christianity was perceived also contributed to the course of the intertwined destiny. Jewish apocalyptic writings (the *midreshē ge'ūla*) interpreted the Islamic conquests as divine retribution visited upon wicked Edom (Byzantine Christendom).\(^{12}\)

The five hundred years following the Muslim conquests were an axial period for both Judaism and Islam. The majority of world Jewry at that time now lived in the *Dār al-Islām*. The conquests engendered a veritable wave of urbanization, the like of which the world west of India had not seen since Greco-Roman times, and it was during this period that the majority of Jews (particularly in their great demographic center of *Bavel* / Iraq) completed the transition that had already begun in Late Antiquity from an agrarian to a cosmopolitan way of life.\(^{13}\)

It was also during the first half of this period that Jews, from Iraq in the east to Spain in the west, went over to speaking Arabic, the lingua franca of the new *oikoumene*. But more important than merely adopting Arabic as their spoken vernacular, Jews by the tenth century were using Arabic in Hebrew characters for nearly all forms of written expression, including in the religious domain. Queries and responsa (sheēlōt u-tshūvōt), scriptural exegesis (*parshanūt*), legal documents (*sheṭarōt*), and treatises of all sorts were written in Judeo-Arabic.

One reason for this thorough linguistic assimilation, as Joshua Blau has pointed out, is that in the Jewish Middle Eastern heartlands, Arabic supplanted Aramaic, the previous *koinē* of both Jews and Gentiles, which had already been used for both religious and profane writing. Thus the transition to Arabic seemed a natural process affecting everyone irrespective of nationality or confession.\(^{14}\) Three additional reasons should supplement Blau’s explanation. First, there was the recognized linguistic kinship of Arabic to Aramaic and Hebrew that mitigated any feeling of foreignness. In fact, this kinship was duly recognized by the medieval grammarians and philologists. Second, there was the tremendous prestige of Arabic within Islamic society. This cult of language had a definite psychological impact upon the Jews of the Caliphate. Perhaps the most remarkable example of the profundity of this impact is Moses Ibn ‘Ezra’s well-known statement in his *Kitāb al-Muḥādara wa’l-Mudḥakara* that it was due to the power of their “eloquence and rhetoric” that the Arabs had been able to subjugate their great empire.\(^{15}\) The third reason for the thoroughgoingness of the linguistic assimilation is that there was a secular aspect in medieval
Islamic general culture for which Arabic was the medium, and thus it could safely be shared. By contrast, no such parallel existed in medieval Christian Europe where Latin was the language of a thoroughly clerical culture, and the vernaculars enjoyed no comparable prestige.

As noted previously, the centuries following the Muslim conquests proved to be an axial age for both Judaism and Islam. This period of more than half a millennium saw the classic systematization and formulation of their respective religious systems. Within the major urban centers of the Caliphate, Jews, together with other non-Muslims, took part in creating the secular aspects of the emerging medieval Islamic civilization and developed their own flourishing Jewish culture along parallel lines.

In Iraq, where the Gaonic academies were already flourishing centuries before Baghdad became the ‘Abbāsid capital, some of the early schools of Islamic jurisprudence were established in close propinquity to the battē midrash and the yeshivōt. In fact, in early Arabic usage majlis was a Muslim parallel to yeshiva/methivta. Although the many striking parallels between halakha and shari’a with regard to their scope of application, formulation, and methodology pose problems rather than solve them, they are indicative of a shared universe of religious, legal, and intellectual discourse, shared attitudes, and an awareness of what each other was doing. Already at the end of the nineteenth century, the father of Islamic Studies, Ignaz Goldziher, noticed the striking parallel—indeed, almost identical phraseology—in the formulas used by Muslim and Jewish jurisconsults in their responsa. But as Gideon Libson has astutely observed, the relationship between the legal sources of Jewish law and those of Muslim law “may involve a feedback model, according to which the Jewish system first influenced the Muslim, which at a later stage exerted influence on Jewish law.”

This awareness was at its height during the Hellenistic renascence in the medieval Islamic world, a period that Goitein has dubbed the Intermediate Civilization and Adam Mez, die Renaissance des Islams. In the cosmopolitan urban environment of Baghdad and other cities, there was widespread interconfessional contact within intellectual society. The famous shocked eyewitness account by the tenth-century Andalusian theologian Ibn Sa’di of an open philosophical majlis in Baghdad is but one of many accounts of nonsectarian cultural intercourse. Within this intellectual environment, Jewish religious leaders followed their Muslim counterparts in adopting philosophy in the defense of religion, often to meet
similar challenges raised by freethinkers, such as Ḥiwi ha-Balkhī coming from within the Jewish fold or Ibn al-Rawandi and Abū Bakr al-Rāzī, who emerged from the Muslim community.17

The cultivation by Arabic-speaking Jews of Hebrew grammar and lexicography under the direct inspiration of Arab linguistic science (fiqh al-lugha) is yet another area in which Jewish culture was nourished and enriched by its contact with medieval Islamic High Culture.

But perhaps nowhere was this enrichment more evident than in the new style of Hebrew poetry that emerged in al-Andalus in the late tenth century which adapted not only the rhymes and meters of Arabic prosody but even some of its profane themes as well. Jews cultivated this new Hebrew poetry, not as Blau has suggested because they did not possess the necessary mastery of Classical Arabic, but rather because they had so thoroughly assimilated the cultural mentalités et sensibilités of the surrounding Islamic society in which poetry was considered the ultimate national art form, that they, therefore, consciously chose to compose their own poetic artistic endeavors in their own national language.18

There were, to be sure, limits to this Judeo-Islamic commensality on the level of high culture—limits that were inherent in a premodern, hierarchal society in which religion was the primary mark of identity and in which one religious community was regnant and all others subordinate.

Judeo-Islamic commensality on the level of high culture did indeed decline as the more cosmopolitan, secular aspects of the medieval Hellenistic renascence and overall material prosperity of the Arabic-speaking parts of the Muslim world waned after the mid-thirteenth century. This marks the end of the “creative symbiosis” in Goitein’s historical vision. For him, as for many other students of “Classical Islam,” the social and intellectual transformation of the Middle East and North Africa in the later Middle Ages is interpreted according to a Spenglerian model of decadence after efflorescence. However, I would contend that the changes that took place ought to be seen as an adaptation by Islamic civilization to historical challenges from within and without.

In spite of the changed atmosphere and the concomitant tendency toward greater marginalization of non-Muslims generally within the Muslim world, Judeo-Islamic commensality remained strong on the level of popular culture up until the modern era. Even in those places where Jews were compelled by force of law or custom to reside in their own ghettoized (such as the Mellāḥ, the Ḥārat al Yahūd, the Qā’a, or the Mahalleh)
quarters, they were never as hermetically separated from their Gentile neighbors socially, linguistically, or culturally, as were their coreligionists in much of Christian Europe prior to the Emancipation.  

Jews were both producers and consumers of vernacular literature. They continued to occupy an important place in musical composition and performance. In Iran, Jewish musicians were guardians of the courtly musical tradition through the Qajar and Pehlavi dynasties, since music was something the Shi’i mullahs viewed somewhat askance. In the Maghreb, Jewish musicians preserved *zajal* and *malhūn* notebooks brought over by Andalusian emigrés. In some countries—most notably the Maghreb and Yemen—they were the master artisans par excellence.

Almost everywhere, Jews were an integral part of the local economy, and with the coming of the Sephardim after the Expulsions from Iberia and Sicily, Sephardi and Livornese Jews not only infused new physical and intellectual life into Islamicate Jewish communities, which had undergone a serious demographic decline in the pandemics of the later Middle Ages, but played a significant role as middlemen between the Muslim world and Europe.

Modern times brought about a weakening and eventually an end to Judeo-Muslim commensality, and this, too, was part of the intertwined destiny in *OED*’s sense of “what has become.” The process of modernization which began with the mercantile and later physical penetration of the European powers into the Islamic world had a profound impact upon Jews and Muslims, albeit affecting them very differently. As noted above, commensality always had its limits. And while most Muslims tended to view the cultural, economic, and political forces from without with a natural suspicion and no little hostility, Jews and their minorities saw new horizons and were relatively quick to avail themselves of the opportunities afforded them first through the *Imtiyāzāt* (capitulations) and then, in far greater numbers, through the modern education provided by religious and cultural missionaries—in the case of the Jews, particularly by the Alliance Israélite Universelle schools. The latter gave its pupils far more than Western education. It gave them a new sense of themselves, new rising expectations, and an advantage of opportunity over the largely uneducated Muslim masses as the Middle East and Maghreb were being ineluctably drawn into what Emanuel Wallerstein has dubbed “the World Economic System.” Thus, even before our contemporary phenomenon of globalization, Jews participated in what Charles Issawi has referred to as “the rise of
the Millets,” and they came to have a place in the new economy that was out of all proportion to their numbers or their traditional social status.22 Having no true proprietary investment in the Islamic social system, many Jews came to identify with the colonial powers, and irrespective of the strength of their attraction to Zionism, only a tiny few were attracted to local or Pan-Arab nationalisms and virtually none to Pan-Islamic nationalism. The intertwined destiny had become a parting of the ways.23

But did this spell the end of the intertwined destiny? The lack of a resolution to the conflict between Israel and the Palestinians, the heightened tensions between Jews and the Muslim populations in several Western European countries, particularly in France, and the sorry state of Muslim-Jewish relations worldwide referred to at the beginning of this chapter would all seem to indicate that, for better or for worse, Muslims and Jews still share a destiny that is intricately intertwined.

Notes


6. OED, 1:702b, s.v.


19. For an overview of the process of social isolation, see Stillman, *The Jews of Arab Lands*, 64–94.


SECTION I

Religion, Law, and Mysticism
As elucidated by Stillman, the commonalities between Islamic and Jewish civilizations contributed immeasurably to each other’s development. This is most evident in the realm of their scriptures, religious sanctuaries, inscriptions, and stories of prophethood.

In his exegesis of Q 7:59–93, Sayyid Quṭb (1906–66) describes the stories of Noah, Hūd, Ṣāliḥ, and Lot as metaphors for the warnings given to the heedless by God.

This story captures the nature of faith and the nature of disbelief in the souls of human beings. It displays a repeated pattern for the faithful hearts and a repeated pattern for the disbelieving hearts. Those who believe in all of the messengers have no arrogance in their hearts and obey the messengers of God. It is not surprising that God would select one of them to speak and to warn them. Those who disbelieve in all of the messengers, they are the ones assuming their own greatness in sin, arrogantly thinking that authority was given into their hands by God the master of creation and the word.1

All of these prophets were sent with the same message and all were rejected by their people, who were then punished by God for their infidelity. Sayyid Quṭb offers a similar interpretation of the stories of Hūd, Ṣāliḥ, and Shuʿayb in Q 11:50–95 and 26:123–91.

This metaphorical interpretation of the stories of Hūd, Ṣāliḥ, and Shuʿayb is not uncommon in the history of scriptural exegesis. John
Wansbrough cites the stories of these prophets as typifying the “prophetic cycle,” in part related to his contention that large portions of the Quran are to be understood as requiring “haggadic” exegesis. In support of the conclusions of H. Hirschfeld, A. J. Wensinck argues that Hūd was an allegorical figure and that the name derives from the root *hwd* relating to Jews, Jewish practices, and Judaism. C. C. Torrey likewise asserts that the name Shuʿayb is derived from *sha῾b* meaning “people,” and A. Geiger takes the story of Shuʿayb as a confused conflation of biblical elements. Much of this interpretation is related to the presumption that similarities between the Bible and Quran are due to the latter being dependent upon the former.

In part, this metaphorical or literary interpretation of the stories of Hūd, Śāliḥ, and Shuʿayb is due to the perception that these prophets do not appear in the Bible. All of the other prophets mentioned by name in the Quran appear to have biblical counterparts, although some disagreement exists about the exact identification of certain names: Adam, Idris (Enoch), Noah, Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, Lot, Joseph, Job, Moses, Aaron, David, Solomon, Elijah, Elisha, Jonah, Zechariah, John, and Jesus. Dhu al-Kifl is consistently identified by Muslim exegetes as the son of Job, and Muslim exegetes identify many of the unnamed prophets in the Quran with biblical figures such as Ezekiel (Q 2:243), Samuel (2:246–51), and Jeremiah (2:259). Quran exegesis identifies the three messengers in Q 36:13–29 with the New Testament apostles Simon, John, and Paul, and other Muslim stories of the prophets also include accounts of Daniel and Samson.

Western scholars have often ignored the question of the historicity of the stories of the prophets contained in the text of the Quran, choosing to focus instead on the historical context in which the Quran was produced. Many scholars have attempted to evaluate the text of the Quran as a source for the history of the prophet Muhammad and early Islam, and scholars continue to concentrate on the history of the text of the Quran. But the historicity of the contents of the Quran as they relate to ancient and biblical history are overlooked, usually as evidence only that the Quran is derivative and depends upon earlier written and oral sources. Despite some suggestive remarks by scholars such as Reuven Firestone and Roberto Tottoli, little has been done to investigate what information the contents of the Quran can provide for the history of the Bible and the ancient Near East.
The following pages examine the Muslim exegetical concept of the Arab prophets as it relates to the Quran, the Bible, and other literary and documentary evidence from the ancient Mediterranean and Near East. Part one considers the literary and documentary evidence outside of the Quran for the Muslim image of prophethood. Part two introduces a wide range of sources evincing the existence of an ancient model of prophethood consistent with what is defined by Muslim exegesis on the Quran. This evidence shows how Muslim exegetes identify a model of prophethood linked with a territorial sanctuary that allows them to highlight and synthesize evidence from pre-Islamic sources to typify a Quranic model of prophethood. This model allows them to conceptualize and argue for the Arab provenance of prophecy, that the prophethood of Muhammad is a continuation and culmination of the ancient history of prophethood.

Arab Prophets and Prophecy among the Arabs

Muslim historians and exegetes mention a number of prophets who might be considered Arab prophets. These include otherwise unknown figures such as Khālid b. Sinān b. ‘Ayth al-‘Absī, who, according to al-Mas‘ūdi and others, lived in the period between Jesus and Muhammad. Ibn Hishām mentions the prophets Saṭīḥ and Shiqq, who foretold the coming of the prophet Muhammad to the South Arabian king. Other Arab prophets are identified in local contexts, such as the prophet Raḍwā in al-Jabal al-Akhdār near Muscat, the prophet ‘Umrān in Ṣalālah, and the prophets Aila and Zurayq in the Baqa‘ Valley of Lebanon. Some of these prophets might be related to the development of saint shrines and other local traditions regarding the importance of the burial sites of certain people. Others appear to be a continuation of older traditions associated with prophetic, priestly, and other cultic activities found throughout the ancient and late antique Near East.

Inscriptional and other documentary evidence from the ancient Near East and the Arabian Peninsula in particular attests to a number of functionaries and activities that appear to be consistent with the conception of prophecy in the Quran and early Islamic exegesis. The common Quranic terms “prophet” [nāb] and “apostle” [rāsūl] are not found frequently among the Semitic inscriptions of the northern Arabian Peninsula and Fertile Crescent but are linked with terms found in Southern Arabic inscriptions and in Ethiopian. The Quran contains other terms associated with
prophetic activity and the prophet Muhammad in particular, such as “kāhin” cognate to the Hebrew Bible “priest” [kōhen]. Both Q 52:29 and 69:42 make a clear distinction between the prophetic status of Muhammad and that of a kāhin. According to Ibn Kathīr, a kāhin received visions from the Jinn and delivered them to people as though they were revelations from heaven. That the prophetic role of the kāhin was known in pre-Islamic Arabia is also evident from reports preserved in the biographies of the prophet Muhammad. Exodus 3:1 and 18:1 refer to Jethro, the father-in-law of Moses, as the “kōhen” of Midian, suggesting that the term be applied to priestly figures among certain Arab tribal groups.

The term khn is also attested in Phoenician, Punic, at Deir Alla, in Old Aramaic, Official Aramaic, Jewish Aramaic of Palestine, and Mandaic.8 In Old Aramaic inscriptions, the kōhin is often linked with a particular deity such as Ba῾al [khn b῾lt], Ashtarte [khnt ῾štrt], Ba῾alshamayim [khn šb῾lšmn], and Yahweh [khny῾zy yhw ῾lh']. A Nabataean inscription refers to the kāhin of Lat and Allāt [khn ῾ltw ῾lht']. Such references suggest that the kāhin was associated with a particular location and people attached to certain deities. Hebrew and Old Aramaic inscriptions also provide the title of “great” or “high” kāhin [hkhn hgdl, khn῾ rb'], implying a hierarchy and possibly the affiliation of the kāhin to a state or other political establishment.10

Ibn Durayd records a tradition that the pre-Islamic kāhin ῾Amr b. al-Ju῾ayd, of the Rabī῾ah b. Sa῾d, was considered an “afkal,” a term known from the Sumerian apkallu, and attested also in Nabataean, Palmyrene, Hatran, Sabaean, Liyanite, and Hasaean.11 Like the kāhin, the afkal is often linked with particular gods, including Lat and Allah, in Liyanite, Hasaean, Hatran, and Nabataean inscriptions.12 A Palmyrene inscription mentions the “afkal of ῾Uzaza Allah the Good and Merciful” [῾fkl dy ῾zyzw ῾lh ῼ tdbh r ῼ mn].13 The afkal is also connected with kingship and the state. A Liyanite inscription refers to an afkal as “the representative of the Ghassan” [wkl h῾ sn], and a Hatran inscription mentions “Sntrq king of Arabia son of Nusrw the lord, the great father, the great priest [῾fkl rb'] of Shamash.” Both the kāhin and the afkal seem to be closely affiliated with the functioning of and the officiation at cultic activities such as sacrifice and the consecration of certain objects and locations. A Dedanite inscription mentions the “Afkal of Wadd and his sons,” who consecrate a boy as a victim or servant of the god Dhu Ghabat [dh ῼ gbt]. A Liyanite
inscription attests to a rock being consecrated to Baʾalshamin by a female *afkal* [ʾḥklt] named Bahani.14

Additional terms found in ancient and late antique inscriptions demonstrate the existence of other figures engaged in activities and having a standing not unlike that associated with prophets in the Quran and early Islamic exegesis. The *rbnwt* of several Palmyrene inscriptions appears to designate an office of administration and custodianship sometimes associated with sanctuaries.15 An Old Aramaic inscription from Nerab southeast of Aleppo identifies the bas-relief of Sin-zir-ban, the *kamar* of Shahar in Nerab [kmr Šhr bnrb] as resting on a “throne” or “couch” [ʾrst] often related to kings. A group or perhaps a class of individuals holding the status of *kamar* is recorded as erecting a statue in the earliest dated Palmyrene inscription (44 BCE) and another group is credited with the dedication of a temple and its implements to the gods Bel, Yarhibol, and Aglibol in a Palmyrene inscription from the temple of Bel dated to 45 CE. The term *ptwr* also appears in a Nabataean inscription from Madāʾin Sāliḥ to label an office of an individual responsible for cultic activities such as the dedication of a tomb, and the term is also used to refer to altars in Hatra.16

Muslim exegetes highlight a number of terms used in the Quran that relate the establishment and government of sanctuaries or sacred locations to prophetic activities. The most common terms are permutations of *ḥrm* and *msjd*, which occur more than a dozen times together in the phrase *al-masjid al-ḥarām* (Q 2:144, 149, 191, 196, 217, 5:2, 8:34, 9:7, 19, 28, 17:1, 22:25, 48:25, 27), linked with the cultic site of Mecca and a series of prophets. On the authority of Ibn Ishāq and al-Suddi, Ibn Kathir explains that the true custodians of the Meccan sanctuary, mentioned in Q 8:34, are the prophet Muhammad and his followers.17 The exegesis of other verses, such as Q 5:97 and 9:17–18, specifies the cultic responsibilities of the prophets at the sanctuary, and other sources testify to the wider use of these terms in relation to cultic activities. Thamudic inscriptions attest to the use of the root *ḥrm* as a verb to describe the “consecration” of a rock, a location, or a person [nšwn], and the term is associated with the consecration of food to the temple of Wadd in a Minaean inscription. An inscription from Palmyra appears to commemorate the dedication of consecrated objects. A Nabataean inscription from Pozzuoli near Naples in Italy refers to the restoration of a sanctuary [mḥrmt’]. Two other
Nabataean inscriptions from Kharayeb and al-Jawf mention the making or building of sanctuaries [mḥrmt’] for Dhushara, and a Minaean inscription seems to designate a particular location as a sacred site [ḥrm].

Muslim exegesis on Q 28:57 and 29:67 makes the claim that the Israelites, during the time in the wilderness of wandering near Midian, had a “safe sanctuary” [ḥaram amīn]. Muḥammad b. ‘Alī al-Shawkānī (d. 1250) points to the description of the safe sanctuary, provided with fruits of all kinds and provisions from God, as a parallel to the sanctuary in Mecca. Muḥammad b. ‘Abdalāh Ibn Abī Zaminīm (d. 399) uses the description of the Israelite sanctuary in Q 26:57–59 to extend a parallel between the prophetic activity of Muhammad and Moses. According to al-Bayḍāwī, the mention of the “safe sanctuary” [ḥaram amīn] in Q 28:57 is a reference to the Meccan sanctuary that God provided the Quraysh in order to protect them from the surrounding tribes who might persecute them on account of their following the prophet Muhammad, as the Israelites were protected from Pharaoh in Midian. Muslim exegetes mention other sites of Israelite pilgrimage in the Arabian peninsula, including al-Rawḥā”” and the Masjid al-Khayf in Minā.

In the Quran, the term āṣjid is most commonly linked with the adjective ḥarām [al-āṣjid al-ḥarām], although the term āṣjid occurs in other contexts, such as Q 7:29–31 [kull āṣjid] and in the plural [āṣjīd, āṣjīd allāh] (Q 2:114, 9:17, 22:40, 72:18) indicating a reference to a more generic location. The term āṣgd occurs in Official Aramaic and in a number of Nabataean inscriptions as a place or the object of cultic activities, and in the Targum Yerushalmī on Genesis 11:4, the root ṣgd is used to refer specifically to idol worship or the idol itself [bayt segīdū]. An inscription from Madā’in Śāliḥ mentions the āṣgd’ that was built for the god Sa’bu, and an inscription from Imtān records a āṣgd’ that was offered “to Dushara and A’ra the god our lord who is in Bosra.” Nabataean inscriptions from Sahwit al-Khidr and the Roman road between Damascus and Palmyra use āṣgd’ in reference to columns erected by specific individuals. A stele from Bostra is inscribed as “the āṣgd’ which Yamlik son of Masku offered to Dhushara A’ra for his well-being and the well-being of his sons.” In other Nabataean inscriptions from Jebel Ithlib, the term āṣgd’ is used to refer to a stele carved in relief and niches. Two other Nabataean inscriptions designate altars dedicated to Ba’ alshamin and to Allāt, “the lordess of the place.”
The use of *msgd* to refer to cult objects is consistent with the accounts of the sanctuaries and shrines established by Abraham in the Bible and Muslim exegesis. Genesis 21:22–34 narrates Abraham’s claim over a well he dug at Beersheba in association with the Philistine Abimelech, who is told (in Genesis 20:7) that Abraham is a prophet. Jewish exegesis explains that the “eshel” planted by Abraham in Genesis 21:33 is a sanctuary or shrine that Abraham establishes at Beersheba, to be understood in comparison with the other shrines established by Abraham where he built altars and invoked Yahweh at the oak of Moreh in Shechem (Genesis 12:6–7), the oak of Mamre in Hebron (Genesis 13:18), and between Bethel and Ai (Genesis 12:8). In his history, al-Ṭabarî preserves an account of the episode of Abraham at the well of Beersheba in which it is stated that the sanctuary established by Abraham was a *masjid*, thus linking the cultic sites associated with Abraham’s prophetic activity with the *masjid* of the Quran.28

Muslim exegetes link Abraham also with the establishment of the sanctuary at Mecca in the exegesis of Q 2:125 and 3:97, both of which refer to the “place of Abraham” [maqām Ibrāhīm] as a place of safety. According to reports given on the authority of Ibn ʿAbbās, the *maqām Ibrāhīm* encompasses all the locations where the rituals of the pilgrimage are performed, or to the entirety of the area enclosed in the sanctuary [ḥaram].29 Thus the location of the sanctuary defined by Abraham corresponds to the area required for the performance of the rites. Abraham’s establishment of sanctuaries and the building of altars in Genesis is consistent with activities described in other inscriptions, such as the inscription found in the vicinity of a shrine at Hatra that mentions the building of an altar and a “place” [mqm]. A Minaean inscription uses the term *mqm* as a reference to the “places” of the gods Wadd and Athtar of Qabad, and a Thamudic inscription refers to the “service of the “places” [mqmt].30 By using these terms to describe Abraham’s cultic activities from the Quran and Bible, Muslim exegetes also relate Abraham’s sanctuaries to the Israelites. Q 26:57–59 and 44:25–26 refer to the “maqām karīm” of the Israelites, which exegetes connect to the “maqām amina” of Q 44:51–53 and the “maqām rabbi-hi” of Q 55:46 and 79:40–41. Ibn Kathir and others understand these passages to refer to the eschatological position of the Israelites, but some exegetes link these locations with Eden and with the sanctuary at Mecca.31 Ibn al-Jawzi associates the context of Q 44:17–29
with the locations through which Moses led the Israelites, and Yāqūt alludes to the Valley of Ṭuwwā near Mecca in Q 20:12 and 79:16 as the location where Moses is supposed to have received the tablets of the Torah. The identification of the Meccan sanctuary as the “maqām Ibrāhīm” displaces the rabbinic association of “ha-maqōm” in Genesis 22:4 with the future temple in Jerusalem. The cultic function of the Meccan sanctuary precedes and, later under the custodianship of the prophet Muhammad, supersedes the cult of the Israelite temple in Jerusalem.

Other Ancient and Arab Prophets

The activities linked to locations and objects associated with Muhammad and pre-Islamic prophets like Moses and Abraham are consistent with the evidence found in inscriptions throughout the late antique and ancient Mediterranean and Near East. In focusing on the connection between prophethood and the founding of sanctuaries, Muslim exegetes were able to draw upon a rich pre-Islamic tradition linking religious figures and enclosed or protected locations. Several Aramaic inscriptions from the northern Arabian city of Tayma refer to a ḥgr’ dedicated to Manat [mnwh], “the goddess of goddesses.” An Aramaic inscription from Carthage mentions the ḥgr’ as the boundary enclosing the hill upon which were built the sanctuaries of Ashtart [῾štrt] and Tanith [tnt], and a Nabataean inscription describes part of a tomb as a ḥgry or “protected” for those who dedicated it. A Thamudic inscription appears to link a ḥgr directly with a figure responsible for a protected sanctuary [dh’ilhrm].

Other inscriptions, using terms associated with activities in the Quran, attest to sanctuaries and enclosures dedicated by particular individuals. A Hatran inscription engraved on a plaque dedicates a dwelling [mškn], a protected place [ḥtm], and a catalog of other items. Another Aramaic inscription from Tayma marks a special stone as dedicated to Manat, the “goddess of goddesses.” A Minaean inscription designates a particular location as “protected” [ḥm], and a Lihyanite inscription marks a tomb [qbr] as protected [ḥm]. The generic term for “place” [ṭr] is also attested as being used to designate sacred or protected locations. A Palmyrene inscription refers to “Allāt the lordess of the place” [rba ῥtr], and a Nabataean inscription, from Elus on the road between Petra and Gaza, marks a special place [znḥ ’tr] established by Notairu “for the life of Aretas king of
the Nabataeans.” Other terms can refer to specific places designated for certain ritual activities, such as the Nabataean reference to the “place of the sacred banquet” [mškb] and the Phoenician inscription marking the “holy place” [mqdš] of Saddam-Baʿal in Malta.

Muslim exegesis on Q 5:3 explains that the term “nuṣūb” refers to special stones that were set up around Mecca to mark the boundaries of the sanctuary in pre-Islamic times. The setting up of stones, pillars, and other markers is widely attested in literary and documentary sources. A treaty between Assur and Tyre (675 BCE) mentions a “Bethel” and the treatises of the kings of Kerak and Arpad in Syria were written on standing stelae. The Bible (Ex 34:14, Deut 16:22) refers to the mšb as the means to worship other gods, and a host of Greek words refer to the “baitulia” [bayt-el] as stones that were believed to represent certain gods. The Lexikon of Suidas (tenth century CE) describes how the Arabs of Petra worshipped the god Ares through a standing stone.

The terms mšb and nšb are used commonly in the ancient world to designate stones marking temples and other sanctuaries in Phoenician, Aramaic, Minaean, Plamyrene, Nabataean, Syriac, and Safaitic. An Old Aramaic inscription testifies to a nšb erected for Allāt in the temple of Allāt. A Nabataean inscription along the stepped path up Jabal al-Khubtha claims: “These are the nšyby of al-Uzza and the lord of the house [wmr byt’] which are made by Wahballah the caravan leader son of Zaidan.”

Pillars and other more stylized stones are also set up and inscribed with dedications marking certain locations as sanctuaries. A Palmyrene inscription on a column drum of limestone from the Baʿal-Shamin sanctuary records that it was offered to Baʿal-Shamin, “the good god,” by Attai and Shbahai, the daughters of Sahra, and Ata, the daughter of Firdaws, in the year 335 [=23 CE]. A similar Palmyrene inscription is found on an altar in the temple of Arsu identifying the altar as dedicated to Arsu, to Qismaya, and to the “daughters of El” in the year 375 [=64 CE]. An Old
Aramaic stone, perhaps from the time of Nabonidus in the fifth century BCE, now in the Louvre, pictures the god Salm of Hajam above a cult officiant before an altar.

In the 22nd year . . . [in Tayma], Salm of Mahran and Shingala Ashira, the gods of Tayma, to Slam of [Hajam] . . . appointed him on this day [in Tayma] . . . which Salm-Shezeb, son of Pet-Osiri, set up [hqym] in the temple of Salm of Hajam, therefore the gods of Tayma made grants to Salm-Shezeb, son of Pet-Osiri, and to his descendents in the temple of Salm of Hajam, and any man who shall destroy this pillar [swlʹ], may the gods of Tayma pluck out him and his descendents and his name from before Tayma. This is the grant. . . . Neither gods nor men shall bring out Salm-Shezeb, son of Pet-Osiri, from this temple, neither his descendents nor his name (who are) priests [kmryʹ] in this temple forever.47

The connection between the cult officiant, here identified as a “kmr,” and the setting up of the stone in a sanctuary is further emphasized by the protection of the stone and the site being linked with the family of the cult officiant.

A number of the inscriptions show a connection between the standing stones and burial sites. A similar connection between nušūb and tombs is made in Q 70:43.

The day they emerge from their graves quickly [al-ajdāth sirā῾-an] as though rushing to nušūb.

A Neo-Punic inscription from Tunis designates a stone “set up” [ṭnʹ ʹbn z] to mark the tomb of Ahath-Milkath. Other types of standing stones are used to mark the places of sanctuaries and burial sites. Liyanite and Hasaean inscriptions refer to the protection [ḥm] of tombs, and the Nabataean Turkmānīyah tomb inscription provides an elaborate description of the consecration and protections afforded the tombs on which it is written.48 Other terms, such as wgr and npš, can refer to both tombs and sanctuary markers, and the widespread use of these terms may indicate that one of the primary means for identifying a sanctuary was with a tomb.49

The term npš is commonly used among the Safaitic cairns of the basalt desert.50 A Nabataean inscription marks a spot dedicated “to Allah and her wgr.” Several Liyanite inscriptions on standing stones refer to the erection of a “kherem” [ḥrm] on a regular, seasonal basis, as a gift to the
gods. A Thamudic inscription from Rūḍat al-Nāqah states: “For my god [allahi], a kherem.”

The older widespread link between standing stones, sanctuaries, and burial sites is also evident in the close association of the Meccan sanctuary with burials and funerary rites. Muqātil b. Sulaymān states that there are seventy prophets buried in the sanctuary of Mecca, including Hūd, Ṣālih, and Ishmael. In his commentary on Q 2:125, al-Suyūṭī lists the various prophets who are buried in the Meccan sanctuary. According to al-Ḥalabī, there are three hundred prophets buried in the area around the Ka῾bah, and the Ka῾bah itself is a stone structure considered by some to mark the burial site of various implements associated with pre-Islamic kings and prophets. Many of the rituals associated with the pilgrimage to Mecca, in pre-Islamic and Islamic times, including circumambulation of the tomb, wearing of certain types of clothing, and restrictions on behavior, closely parallel funerary and mourning customs attested in Jewish, Christian, and pagan contexts. A number of Ka῾bah-like cube structures are found in pre-Islamic Arab areas such as Petra and Madā’in Ṣālih.

Older, pre-Islamic inscriptions attest to a range of activities associated with cultic objects and locations, many of which have direct parallels with biblical examples and the Quranic image of prophethood highlighted by Muslim exegetes. Pilgrimage [h gg] and the visitation of standing stones and tombs is a frequent example. A Safaitic inscription from a cairn in the basalt desert refers to a visit:

Behold, there came a supplicant and visited this building, being a traveler of Yamāmat, keeping off dangers, and he became a brother here.

Note that this inscription mentions a number of significant details which are suggestive of aspects associated with the visitation of tombs and sanctuaries: travel in the name of a deity, safety of a traveler and protection of the site, supplication of a god at the location, and joining a brotherhood of other travelers or adherents. Inscriptions from Tayma also tell of pilgrimage as a penance for adultery and seeking a healing for sickness. A Dedanite inscription records a visit for sins, and another Safaitic inscription records an experience of misfortune by a visitor. Ugaritic inscriptions attest to the visitation of tombs for feeding the dead, consulting the dead, and mourning. Some inscriptions demonstrate how travel to the site or establishment
of the sanctuary is related to a vision. The Deir ᾿Alla inscription records
the vision of Ballam, son of Beor, the “seer of the gods,” and another Old
Aramaic inscription is attributed to “the hand of the seer and the hand
of the diviner.” An Aramaic inscription from Elephantine records the
bringing of a dream to the temple for interpretation. In an inscription
from Hatra it is stated that the altar and the chapel were dedicated after
someone saw a vision in a dream [dhzy ’blmn’]. Stephanus the Byzantine
relates that Aretas, son of Obadas, received a prophecy from his father
about the founding of a city in Arabia, the vision of a man dressed in
white on a white camel as a site of the new city, which was to be built on a
rock. Several Safaitic inscriptions mention visions including the dream
of a well, the vision of a father from the wilderness, and the vision of an
uncle accompanied by a drawing of a woman thought to represent Allāt
who is invoked in the inscription.

Many of the inscriptions record ritual activities practiced at the sanctu-
ary or location of the pilgrimage. A Safaitic inscription appears to record
the circumcision of the person named on the stone, a practice mentioned
by Origen and Bardesanes as common among the “Ishmaelites” at the
age of thirteen. Another Safaitic inscription mentions the practice of
augury [῾f], and the practice of writing or inscribing at the location of
the sanctuary is widespread. Examples of writing include the writing
of personal names and the name of locations from which visitors trav-
el. Also common is the nonliterary depiction of seven dots, dashes,
and crescents—symbols normally attributed to a group of seven Babylo-
nian deities. Some inscriptions show that pilgrims recorded their visit
by inscribing the name of a deity.

Wani b. Fasi cut [tqṭ] the name of he who is above him so that he
might favor him, bless him, and guide him [fardh ws’dh w’ḥrth].

Drawings of human, animal, and nonrepresentational figures are also
common, as is the drawing of items thought to have been sacrificed and
dedicated at the site.

Inscriptions and archaeological evidence often attest to pilgrimages to
sanctuaries for the purpose of making an offering. An Old Aramaic chal-
ice from Iran, dated to 600 BCE, is inscribed as an offering to a deity. A
silver bowl from Tell al-Maskhūta in the eastern Nile Delta, dated to the
fifth century BCE, is inscribed as being an offering to “the God” [hn-῾lt]
from Qynw, son of Geshem, king of Qedar. Three bronze statues are
dedicated to Ilumquh, master of Awwam, in a Sabaean inscription, and a Dedanite inscription records the offering of a statue to the god Dhu Ghabat by Abdgawth, son of Zaydallah, to honor the house of Ahu Ali and Ammi-Bal of Dedan. In a Nabataean inscription from Imtan to the Southeast of Bostra, a msgd is dedicated as an offering to Dushara and Aʿra, and Palmyrene inscriptions record the dedication of altars to various deities. An engraved plaque from Hatra lists the items dedicated to a particular location, including a mace, spade, axe, trough, and lever, and it details a curse put there to protect the contents. Safaitic inscriptions from the basalt desert preserve brief accounts of sacrifices and offerings made for protection from the gods.

Some of the offerings and the pilgrimages made to make the offerings are reported to be in fulfillment of a vow. Papyri from Nessana catalogs the offerings brought to the monastery for the pilgrimage to Sinai. An Ammonite seal of Abīnadab records the vow Abīnadab made to Astarte in Sidon and the statues dedicated at a particular location. A Phoenician inscription from the coast between Tyre and Acre states thatʿAbd-Alim installed a gate and doors to Baʿal-Shamin in fulfillment of a vow. Dedanite inscriptions mark the offering of statues to Dhu Ghabat and other deities as a votive offering [hndr]. A Thamudic inscription from Aqabah Mashid records the consecration [nḍr] of an individual. Inscriptions in Proto-Sinaitic originally from the entrance to a mine record the vows of miners to offer sacrifices if they are rescued by the gods.

Some evidence also suggests that the rules for behavior at sanctuaries and for pilgrims was not unlike some of the regulations defining the Islamic ritual of the pilgrimage to the Meccan sanctuary. A Lihyanite inscription consecrates [ḥrm] a rock “so that no woman can ascend it.” The shedding of blood in the sanctuary [ḥgb] is prohibited by a Palmyrene inscription. An inscription from Shrine IV in Hatra contains an invocation against anyone wearing shoes past a certain point at the site. Two altars were set up and dedicated to “Sheʿa-Alqum, the Good, the Bountiful,” by Ubadu, son of Animu, son of Saʿd-Allāt the Nabataean, “who does not drink wine [lʿšt ḥmr]” in the year 132 CE. Two Thamudic inscriptions refer to the shaving of the head and the plucking out of hair in association with pilgrimage and visitation of the site of the inscription.

These examples attesting to the establishment and visitation of sanctuaries demonstrate the continuation of patterns and practices well known from the royal inscriptions of the ancient Near East. Numerous
inscriptions record the erection of statues, pillars, temples, and cities by kings in order to ensure their good fortune and the well-being of their kingdoms. The “List of Date Formulae” of the reign of Hammurabi provides a catalog of activities later attested in scattered popular inscriptions and in the Arabic literary descriptions of the cult at the Meccan sanctuary and elsewhere through pre-Islamic Arabia. Hammurabi establishes justice, constructs thrones, builds walls, erects temples and shrines, provides water for pilgrims, gives protection to his people, dedicates sacred objects such as thrones, statues, and daises for deities, and digs canals. The parallel building activities of Marduk in the Enuma Elish suggest a close relationship between the creation of the natural world by the gods and the construction of civilization by kings. More specific examples from South Arabia demonstrate that the model was current in the Arabian Peninsula, and examples from Nabataean and Liyanite inscriptions show the spread and continuity of the practices.85

Early Islamic accounts of 'Abd al-Muṭṭalib’s recovery of Zamzam and the eventual reestablishment of the sanctuary under the prophet Muhammad conform to this general ancient model.86 In other ancient civilizations, the king or cult officiant circumambulated the walls of his capital city, ritually linking his authority to the establishment and protection of that territory. The different accounts of the recovery of the True Cross and the building of the churches in Palestine are another example of this ancient model linking the recovery of the cult object with the establishment of a sanctuary and the pilgrimages to the sanctuary to visit the cult object. In other ancient and Arabian contexts the custodian of the sanctuary establishes his status as cult officiant by erecting the cult object, often accompanied by divination or receiving a vision from the deity.87 Muslim exegetes construct the image of prophethood, linking the civilizing function of the cult officiant with the founding of the sanctuary, from this general model found in the legends of the True Cross, the ancient Near East, and also in China, Rome, Egypt, and Southeast Asia.

Conclusion

As for the People of the Torah, they allege that there is no mention of 'Ād, Hūd, Thamūd, and Ṣāliḥ in the Torah. Their word among the Arabs in pre-Islamic and Islamic times is like the repute of Abraham. Their rejection of this was not as astounding as their rejection of the prophethood of Abraham and his message and likewise their rejection of the existence of the Christ.88

That Jews (and Christians) might deny the mention of the Arab prophets is not unwarranted given the argument made by Muslim exegetes for the Arab provenance of ancient prophecy. Muslim exegesis maintains that the prophets Hūd, Ṣāliḥ, and Shu‘ayb are part of the biblical tradition as is the prophet Muhammad and the model of prophethood epitomized by the stories of these prophets.

Muslim exegetes draw upon a rich tradition of cultic activity attested throughout the ancient and late antique Near East and Mediterranean but especially in the Arabian Peninsula and the Fertile Crescent. Stories of the prophets in the Quran are provided against the backdrop of a larger biblical and ancient Near Eastern milieu in which prophets are identified for their role as custodians of the sanctuary, and the sanctuary as a model for civilization. For the Muslim exegetes, the historicity of Arab prophecy is demonstrated by reference to this pre-Islamic evidence, evidence which is taken to depict prophethood in terms consistent with the model of proph-ecy found in the Quran and in the life of the prophet Muhammad. This model, evinced in ancient sources, allows Muslim exegetes to emphasize biblical materials to demonstrate the Arabian heritage of Israelite prophecy and the central importance of Arabian prophets to the history of an cient prophecy.

It is important to note that, by drawing upon the Bible and other ancient sources to construct a Quranic model of prophethood, Muslim exegetes are engaging directly with the extant text of the Bible. Despite the widespread idea that Muslims do not accept the Bible as authoritative and dismiss it as unreliable, it is evident that Muslim exegetes used the Bible to demonstrate the authority of the Quran and the prophet Muhammad.89 At issue is not a matter of arguing over the text of the Bible but of gaining the biblical text as an ally, as data for the construction of a generic paradigm of prophethood that allows for Islam to have a historical pedigree. It is not a question of whether or not prophethood was, historically, like it is
conceived and portrayed by Muslim exegesis. This is analogous to how Christian “Old Testament Theology” reconstructs a “history” of the Bible that features the origins and development of certain key Christological concepts such as covenant, salvation, and messianism. The Muslim reconstruction of the history of prophethood is not unlike how Christian theologians claim the Old Testament prefigures the mission of Jesus Christ; for Muslim exegetes, the evidence of the Bible and ancient Near East testifies to the Quran and the prophet Muhammad as a continuation and culmination of the ancient history of prophethood.

The lack of attention given to the historicity of the Quran’s accounts of ancient prophets is particularly striking given the rich history of using the Bible as a source for the history of the ancient Near East. Parallels between the Quran and the Bible would seem to suggest at least the possibility of using the Quran to supplement the information found in the Bible. This would seem especially relevant for that scholarship focusing on the Arabian Peninsula and the Arabs in the Bible and the ancient world. Historians and biblical scholars, however, whether they accept or reject biblical sources, routinely ignore the Quran and Muslim exegesis in their study of ancient Arabia.90

Baruch Halpern observes that the Bible is judged to be history not because it contains a factual account of the past but rather because it knows it is lying about that past.91 The Bible and, mutatis mutandis, the Quran and its exegesis are historical insofar as they tell a story that communicates a certain message. History is not just a more or less accurate account of “what happened” without the direction of the context in which the story of the past is told, redacted, and received. Nor is the issue about whether the account in the Quran is more accurate than in the Bible. Muslim exegetes use certain parts of the Quran, such as the “Arab prophets,” to pull together a larger conception of prophecy that makes the Bible an example of the more general model of ancient prophecy, a model that is consistent with the paradigm of prophethood in the Quran and the mission of the prophet Muhammad. Indeed, the generic nature of the Quranic model of prophethood allows Muslim exegetes to highlight the cultic practices associated with Yahweh in the Bible, evidence of practices often ignored by Jewish and Christian interpretation. Muslim exegesis represents a conscious and strategic decision to place the biblical text within the context of the ancient Near East and a certain conception of prophets and prophecy among the Arabs.
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The Quran is a collection of Muhammad’s teachings, aimed at inculcating the belief in one God and presenting its principles to the nascent Muslim community (2:185). The Quran integrates figures, among them biblical ones, into its suras in order to reinforce the subject under discussion and to exemplify it. Unlike the Bible, therefore, whose stories appear in more or less chronological order, the Quranic figures may appear in one sura and reappear in another in varied sermons or in other contexts. Consequently, those who wish to discuss a figure in the Quran must glean information from different suras in which the character appears and construct him like a mosaic, fitting together relevant depictions and characterizations from various texts.

Abraham and Moses are the most important among the early prophets to appear in the Quran. The Quran viewed Moses as the prophet sent to transmit a new religion to his people and Abraham as the father and founder of Islam. Muhammad is regarded as the conglomerate character of both of them, as the one continuing their mission and sealing the chain of all prophets. Similarities between the depiction of Abraham in the early Jewish traditions and its parallels in the Quran have been noticed by scholars. Earlier scholars, however, did not fully capture the wide scope of the parallels; neither did they delve into the reasons for the changes wrought by the Quran in its adaptations.

This study examines the image of Abraham in the Quran in comparison with the wide range of Jewish sources that preceded the Quran, including
midrashic exegeses, and discusses the major differences between these various traditions.

Abraham: The Prophet, the First Muslim, and the Founder of Islam

Abraham’s image in the Quran underwent developments and modifications. At the onset of Muhammad’s Mecca period, Abraham was considered an ordinary prophet, appearing generally in the list of prophets and messengers. But at the close of the Mecca period and during the Medina period, when Muhammad realized that the Jews were not willing to convert to Islam, he changed his approach. He ceased presenting Islam as a stage parallel to but more developed than Judaism, and instead he spoke of Islam as a religion more ancient than and completely separate from Judaism. In line with this concept, the image of Abraham in the later suras was transformed into that of the first Muslim, the person who laid the earliest foundations of Islam.

One of the reasons for which Abraham was selected as the first Muslim is that his persona was famous and revered in all of the monotheistic religions. This is reflected in the Quran, which asks: “People of the book, why do you dispute concerning Abraham? The Torah was not sent down, neither was the Gospel, but after him” (3:65). According to this concept, “Abraham in truth was not a Jew, neither a Christian; but he was a Muslim, a Ḥanīf. Certainly he was never one of the idolaters.” The term Ḥanīf attributed to Abraham describes a man who believes in only one God. At that time, the new religion was not yet called “Islam.” The Quran used the term islam to refer to submission and obedience to God and acceptance of His rulership. The Quran thus coined a new term, one found neither in the Hebrew Bible nor in the New Testament.

At first glance, the Quran’s description of Abraham seems to be a modification of some earlier Jewish traditions, with an added emphasis laid on Abraham’s being a Muslim, that is, on his obedience and submissiveness to God. There is some basis in Genesis 17:1 for such a description when the Lord said to Abraham: “Walk in My ways and be blameless,” which seems to allude to a person who follows the guidance of God and walks in His ways. Similarly, there are comments in early midrashim (postbiblical homiletic commentaries on biblical texts), emphasizing Abraham’s submissiveness to God. One midrash states that “even when he did not find a place to bury Sarah, Abraham did not question God’s ways.”
is, Abraham accepted God’s decree submissively. Another midrash depicts Abraham as one who heeded God’s orders, even with regard to a minor commandment given orally. Yet another midrash states: “Since you have made known to all that you love Me, and you did not withhold your son . . . I will treat you as if I asked you to sacrifice yourself, and you did not hesitate.” Therefore, it seems to me that the description of Abraham as “submissive and obedient” may very well have been influenced by the earlier Jewish sources that Muhammad or his disciples heard from their Jewish neighbors, but in the Quran it undergoes accentuation, expansion, and Islamization. The principle of submissiveness turns from an appropriate characteristic of a believer to a term that characterizes the community of believers who are faithful followers of Muhammad. At a later period, this principle is extended to become a concept defining the new, exclusive religion of Islam.

David Zvi Baneth disagrees with the interpretation of the term Islam as “submissiveness to God.” He argues that submissiveness to God expresses a very high spiritual level, and it cannot be that when Muhammad established the new religion he used a high-level language to speak to his simple audience. Moreover, his earliest followers included slaves and poor people who would not be persuaded to join a new religion by the idea of “submissiveness.” On the contrary, that would distance them from it. Therefore, Baneth suggests that the term Islam denotes unity, wholeness, totality, something indivisible. The emphasis is on wholeness, not on submissiveness. To reinforce his idea, Baneth points out that Muhammad blamed his people for believing in polytheism. So it is logical that the term Islam is the opposite of “association” (idolatry). Thus it signifies faithfulness, indicating that a person must give himself wholly to one God only. The term Islam became the name of the new religion in contrast to polytheistic religions that worship a multiplicity of gods.

Muhammad’s mission was thus to restore the faith of the Hanifyya, namely, the belief in one God, which was the belief of Abraham, the first Muslim. In the Quran, when God commanded Muhammad to obey him submissively, he replied: “I have surrendered myself to the Lord of all beings. My Lord has guided me to a straight path, a right religion, the creed of Abraham, a man of pure faith, he was no idolater” (6:161).

Muhammad is depicted in the Quran as a follower in the footsteps of Abraham. The analogy between the two, as reflected in the Quran, is the basis for the Muslim view that the first Muslim community epitomized
the synthesis of Islam, Judaism, and Christianity, while it also signified something distinct from those two monotheistic religions. Moreover, according to the Muslim viewpoint, Muhammad’s mission was to spread Islam, the religion of Abraham, which was distorted or forsaken by Jews and Christians alike.12

According to the Quran, Abraham was a prophet (19:41) who passed God’s test and proved himself to be a true believer (2:124). God took Abraham as a dear friend (4:125). Abraham was the father of the believers and the first Muslim.13 The Torah was brought down from heaven to the Children of Israel at a later date, only during the days of Moses. Therefore, the Children of Israel are not the followers of Abraham. Only Muhammad and his community of believers are the true disciples of the religion of Abraham, and they were the first to follow in his footsteps (3:68; 16:123). Ibn Hisham (ninth century CE) relates that Muhammad entered the schools (madāris) of the Jews and invited them to convert and become Muslims. When they asked him to what religion he belonged, he replied: “The religion of Abraham.”14

It is noteworthy that the Quran’s perception of Abraham as a prophet is already found in Genesis, when God appeared to Abimelech in a dream and referred to Abraham as “a prophet.”15 Similarly, in the midrash we find: “Abraham is a prophet.”16 Likewise, the perception that Abraham passed a test is found in Genesis: “God put Abraham to the test. For now I know that you fear God.”17 Even the perception in the Quran that God took Abraham as a friend is based on a couple of midrashic homilies: “Yedid [a friend] is Abraham”;18 “Abraham is called ‘Yedid.’”19

To summarize, Muhammad attributed characteristics to Abraham that were known to him and his disciples from the Hebrew Bible and its midrashic exegeses. At the same time, a slight Islamization of the image is recognizable in the emphasis illuminating Abraham’s obedience and submissiveness, which paved the way for Abraham to become, according to the Quran, the father of Islam.

Building the Ka’ba and Abraham’s House

Another indication of the Quran’s perception that Islam preceded Judaism is that according to the Quran, Abraham built the Ka’ba together with Ishmael even before the Pentateuch was delivered to the Jewish people.
This place became the holiest site to Islam and the center for pilgrimages and the observance of additional religious ceremonies (2:125, 127; 3:96–97; 22:26–27). Abraham is reported to have prayed to God and requested: “Make this a secure land, and provide its people with fruit” (2:126; 14:35–37). He asked God to distance him and his sons from idol worship. He also thanked Him for the birth of his sons, Ishmael and Isaac, and added that he had settled his sons in Mecca (14:35–40). Abraham requested that God send a messenger to the settlers of Mecca from amongst them (2:129). The Temple in Mecca is the earliest house of worship (3:96); therefore, the Ka’ba is regarded as the Temple of Abraham. According to commentaries on the Quran, Mecca has a stone called the Station of Abraham where there is a carving of Abraham’s foot. It served as a site of prayer (2:125; 3:97).

The Quran tells us that Muhammad calls out to his listeners: “Take to yourselves Abraham’s station for a place of prayer” (2:125). The Quran thus treats the Ka’ba as “Abraham’s place of prayer.” So far, no basis for this tradition has been found among the local Jews. However, it is noteworthy that in the Book of Jubilees, the expression “The House of Abraham” appears when Abraham says to Jacob: “I built the house for myself . . . and for my seed.” “And this house I built for myself . . . And he named it: The House of Abraham.” Muslim traditions and Western scholars posit that during the pre-Islamic period, there were individuals or groups of monotheists in Arabia known as “Hunafa.” One may suggest that these individuals were familiar with the expression “The House of Abraham,” similar to what appears in the Book of Jubilees. Apparently, this information reached them through Christians in Ethiopia, since the Book of Jubilees was among their holy writings. One may presume that monotheistic Arabs in the environs of Mecca and Medina transferred the “House of Abraham” tradition to their own holy site.

According to another opinion, the Ka’ba was a holy site for idol worshippers during the pre-Islamic period. Muhammad at first tried to persuade Muslims to terminate Ka’ba worship, but when he realized that they would not give it up, he purified it of idolatry by bringing it into the framework of Islam, sanctifying it, and attributing its founding and ceremonial rites to Abraham. In Shelomo Dov Goitein’s opinion, Muhammad felt that the existence of the Ka’ba and its worship in Mecca was a sign of the grace of God, since it brought business to the city to
such an extent that the city was dependent on it economically. Therefore, Muhammad retained the Ka῾ba ritual in Islam.}30

It seems to me that it is worthy of note that Genesis mentions four times that Abraham built an altar to God31 and that the motif of “building an altar” can also be found in early midrashic traditions.32 If Muhammad and his disciples were indeed aware of these midrashic traditions, they may have transferred the site of the altar from the Land of Israel to Mecca in order to create an additional link between Abraham and Islam.

**Analogies between Muhammad and Abraham**

The description of Abraham in the Quran was affected by the desire to establish analogies between Abraham and Muhammad. Abraham Geiger estimates that Muhammad identified himself with Abraham to the extent that at times, when Muhammad refers to Abraham, he digresses from the subject of his discourse and inserts motifs unrelated to the original theme but related to his own life. Thus he transforms himself from a storyteller of ancient events to a preacher on contemporary ones. For example, when Muhammad relates an argument between Abraham and his father and his people regarding idolatry, he shifts from the story of Abraham’s argument with his listeners to direct moral preaching to his own audience on the subject of Paradise and Hell (26:69–104).33 A similar shift in the Quran may be found in the portrayal of Abraham’s reproof of his father concerning idolatry. In this text, Muhammad speaks of Abraham’s readiness to ask God to pardon his father. Suddenly Muhammad turns to his own audience and comments that he, too, is willing to pray to God on behalf of his listeners who are idol worshippers (19:41–50).

Another example of an analogy between Muhammad and Abraham is embedded in the story of Abraham in Ur of the Chaldeans. The Quran delineates how Abraham reached the conclusion on his own that there is one God:

> When night outspread over him, he saw a star and said, “This is my Lord,” but when it set, he said, “I do not love the setters.” When he saw the moon rising, he said: “This is my Lord,” but when it set, he said: “If my Lord does not guide me, I shall surely be of the people gone astray.” When he saw the sun rising, he said, “This is my Lord, this is greater.” But when it set, he said: “O my people surely I am
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quit of that you associate. I have turned my face to Him who originated the heaven and the earth. A man of pure faith, I am not of the idolaters.” (6:75–79)

In this Quranic episode, the influence of postbiblical Jewish sources is discernible. In these sources, the departure point is how Abraham managed to achieve recognition of one God by means of his own power and solely by examining the celestial bodies and observing their weaknesses.34 One may assume that the Quran borrowed the kernel of the story from Jewish sources and intertwined them into its suras with the intention of creating an analogy between Muhammad and Abraham. Both of them lived among idolaters; some of whom bowed down to the sun and moon (41:37). And each reached an awareness of one God on his own.

The Quran goes on to relate that after he had recognized one God, Abraham attempted to persuade his father and his people to forsake idol worship, for the idols could not assist them and were unable to provide their believers with a means of support (6:74; 21:52–56; 29:24–25). Likewise, Abraham reasoned with his audience that there is only one God, the Creator of the universe (21:56). In another passage, Abraham tries to persuade his audience: “Serve God and fear him; that is better for you” (29:16). He then clarifies that the peoples preceding them had rejected the messengers sent to them and therefore had been punished. At this point in the story, Muhammad again shifts from the role of storyteller to that of a preacher threatening his people that they, too, will be punished if they do not abandon their idols (29:22–24). The Quran continues, relating that Abraham decided to destroy the idols in order to convince his people that the idols are worthless. When the people left, he shattered the idols, leaving just the biggest one untouched. When his people saw what he had done, they asked Abraham if he had destroyed them. He replied that it was the big idol who had shattered the others and suggested that they ask that idol for confirmation. But the people replied that no idol could speak. So Abraham asked them why they worshipped such idols if they did not have the power to help or harm. His people had no answer, so they called out: “Slay him or burn him” (21:57–68; 29:24; 37:83–98).

In the confrontation between Abraham on the one hand and his father and his people on the other hand, we can also recognize the influence of the midrash that describes the tactics used by Abraham to persuade his peers that the idols were helpless.35 The Quran apparently portrays the
confrontation in order to point out the similarities between Muhammad and Abraham. At the beginning of his mission, Muhammad was compelled to argue with his people, sometimes unsuccessfully, in order to persuade them to forsake their idols. In order to strengthen his position and to give validity to his words, he selected a similar story about Abraham’s life that was familiar to his audience.36

It is noteworthy that according to the Quran, Abraham attempted to persuade his father to believe in one God, and when he refused, Abraham prayed, “Forgive my father, for he is one of those astray” (26:86). In other suras, however, the Quran states that the Prophet and his believers were forbidden to request that idolaters be pardoned. Nevertheless, the Quran justifies Abraham’s act, explaining that “Abraham asked not pardon for his father, except because of a promise he had made to him. And when it became clear to him that he was an enemy of God, he declared himself quit of him” (9:113–114). In this instance, as in the case of Noah, who asked forgiveness on behalf of his transgressor son, the story of Abraham prompts a discussion on the appropriateness of asking forgiveness for pagans. This question interested Muhammad’s followers a great deal, especially the first believers who apparently attempted to request pardon for their pagan relatives.37

The Quran relates that Abraham was expelled from his homeland. His father became so angry with him for not believing in his idols that he evicted him (19:46). There is another passage, however, that seems to contradict this, and it presents another reason for Abraham’s departure: “We delivered him and Lot unto the land We blessed” (21:71). According to the first statement, Abraham was exiled from his homeland by his father; but the second one infers that Abraham was in danger (apparently from his people or his father), and therefore God helped him escape. In contrast, in Genesis there is no hint of any danger or force by anyone—only a command by God: “Go forth from your native land and from your father’s house to the land that I will show you. I will make of you a great nation . . . and they set out for the land of Canaan.”38

It seems to me that the Quran gives other reasons for Abraham’s leaving his home in order to create an analogy to an incident in the life of Muhammad. The Quran notes that nonbelievers in Mecca plotted to have Muhammad arrested or expelled from Mecca (8:30), and Muhammad was compelled to flee to Medina. This description shows an analogy between
Abraham and Muhammad. Both were exiled from their countries because of their belief in one God. And, just as Abraham was saved from his pursuers and merited the blessing of God, so was Muhammad saved from the people of Mecca, and he succeeded in his mission.

According to John Kaltner, the Quran emphasizes that Abraham left his country in order to distance himself from idolaters, whereas his destination is rendered of secondary importance. Therefore, there is only one brief statement that mentions the blessed land to which Abraham escaped. In my opinion, Muhammad preferred not to emphasize the promise to Abraham that he and his descendants would inherit the Land of Israel. So he modified the reason why Abraham left his land and minimized the importance of the destination of his escape. This change suits Muhammad’s universalistic approach, which views the religion of Islam in its multinational scope, in contrast to Judaism, which focuses on the selection of the People of Israel and the inheritance of the Land of Israel.

Covenant between the Pieces (Berith bein ha-Betarim)

The Quran significantly alters the biblical story of the Covenant between the Pieces. According to the Quran, Abraham asked God to show him how he resurrects the dead. God’s reply was as follows: “Why, dost thou not believe?” “Yes,” he said, “but that my heart may be at rest.” Said He, “Take four birds and twist them to thee, then set a part of them on every hill, then summon them, and they will come to thee running. And do thou know that God is All-mighty, All-wise” (2:260).

In Jewish sources, the Covenant between the Pieces plays a central role. Although the Quran adopts some of the early Jewish material in its story, the central motif is changed. In contrast to the Jewish sources, in which the Covenant between the Pieces stresses the promise of the Land of Canaan to the forefather of the people and his descendants, in the Quran the central motif is God’s ability to resurrect the dead. The themes concerning the Land of Israel and the covenant with Abraham and his descendants are not even mentioned. It seems to me that the Quran disregarded the promise of the Land to the People of Israel in order to minimize as much as possible attention to the land promised to the Children of Israel, because in the Quran’s perception, Abraham was the first monotheist, the father of the religion of Islam, which is principally a universal
religion (34:28) and is not dependent on the People of Israel and the Land of Israel.

It is noteworthy that the motif of the resurrection of the dead that became a central motif in the Quran’s story of the covenant is not entirely foreign to Jewish sources—it is found in the *Midrash Hagadol* citing a sage named Abba Hanan. However, the description of the resurrection of the dead in the Quran adds the motif of joining the pieces. According to Geiger, the joining of the pieces is a motif foreign to Judaism. But in my opinion, the motif is found in the vision of the dry bones in the book of Ezekiel. There it says: “I prophesied as I had been commanded . . . and the bones came together bone to matching bone; the breath entered them, and they came to life.” Apparently Muhammad was influenced by elements of the Covenant between the Pieces found in Genesis and the midrash, as well as by elements that appear in the Vision of the Dry Bones in Ezekiel, and integrated them into its description of the covenant.

The Angels’ Visit to Abraham and the Destruction of Sodom

Another event in the life of Abraham that the Quran deals with is the angels’ visit to Abraham on their way to overturning Sodom. The event is described in two suras (11:72–78; 51:24–30). Table 4.1 presents the variations in the story between the Jewish sources and the Quran.

The story of the angels’ visit in the Quran is similar to the biblical narrative, with some midrashic additions. According to the midrash, Abraham saw three angels, invited them to join him, and served them food, but they only seemed to eat and drink. In the Quran, on the other hand, the messengers of God came to Abraham, who served them food, but they did not touch the food. The Quran apparently integrated into its story the *Midrashic* motif of the angels only appearing to eat and drink, adding some descriptive details. In the *Midrash*, the description is based on the view that the angels are not flesh and blood and therefore do not eat. This motif was absorbed in the Quran, but an additional element was added: the messengers did not touch the food. The Quran’s story introduces another alteration: According to the *midrash*, the angels feared Abraham; however, in the Quran, Abraham feared the angels. These changes may have stemmed from the desire to add tension and drama to the story. One should bear in mind that Muhammad would preach to his audience, and
sometimes they became bored and wished to leave. In order to keep their attention, he would sometimes add dramatic elements to his preaching.

Other changes in the Quran involved the interpretation of Sarah’s reaction. In one *sura* (11:71), Sarah laughed before she heard of the future birth of Isaac. In another, “she smote her face” after the angels notified her of the future birth of Isaac (51:29). Quran commentators have attempted to explain Sarah’s laugh before she heard the news of the birth of a son. Tabari thought that her laugh stemmed from her wonder at the behavior of the Sodomites, who did not react to the angels’ words when they were informed of the punishment they could expect. Tabari offers another opinion, according to which Sarah saw Abraham honoring the guests and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abraham saw three people, invited them to his home, gave them bread, cakes, meat, butter, and milk.</td>
<td>Abraham saw three angels.1</td>
<td>Abraham saw God’s messengers and hurried to bring them roasted meat.</td>
<td>The visitors came to Abraham. He gave them meat that was soft and good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table 4.1. The Angels’ Visit to Abraham: A Source Comparison</strong></td>
<td>The angels appeared to be eating and drinking.2</td>
<td>He saw that they were not touching the food and feared them. They calmed him down.</td>
<td>Abraham was upset by them; they calmed him down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Notes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <em>Baba Mezia</em>, 86b.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
serving them, but they were not eating. She approached to serve them, but they did not eat. So she said: “What a wonder! We are serving our guests because we honor them, and they are not eating.” So Sarah laughed. Baidawi reviewed a number of opinions: (a) Sarah laughed out of fear when she realized that the messengers were angels; (b) She laughed out of joy at hearing of the death of the evil people, the Sodomites; (c) She smote her face out of embarrassment, for she was menstruating and felt a heat wave. Another explanation brought by Baidawi is that when they gave the good tidings to Sarah, that she would give birth to a child at the age of 90, she laughed out of amazement. Yet another explanation is that she laughed out of excitement. We must note, however, that the last two opinions stray from what is written in the Quran, since according to the Quran, Sarah laughed before hearing the news of the birth of a son. In order to be able to accept either of those explanations, the order of the sentences should be changed: the statement that Sarah heard the good tidings concerning the future birth of Isaac and afterwards of Jacob has to precede her laugh.

In my opinion, the Quran’s changes are due to rhetorical considerations: Sarah’s laugh precedes the news of the future birth of a child, since such laughter arouses interest and tension among the listeners, who wonder: why did Sarah laugh? This wonder makes them more attentive in expectation of the good news. However, the portrayal of Sarah smiting her face after hearing the news reinforces the idea that the intent was to stimulate expectation and tension in the audience; since the custom of smiting one’s face seems generally to be a sign of mourning, not of joy, the listeners are surprised and look forward to the continuation of the story.

The story of Abraham’s attempt to save Lot and his people appears twice in the Quran. In sura 11, the angels relate the story of their mission to Abraham and he argues with God about Lot’s people. But God answers him that the punishment has been decreed and cannot be revoked (11:74–76). In sura 29, on the other hand, Abraham only requests that Lot be saved, and God replies that Lot and his household will be saved (29:32). In two other suras, the angels notify Abraham of their mission to destroy the people of Sodom, and Abraham does not even react, let alone try to save them (15:57–60; 51:31–37). Sura 11, which relates Abraham’s attempt to save the Sodomites, is partly similar to the Bible’s version, but in contrast to the biblical narrative, which relates at length how Abraham attempts to save the Sodomites and requests mercy on their behalf, sura 11 condenses the
description of Abraham's attempt to save them. In other suras, this part of
the story is omitted entirely. In our opinion these changes are deliberate
and correspond to the Quran's concept that a sinner should be punished
and that the merit of forefathers or of righteous people does not help to

The Binding Episode

In the Quran, the story of the binding of Abraham's son is very condensed
in scope. It appears only once (37:101–10), and very few details are given.
Abraham informs his son that in his dream he saw that he must sacrifice
him. The son consents, and Abraham lays him down to sacrifice him.
Then Abraham hears a voice that says to him: “Abraham, thou hast con-
firmed the vision.” And he redeems his son with a large sacrifice.

The story in the book of Genesis is much more detailed. According to
the narrative, God commands Abraham to sacrifice his son, thus testing
Abraham. He says to him: “Abraham,” and he answers: “Here I am.” And
He says: “Take your son, your favored one, Isaac, whom you love, and go
to the land of Moriah, and offer him as a burnt offering.” In the midrash
Pirqei De-Rabbi Eliezer, however, we find an addition: “That night the
Holy One blessed be He appeared to Abraham and said to him, Please
take your son, your only one, whom you love, Isaac.” The word night is
apparently a Metonymic ellipsis for “in a dream at night.” That is, accord-
ing to Pirqei De-Rabbi Eliezer, Abraham was commanded in a dream to
sacrifice his son.57

The biblical story describes the preparations for the sacrifice, how the
father and son go together to the site of the sacrifice, and the son asks
his father: “Here are the firestone and the wood, but where is the sheep
for the burnt offering?” The father replies: “God will see to the sheep
for His offering, my son.” It seems that according to Genesis, Isaac was
unaware of his father's intention. The midrash also notes Abraham's readi-
ness to sacrifice his son out of his belief in God; however, it also speaks
of Isaac's readiness to be a sacrifice at the command of God. The detailed
description in the Bible, along with the midrashic additions, contribute
to the creation of an atmosphere of tension and drama and highlight the
motif of sacrifice with regard to both father and son. This description was
picked up by the Quran in its condensed narrative.

Following the narrative of the binding of Isaac in Genesis, an angel
appears a second time to Abraham and blesses him: “Because you have done this and have not withheld your son, your favored one, I will bestow My blessing upon you and make your descendants as numerous as the stars of heaven and the sand on the seashore, and your descendants shall seize the gates of their foes.”

There is an opinion that the description of the binding in the Quran indeed incorporates some components of the biblical story and the relevant midrashim, but that the Quranic portrayal lacks narrative details and artistic means. The differences stem from the fact that the Quran’s main purpose is the message, and conveying the message generally takes precedence over the literary and artistic qualities of the story. In my opinion, the main difference is due to the different goals of the two traditions. In the Jewish sources, the binding of Isaac plays a significant role in God’s promise to multiply the descendants of Abraham and grants them victory over their enemies and an important status among all the peoples of the earth. In the Quran, there is no interest in promoting these national aspects pertaining to Abraham’s seed and the inheritance of the Land of Canaan. Therefore, the condensed episode serves primarily as another demonstration of Abraham’s obedience.

The interesting point in the Quran’s story of the binding episode is that the identity of the son who was to be sacrificed is unclear. The Quran’s commentators and Muslim scholars express different opinions. Some assume that the bound son is Isaac, while others think it is Ishmael. These opinions are summed up by Yaʿqubi, who adds that there are many traditions that support the different views. Tabari thinks that the bound son was Isaac. Nevertheless, he encapsulates the two approaches and presents the varied argumentations. Tabari concludes his review, expressing a wish: “If only the Quran had stated explicitly which son was bound.”

Western scholars, too, are divided about the question of who was the unnamed bound son. Some of them, like Geiger, think it was Ishmael. Others, like Richard Bell and Firestone, think it was Isaac. Firestone explains that Muhammad erased Isaac’s name because he did not wish to extol the sacrifice of Isaac, and possibly he meant by that to diminish the importance of Isaac as a forefather of the Chosen People. Haim Zeev Hirschberg, on the other hand, assumes that Muhammad did not know which son had been bound. Newman adds that Muhammad related the story of the binding at a period when he still did not know that Ishmael was the son of Abraham.
The historical background may explain the omission of the name of the bound son. The incident of the binding was related during the Mecca period, when Muhammad still did not have many admirers, and many mocked him and his teachings. He therefore deliberately concealed the name of the bound son. Had he said this son was Ishmael, not only the Jews but also the Arabs who knew the biblical and midrashic stories from their Jewish neighbors would have mocked him for his ignorance. Had he said that Isaac was the bound son, then Arabs to whom Muhammad addressed most of his words would have been disappointed that specifically Isaac, a forefather of the Jews, had agreed to be bound. So Muhammad adopted an approach of obtuseness that would appeal to both sides. It seems to me that indeed Muhammad deliberately used obtuse language with regard to the bound son, for in the biblical source it is significant that the son was Isaac. God selected Isaac as Abraham’s heir and, following the binding, promised him that he would have many descendants and gain ascendancy over his enemies. Muhammad chose to disregard this promise that gives a national dimension to the story. Therefore, he omitted the name of the bound son. By doing so, Muhammad omitted one of the main messages of the story. There is no mention of the promise or of the destiny of the People of Israel.

Conclusions

The considerable attention in the Quran to the figure of Abraham indicates a process of development in the image of Abraham. He was transformed from a prophet to the father of Islam and builder of the Ka’ba. Muhammad saw himself as the direct follower in the footsteps of Abraham. According to the Quran’s perception, the religion of Islam is the religion of true monotheism that preceded Judaism and Christianity and follows the religion of Abraham. Muhammad viewed himself as the reflection and counterpart of Abraham. Both attempted to persuade their listeners to leave idolatry and worship one God who was the Creator of the world. Both suffered threats and enmity on the part of their communities, most of whom worshipped idols, but both succeeded in their task: to transmit to the world the true religion.

The Quran deals with episodes and motifs taken from the life of Abraham similar to the ones dealt with in the Bible and in midrashim. But this similarity does not mean that Abraham in the Quran always corresponds
to the biblical and midrashic Abraham. In the Quran, Abraham’s image is modified according to different outlooks. The Quran mentions Abraham’s deeds and events of his life, but molds them and links them to similar situations in Muhammad’s life. At times, however, the Quran deliberately deviates from this path and changes motifs in the stories concerning Abraham. Sometimes Muhammad conceals national motifs dealing with the people of Israel such as the promise of a multiplicity of descendants of Abraham, inheritance of the Land of Canaan, or the promise of superiority over enemies. Consequently, the stories of Abraham in the Quran differ from those in the Bible and midrashim. Abraham is portrayed in the Quran especially as a prophet, the founder of a universal religion. This approach is evident in the description of his departure from his father’s house to go to a new land, in the story of the Covenant between the Pieces, and in the episode of the binding. Muhammad regarded himself as analogous to Abraham, but he added that he was the last of the prophets and thus superior to all his predecessors including Abraham. For he restored the original and true religion that had been corrupted by the other monotheistic religions, and he himself was the final transmitter of the true religion.
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In the year 1832, Abraham Geiger, a prominent member of the scientific movement known as *Die Wissenschaft des Judentums*, completed a dissertation entitled “Was hat Mohammed aus dem Judenthume aufgenommen?” (What did Muhammad obtain from Judaism?).\(^1\) In the coming years many scholarly studies have dealt with this question in detail. However, even now, over 175 years after Geiger introduced the question, no exhaustive work has been produced. I do not presume to have exhausted the subject, but I would like to explore the question of Jewish involvement in the creation of Islam from a different perspective.

According to Muslim traditions, documented in the *sīrah* literature, some eminent Jewish leaders, living in the *Ḥijāz*, approached Muhammad, associated with him, and soon converted to his religion. This very early Islamic tradition was perpetuated by a similar series of legends, which proliferated in the Middle Ages and were widespread among Jews and Christians, especially in the Muslim East. The core of the legends, dealt with here, consists of the next motifs: (1) A group of eminent Jewish leaders/sages came to Muhammad and tested the credibility of his supposed heavenly mission; (2) soon they converted to Islam out of fear and constraint; (3) those “luminaries” were motivated by the desire to save their brethren from the evil that was awaiting them at the hands
of Muhammad;2 (4) However, Muhammad’s new Jewish companions enriched Islam, as they did collaborate with the Prophet in the composition of the Quran.

This study explores the various versions of this medieval story, which occurs in many sorts of literary materials, such as apocalypses, chronicles, and historical tractates. Asserting that this type of legends is fraught with anti-Islamic polemic, I will try to unravel these implicit polemic intents.

1. The Encounters of Muhammad with Jews of the Hijāz

A careful examination of the social environment in which Muhammad operated and of the cultural climate that prevailed in the Arabian Peninsula during the first third of the seventh century indicates that the prophet who brought the word of Islam to the Arabs had already had encounters with Jews in Mekka, his place of birth.3 Furthermore, from the time that he emigrated to Yathrib (later renamed Medina) in 622, these encounters intensified and turned into an open, lengthy, ongoing dialogue with the local Jews. This dialogue, which became increasingly harsh and hostile, extended over the next five years, until 627, the year that Muhammad landed the death blow to the last remaining Jewish tribe in Medina.4

The Quran contains only vague traces of these encounters between Muslims and Jews, which were fraught with violence on the part of the Muslims, but they were recorded in detail in the first comprehensive work on the history and deeds of Muhammad, *al-Sīrah al-nabawiyyah*. This biographical work, which is also named *the Sīrah of Ibn-Ishāq*, after its author, was put into writing already at the beginning of the second century of the Hijra.5 The different Muslim literary genres report in detail the tradition about individual Jews from the tribes and communities that lived in al-Hijāz who converted to Islam in the last decade of Muhammad’s life. They also provide an even broader description of the Jewish tribes of the Banū Qaynuqā’, Naḍīr, and Qurayza and of the inhabitants of the desert oasis of Khaybar who clung to the beliefs of their ancestors. Their fate was a bitter one, and when they resolutely refused to adopt Muhammad’s new religion, they were exiled from the Arabian Peninsula, some to the north of the Hijāz and some in the direction of the Fertile Crescent. Members of the Qurayza met an especially bitter fate, and many died a martyr’s death for their staunch refusal to convert to Islam.6
2. The Jewish Companions of Muhammad: ῾Abd Allāh ibn Salām, Prototype of a Leader

It should be stressed once again that unlike most of their brethren, only a tiny minority of the members of the above-mentioned Jewish tribes associated with Muhammad and adopted the Islamic faith. As with every subject that involves the history of the Jews in Arabia, here too our information derives from Muslim historical sources, which state that throughout all the years in which Muhammad operated, no more than twenty of these Jews converted to Islam. I will focus my discussion on one of the unique members of this particular group, who serves as an example from whom we can generalize about the entire group. I am referring to ῾Abd Allāh ibn Salām (henceforth AiS), who was one of the first and most prominent Jewish converts to Islam. In many ways he is representative of his companions. AiS, son of the tribe of the Banū Qaynuqā῾, who lived in Medina, is described in Muslim tradition as the most prominent member of his tribe socially and as a spiritual sage. In using the word *sage*, I am presuming that the Jews who lived in the Arabian Peninsula at that time practiced normative, rabbinical Judaism. AiS’s views may have been similar to those of the *ḥanīfs*, the pre-Muslim monotheists, as there is evidence that he shared their reverence for the al-Ka῾ba and believed that it was the “House of Abraham.”

The *sīra* of *ibn Ishāq* relates a vivid story of the conversion of AiS to Islam, as he himself reconstructed it:

When I heard about the Apostle, whose description, his name and his time [I had known beforehand], I was aware that he was the person whose arrival we had awaited. When he entered Medina I was filled with joy. When he established his residence in al-Qubbā, a man came and informed me of this, while I was working at the top of the date palm, and my Aunt Khālida bint al-Hārith was sitting beneath it on the ground. I began saying the praise *Allāhu akbar*, and reiterated it, until my aunt reproached me and said, “I swear by Allāh that even had you heard that Musā ibn ῾Imrān had arrived, you would not have reiterated the *Takbīr* (the praise formula *Allāhu akbar*).” I said to her, “My aunt, he is the brother of Mūsā ibn ῾Imrān and follows his religion! Their religious mission is one!” She asked me, “Is he the prophet they proclaimed would come at the End of
Days (annahu yub῾ath ma῾a nafs al-Sā῾ah)?” I responded, “Indeed, he is!” And then I went to him and converted to Islam. When I returned to my family, I instructed them to do the same, and they converted.13

There are indications that AiS wished to keep the Sabbath and other Jewish laws even after his conversion. But there are many traditions in the Sīra literature that claim that from the moment he became a Muslim, he identified with its spiritual world and provided staunch assistance to Muhammad in his frequent theological disputes with the Jews.14 He clearly expressed his devotion to Islam and his identification with the goals of the developing Muslim community already in the fourth and fifth years of the Hijra (626–27), when Muhammad fought against the large Jewish tribes in Medina—Naḍīr and Qurayṣa—and decimated them. During the siege on Naḍīr, ‘Abd Allāh enthusiastically cut down the date palms that were his erstwhile brethren’s source of livelihood. This constituted the most effective form of pressure, forcing them to surrender to Muhammad. After the surrender of the Banū Qurayṣa, and before the men were massacred, AiS was appointed to guard their women and children, who had been taken into captivity.15

The intensity of AiS’s faith was unusual, even among Muhammad’s Jewish friends, to the extent that Quran commentators found over a dozen different verses in the Quran that presumably allude to ‘Abd Allāh’s faith in Muhammad’s prophetic mission. The following two verses are examples of such statements: “Was it not a sign to them, that it is known to the learned of the children of Israel (an ya῾lamahu ῾ulamā' Banī Isrā’il)?”16 “It is He who sent down upon thee the Book . . . and those firmly rooted in knowledge (wa-al-rrāsikhūna fī al-῾ilmi) say we believe in it.”17 In these verses and others, most of the commentators identified ‘Abd Allāh ibn Salām as the first and foremost of these learned children of Israel.18 Thus Muslim tradition even further magnified and glorified AiS and his abilities. Inter alia, it attributed to him the ability to prognosticate, primarily because of his knowledge of the Pentateuch and other holy scriptures. For example, AiS stated that the third caliph, ‘Uthmān ibn ῾Affān, was described in the Book of God as “the leader of the deserters and the killers” (amīr al-ḵādhil wa-al-qātil), and consequently prophesied that he would be murdered.19 The extent to which the Muslims revered AiS is
reflected in theḥadith tradition brought in the name of Sa’d ibn Waqqāṣ, as follows: “I have not heard the Prophet say about any living person on earth that he is of the people of Paradise, except for ‘Abd Allāh ibn Salām.” Another tradition is brought in the name of Mu’ādh, another of Muhammad’s companions. According to this ḥadith, Muhammad is cited as saying that religious information should be sought from four scholars, one of whom is ‘Abd Allāh ibn Salām. Indeed, the Muslims availed themselves of him extensively to obtain information from the Bible or the midrashim or to repeat it in his name.

3. A Collective Portrait of the Jewish Converts to Islam in the Sīra Literature

It was stated earlier that in spite of AiS’s unique status, he is to be regarded as a particular case from which we can generalize about the entire group. The discussion here is thus expanded to include all of Muhammad’s Jewish friends, their relationship with the Prophet of Islam, and of course the evolution of the character of AiS. Muhammad’s Jewish friends appear over the course of 1,000 years in different historical texts as well as in pseudo-historical texts as a defined group having its own idiosyncratic makeup. Their roots begin in Muslim literature, from which they branch out and make their way into Byzantine chronography and into Jewish historiography of the Middle Ages and the early modern era. It is therefore of interest to follow the recurring appearance of this group in these historical writings and to analyze the fabric of the motifs that make up this tale. The earliest of these texts is found in the Sīra of Ibn-Iṣḥāq, which was put into writing already at the beginning of the eighth century, approximately 120 years after Muhammad’s death. It reads as follows:

A group of Jewish sages (nafar min aḥbār Yahūd) approached the Messenger of Allāh and said, “Oh Muhammad, give us answers to the four riddles that we shall put before you. If you can do so, we shall follow in your footsteps, we will confirm the truth of your teachings, and we will believe in you.” The messenger of Allāh said to them, “You must swear to me in the name of Allāh and his covenant that you will confirm the veracity of my words, if I can answer your questions.” The sages responded, “We shall!” He said to them,
“Come, ask what you wish.” They said to him, “Tell us how the newborn resembles the mother, whereas the seed comes from the man?” … They said to him, “How do you sleep?” He said to them, “… such is my sleep. My eye is asleep but my heart is awake” (tanām ʿaynī wa-qalbī yaqzān). They said to him, “Tell us about what Israel [the patriarch Jacob] voluntarily forbade himself and why?” Muhammad answered them, “I swear in Allāh’s name and you too know that in the time of Israel, the food and drink he most loved were the milk and meat of the camel. One time he became ill, and Allāh cured him of his illness. Since then he has forbidden himself his much-loved food and drink, as a sign of thanksgiving to Allāh, that is, he forbade himself the meat and milk of the camel.” They said to him, “Tell us about the spirit that lay upon him.” He said to them, “You know the angel Gabriel. He came to me [in a dream].” They said to him, “We swear in God’s name that it is true. But Muhammad is our enemy.” (wa-lākinnahu Muḥammad lanā ἀdūw).24

The Jewish sages go to Muhammad to try to get a sense of who he is and to determine whether he is a true prophet. Their questions/riddles were of the type that, in the future, Muslims would term Dalāʾil al-nubuwwah (proofs that verify the prophecy).25 Argumentation of this sort and endeavoring to gather proof that Muhammad was indeed a prophet generally came into existence in later times as a result of the disputations between Muslims and other monotheists, beginning in the Umayyad period, at the earliest. Thus this reconstruction of the encounter between the “Jewish sages” and Muhammad in the sīra may have been an anachronistic description. In any event, this encounter between the two sides is a polemical confrontation that takes place against a theological background. The tension and the hostility between the two sides, as they are described at the end of the episode in ibn Ishāq’s book, reflect to a certain extent the actual state of affairs that existed with regard to Jewish-Muslim relations in the last decade of Muhammad’s life. Muhammad seemingly passes the test of his reliability as a prophet, but the Jewish sages nonetheless stubbornly regard him as an enemy. From a literary perspective, this event, of the sages asking riddles of Muhammad in order to test him, became a central motif that was repeated in all medieval versions of the story of the interreligious encounter. With time, the story was supplemented
and enlarged both by Islamic materials such as the *ḥadīth*, and by extra-Islamic traditions, thus creating a tale out of the historical kernel underlying the story of Muhammad’s Jewish companions.

4. Rudiments of a Legend: From Arabia to Palestine and Byzantium

The first signs of the developing tale already appear in a Hebrew apocalyptic text called *The Secrets of Rabbi Simeon bar Yoḥai*. The earliest version of this pseudo-epigraphic text apparently dates back to the end of the Umayyad period, that is, the first half of the eighth century. The content relevant to this discussion reads as follows:

R. Simeon said, “At the beginning of his reign, he will go out to do evil to Israel and great men of Israel will join him, and give him a wife from amongst them, and there will be peace between him and Israel, and he will conquer the entire kingdom.”

The vicissitudes of the relationship between Muhammad and the Jews are summarized here in a most laconic way some one hundred years after the actual event was recorded in the *sīrah*. It is commonly accepted that this section of *The Secrets* existed in one form or another already at the end of the Umayyad period. As in the manner of an apocalyptic *midrash* that contains a visionary element, it is written in vague terms. He (Muhammad) will “do evil to Israel,” but because “great men of Israel will join him,” and they will even “give him a wife from amongst them,” this will lead to peace between him and Israel. This is the first time that Muhammad’s Jewish companions appear in a Hebrew source, where they are referred to as “great men of Israel,” much the same as the *Sirāt Ibn Hishām*’s reference to them as sages (*aḥbār Yahūd*).

Two motifs emerge from this *midrash*, and both give literary expression to the violent clashes between Muhammad and the Jewish tribes. This somber state of affairs is reflected in one of the motifs, which in the future will be the linchpin that ties together all versions of the tale of the sages who joined Muhammad. This motif explains why these sages were thrust into Muhammad’s lap. The text alludes to the Prophet of Islam’s desire to do evil to their brethren, while the sages attempt to foil these plans. Why Muhammad wanted to do evil to Israel and what impelled him to do so is not explained in this very short, obscure text. It will be clarified
in later versions of this tale. The second motif—giving a Jewish wife to Muhammad—is unique to *The Secrets of Rabbi Simeon bar Yoḥai*. It is based on the story of the marriage of Ṣafīyya to Muhammad after he conquered the Khaybar oasis in 628/7h. Ṣafīyya was the daughter of Ḥuyayy ibn Akhtab, one of the Jewish leaders of Khaybar and a sworn enemy of Muhammad. This motif, whereby the sages assuage the Prophet’s rage by giving him a wife, appears exclusively in the apocalyptic *Secrets of Rabbi Simeon bar Yoḥai* and does not reappear in any of the texts that will be discussed below.

During the first decades of the Ἄbbāsid period, this legend made its way into the Christian world. Of the stories commonly found in Eastern provinces of Christianity and incorporating this legend, I will discuss its earliest version, which was included in the historical work of the Greek monk Theophanes Confessor, who lived and was active in Byzantium. Between the years 810 and 814, Theophanes wrote his *Chronica*, in which he covered the history of the kings of Rome, Persia, and Arabia. In a story about the life of Muhammad, he incorporated the tradition of the Jews who came to him and adopted his religion.

When he [Muhammad] first appeared, the mistaken Hebrews thought him to be their wished-for Messiah. Therefore some of the dignitaries went to him, adopted his faith, and abandoned the religion of Moses, prophet of God. And those who did this were ten in number, and they lived with him until he slaughtered (an animal). However, when they saw him eating the flesh of a camel, they realized that he was not the person they thought him to be. Because they were afraid to leave his faith, these contemptible people taught him vicious things against us, Christians, and went on living with him.

Theophanes’ main purpose in integrating this episode into the section that he wrote about the emergence of Islam was to humiliate Muhammad, the enemy of Christianity. The objective of the Greek monk’s stinging attack on the Prophet of Islam was to repudiate the Divine origin of his teachings. In his story about the actions taken by the “Hebrew” dignitaries, he makes it abundantly clear that the beliefs and teachings of Islam came to Muhammad from a human source—the Jews—whose beliefs, as
far as Theophanes himself was concerned, were wrong as well. Thus the Byzantine chronicler simultaneously attacked the beliefs of Christianity’s adversaries on two fronts—the Jewish and the Islamic.

As to the substance of the story suggested by Theophanes, it is not difficult to observe the similarity between some of the components of the original story in the *Sīrah of Ibn-Ishāq* (regarding the group of Jews who were keen on visiting Muhammad) and the Greek version. In Theophanes’ story, the group that came to Muhammad thought that he might be the Messiah (similar to AiS’s hopes). That is why they came to test him and to try to understand him. After their expectations were proven false, they adopted his new religion against their will because they were afraid of him. Moreover, the Byzantine chronicle was the first to specify that ten Jews converted to Islam and to characterize them as dignitaries of their community. With time, this perfect typological number—ten—would become a permanent feature of most of the versions of the tale that were produced in the late Middle Ages. Another element that Theophanes took from the *Sīra* is the eating of camel meat, which is particularly characteristic of the Arab or Muslim diet.

5. Saʿadya Gaon Tells the Story of Muhammad’s Companions

Beginning in the tenth century, Jewish versions of the tale, based largely on a common earlier source, spread throughout the eastern Mediterranean Basin. Most of the versions made mention of or developed the basic elements that appear in the Muslim versions as well as in the Christian version of the previous two centuries, some with changes in the story or the addition of new characters. The basic features of the story were expanded into a much more coherent and articulate plot than that of the earlier versions. One of the earliest Jewish versions of the legend, and the most detailed, was written originally in Judeo-Arabic. In English translation, it reads as follows:

[And it was] a time of hardship when his kingdom began. He claimed that he had the gift of prophecy, and his kingdom would survive until the days of al-Muqtadir. But there are those who say that the chronology of these Kings corresponds to the order of the “Jewish” counting [eventually, the Seleucid counting] of “RoF’E[y],” that the end of his reign would be the same as the numerical value
of the letters “PeR'E,” and he shall be a wild man. But God knows all, and neither of the two alternatives should be disregarded: the story of Muhammad’s companions and the events of his life. This is the book [that comprises] the story of Muhammad who was in Șarsa al-Ghanam, a place [also] named al-Jabal al-Ḥadith, and the events of his life until he moved to Șarsa and to the Ḥijāz, on account of the monk who was in Balqīn, on a post called “the sign of the Sun.” [Now] about the sages who came and told him about the events that had occurred to him and connived the composition of a book. They wrote down their names, each one of them within a sūra of his Quran. They interpolated [a verse] and wrote: “Thus did the sages of Israel counsel the wicked ALLaM [violent one],” in a hidden and jumbled way, so that it would not be understood. Let G-d curse the man, to whom this book comes his way, who understands it and informs one of the gentiles. There was a monk named Ḥabīb Bahīrā, [his name] may it not be remembered. These are the sages who came to him: Abraham, also named Ka’b al-Aḥbār; Absalom, also named ‘Abd al-Salām; Ya’akov, also named ʿUmar al-Shahīd; Yōḥanan, also named al-Munhazam ilā al-Janna; Akīvā al-Anṭōki, also named al-Ṭāʾir fī al-Janna; Elʾazar, also named Shaḥīb al-ʿAṣā; Yiftaḥ, also named al-Maqṭūl fī ḥubb al-Nabī; Shemaʿyah also named Murīd al-Nabī ilā al-bayt; Barūch, also named al-Maqṭūl fī sabīl al-Nabī; ʿAsāel, also named Khatan al-Nabī; Ḥafṣ abū Ṣafīyya marʿat al-Nabī. These are the ten [sages] who came to him and were converted to Islam by him, in order to prevent him from harming Israel even in the slightest. They produced a Quran for him and interpolated the writing of their names, each of them [in one sūra].

It seems that the provenance of this story was found in some historical treatise. The proof for this comes from the title of a parallel geniza document whose wording is almost identical to that of Gil’s document. The title of this second document (Ms. JTS ENA 2554, fol. 2) identifies the story as a supplement to the book of history (Ilḥāq ilā Kitāb al-Taʿrīkh). Indeed, Gil’s document provides us with specific data about the approximate time of the events. The introduction to “The Story of Muhammad’s Companions” contains information that places it in the tenth century. The mentioning of the Caliph al-Muqtadir, as well as expressions of the tense
anticipation of the imminent end of the Muslim kingdom, reveal that. Moreover, the date that symbolizes “the end of his reign” is represented by the word RoF’Ey or PeRe’, the numerical value of its Hebrew letters, [1]281 of the Jewish-Selucid counting, which corresponds to the year 969/970. This all points definitively to the period of al-Muqtadir’s heirs, the second half of the tenth century. In the case of this particular text, we can establish that the author is Rav Sa’adya Gaon, the author of the above-mentioned Kitāb al-Ta’rīkh, who was active in the tenth century.

The above story of Muhammad’s companions is broader than the earlier stories. Motifs and figures were added to those that appeared in the Muslim Sīra and Theophanes’ Chronica. The plot branches out and develops beyond what we have seen in the earlier versions above due to the appearance of a new character—the Christian monk Bahīrā. He was not mentioned in any of the earlier texts that deal with the Jewish sages. Based on the Muslim tradition of the story, which took shape in the eighth century, this monk, Bahīrā, was Muhammad’s confidant from the time that the future prophet of Islam, as a young lad accompanying his uncle, Abu Ṭālib, came to the monk’s cell in Buṣrā in southern Syria at the end of the sixth century. The monk revealed to Muhammad during a feast he [Bahīrā] had made in honor of the lad that he was destined to be a prophet. Although not indicated in Gil’s version of the story, it is important to mention Bahīrā’s intense hatred of the Jews. According to the early version of the Jewish story about Bahīrā, which originated close in time to the Muslim version, the monk persuaded Muhammad to do evil to the Jews. That is why in the supplement to Kitāb al-Ta’rīkh, the unflattering “(his name) may it not be remembered” was wished upon Bahīrā. In order to ward off the harm that might befall their people, ten Jewish sages went to Muhammad, outwardly adopted his religion, and became his companions. As part of this friendship, these Jewish sages produced sections of the Quran for him and interpolated their names in different verses of it. The Jewish sages, the heroes of this version of the story, were ten in total, a number with which we are already familiar from the episode described by Theophanes, a typological number that symbolizes a perfect formulation. In contrast to what we have seen up until now, here the names of the ten learned men are specified, and each is given his own identity. We no longer have a collective group of anonymous people. In this document, the Jewish sages are identified not only by name but also by their titles. Moreover, AiS appears again as one of their leaders.
According to this version, he is listed second after Ka‘b al-Aḥbār, who is also a well-known figure—a Muslim born to a Jewish father of Yemenite origin who converted to Islam; Ka‘b died in 731/113h. In the list of the ten sages, particular note should be taken of the Judaizing of an important Islamic figure, ʿUmar ibn al-Khaṭṭāb, the second caliph in the history of the Muslim kingdom. This pattern of peopling the group of Jewish sages with key Islamic figures and attributing them Jewish origin is in keeping with the ancient Jewish account of the active presence of Jews in the creation of Islam.

6. An Early Version of the Jewish Legend Encapsulated in a Late Seventeenth-Century Chronicle

The early Jewish story about Bahīrā and the group of Jewish sages who joined Muhammad and converted to Islam was preserved almost in its entirety, although in some different form, in a later historical work. It is found in the first three chapters of the Sefer Divrey Yosef (The Book Containing the Sayings of Joseph, henceforth SDY), which describes the beginnings of Islam. The author of this sweeping historical work, Yosef Sambari, wrote it in the second half of the seventeenth century. Due to its length, I will present below only a small part of the contents of these chapters, with major deletions:

And a new king arose, with renewed decrees in the land of the East, and his name was Muhammad b. ʿAbd Allāh. He was a hero and a soldier and a successful man and his time was auspicious for him, [but] wherever he turned he did evil, through his good friend and loyal ally, the great astronomer . . . the uncircumcised Buḥayrān. Muhammad was joined by two wise men to do evil, rather than good. One was named Turḥmān, and the second was a prominent sage among the wise men of Israel, and he changed his name to al-Imām ʿAlī. Both of them strengthened his [i.e., Muhammad’s] hand to set up a new religion in the world. In addition, Muhammad decreed to the Muslims [laws], according to what is written in their books. He called the name of this book “Quran” and he said that he had brought down this book for them from Heaven. . . . And this man [Muhammad] knew not how to write, but he knew how to put it together, and the Imam ʿAli wrote it in ink.
After these events, Buḥayrān, the uncircumcised, advised Muḥammad to destroy, to kill, and to exterminate all the seed of the Jews who did not come to his aid and keep his covenant. And when one of the Jewish sages saw . . . all the troubles that befell Israel, and he saw that Muḥammad waxed great . . . he went and made a pact with him, and he became his soldier hero, and changed his name to Abū Bakr. Nonetheless, he remembered Israel, and he and al-Imām ‘Alī made a covenant that they would kill the Gentile [Buḥayrān] and they conspired against him to slay him.\(^{50}\)

The motif of the Judaizing of the founders of Islam, which appears succinctly in the tenth-century geniza document,\(^ {51}\) has been considerably expanded here. That document identified ʿUmar ibn al-Khaṭṭāb among the ten sages, whereas here we have the addition of another two Caliphs—founders of Islam. According to Sambari, Abū Bakr and ʿAlī had previously been Jews, and they converted to Islam in order to help Muḥammad create his new religion and also in order to save their brethren. The empowerment of some of these Jewish sages in Sambari’s book and in Gil’s version of the story, and their identification as Muslims who had held high office in the nascent days of the Muslim state, may have been intended to lend credibility to the “fact” that they had participated in the creation of Islam. The plot of the Jewish Abū Bakr and ʿAlī to kill Bahīrā, who had conspired to do evil to the Jews, was put into effect during a wine feast which the monk gave in honor of Muḥammad and to which the two were invited as well.\(^ {52}\) That is the continuation of the story in the \(SDY\). Sambari’s motif of the feast is testimony to the antiquity of the material that he incorporated into his work, as its source is the \(Sirah of Ibn-Ishāq\).\(^ {53}\) This motif does not appear in a single one of the extra-Islamic medieval versions of the story, except for the \(SDY\).

In the next chapter, after the story of Bahīrā in the \(SDY\), ʿAbd Allāh ibn Salām returns as the leader of that same group of Jewish sages that come to Muḥammad:\(^ {54}\)

And there were four learned men of Israel in Damascus, great and wise sages and their sin(!) was their leader,\(^ {55}\) ʿŌvadyahū b. Shalom, who did not fear God. And they came to Muḥammad to test him with riddles and were ensnared in his trap. They became part of his entourage and adhered to his covenant. And ʿŌvadyahu b. Shalom introduced the following law for them: a woman who is divorced
from her husband and married another man, and the latter hated her, her first husband who sent her away, shall not be allowed to take her for a wife until she defiles herself with another man, and then she is permitted to her first husband.56

This too is a reworking of the ancient story, because the motif of probing Muhammad by means of riddles and the ensnarement of the Jewish sages in Muhammad’s trap originated in the sīra and the ḥadīth57 and is not to be found in any of the other versions of the story. Even though the story evolved over the course of 1,000 years between the writing of the sīra and the writing of the SDY, and the venue was moved from Medina in al-Ḥijāz to Damascus, it is this later work which reintroduces AiS. It also resurrects his image as he was in the very early sources—in the Quran and the sīra. Moreover, AiS’s connection with the Quran is also mentioned here explicitly. His contribution to the creation of Islamic law is expressed in this medieval story, by attributing to him the divorce law that was incorporated into the Quran. This contribution of AiS to a book that according to Muslim belief is of divine origin implies that he and his companions were responsible for writing it. We have seen above the deeds of the other nine sages, of whom AiS was one of the leaders, who also participated in the writing of the Quran and interpolated their names into its verses which they themselves wrote. In this work, Sambari joins those who contest the divine origins of the Quran and who denounce it as the product of human creation.

Summary

Muhammad’s contact with the Jewish communities in al-Ḥijāz in the first three decades of the seventh century resulted in violent clashes. His encounters with members of those communities culminated in the expulsion of the Banū Qaynuqāʾ and the Banū Naḍīr tribes and the massacre of the Banū Qurayṣa and of some of the Jews living in Khaybar. In terms of polemics and religious persuasion, the preaching of the Prophet of Islam produced meager results. Very few indeed were the number of Jews in Arabia who converted to Islam. Islamic historical tradition, and the sīrah literature in particular, include a story of a group of Jewish sages who come to test Muhammad with riddles, are convinced of the veracity of his religious mission, and adopt his religion. In those sources, AiS
is presented as the most respected, learned member of this group. These sources give literary shape to AiS, according him breadth and individual characteristics, in contrast to the other Jewish sages who came to Muhammad. An examination of the different texts of the tale of Muhammad and his Jewish companions leads to the conclusion that ῾Abd Allāh served as the exception from which we can generalize about the entire group of Jewish sages. This group, like Christian figures such as Bahīrā, served as an effective tool in the propaganda machine of the expanding Islam, which resolutely went about acquiring followers to the new religion. The propaganda claim that is implied by the very existence of such a group could be worded as follows: If learned figures from among the Ahl al-Kitāb [the People of the Book] adopt Muhammad’s new religion, all the more so the rest of their brethren. The rejoinder of the opposing side to this claim is expressed in the various transformations, which the Jewish tale about Muhammad’s Jewish companions underwent. Primarily, the Jewish sages converted against their will and out of fear, and then they brilliantly aided Muhammad in writing the Quran and interpolated their names into its verses.58 By so doing, they answered the Muslim allegation that they had tampered with the text of the Bible in order to conceal the proofs therein regarding Muhammad’s religious mission.59 Here the Jewish sages retaliated by relating how they had ruined the Quran by incorporating their names into it. They were thus hinting, so to speak, that they did not touch their own scriptures, but instead wrote their opinion of the holy book of the Muslims and its lack of validity. It can thus be said that the “sages,” such as AiS and his associates who had accomplished their bold feat, were enlisted in this tale to serve as a mirror reaction to the religious struggle that existed in those days. This Jewish reaction was intended, inter alia, to stem the tide of conversion of the members of their community to the Muslim religion that was making inroads both politically and militarily. Apparently, this was the Sitz im Leben of the string of tales that we have discussed here. We can regard these stories as folklore and the like, but we still have to remember that those who, at the time, copied and disseminated them regarded them as the truth and used them as an effective weapon in the interreligious dispute in which they were engaged.
Appendix: Additional Sources of the Medieval Story about the Jewish Companions of Muhammad

As argued above, “the story of the companions of Muhammad” (Kiṣṣat aṣḥābat al-Muḥammad), the first detailed Jewish version, appeared in the tenth century. From this point on, the story reappeared in different literary forms, up to and including Sambari in the seventeenth century.

These are the texts extant today:

1. Al-Bukhārī, Al-Šaḥīḥ, 3:51 (written in Arabic):

   The section of the coming of the Jews to the apostle when he arrived at al-Madīna . . . Abū Hurayra in the name of the apostle, who said, “Had ten Jews believed in me, then all the Jews would have believed in me.”

2. Kiṣṣat aṣḥāb Muḥammad, Ms. JTS ENA 2554, fol. 2 (written in Judeo-Arabic).

   The story [about] the friends of Muḥammad. Appendix to the Book of History. This is a book that comprises the story of Muḥammad, who dwelt in the grazing field that is called al-Jabal al-Ḥadīth, and how he fared until he went up to Ṣanʿā and to al-Ḥijāz owing to the monk who was in Balqīn on a post called “the sign of the Sun.” They that came from among the sages went over to him and reminded him of his affairs and composed the book [the Quran] for him and interpolated and wrote at the beginning of a sūra of his Quran their names. They interpolated [a verse] and wrote: “Thus did the sages of Israel counsel the wicked ALLaM [violent one],” in a hidden and jumbled way, so that it would not be understood. Let God curse the man, that this book comes his way and would explicate this to one of the nations. There was the monk named Bahīrā, [his name] should not be mentioned. These are the sages who came to him: Abraham also named Kaʿb al-Aḥbāb; Absalom also named Ṭāʾīr fī al-Janna; Elḥazar also named al-Munḥazam ilā al-Janna; ʿAkīvā al-Anṭoki also named al-Maqṭūl fī ḥubb al-Nabī; Shemāʾayah also named Murīd.
"al-Nabi ilā al-bayt"; Barūch also named *Maqtūl fī sabīl al-Nabī*; ʿAsaēl also named *Khātān al-Nabī*; Ḥafṣ ṣāfīyya marʿat al-Nabī. These are the sages who came to him and were converted to Islam by him, in order to prevent him from harming Israel even in the slightest. They produced for him a Quran and interpolated the writing of their names, each of them within a *sūra*, without ground for suspicion. And they wrote in the *sūra*: “Thus did the sages of Israel counsel the wicked ALLaM in the name of Allāh.”

3. Ms. Cambridge University Library T·S 8K 20.2, fol. 2a-b (written in Hebrew):64

And if they had done to us as our enemies65 who were brought by Essar Ḥadon [an Assyrian emperor] from Kutha had wrought us and like those who came after them with the shepherd [Muhammad] had done, the one who sojourned in the place known as the New Mountain. He had dealings with the monk [Bahīrā] who dwelt in the place named Balqīn, perched on a post known by the name of the Sign of the Sun. He had likewise dealings with the ten elders: Abraham also named Kaʿb al-Aḥbār; Absalom also named ʿAbd Allāh b. al-Salām; Yaʿakov also named ῾Umar al-Shahīd and Yōhānan also named *Mutḥazim ilā al-Janna* and their friends, each by his name and his titles. They came to him and composed that shameful sign [the Quran], and so they wrote and interpolated their names, each and everyone. And so it is written in the *sūra* of the Cow:66 “Thus did the sages of Israel advise the wicked ALLaM [Muhammad].” All this was done in order to save the people of the Lord so that he does not harm them with his plottings.


And he said that the meaning of the phrase “void of counsel” (Deuteronomy 32:28) refers to the counsels of the ten [sages] who say that they have composed this one, single book [the Quran]. And here was [the threat of] annihilation of Israel.

The Jews assert that Muhammad had dreams indicating that he was to be a head of state (*sāḥib dawla*), that he traveled to Syria on business of Ḥadīja, met Rabbis and told them his dreams, and that they recognized that he was to be a head of state. Then they attached to him a companion, ’ Abd Allāh b. Salām, who instructed him for some time in scholarship and jurisprudence of the Torah. They go so far in their claim as to ascribe the miraculous eloquence of the Quran to its compilation by ’ Abd Allāh b. Salām. They also maintain that it was he who stipulated in the marriage law that a wife after her third divorce [sic!] from her husband shall not be permitted to remarry him until she has been married and divorced from another man, the purpose being, in their contention, to make the children of the Muslims *mamzerīm* [illegitimate children].69


In the year 794 ca71 Muhammad [appeared, and the Christians said] that his father was an Arab Gentile and his mother was a Jewess of an Ishmaelite descent. He was a scion of all religions. These were three men who completed with him the book he wrote [the Quran]: Sirgo, Esseno—a false Christian—who began as a preacher of the Christian religion in Egypt. After this event he and a Jewish sage, Ben Yōhanan of Antioch converted to his religion.72 It is said that he [Muhammad] was thirty-four years old and died in the year 632 of the Common Era.73


And it came to pass in the days of Zedeqiah the King of Judah, and he did evil things in the eyes of the Lord. And He sent against them the King of the Chaldeans . . . and He drove them into the Exile of Babylon . . . and they went from bad to worse for some fifteen hundred years for the Exile was heavy upon them. And it came to
pass in those days and behold a man, one of the sages of Israel . . . and his word was like that of a man of God who would listen to a dream and interpret it. And there came a day and behold a man is standing at the entrance of the house at sunrise and said to him, I dreamt a dream and there is none who can interpret it, therefore I came to you this day. And he said, in my dream I am standing in the midst of a large wood at the end of the middle-watch . . . and behold there grew an almond-tree in my left palm and it had twelve sinews [i.e., branches] . . . and behold the fire of God fell from Heaven and consumed the hand with all that were in it. And when he heard the dream, the man was increasingly afraid and felt faint . . . and said in his heart: “Woe unto us for the days of visitations have come upon us.” Then he assembled all the people and he said to them: “Sanctify yourselves for fasting, call for the [holy] gathering and pray to God, for the days of visitations have come of which there is a prophecy [by] Hosea, saying Israel knows that the prophet is a fool and mad is the man of spirit.” Then he told them about the man and his dream . . . and he told them: “This is the interpretation: This man [Muhammad] will rule for about nine hundred years . . . The animals are the rest of the nations who will believe in him, saying, ‘Verily the prophet of the Lord art thou.’ . . . Now let us take clever counsel and bring confusion to his tongue and destroy his livelihood, lest he becomes a stumbling stone for the House of Israel. And choose from among yourselves ten men, one out a thousand, who know science and grasp knowledge and who have strength to stand at the royal gates and bring there counsel from afar.” It came to pass while they were talking with him and told him about the generation of Enosh and of the Flood . . . and all that happened to Abraham in Ur-Kasdim . . . and all the words of the Torah that are fearful about Hell (Gehinöm) and the Garden of Paradise. All these matters will be written in a book using haughty language, so that all that hear it their ears will ring and will say that its contents are from God, that no man or woman born could have made them, and the name thereof will be al-Qurän. They will put it into the hands of the man. And they went before him each on his own and he knew not, and they were among those that ate from his table all the days. And the whole congregation heard it and they chose ten men, clever, wise ones, men of understanding and of fame . . . who
spoke in Arabic. They [the ten sages] sat for two months and wrote in the book whatever their hearts offered . . . and they gathered the congregation and they replied with these words saying, our souls we offer to die in your stead and you shall carry our sins for we acted treacherously against the Lord in following this man. The One who tries the hearts, the Lord knows that not in rebellion nor treachery was this deed done, but in order to turn his heart backwards . . . and in order to be for you a great deliverance. It is better that we ten leave the congregation to save you, so that a whole congregation perishes not from Israel with their children after them. Then there came a day when he [Muhammad] lifted his eyes and he saw, behold, a wise man come to meet him and he fell on his face to the ground before Muhammad. He said unto him: “I beseech you my lord, a vision appeared to me and behold the angel of the Lord rose up in flight . . . and he was carrying you on his shoulders, mounted the throne of the Lord and the Lord placed his hand upon your head. Then I heard them say that the whole world was created for his sake, for he is the chosen of the Lord.” Muhammad was greatly amazed, but when he heard it he took courage and his heart grew increasingly haughty. After ten months, there came all the sages and they brought counsel from afar, estranged his friend, and stole his heart on that day, and Muhammad’s hands strengthened and he arose and he set them up as the heads of the people, and they were among those who partook of food at his table.

Notes

1. Geiger’s Was hat Mohammed aus des Judenthume ufgenommen was published in Bonn in 1833. It was translated into English under the title Judaism and Islam.
2. In some versions of the legend, the hostility demonstrated by Muhammad toward the Arabian Jews is already taken into account, and therefore the authors of these versions have provided another explanation for the act of conversion.
Qurayża, see M. J. Kister, *Studies on the Emergence of Islam* (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1999), 75–98 (Hebrew).


8. ‘Abd Allāh ibn Salām (hereafter AiS) was presented in the medieval Jewish story as the leader of Muhammad’s Jewish companions. Muslim sources are replete with details about his life.


12. AiS was apparently pollinating his palm trees.


15. Al-Wāqidī, 1:372 (Naḍīr); 2:509 (Qurayża).


18. In his commentary on the Quran, Baydawī identified sixteen references to AiS. He presents AiS as the leader of the group of Jewish sages, using the wording “‘Abd allāh and his friends.” See Wilhelm Fell, *Indices ad Beidhawii Commentarium in Coranum* (Leipzig: F.C.W. Vogel, 1878), s.v. Abdullah ibn Sallām.

20. Ahmad ibn Ḥajar Al-ʿAsqalānī, *Al-ʿIsābah fi Tamyiz al-Sahābah*, ed. Muhammad al-Bajāwī (Cairo: Dār Nahdat Miṣr lil-ṭabʿ wa-al-Nashr, 1970), 4:119, ll. 9–10. His respected place in Paradise was evident, as he was described as “the tenth of the first ten people there.”


24. Ibn Hishām, *Al-Sīrah al-nabawiyyah*, 2:141–42 (with omissions). Only the third and fourth riddles are cited in full, because of their relevance to the discussion that follows. See especially the excerpt from ʿTheophanes’ *Chronica* in the next section.


26. Yehuda Even Shmu‘el (Kaufmann), *Midrashim of Redemption* (Tel-Aviv: Dvir Publishing House and Mosad Bialik, 1954), 171 (Hebrew). The most common name, among others, given to this apocalyptic vision by its editors is “The Secrets of Rabbi Shimon Bar Yoḥai,” as the apocalyptic visions were ascribed to the distinguished rabbi of the second century. See the critical edition of Even Shmu‘el in his *Midreshey Geʿūlah*, 169–74.


30. In Ibn Hishām (*Al-Sīrah al-nabawiyyah*, 2:129) this chapter was entitled “Who Were the Jewish Sages That Converted Hypocritically to Islam?” The ʿSīra also states explicitly that the sages feared Muhammad.

Ludolf Krehl, [Leiden 1862–1908], 3:51). The tradition there states in the name of the Prophet, “Had ten Jews believed in me, then all the Jews would have believed in me.” See appendix, section 1.

32. Cf. the third question in the excerpt (section 3 above, near note 24).

33. Most of the manuscripts that contain these versions were retrieved from the Cairo Geniza.

34. This Cambridge University Library manuscript, T-S 161.32, was deciphered and translated from the Judeo-Arabic by Moshe Gil. See Gil, “The Story of Bahîrâ and Its Jewish Versions” in Hebrew and Arabic Studies in Honor of Joshua Blau, ed. Haggay Ben-Shamay (Jerusalem: Tel-Aviv University, Faculty of Humanities and Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Institute of Asian and African Studies, 1993), 193–210 (Hebrew), see 206–10.

35. The Kingdom of Muhammad. The very beginning of this manuscript is missing, and therefore the first sentence of this text is fragmentary.

36. Al-Muqtadir, the eighteenth Abbâsid caliph, ruled the Muslim empire between 908 and 932.

37. The acronym of the date “RoF’E[y]” is based on the biblical verse “Rof’ey elil kul-lechem” (Ye are all physicians of no value; Job 13:4). The numerical value of the corresponding Hebrew letters R.F.A. is [1]281 (the year of the Seleucid era), i.e., 969–70. The anagram Per’E (alluding to the biblical verse “He shall be a wild ass of a man”; Genesis 16:12) was one of Muhammad’s most common appellations in medieval Jewish polemical literature. Cf. M. Steinschneider, Polemische und apologetische Literatur in arabischer Sprache zwischen Muslimen, Christen, und Juden (Leipzig, 1877) in the indices (Register): 455 s.v. Per’E (Hebrew).

38. In this manuscript, eleven sages are enumerated!

39. Gil, “The Story of Bahîrâ,” 207–208. At the end there are some apocryphal verses ascribed to the Quran.


41. The eschatological literature is replete with messianic speculations corresponding to those years. See Gil, “The Story of Bahîrâ,” 198–99.

42. One of the Islamic versions of this story is included in the Sîra. Cf. Ibn Hishâm, Al-Sirah al-nabawiyyah, 1:147–49; Al-‘Asqalânî, 4:271 (no. 598: Baḥîrâ al-Rahîb).


45. The names of the sages and their titles take up fourteen lines of the manuscript. See Gil, “The Story of Baḥîrâ,” 206.

47. See Shtober, Sefer Divrey Yosef by Yosef ben Yitzhak Sambari: Eleven Hundred Years of Jewish History under the Muslims (Jerusalem: Ben-Zvi Institute, 1994), 13–73 (Hebrew), for a detailed description of Sambari and his book.

48. Exodus 1:8; Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Sota, 11a.

49. Buḥayrān is the diminutive Arabic form of the name Bahïra.

50. Shtober, Sefer Divrey Yosef, 90–93.

51. See section 5: “Sa’adiya Gaon Tells the Story,” near note 38 (cf. the list of the sages in the geniza text: “Ya’akov also named ’Umar.”) and after note 46.

52. Shtober, Sefer Divrey Yosef, 93–94.


54. Shtober, Sefer Divrey Yosef, 95.

55. A pun is intended in the Hebrew text “va-ashamam be-ro’sham” (their sin was their leader) instead of the scriptural phrase “va-asimem be-râsheikhem” (I will put them as leaders). The latter is a quote from Deuteronomy 1:13. ’Õvadyah ben Shalom is a literal translation of the name Ḥabd Allâh ibn Salâm. Cf. the beginnings of the list of the sages and appendix, nos. 2 and 3.


57. As to the Sīra, cf. section 3 above, near notes 23–24. On the Ḥadîth literature, see Al-Bukhârî, (Al-Sâhîh, 4:49), where he reports that AiS came to put riddles to Muhammad.

58. Cf. the version of the Geniza document in section 5 above, between notes 35–39, and in the appendix, nos. 2 and 3.

59. In Muslim sources beginning with the Quran, this allegation is defined as Tahrîf, i.e., (a blame of) distorting or corrupting the original biblical text.

60. Cf. the text in section 5, between notes 34–39 above. I have shown that some of the basic elements of this story are embedded in Muslim and Christian traditions of the second and third centuries after the Hijra.

61. Those versions of the story that I have already presented are not included in this appendix, except the saying of Al-Bukhârî mentioned in note 31.

62. Al-Bukhârî lived in the years 194h./810–256h./870. This citation of al-Bukhârî’s Al-Sâhîh illustrates the inchoate features of this legend that appear in the Ḥadîth literature.

63. According to J. Mann, “An Early Theologico-Polemical Work,” Hebrew Union College Annual 121, no. 13 (1937–38): 426, the time of the composition of Kiṣṣat aṣhâb Muhammad is the first half of the tenth century or possibly the preceding century. See also Baneth, “Ten Jewish Companions,” 114–16.

64. Mann, “An Early Theologico-Polemical Work,” 425, assumed that this Cambridge manuscript was written in the tenth century. Baneth, “Ten Jewish Companions,” 113, determined correctly that this manuscript is simply a Hebrew translation of Manuscript JTS ENA 2554, fol. 2.
66. Sūrat al Baqarah (the Sūra of the Cow) is the second chapter of the Quran.
68. Al-Maghribī was a twelfth-century Jewish mathematician and physician who converted to Islam. Ifḥām al-Yahūd is a harsh polemic treatise that he wrote. Cf. Moshe Perlmann’s introduction to Sama‘al al-Magribī, Ifḥām al-Yahūd, 15–18.
69. Cf. the text of Sambari, above between notes 54–56.
70. Abraham Zakkut, a distinguished Jewish historian, was born ca. 1440 in Salamanca (Castile). He Left Spain in the wake of the Expulsion of 1492 and died ca. 1515 in Damascus. See Aharon Freimann’s introduction to Sefer Yuhassīn ha-Shalem, 3d ed. (Jerusalem, 1966) (Hebrew) (reprint of Filipowski’s edition of Sefer Yuḥassīn), 1–11.
71. Obviously, the date is erroneous, as Muhammad appeared roughly in the year 610.
74. “The Tale of Muhammad,” was published by B. Cohen in Revue des études juives 88 (1929): 12–17. He holds that this pseudo-epigraphic text was composed in the seventeenth century. Due to its great length, I only quoted the relevant parts of it with many omissions.
The collection and transmission of narratives about the emergence of Islam and the links between the new religion and neighboring communities was a popular practice among Muslim authors from the early years of the caliphate. Yet this tradition of learning and teaching was not confined to Muslim communities, and vestiges of several Islamic historical traditions can be identified in both Jewish and Christian sources. These texts, written in Arabic, Judeo-Arabic, Hebrew, and Syriac, seem to reflect a mirror-image of the Islamic narrative.

This study dwells upon a few historical narratives that support the thesis that the various communities making up the rich human mosaic of the central lands of the caliphate’s vast domain were bound together by an Arabo-Islamic cultural symbiosis. This development could take place only after the enrooting of the caliphate in the Near East, the unchallenged recognition by its population of the hegemonic position of Islam, the canonization of sacred Islamic history, the evolution of identity, and the development of a sense of place.1 The acknowledgment of Islam’s hegemony was not limited to the Muslims. This perception was respected by all of the religious communities that lived within the boundaries of the Abode of Islam.

It will be argued that narratives of the past actually reflect the authors’ identities and their religious community interests. The historical discourse illuminates the conflicting communal concerns. Chroniclers were apparently resolved to fortify their publics’ positions. This led authors
(being Muslims, Christians, or Jews) to strengthen their collective identities and produce opposite interpretations of familiar historical narratives. Concentrating closely on the respective interpretations of these historical texts, we can investigate the interaction between Muslims and the People of the Book (ahl al-kitab) in the Fertile Crescent and to hypothesize about the role of these accounts in political and communal discourse. In order to advance the thesis stated above, I will present successive Islamic, Jewish, and Christian historical traditions revolving around similar events, after which I will draw conclusions from these narratives.

The Emergence of the Islamic Caliphate

The victories of Arab tribes over Byzantine and Sasanian armies and the emergence of the Islamic Caliphate (c. 660) instigated deep changes in the human, cultural, and religious map of western Asia and northern Africa. A new political and social order emerged from the vestiges of the past empires. Societies that for long centuries viewed themselves as the protectors of human civilization and true believers, and looked upon the Arab tribes of the desert as the barbarian enemy, found themselves controlled by people they regarded as evil.

The Arabs, who for hundreds of years had been confined to the limits of the civilized world, had become the new rulers of western Asia and northern Africa (c. 650). They were a minority in the vast sea of Christians, Zoroastrians, Jews, and other religious and ethnic communities. Under these circumstances, the caliphs adopted a sophisticated policy. They did not aim to convert the indigenous occupied population, but rather accepted the very continuation of these communities under the shadow of Islam. The Islamic regime and holy law (shariʿa) enabled non-Muslims to retain their old systems of beliefs and practices. Administrative measures enabled Jewish and Christian communities in the Fertile Crescent to persist under Islam. They had only to state their recognition of the hegemonic position of Islam and to pay a poll tax (jizya; jawaāli) to the agents of the caliphate.

The community heads of the People of the Book (kitabiyūn) came to terms with the inferior position of their communities. There are no noteworthy indications to suggest that the majority of the non-Muslim population rejected the Islamic polity, and it seems that the contrary reaction was more common. Those among the indigenous people (muwalladūn)
who aspired to join the conquerors could do so by immigrating to the garrison towns (amṣār), where it was much easier to assimilate. In addition, the Umayyad (660–750) found legal solutions to overcome the obstacles that had been hampering mass conversion to Islam, in particular to solve the financial difficulties caused by emigration and conversion. This opened the doors for mass assimilation.

Moreover, ‘Abd al-Malik’s (fl. 685–705) arabization of the caliphate’s administration generated a profound linguistic revolution. Within several decades, Arabic replaced the languages previously used by the population of the Fertile Crescent. As a result, the central Islamic lands, and particularly the urban centers of the caliphate, witnessed the expansion of a new Arabo-Islamic civilization. This civilization was adhered to by Arab tribesmen, and the diverse cultures of these regions, including Jews and Christians, were engulfed by it.

Before giving several Jewish and Christian accounts on the relations between their communities and the dominant Islam, I will look at some stories that were popular among Muslim authors who wrote on the Islamic conquests (futuḥat). These pseudo-historical traditions often include anecdotes about the role of Jews and Christians in helping the advance of Islam. This kind of historical account had polemical significance. It was used by Muslim writers not only to prove the truth of Islam and that it was the ultimate faith, but also to negate the validity of other religions and even to present these religions as essentially the enemies of Islam.

In the Islamic accounts of the emergence of Islam we can distinguish two complementary types of descriptions of the functions played by the “People of the Book” in this formative period. In both, the ancient religions serve to legitimate the new mission, Islam. In one, Jews and Christians are represented as negative and refutable. In the other, they are described as collaborating with the advancing Muslims. Although these narratives construct their image as untrustworthy people, they do not contradict their role as eyewitnesses confirming the message of the Prophet.

Some Muslim authors present the ahl al-kitab as people who acquired the knowledge of reality, but refrained from obedience to the truth. This vision of the People of the Book can be easily traced in the hagiography (sira) of the Prophet and in Quranic exegesis, particularly in those chapters of the sira that depict Muhammad’s encounters with Jews and Christians. These people are said to have preserved written evidence concerning the future coming of the prophet Muhammad but concealed
this secret knowledge. Moreover, they are portrayed as adversaries who deny the mission of God’s Messenger (rasul Allah) and even as the open enemies of his mission.\footnote{11}

One example of this representation of the Jews is the story about the encounter between Muhammad and ‘Abd Allah b. Sallam (of Qaynuqa’).\footnote{12} The story recounts that this Jewish leader warned the Prophet that the Jews were a sort of people who would not hesitate to voice false accusations (buht).\footnote{13} Another example is the story of Muhammad’s birth. The Jews knew it would happen in Arabia but plotted to assassinate the newborn.\footnote{14} A third example used by Muslim authors to advance their claim that in closed circles Jews and Christians retained and transmitted secret information concerning the coming of the Prophet is the story about the monk Bahira.\footnote{15} In this story the monk recognizes the seal of the prophethood on Muhammad’s back.\footnote{16}

**Narratives of Conquests**

The advance of Muslim armies from Arabia northward toward the Byzantine territories during the last years of the Prophet’s life and immediately following his death (in 632) is described in great detail in several Islamic chronicles. In these accounts the other type of representation of the People of the Book in the Islamic sources often appears, namely their support of the advancing Islamic armies.\footnote{17} For example, a version of the conquest of Caesarea by Mu‘awiya contains a sub-narrative in which the Muslim commander ensures the welfare of a local Jew who in return leads the Muslims into the city through a secret gateway.\footnote{18}

Another salient topic in the biography of Muhammad and the accounts of the advance of Islam is the legal measures taken by the Muslim leadership, who are said to have inserted certain provisions into the treaties of surrender that aimed to safeguard the status of the “People of the Book.” Early examples to this are the supposed agreements between Muhammad and the Jews of Arabia. Muslim writers treating this issue claimed that the Prophet exempted the Jews of the Khaybar Oasis from paying the poll tax (jizya).\footnote{19}

Another related issue is the accords that are said to have been agreed upon between the Muslim commanders and the population of the conquered lands. Several narratives on the Islamic conquests (futuhat) incorporate what are known as ‘Umar’s stipulations (shuruht),\footnote{20} which were
signed between the indigenous population of the conquered lands and
the notable Muslim caliph. Moreover, these pseudo-historical traditions
include stories about the indigenous population anticipating the advance
of the Muslims. They are said to await the fulfillment of the prophetic
tradition about the coming of ʿUmar b. al-Khattab and his forces.

Over and over again, the Islamic narrative of the emergence of the cal-
liphate depicts the non-Muslim subjects as cooperating with the armies of
Islam and signing truce pacts (aman; ʿahd) with the Muslim command-
ers. A case in point is the pseudo-historical account of Khalid b. al-Walid’s
journey (13/635). Muslim authors claim that on his way from Iraq to Da-
ascus, Khalid seized the historical town of Tadmur (Palmyra in Syria).
The local Christian inhabitants agreed to pay the Muslim commander a
sum of money, in return for which he pledged to protect (dhimma) them.
This story continues with another example in which Khalid meets the
archbishop (usquf=episcopes) of Damascus outside the eastern walls of
the city, and the latter asks him to preserve the covenant (ʿahd) between the
victorious armies and the city’s occupants. Similar narratives are told
about other locations in Syria. The detailed pseudo-treaty between Abu
ʿUbayda ibn al-Jarrah and the inhabitants of Baalbek (Heliopolis in Leba-
non), and the accounts of the agreements between ʿAmru b. al-ʿAs and
several Palestinian towns, are among those examples.

These types of narratives reconstructing the glorious past of Islam were
adopted by later Muslim jurists, who claimed to have copied them into
their manuals and market inspection (hisba) handbooks. The abundance
of these texts in various genres supports the thesis that they formed an
indispensable component of the Islamic discourse. The authors of these
works produced copies of what they argued to be ʿUmar’s agreements
with the protected people of various towns controlled by the caliphate.
Historical sources providing information about these Muslim-dhimmi
covenants describe complex legal documents consisting of correspond-
ing paragraphs. While the protected people undertake not to convert their
Muslim neighbors or to build new synagogues, monasteries, or churches,
to cooperate with the agents of the Islamic government, pay the jizya
tax, etc., the renowned caliph and his chief commander promise to protect the
property, lives, and religious practices of the dhimmis.

The emergence of an Islamic polity brought about the necessity of self-
definition and the rejection of the polemical positions that the adversar-
ies of Islam voiced. A clear-cut definition to separate the new Islamic
community from other religious denominations was implemented. This led to the articulation of the Islamic creed (kalima or shahada) and to a redefinition of the term believers (mu’aminun). If in the Quran this term could apply to the pietistic monotheists in general, from the Abbasid period onwards the term referred solely to pious Muslims. Coins and inscriptions indicate that along with this development, the name of the prophet Muhammad became visible. It is used as a confirmation of Islam as the sole true religion and its prophet as the last messenger. To bear witness that Muhammad is the seal of the prophets (khatam al-nabiyyin/khatim al-anbiya) became one of the principal tenets of Islam. Recalling the Islamic vision of the history of God’s revelation to humanity, it is not surprising that Muslim authors claimed Islam to be the correct version of the true religion that past messengers had taught (inna al-dina ‘inda allahi al-islahmu). 

Muslim theologians and jurists were active simultaneously in articulating the Islamic worldview and belief principles and in collecting information on the inhabitants of the Near East. Some of these works reflect familiarity with the pre-Islamic history of the indigenous communities of the Fertile Crescent as well as with their sacred scriptures. This is evident as well from non-historical genres of medieval Arabic literature such as catalogs of faiths and religions (milal wa-nihal). From collections of anecdotes it is visible that the narratives of the People of the Book were not terra incognita. These Arabic texts seem to reveal a certain communication between their writers and the non-Muslim population. Yet history and heresiography were used not only to narrate the past or describe the present. Muslim authors employed these branches of knowledge as tools to establish the hegemony of Islam and to refute the worldview of non-Islamic religions.

It seems sound to argue that these writings reflect both the problems encountered by the caliphate in the vast territories under its control and the efforts made by Muslim jurists to legitimize the political and social order that they aspired to enforce in the Abode of Islam. Moreover, those Muslim scholars who were troubled by questions regarding the relationships between Muslim and non-Muslim may have manipulated pseudo-historical accounts and used them in order to support their political and social agenda.
The Non-Muslims’ Reaction

How did the non-Muslim subjects of the caliphate react to the pseudo-historical traditions and documents presented above? It seems that the “Protected People” refrained from challenging the accuracy of these texts or records, let alone commenting on the sacred Islamic historiography, which reflected the official Islamic ideology. Jews and Christians were immersed in Arabic-Islamic civilization and familiar with its writings. They chose to take what I would term as “a compromise approach.” Although openly accepting the sacred historiography produced by the Muslim authors, the “People of the Book” in fact manipulated the dominant Islamic version of the past and used it to tell a historical story that supported their own cause.39

They employed a sophisticated self-definition that made it possible for them to draw lines of demarcation between the governing religion and their own enclave communities. Samul ben Nissim Masnuth, for example, states that “nations differ in three components: tongue, script, and religion.”40 Nethanel ben al-Fayyumi (a Yemenite Jew d. c. 1165) asserts that “every nation should follow the doctrine that reached it, trail its prophets’ path, and pursue its priests and heads. In this way no one remains without a religious doctrine. Everything is from God (rabb) the One and Unique and unto Him we are returning.41 All turn toward Him and pray, and every soul to Him points, as is said ‘and the spirit returns to God who gave it.’”42 Al-Fayumi then deals with the common Muslim accusation that the Jews forged the Holy Bible, which the Almighty gave to Moses in Sinai using inter alia a Quranic verse (14:4): “And We never sent a messenger save with the language of his folk.”43

It was stated above that the People of the Book had a good knowledge of various Arabic literary genres and that, due to interreligious polemics, they were familiar with the texts used by the Muslims to rationalize their inferior status.44 Hence we should not be surprised to discover that Jews and Christians aspired to take Muslim arguments and turn them in their favor.45 This is very common in circumstances such as the long and ongoing interreligious debate. By using different interpretations of a familiar narrative, it is easier to rebuff the opposite party.46 Each side draws its own arguments and uses them against the other party.

We now return to the claim made in Muslim sources that ‘Abd Allah b. Sallam played a significant role in Muhammad’s story by recognizing
his true prophetic mission. Yosef Sambari, a Hebrew chronicler living in Ottoman Egypt, does not refute the details of this narrative, but writes that 'Obadiah b. Shalom (the Hebrew version of the Arabic 'Abd Allah b. Sallam) was a man who did not “revere the Lord,” thus suggesting the reason for what he sees as 'Obadiah's betrayal.

Another example of the close relationship between Muslim and kitabi-yun is the legendary story of Bahira the Monk. Christian writers present Bahira (also named Sargis, Sergius, Nestorius) as a heretical (Nestorian or Arian) monk. They depict him in their anti-Islamic polemical texts as one who misguided his audience. This picture served Christian sources (written in Syriac and Arabic) as a tool to refute Muslim voices that argued that mankind anticipated the coming of Muhammad.

The Jewish Reaction

The Jewish Bahira legend reflects the convoluted relations between Jews and Muslims. Moreover, in some chronicles this narrative reflects the strained relations between Jews and Christians in the Abode of Islam, rather than the history of Muhammad. This seems to be the case with Sambari’s history. Sambari does not deny that the Prophet expressed anti-Jewish positions; indeed, Muslim sources are rich in detailed descriptions of an ongoing conflict between the small community of the Faithful and the Jews of Arabia. To clarify this chapter in the early history of Islam, Sambari employs a simple method. He argues that anti-Jewish feelings among the Muslims in Medina were cultivated by Buhairan, an obtuse and wicked astrologer who attempted to induce Muhammad to give the Jews a final blow. Yet Abu Bakr (caliph 632–34), who is said to be the son of the Exilarch (resh galutha), plotted with 'Ali b. Abi Talib (caliph 656–61) to kill Buhairan and thus delivered the Jews.

Moreover, Jewish communities claimed that Muhammad ensured their protection and well-being under the Abode of Islam. According to this presentation, the Prophet granted a group of Jews a letter guaranteeing their life, property, and religious practices (kitab dhimmat al-nabi) as a reward for their help fighting on Saturday (al-sabt = Sabbath) for the cause of Islam. At the same time, by stating that “they will not [be forced to] renounce their religion, will not violate the Sabbath, and will not annul the reading in the Pentateuch (al-tawrah = Torah),” the document defines Jewish identity under Islam.
A Jewish historical legend claims that the Jews dwelling in the Khaybar Oasis in the early seventh century were from the House of Rachabites. The victorious Muslim forces evicted them from this location and compelled them to emigrate, yet negotiations between the quarreling parties resulted in exempting the Jews of Khyabar from paying the poll tax (jizya). An Arabic petition sent from Tiberias to the Fatimid court in Cairo clearly states this claim. This reconstruction of the past was prevalent among the Jews of the Lands of Islam and can also be found in a late Hebrew account on the arrangements agreed upon between the Muslims and the Jews of Khaybar. Moreover, the text states that the authenticity of this tradition was approved by Muslim jurists.

It has been mentioned above that Islamic sources maintained that the indigenous population of the Fertile Crescent cooperated with the advancing Islamic armies. Taking up this narrative, Jewish sources write that the military successes did not put an end to the cordial relations between Jews and the emerging Islamic polity. A case in point is a Geniza document that contains a report on the meeting between the Jews and Muslims in Jerusalem. The Jews are said to have helped ’Umar b. al-Khattab in cleaning the holy city (quds) and exposing the ruins of the Temple. They pointed out to the caliph the location of the Rock, and he ordered them to build the Dome, which covered it. Then ’Umar issued a decree permitting seventy Jewish families to relocate from the Galilee to Jerusalem. Hence they built a synagogue on the Temple Mount and visited the site.

Another example of this line of argumentation can be detected in a Jewish adaptation of the story of ’Amru b. al-’As, the Muslim conqueror of Egypt. In this version of the history, the Islamic leadership of the Nile Valley demonstrates friendship toward the conquered population, and the Jewish and Muslim parties sign a peace pact. This reconstruction of the past served the Jews of Islam. They could argue that the kings of Ishmael respected them and showed goodwill.

Several accounts of later events also indicate that the symbiotic rapport between the caliphate and the protected people did not break off even with the profound changes that the Fertile Crescent witnessed during the disintegration of the ’Abbasid Empire.

The first example is an account by a Jewish chronicler of the caliph al-Mu’tadid (279–289/892–902), who awoke from a nightmare in which Elias appeared in front of him and warned him of the danger that would ensue if he accomplished his evil device: “I will punish you severely if
the Jews of Baghdad are hurt.” The caliph called upon Netira, the head of the Jews, who came to the court dressed in shrouds. The Jewish leader explained to the caliph that the mysterious person he had seen was Elijah, the protector of the Jews, adding that Elias and al-Khidr are one and the same. At this point we notice a change of roles in the story’s dialogue. Netira, who in the first scene expressed great fear, now plays the role of a dignitary who holds the keys to the ruler’s court (sultan), while the caliph takes on the reverse position, that of the advocate. He suggests that the Jews will stop having to pay the poll tax. However, Netira insists that his people will continue to pay the jizya, arguing that the payment protects them. The caliph agrees with this counsel and undertakes to collect the jizya according to “the sacred tradition of the Prophet (sunna).” Hence the Jews of Baghdad adopt the dress code of the ‘Abbasids, demonstrating in this way their confidence in the caliph’s assurance. When Sufis plan to attack the Jewish community of Baghdad, the caliph orders them thrown into the Tigris River. The passing of the heroes of these stories does not put an end to the close contacts between the Jews and the caliph’s court. Netira continues to play an important role in the court of the caliph’s successor, al-Muqtadir (295–320/908–32), and the ‘Abbasids’ favorable attitude continues when Netira is replaced by Sahl. It is even said that this Jewish leader regularly sent money to Kufa, where the coins were distributed among the offspring of ‘Ali b. Abi Talib (i.e., Shiites) and the Hashimites (i.e., ‘Abbasids).63

A partial explanation of the popularity of al-faraj ba’d al-shidda (deliverance after hardship) episodes among Jewish authors might be the literary-religious tradition that starts with the biblical book (megillah) of Esther.64 This topos is reflected in a Jewish source recounting an event that happened in Baghdad during the Saljuq period and that shows how the Jews internalized their role as dhimmis. In it, we read that while the sultan had been persecuting the Jewish community, a pious woman, the daughter of Joseph the physician, declared that she had seen the prophet Elijah in a dream and that “she had been told by him that the redemption of Israel was at hand.” Hearing about these messianic expectations, the caliph considered punishing the Jews, but he was warned by the chief Muslim judge of Baghdad that “no person who has ever done evil to the Jewish people has remained unpunished.” At night, Elijah appeared to the caliph himself, “who was struck with awe.” Hence the Jews of Baghdad were exempted from taxation.65 This exchange of roles seems to be a
traditional literary *topos* that Jewish writers employed to confront their people’s complicated conditions under the caliphs.

The Christian Reaction

Christian narratives about similar events occasionally take a different path, particularly when it comes to details, yet they share with the Jewish narratives declared acceptance of the hegemony of Islam. These narratives suggest that Christian leadership found a convenient strategy in publicly admitting their inferiority under Islam, hoping thus to safeguard their communities and clergymen.

In an epistle attributed to the bishop Mar (mor) Gabriel from the Tur῾Abdin region (in southeast Turkey), we read that he met ‘Umar b. al-Khattab, the caliph of the Muslims (*kalifa de-hanfota*). At the end of the meeting, the bishop handed the caliph a letter, and the caliph marked the document. It guaranteed the Christians’ freedom of belief and church practices. The Christians were promised that they would be able to carry on with religious processions and that the clergy would be not liable to pay state taxation.

In some historical traditions, the Christian version of the episodes is completely opposite to the plot offered by the Jewish writers. This is evident in the Christian sources that tell the story about ‘Umar b. al-Khattab, his arrival in Jerusalem, and his negotiations with Sophronius, the last Byzantine patriarch of the city. The sequence of events described in these accounts brings together the head of the local church and the head of the Muslims. They negotiated the conditions of surrender before reaching an agreement that stipulated the conditions of the local people. In return for the patriarch’s capitulations and the willingness of his congregation to reside under the shadow of the caliphate, ‘Umar issued an accord document (*sulh*) that recorded his undertakings to protect the Christians and to guard their churches.

The Christian version of the surrender covenant includes an additional paragraph. It states that the Commander of the Faithful promised the local Christian population that the caliphate would prevent Jews from residing with them in Jerusalem. Following the endorsement of this covenant, ‘Umar looked for a place to pray. Since he and the representative of the church were at the Holy Sepulcher, Sophronius suggested that the caliph pray in the church. But ‘Umar refused, claiming: “Would I pray here...
then in the future Muslims will demand the location for themselves.\textsuperscript{68} By transmitting this pseudo-account, the Christian chronicler actually says to his audience that this noble act by the Commander of the Faithful saved the church from confiscation. The Muslims should follow 'Umar's footsteps and not harass the Christian congregation as had happened in the Holy City during the days of al-Hakim. In addition to this object, the historical account aims to displace the Jewish population of Jerusalem.

The use of historical accounts to rationalize contemporary conditions was not limited to explanations of the conditions of the Protected People under the caliphs; it also served to clarify stories of relics and places. For example, an Armenian author claims in his description of sacred relics in Constantinople that they were brought to the Byzantine capital following the defeat of the imperial armies in the battle of Yarmuk (636). According to this story, the Christians were able to remove the sacred objects from the Church of the Resurrection while the Ishmaelite force encamped in Jericho. They carried the items from Jerusalem to the coast and loaded them on vessels heading for Constantinople. Following this successful rescue operation, the Christians demanded that the Muslims swear an oath guaranteeing their security, and then they opened the city's gates.\textsuperscript{69}

\textbf{Conclusion}

It is not surprising that Jews and Christians put forward their claims centuries after the emergence of the Islamic polity. The \textit{kitabiyun}'s reactions to the Islamic historical accounts could be established only after the latter became firmly rooted in Muslim consciousness. This development went hand in hand with the growth among the Muslims of a strong spirit of self-identity and the sense of an attachment to their place of residence.\textsuperscript{70} This is clearly reflected in the merging of Islamic sacred history and geography.\textsuperscript{71} Often the building of Islamic solidarity was accompanied by the depiction of cities and regions as spaces blessed with a unique Islamic aura.

Only the accomplishment of these mental and intellectual evolutions could open the way for the Jews and Christians of the Land of Islam, who were not political dissidents and hence accepted the dominance of the Islamic state. It is evident that the “Protected People” (\textit{ahl al-dhimma}) who lived under the shadow of the caliphs were familiar with the prevailing \textit{topoi} in the Arabo-Islamic chronicles and other literary genres. Yet, while
the Muslim authors endeavored to reconstruct the early historical past of the congregation (umma) and supply the jurists with textual evidence to justify anti-Jewish and anti-Christian regulations and taxations, the *kitabiyun* learned to read the Islamic tradition in a subversive way.\(^{72}\)

Not disputing their position as communities without political power, the People of the Book argued that the model of the past restricted the measures that the governing Islamic administration could take against them. In order to secure their communities’ position and to supply explanations of past events, both internally to members of their communities and externally to the governing Islamic *umma*, they acquired the knowledge to manipulate the Islamic historical narrative.\(^{73}\) The “Protected People” argued that the primary Islamic texts ensured their property and lives. They demonstrated a close reading of Islamic sacred history in order to claim that it was the duty of the Islamic polity to protect them.

Moreover, they interpreted these pseudo-documents in a manner that safeguarded the *kitabiyun*’s autonomy and strengthened the position of their leadership. They manufactured what Amos Funkenstein called in-authentic narrative that served them as a counterhistory. The function of counterhistory is polemical, although I do not argue that by a systematic exploitation of the Islamic hegemonic narrative the non-Muslim authors aimed to distort the Muslims’ self-image through the destruction of their collective memory.\(^{74}\)

The interests of the governing Islamic power were at odds with the concerns of the “Protected People.” Adhering to their respective communal interests, Muslim, Christian, and Jewish writers used similar accounts to fortify their communities’ positions. Hence it is not surprising to discover that, although analogous accounts of past events were used, they were construed in opposite ways. Saying so, we might deduce another conclusion from the above texts: under the caliphs, the Fertile Crescent witnessed the development of an Arabo-Islamic culture that encompassed all segments of the population. This culture enabled the People of the Book to live side by side with their Muslim neighbors. It underlined the legal pseudo-contractual relations between the hegemonic Islamic state apparatus and the Protected People. There is no need here to present the reaction of Muslim authors to this interpretation of the ideal polity.\(^{75}\) Historical reality proved time and again that the Muslim majority rejected the harmonious picture depicted by the *kitabiyun*. 


Notes
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62. This diplomatic term (baqt) was not strange to medieval Arab writers. Martin Hinds and H. Sakkout, “A Letter from the Governor of Egypt to the King of Nubia and Muqurra Concerning Egyptian-Nubian Relations in 141/758,” in *Studia Arabica et Islamica: Festschrift for Ihsan Abbas*, ed. W. al-Qadi (Beirut, 1981), 209–29.


Judeo-Muslim ties in Morocco deteriorated in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. An important historical development that characterized the tense relationship between Jewish communal leaders and the Muslim authorities is the beheading of a Jewish maiden before a crowd for the crime of *ridda* (apostasy). As an initial step, it will be necessary to delineate the concept of *ridda*, how the law was applied in Morocco in 1834, and how the Jewish leaders reacted against this particular case.

The victim was 17-year-old Sol Hachuel of Tangier, also known by the members of her community as Sol Hatsadiqqah (Sol the Righteous). Jews in central and southern Morocco called her Lala Soulika (Dame Soulika). A Moslem court in Fez condemned her to death by beheading in the year 1834. Her prosecutors claimed that she converted to Islam and then reverted to Judaism. She firmly denied the charge.

Evidence for our arguments concerning the state of relations between Judaism and Islam at the time will be adduced from *piyyutim* (Jewish religious poetry) and texts written about her. Another important source for an examination of the credibility of the reservations of the Jews regarding the administration of justice and law in Morocco is a book by a French Christian traveler called A. Rey. His *Souvenirs d’un voyage au Maroc*, published in Paris in 1844, includes an important chapter describing the stages in the case, showing that each stage corresponds to the *ridda*
procedure as set out in Malikite law, still in force in Morocco today. A Muslim religious personality acquainted with the case almost certainly provided the author with the information.

The field of the relations between Jews and Muslims in Morocco has not heretofore been analyzed in the light of case studies such as the *ridda* event. Furthermore, no other researchers have described the execution of Sol Hachuel against the backdrop of the Islamic legal framework and Jewish sources (using some manuscripts not previously available). This research is thus the first of its kind.3

The reign of Sultan Abd al-Rahman, who confirmed the young girl’s death sentence, has been studied and described on the basis of official documents by Ahmad Ibn Khālid Al-Nasiri Al-Salawī. The chronicle called *Kitāb Elistiqsa liackhbari doual al Magrib Alaqsah* (Book of the Chronicles of the Far Western Maghreb) is extremely important for understanding the social and legal structure surrounding the sultanate.4 The archives of the Muslim authorities of Fez remain closed to scholarly study.

Herein, we shall rely on rare Hebrew sources together with two manuscripts, one in Hebrew and the other in Judeo-Arabic, which until we discovered them were not previously known to scholars. We are referring to a *piyyut* in a manuscript by Rabbi Yedidiah Monsoniego, which opens:

```
Remember the righteousness of a woman of valor
and discuss her formidable strength and tell it to your children.5

₪דֶקֶת אַשְׁתָּת חַיָּל זָכָרְו
עֲצֹז נְרוּאָתָה שִׁיחְו לַבְּנֵיכֶם סַפְרֶו
```

and to a *qosā*, which begins with the verse “*Bisam Allah qaomi aouel klami lerav La ‘lami*” (In the name of God, my shelter, I will dedicate my words to the Master of the Universe).6 This *qosā Bisam Allah qaomi* is of the type current in the literary circle of *malhun*.7 Because of the subject matter’s complexity, we shall not discuss every paragraph dealing with the *ridda* issue, but restrict ourselves to a few select paragraphs. We shall also refer to other *piyyutim* published in editions not readily available today together with the Judeo-Arabic *qosās* in manuscript form.

According to the laws of protection (*dhimma*), which defined the status of the Jews as *dhimmi* or a protected minority under Islamic rule, rulers and judges were not permitted to force a Jewess to become a Muslim.8 In this historic context, it was illegal to treat Sol as a Jewess accused of *ridda*. 
Therefore, in our opinion she was tried as a Muslim and brought to the scaffold as a Muslim, though she was a Jewess.

The crime of ridda constitutes a complex topic in Muslim law. Hanafi law states that if a Muslim denies his religion he is offered the opportunity to return to Islam. Thus he is given three days of grace because the judges believe there is an element of doubt and all doubt must be removed. The Malikite law of Morocco adds that if the defendant was a slave or a woman, the demand to recant must be presented within three days of the apostasy becoming public. The defendant should not be deprived of bread or water. Hanbali law contains similar provisions. The Imami law distinguishes two types of apostates. The first is referred to as a “deviant apostate,” that is, one who has Muslim parents and whose penitence is not accepted. Before his mandatory execution, he must be separated from his wife and deprived of the right to bequeath his property. The second type is called a “social apostate,” that is, one whose parents are not Muslims. This person converted to Islam as an adult but then reverted to his former religion.

The latter was Sol’s case according to the prosecutors, and if she did not recant, she had to be executed.9 The three-day period of grace or tuba (days of penitence) allows the judicial authorities the opportunity to try to persuade the accused to recant. The appointees of the judicial instance try to convince the accused of the superiority of Islam over other religions. They are commanded to prove the truth inherent in the faith and in Muhammad’s mission. The arguments are drawn from religious precepts, and the intention is to bring the accused to recognize his mistake.

A charge of ridda requires a rigorous interrogation of the witnesses by a religious court, a procedure apparently intended to deter Muslims from preferring false charges against non-Muslims living under Muslim rule.

To prove ridda, one needs at least two witnesses. These witnesses are usually male adult Muslims of upright character with no history of mental illness. They cannot be slaves. Witnesses can only give testimony after the qadi (Islamic judge) has established their fitness, after a private and public inquiry, and after he is convinced that their characters display no evidence of bias or prejudice. In this context, a person cannot be relied on to bear witness against his enemy.

If the accused is condemned to death based on evidence that is afterwards found to be false, the witness must pay diyah (compensation) and may even be condemned to death for perjury, according to Shafii law. If a witness has a justifiable excuse not to appear before the court, then two
other witnesses can present his evidence, except in the case of slander and compensation. Testimony is recorded, and the witnesses must sign the record. The La῾lami (court scribe), who writes up the documents, also signs them. Other witnesses may also add their signatures to the testimony of the two primary witnesses.\textsuperscript{10}

According to the ordinances for prosecuting the crime of \textit{ridda}, Sol Hachuel was defined as a social apostate (a Muslim woman born of non-Muslim parents), whose age and healthy state of mind made her liable to the death penalty. Because she was female and because she was being tried under Maliki law in Morocco, Sol was given the prescribed three days to recant.

All the religious poetry written about her delves deeply into her incarceration and the judges’ attempts to persuade her to recant. At the same time, none of the Hebrew and Judeo-Arabic texts showed that the Jews properly understood the concept of \textit{ridda} in general or its application in Sol’s case. The authors failed to comprehend that the aim of the persuasion as dictated by law constituted an attempt to get the accused to recant in the hope of averting the death penalty. In \textit{Ma῾ase ba-Na῾ara ha-Tsadeqet} (A Tale of a Righteous Maiden), Yosef Ben-Na῾im recounts that she was not starved in prison but deprived of food because she refused to eat the prison fare as it did not accord with Jewish dietary laws; hence Rabbi Raphael Ha-Tsarfati smuggled food to her.\textsuperscript{11} Seemingly, Ben-Na῾im thought that the provision of food and water to prisoners was an act of goodwill and not dictated by the law.\textsuperscript{12}

Both the \textit{piyyutim} in Hebrew and the \textit{qosā} in Judeo-Arabic hint that there was a legal process including witnesses and official documents, for example, in “In Praise of the Fortunate Maiden” by Ya῾aqov Abihazirah:

Together they plotted perjury  
They lied that she converted to the worthless religion  
They wrote and signed a wicked plot  
And she, perish the thought, had expressed no such words

יחדיו להעיד שקר הסכימו  
אמרו המירה לדת הבל ל람  
קשר רשעים כתבו וחתמו  
והיא חלילה לא שמעה בפייה
Note also the following reference to the witnesses in *Bisam Allah qaomi*:

On the day that they prepared the contract and came to their master and gave witness . . .
we wait for them to be destroyed for their perjury

These quotations from Jewish contemporaries show that the conduct of the trial followed the legal precepts of interrogation of the witnesses and signed statements witnessed by the court scribe. The authors’ claims attack the witnesses. They cite perjury and forged documents in what may be called a “plot.” They view Sol as a pious Jewess who had never converted to Islam.

The *piyyutim* refer to signed affidavits. In *the qasā Bisam Allah qaomi*, the anonymous poet mentions a *kagt* (document), which would be interpreted by the Jews as a signed affidavit or even a marriage contract.

Rey writes in his book that Sol admitted that she pronounced the *Shahāda*, i.e., declared her allegiance to Islam in a moment of weakness but immediately repudiated her words. She used these words in an attempt to prevail upon those who came to arrest her not to take her away with them. These men claimed that if she had something to repudiate, it was a sure sign that at some stage she had sworn allegiance to Islam and, as such, they had sufficient grounds to arrest her. When she resisted arrest, they tied her hands behind her back with a silk handkerchief and threatened that if she did not go willingly, they would take her by force.13

In a report received by the painter Alfred Dehodencq in the early 1850s, Sol fell in love with a Muslim and married him, but when her husband suddenly passed away, she decided to return to her faith and community.14

And thus the two events—the declaration of faith and the marriage—are included in the non-Hebrew traditions about Sol. However, these should be discussed as hypotheses and not as indubitable truth, given that to date no one has yet produced any documents confirming the theory. Therefore, in Sol’s case we must relate to these hypotheses as possible accusations in the *ridda* trial.
We would point out that Jews forced to convert to Islam during the oppressive rule of Sultan Mawlay Yazid (reigned 1790–92) were permitted to revert to Judaism by Sultan Sliman II (reigned 1792–1822). So here was a precedent for such a return to one’s former religion in Moroccan history. Other examples include the rule of the Marinids in Morocco at the end of the thirteenth century, when converts were permitted to return to Judaism, even though Sharia law prohibited this. The qadi Ahmed al-Wansharisi, who lived in the fifteenth century, stated that Jews who were forcibly converted could go back to their faith. This precedent in Morocco accords with the laws of the *dhimma*, which state that compelling *dhimmi* to convert, even to Islam, is forbidden, and furthermore it abides by the dictates of the Quran and the teachings of Muhammad. Sultan Abd al-Rahman (reigned 1822–1859) probably knew of Sliman II’s decision and thought that he could follow a similar practice in the case of Sol Hachuel.

Her sentence was passed by the members of the *῾ulamā‘* (the qadi could be a member of this council). In Morocco the sultan is the “commander of the faithful,” but he is not permitted to rule on matters of Islamic law. Rather, his responsibility lies only in implementing religious ordinances. When he is notified that a sentence has been passed, he is expected to authorize its execution. He has no right to veto a trial’s outcome or a judge’s sentence, except for legal reasons such as a flaw in the evidence, procedure, etc. Due process is his first priority in order to guarantee the rule of law.

If he is the sole instance for the authorization of a death sentence, one may ask why he did not use his privilege to delay the execution of the sentence for an indefinite period while Sol was held under arrest or even housed in the palace harem. But such a step might seem unsuitable for a pious Muslim in the eyes of members of the *῾ulamā‘* from the Bildiyyin (converted Jews) group. It appears that the contemporary Wahhabism of Sliman II’s period influenced Abd al-Rahman, who valued the members of the Bildiyyin council of mostly Jewish origin. These “new Muslims” attended Sliman II from boyhood and served him as teachers and mentors. As an adult, he accepted them as arbiters of Muslim law. This group, which retained its influence during the rule of Abd Al-Rahman, did not advocate improvement in the social and economic conditions of the Jews. The legal case of Sol the Jewess presented an additional opportunity to deal harshly with the Jews. The pious sultan could not ignore
their recommendation to carry out the death sentence. In the malhun in the manuscript Bisam Allah qaomi, the influence of the ‘ulamā’ and its expeditious action in the Sol trial is described in a pictorial manner:

Morning and evening they met with the Islamia
When the important people gathered together with the ‘ulamā’
They said what a noble woman, it is a pity that you should remain
A homeless Jewess and you such a beautiful example of God’s creation

The qāṣā emphasizes that they sent a Muslim woman to persuade her to practice Islam. The term Islamia is a synonym for Bildiya, a Muslim of Jewish origin. Abd al-Rahman, who was faithful to the laws of Islam, listened to the counsel of the ‘ulamā’ and accepted their advice. The chronicle of Khālid al-Nasiri tells us that the ‘ulamā’ prevented the execution of two thousand people from the Sherrarda tribe.18

Regarding Sol, he inclined toward the ‘ulamā’, which included members of the Bildiyyin who favored the death penalty. Owing to his loyalty to this group, he apparently declined to use his authority to delay the execution.

The other factor that contributed to the adopting of the recommendation and the implementing of the death sentence forthwith (after the three-day wait) was widespread publicity. Sol’s case had become a public issue. If it was clear that she was not coerced into converting, any effort or attempt by a member of the court or by the sultan himself to reverse the sentence could seem like a reaction to outside pressure and therefore an insult to Islam and its laws. According to Rey, the qadi in Tangier attacked Sol’s parents for publicizing the matter. In his opinion, the publicity prevented his intervention in their daughter’s favor.19 Would things
have turned out differently if the matter had been treated with discretion? We can never know. There are no grounds for the claim that the family’s activity caused the publicity. One may claim that from the moment the witnesses testified that Sol was an apostate Muslim, the matter became public, and within the Moroccan context of 1834, such publicity served to warn others, viz., death is the appropriate treatment for apostates from Islam. Discretion, therefore, was not in Islam’s interest or in the interest of the young Jewess.

The authors of the *piyyutim* about Sol, who were leading rabbis in Fez at that time, saw the sultan as the highest authority, capable of saving the young Jewess from a bitter end. In their opinion, if the sultan refused to postpone the death sentence indefinitely after an unjust trial, it was because of arbitrariness and cruelty and not because of loyalty and commitment to the laws of Islam.

In Ḥayyim Ḥaliwa’s *piyyut* about Sol, the Muslims who tortured and condemned her to death are characterized as lions and bears, members of a false religion, unclean water, sexually perverted, brave as dogs and Datan and Aviram, who rebelled against Moses.20

The sultan’s servants and advisors and the sultan himself are described in a somber way without any restraint or fear, for these texts were only comprehensible to the Jews and were passed from hand to hand within the community. Rabbi Shmuel Elbaz in his *Shimekha yah qiddesha* (Your Name, Almighty, she sanctified) describes how she was brought to the sultan’s palace in Fez:

To the criminal city
She was sent with zeal
To lie among the uncircumcised
Where she would forget God’s service.

Rabbi Elbaz, a resident of Fez at the time, called the town in which the sultan lived a “criminal city.”

In this context, focusing on the relations between Jews and Muslims in Morocco in 1834, we would like to bring attention to another salient point
in Rabbi Elbaz’s *piyyut*. He calls the Muslims ‘*arelim* (uncircumcised), which is surprising given that Muslims circumcise males for religious reasons. The term is therefore not consistent with reality. An examination reveals that it is in accordance with Talmudic tradition (see especially Tractate *Nedarim* 31a, dealing with vows), where it is written that a person who swears not to benefit from an uncircumcised person may nevertheless benefit from an uncircumcised Jew, but not from a circumcised non-Jew.

In other words, the circumcision of a non-Jew does not alter his ‘*arel* status, nor does failure to circumcise a Jew prevent him from still being a Jew. Almost certainly then, in his *piyyut*, Rabbi Elbaz uses the word *uncircumcised* as a synonym for “non-Jewish.” Rabbi Elbaz was known as a great scholar and teacher of Torah and Talmud, who almost certainly knew the Talmudic source, and he used it to justify the word *uncircumcised* in describing the Muslims of his time. It is appropriate to add the last words of Sol to her executioner as they appear in Ḥayyim Ḥaliwah’s *piyyut*, ‘*Am asher nivḥaru* (People who were chosen).

Put on your sword
So she spoke, I will be killed, and I will not sin against my religion

Sol encourages her executioner to kill her so that she may be made a martyr and not transgress any of the three prohibitions for which one should be ready to accept martyrdom rather than violate them. The three prohibitions are idolatry, murder, and sexual immorality (see the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate *Sanhedrin* 72b). Ḥaliwah sees Islam as idolatry and not as a monotheistic religion. In his opinion, Sol was right in preferring martyrdom to living as a Muslim. Ḥaliwah’s conception of Islam is similar to that of Elbaz’s, proving that the relations between the two religions, Islam and Judaism, were profoundly strained.

In both the *piyyutim* and *qasās*, the Muslim community, witnesses, judges, and the sultan are described as a gang of losers, immoral and dishonest, lacking ethical standards and spirituality; therefore, the only alternative was to curse them for what they had done to a young, righteous Jewess. In the manuscripts of the Judeo-Arabic *qasās*, Sol’s mourners call
the Muslim judges “illegitimate” (al ḥasām), which followed Maimonides, who referred to the prophet Muhammad as ha-Pasul (the illegitimate one).22

The poems mention documents produced in court and apparently presented to the sultan as well. Let us consider the declaration of allegiance to Islam. Did Morocco of 1834 require that conversion to Islam should be confirmed by a written document, as was the case in the Andalusia of Maimonides under the Muwahidūn (the “Unitarians”) and in later periods? At the time when the Muwahidūn also ruled in Morocco, the many incidents of conversion arising from oppression and persecution aroused suspicions of insincere conversion. Thus converting to Islam, it was decided, should be an act of free will and not merely a superficial act. Therefore, the converts declared fidelity to Islam before witnesses, and a document was drawn up to that effect, which was witnessed by a notary and signed by the convert. This procedure was like a statement or bearing witness, and its requirements created the assumption that the candidate understood the law with requisite awareness of the religious duties expected of him.23

In his book, Rey reviews the stages of conversion to Islam as carried out in Andalusia.24 It is reasonable to assume that his source of information believed that the Andalusian procedure from the Muwahidūn era was perhaps comparable to that followed in Morocco.

With regard to the procedures and laws relating to the age of a person condemned to death and the method of implementing the sentence, the concept of taklif (the imposition of duties on mankind by God) is of importance.25 Other legal concepts such as ākhl or state of mind and bulugh, i.e., physical and sexual maturity, according to Islamic law also should have played a role in Sol’s case.26 Sol was 17 years old at the time her sentence was passed, and she was not pregnant, weaning, or menstruating. Under Islamic law, these factors should have been checked before carrying out the death sentence.27

According to Islamic law, tuba (the grace period of penitence) normally lasts three days, but it could have been extended to further investigate whether or not the condemned person’s decision to revert to the former religion was freely made. Because a decision regarding the choosing of one’s religion should not be coerced, torture is not permitted.

Tuba is part of a legal procedure and is common to both Hanbali and Maliki law current in Morocco of that day; it was not accepted in Sunni,
Shi’a, or Hamami law. Yedidiah Monsoniego claimed that Sol was tortured for two months. Was this during the tuba period, which suggests it lasted two months? If this were indeed the case, it would have been exceptional and would also have represented a gesture of goodwill and an attitude of human kindness and consideration for the girl by the Muslim court. Rabbi Monsoniego, who composed his piyyut to mark the end of the thirty-day mourning period, did not see things this way.28

In some cases, the death sentence was considered insufficient, and the body was burned or thrown into a river. This decision was left to the qadis, who were always uncertain about how to dispose of the remains of heretics. To bury them in a Muslim cemetery is forbidden, nor should their bodies, unlike other Muslim departed, be treated with the respect required by Islamic teachings. For example, they did not say the Shahāda prayer over them while facing in the direction of Mecca. In the qasā Bisam Allah qaumi, one of the Muslim women says:

Look at those features,
they do not merit burning

ראה דאק Lêגנזור
מה יסתאהלסי חריקא
הנה הפנים היפות ההן
לא תיאות להן השריפה

These words confirm the popular custom that the body of one condemned to death for apostasy (ridda) was incinerated, for which there certainly was historical precedent.29 When the community found a Muslim guilty of betrayal, his body was burned and subsequently mutilated.30 In Sol’s case, we find no evidence that her body was mutilated by the crowd present at the execution. Sol was sentenced as a Muslim, and the authorities responsible for disposing of her body could decide whether to bury it, burn it, or throw it into the river. If the body was buried in a Jewish cemetery, this would have been the result of an agreement between the Muslim authorities and the Jewish community and therefore a demonstration of goodwill.

According to Jewish sources, the crowd did not mutilate the body, proving that the Muslim judicial authorities in Fez remained in control of the execution. These authorities apparently agreed to give her body to the Jewish community, even though Sol was treated as an apostate Muslim
whose execution should have taken place before sunset immediately after the *tuba* period.

Rey’s book describes the *ridda* process in detail, and he researched the subject in depth, seemingly with the help of Muslim legal experts. However, there are lacunae in the treatment of the laws of evidence in his book. The rabbis showed little knowledge or understanding of the workings of *ridda*. None of the poets or the authors of the *qasās* at any time indicate that Sol converted to Islam; on the contrary, they say that she remained loyal to her religion. According to Yedidiah Monsoniego, the judges decided to torture her:

Perhaps she would convert when
She cried out in suffering

חפ וואולי תמיר את דתה
תועק בתבליה

Monsoniego became a member of the rabbinical court in Fez in 1840.31 He claimed that the judges forced Sol to convert to Islam. The *῾ulamā‘* and the sultan, however, knew that forced conversion was illegal. It went against the very notion of *dhimma* status, which governed the relations between Muslims and other “People of the Book.” Therefore, they made certain that the question of Sol’s Judaism was not raised during the trial or during the *tuba* persuasion and torture period. In their opinion, these methods were employed to ensure that she remained a Muslim, whereas the Jewish poets saw them as an attempt to coerce her into converting to Islam.

Was this paragraph found in the Pact of Omar known to the Jewish poets? If they had known it was illegal to force a Jewess to convert, would they not have used this information to attack the sultan and the judges for their lack of compliance with the laws of Islam’s founding fathers? This claim would have strengthened the protests against the Muslim authorities in Fez.

This argument, which does not appear in any of the poetry, proves that the laws of *dhimma* prohibiting the forced conversion of a Jew to Islam were not clear to the Jewish authors or even to the community leaders, who claimed only that Sol was forced to convert without mention of Islamic laws against such activity. This ignorance of Islamic law in the events surrounding Sol shows how deep the abyss was between the Jewish and Muslim communities. We are talking about two separate,
completely different worlds, different not only religiously and socially but also culturally.

Indeed, the Jewish writings about Sol Hachuel in the texts and manuscripts that we have quoted herein could be principally classified as apologetic literature, and consequently these poems should not be relied upon as historical documents faithfully reflecting the total system of relationships between the two communities. Therefore, literary criticism as cultural hermeneutics could assume that these same manuscripts and texts try to construct a narrative and a tradition about Sol Hachuel, and for that purpose, it was preferable to the authors to bring out matters such as incomprehension and barriers between the two communities rather than to deliver a balanced picture of this issue (Sol’s case) in order to represent the broader relationships between the Muslims and Jews in Morocco in the first half of the nineteenth century.

Notes

1. Regarding the surname, we have adopted the form used by Eugenio Maria Romero in his play El Martirio de la Joven Hachuel (Gibraltar: Imprenta Militar, 1837), three years after Sol’s execution.

2. The Jewish community of Fez has retained its official documentation of Sol Hachuel’s execution, found in Yahas Fez, a collection of sources on the history of the Jews of Fez. In 1879 the leader of the Jewish religious court, Avner Israel Ha-Tzarfati, sent the material to Isidore Loeb, one of the heads of the Alliance Israélite Universelle. (I would point out that two poems about Sol were published earlier in 1844 in Qol Ya῾aqov by Ya῾aqov Berdugo in London.) The documents may be found in David Ovadiah’s book Fez we-Khahameha (Fez and Its Sages), 2 vols. (Jerusalem: Beit Oved, 1979). Sol is referred to in 1:157.

3. This work is part of a wider research project on Moroccan Jewry in the first half of the nineteenth century, which has occupied me for more than six years. This discussion about the ridda issue forms part of a chapter dealing with the relations between Jews and Muslims during the period. I have published an article in Hebrew on Sol Hachuel, “Le-Itzuv Demuta shel Giborat Tarbut lefi Teqstim” (The formation of a popular heroine reflected in texts), which appeared in an anthology, Isha be-Mizrah, Isha mi-Mizrah (Woman of the Orient, Woman from the Orient), ed. Tova Cohen and Shaul Regev (Ramat-Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 2005), 35–54 (see especially the bibliography, 53–54).

4. The chronicle was translated separately by Eugène Fumey, orientalist and diplomat in the French diplomatic service, who served in Tangier between 1897 and 1903 (the year of his death) and it was published in parts 9 and 10 of Archives marocaines (Paris: Ed. Leroux, 1906, 1907).
5. This *piyyut* about the martyrdom of Sol Hachuel was only recently discovered, written on the last pages of one of the two manuscripts by Rabbi Yedidiah Monsoniego entitled *Qupat ha-Rokhlim* (The Peddler’s Satchel), setting out that which is forbidden and permitted by Torah law. The contents are arranged in alphabetical order, summarizing sources and referring to them. The manuscript, which includes the *piyyut* about Sol, is in the possession of Rabbi Dr. Moshe Amar of Bar-Ilan University. In his poem, the author testifies that it was written on the thirtieth day after Sol’s execution. Rabbi Monsoniego also served as a ritual slaughterer in Fez and was appointed a judge on the rabbinical court in 1840, replacing his father, Rabbi Raphael Monsoniego, after his death. For further biographical and bibliographical details, see *Sefer Minkhat Ziqaron*, ed. Moshe Amar (Lod: Orot Yahadut Ha-Maghreb, 1999), 1–9.

6. This *qasā* about the righteous Sol came to me as a text found in a manuscript in the possession of Dr. Hayyim Bentov of Bar-Ilan University. Throughout this essay, we refer to the *qasā* by its opening phrase, *Bisam Allah qaomi* (In the name of God my shelter).

7. The Arabic *qassida* in Morocco is called *malhun*. The *qasā* is a less complex poetic form than the *qassida* and was adopted in popular Jewish literature in Morocco. The manuscript *qasā Bisam Allah qaomi* was influenced by the Arabic *qassida* of the *malhun* type. The structure of the Sephardic Hebrew *qassida* is derived from the Arabic *qassida*. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, after the Arabic *qassida* of the *malhun* type became the primary poetic form in Morocco, even Hebrew verse accepted the form. The *qasā Bisam Allah qaomi* belongs to the *malhun* genre and is characterized by a division into stanzas (*aqsam*) accompanied by a refrain (*harba*). The stanzas are composed of strings. Each string has two parts: the first part includes three lines whose rhyme changes in each stanza. The second part includes two couplets. The rhymes of the couplets are uniform in each stanza. For a discussion of the *malhun*, see Meir Nizri, “Ha-Prosodiyyah shel ha-qassida be-shir yedidut le-or ha-qassida ha-Aravit (al-Mallhun) be-Morocco,” PhD thesis, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, 1997.

8. Moroccan Jews were defined as *dhimmis* or a “protected minority” by the Muslim authorities. The delineation was common practice as regards non-Muslims and included both Jews and Christians, who were described as “People of the Book.” They were allowed to live under Muslim rule if they accepted a number of limitations embodied in the Pact of Omar, compiled in 687 CE (Muslim date, AH 78) and named after its originator, Omar b. al-Ḥaṭāb. These precepts were designed to ensure the supremacy of Islam over the other religions. One of the clauses relevant to our discussion is the prohibition against discouraging anybody from converting to Islam. The *dhimmis* who obeyed these rules were guaranteed protection against threats to their lives and possessions and were permitted freedom to organize their religious and social life. The Pact of Omar in effect separated Muslims from other communities. This segregation deepened over time, so that by the early nineteenth century very little communication took place between the Jewish community and the Muslim authorities, a situation exacerbated by persecution. Jews could neither read nor write Classical Arabic, because as *dhimmis* they were forbidden to study the Quran. This explains the Jewish ignorance of complex legal matters such as *ridda*, under whose provisions Sol was sentenced to death. See Antoine Fattal, *Le statut légal des non-musulmans en pays d’Islam* (Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1958),
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10. For an explanation of the role of the witness in a \textit{ridda} trial, see also the entry for \textit{Shahid} (witness) in the \textit{Encyclopedia of Islam}, CD-ROM edition V.I.

11. This text is included in Yosef Ben-Na’im, \textit{Malkhe Rabbanan} (Jerusalem: 1930). See my article in \textit{Isha be-Mizrah}, \textit{Isha mi-Mizrah}, 48 (see note 3 above).

12. See A. Rey, \textit{Souvenirs d’un voyage au Maroc} (Paris: Buree du Journal d’Algérie, 1844), 152. Rey records that the governor gave instructions to provide Sol with food and drink during her three days of imprisonment. Prior to this, he explained to her parents that only after three days would the situation become clear whereupon he would be able to decide her future (148–49). This is in accordance with the \textit{tuba} process within the \textit{ridda} proceedings.

13. See the \textit{piyyut} “Et godel shevah na’arah ashira, asaper” (The highest praise for a young woman, I will sing and tell), which is included in Ya’aqov Avihazirah, \textit{Yagel Ya’aqov} (Netivot, 2001). We quoted lines 11–13.

14. See Rey, \textit{Souvenirs}, 148–66. The painter Alfred Dehodencq, who visited Tangier in the 1850s, included accounts of Sol’s case as told by her contemporaries living in Tangier in his memoir, as collected by Gabriel de Séailles, \textit{Alfred Dehodencq: Histoire d’un coloriste} (Paris: P. Ollendorff, 1885), 113. He also portrayed her in his painting \textit{Execution of a Moroccan Jewess}. For statutes concerning marriage in Islamic law, see under \textit{Nikah} in the \textit{Encyclopaedia of Islam} (Leiden: Brill, 1995, viii), 26–35.

15. For further information about the return to Judaism of those forced to convert to Islam in Morocco, see H. Z. Hirschberg, \textit{Toldot ha-Yehudim be-Afrika ha-Tsefonit} (The History of the Jews in North Africa) (Jerusalem: Mossad Bialik, 1965), 184–85, 279–82 (Hebrew); Eliezer Bashan, \textit{Yahadut Morocco, ‘Avra ve-Tarbutah} (Moroccan Jewry, past, and culture) (Tel Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuhad, 2000), 21, 62 (Hebrew); Rey, \textit{Souvenirs}, 72–84. At this stage, it would be appropriate to make a number of comments on Malikite law, which is one of the basic elements of Moroccan Islam. The state has been administered using this body of law since the eleventh century (the Murabittin period). Spiritual leaders with mystical tendencies helped to spread the law and contributed to the expansion of a popular fundamentalist Islam. However, during the reign of the sultan Sliman II from the Alawite dynasty (1792–1822), the influence of Wahhabism increased, and this trend continued under his heir, Sultan Abd al-Rahman, while he remained loyal to Malikite law. Important historians specializing in Moroccan history, such as Abdallah Laroui, claim that the people were not shaped by Islam but rather by the form of Malikism that developed in Morocco. See Laroui, \textit{Islamisme, Modernisme, Libéralisme} (Casablanca: Centre culturel arabe, 1997), 159. Other historians such as Mohammed Othman Benjelloun agree that Malikite Islam has distinctive features, being more tolerant not only of other religions but especially with the “People of the Book,” who settled in Morocco. See his book \textit{Projet national et identité au Maroc} (Casablanca: Eddif, 2000), 79. To quote King Hassan II on the same subject: “Malikism is the intellectual backbone of
our culture. The Malikite teachings produced a number of great sages in Andalusia and the Maghreb, and we rely on them in the application of our legal principles. It is an open culture which borrows from other legal schools, aiding us to solve the problems that we encounter.” See Hassan II and Eric Laurent, *Le génie de la modération* (Paris: Plon, 2000), 110–11.


17. We should emphasize that Sultan Abd al-Rahman was characterized by his loyalty to the religious institutions as set out in the Malikite laws, defined by both Moroccan historians and Sultan Hassan II as an open and tolerant body of law. Because his religiosity was influenced by Wahhabism, the combination is likely to create considerable tension and, as in Sol’s case, perhaps even lead to the death penalty. This tendency was reinforced by the ‘ulamā’ from the Bildiyyin group.

18. In his chronicle, Ibn Khālid al-Nasiri al-Salawi relates how Abd al-Rahman reconsidered his decision to behead two thousand members of the Sherrarda tribe who were accused of treason. Prior to acting on his decision, he consulted the ‘ulamā’, whose members advised him not to spill so much blood. The sultan accepted their advice and canceled the mass execution. See *Archives marocaines*, 10:127. In Sol’s case, apparently, a legal decision came down which called for the death sentence with a recommendation to carry out the execution as soon as possible. The British consul Drummond Hay wrote a letter to the Foreign Office in England from Tangier on June 9, 1834, a few days after Sol was executed in Fez. In the letter he cited the ‘ulamā’ s influence as one of the major causes for the implementation of her sentence. See the British Foreign Office Archive, *Diary of the British Consulate*, Tangier FO 174/218, vol. 8, 1834–1836. This letter was first published by Ph. Abensur in the periodical *Etzi* 3, no. 11 (December 2000): 1, 6.


20. The pejorative epithets used against Sol’s judges are found in a *piyyut* by Hayyim Ḥaliwah, which starts with the sentence “’Am asher nivḥaru/le-shem ule-teḥila” (A people chosen for fame and praise). The *piyyut* was included in Rabbi Ya’aqov Bendugo, *Qol Ya’aqov* (London, 1844), 129–31.

21. *Shimkhka yah qiddesha* is found in a manuscript at Bar-Ilan University (no. 566). A scholarly edition of the *piyyut* was published in Yehuda Razhabi, *Mi-Ginzat Shirat Qadem* (Texts and Studies in Oriental Liturgical Poetry) (Jerusalem: Misgav Yerushalaim, 1991), 87–93. Rabbi Shmuel Elbaz was a member of a family of religious judges and scholars from Sefrou, although he lived in Fez and was almost certainly present in the city when Sol Hachuel was executed.

22. The *qasā* found in the manuscript at Bar-Ilan University (no. 142) opens with the sentence “shimu ya nash ma zra/fimdinat Fes ḥakahra” (Hear, gentlemen, what happened in the despicable city, Fez). In line 16, we read “get up, illegitimate witnesses, and testify.” The poet is referring to Muslims, whom the Jews saw as illegitimate. In general, the Jews of Morocco of every generation used this term (in Hebrew, *pasul*) to refer to Muslims. This phenomenon is anchored in Moroccan Jewish tradition and is derived from Maimonides’ *Igeret Teman* (Epistle to Yemen), in which he preferred the epithet *ha-Pasul* instead of referring to Muhammad by his name. See *Igeret Teman*, Halkin ed.,
trans. Boaz Cohen (New York: American Academy for Jewish Research, 1952), 28, 52. The authors of the piyyutim about Sol—all sages and rabbinical judges and well acquainted with Maimonides’ religious thought and philosophy—were fully aware of these details. In fact, it appears they reread Maimonides’ works, especially Igeret Teman, before writing their poetry.

For sources discussing Maimonides’ attitude toward Islam and forced conversion in North Africa, see Nehamiah Levtzion’s articles and also the articles by Menahem Ben-Sasson and Eliezer Schlossberg, which appeared in Pe’amim 42 (Winter 1990): 8–60.


24. Rey, Souvenirs, 147, 153.


27. We express our gratitude to the president of the Shari’a court in Israel, Ahmed Natour, who explained the paragraphs relating to ‘akl and bulugh in the laws of ridda, after checking the relevant sources in Muslim law books. The meeting took place in his office on January 7, 2004. The relevant paragraphs in the law will be examined in detail as part of a more extensive research project now in progress. Here we have only presented a summary of the law and general conclusions.

28. Line 12 of the manuscript reads, “‘inuha shne hodonim / yeme ‘onya umerudeha” (They tortured her for two months / the days of her suffering and her bitterness).

29. Fattal, Le statut legal, 165–66. In Souvenirs, Rey introduced the possibility of the body being burned or even that Sol might have been executed by burning (167).

30. See the Archives marocaines (1907), 10:155.

In 1935, Jews in Ṣanʿā', embroiled in a dispute over the leadership of the Jewish community in Yemen, sought the legal ruling of the Zaydi imām, Yaḥyā b. Muḥammad Ḥamīd al-Dīn, on whether the Kuḥlānī Synagogue was private property or a pious endowment (waqf). The status of the synagogue as property would strengthen the position of one of two factions within the Jewish community. Depending on the outcome, one faction might become dominant in all of the synagogues in the city. The acrimony that ensued between Muslim jurists over the imām’s ruling brought into sharp focus the divisions between them regarding the status of Jewish law and the interaction of Islamic and Jewish legal systems and raised the following questions: What is non-Muslim law, and what is its relevance to the Muslim jurist? Should Jews be permitted to commit acts that are illegal in Islamic law if they do not bring them to the attention of a Muslim court? More broadly, are non-Muslim legal systems legitimate as legal systems?

With the Kuḥlānī Synagogue dispute as a case study, we outline the varied and conflicting solutions that Muslim jurists in Yemen devised to respond to these questions using Zaydi sources and legal documents from the early twentieth century. The case of the Kuḥlānī Synagogue is special in that it forced Muslim jurists to decide what happened when Jews did something that was legal in Judaism but illegal under Islamic law. Moreover, it forced Muslim jurists to rule on a substantive issue of Jewish law.
First, a few words are in order about the legal system in San῾ā in the first half of the twentieth century and the Jews’ place within it. Faced with numerous Arab uprisings against their rule over Yemen, the Turks, who had ruled since 1872, capitulated their legal authority in the 1911 Treaty of Da῾῾ān. They ceded the application of Sharī῾ah and the right to appoint judges to the reigning Zaydī imām, Yahyā Hamīd al-Dīn (d. 1948), in the (northern) region of Yemen where Zaydīs were the majority. In 1918 Imām Yahyā entered the city, bringing Turkish rule over San῾ā to an end. Three Sharī῾ah courts were established in San῾ā, as well as a court at the imām’s residence that was overseen by a judge. Muslims were able to choose the judge before whom they wished to present their case. One of the judges was responsible for cases involving Jews, in addition to his regular duties. Above these four courts sat a court of appeals (mahkamat al-isti῾nāf). Highest of all was the High Council (al-majlis al-῾ālī’ consisting of seven judges. Imām Yahyā, in theory at least, was the ultimate legal authority.

Jews’ appearance as claimants in Sharī῾ah courts predated these twentieth-century developments. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Yemeni rabbis railed against Jews who took recourse to Muslim courts because it undermined their own authority. They also regarded it as a sin. Nevertheless, Yemeni Jews brought many of their disputes to Muslim courts, even those involving only Jews. Engaging in “forum-shopping,” they brought their disputes to the courts that offered the highest likelihood of success. For example, Jewish women, faced with inheriting nothing under halakhah, turned to Muslim courts, where they inherited half as much as men. Jewish divorce cases in Yemen routinely involved
both Muslim and Jewish courts because one or both parties perceived an advantage in involving a Muslim court in their case.7

In early December 1933, the rabbi of the Kuhlānī Synagogue in Ṣan῾ā’, Yūsuf Śāliḥ, decided, with the support of most of his congregation, to change the synagogue’s prayer rite. The decision to change the rite reflected the congregation’s new orientation toward a movement for the reform of Judaism in Yemen, called Dor De’ah.8 Adherents of the Dor De’ah movement sought to purge Judaism of kabbalistic concepts embedded in Sephardic (called “Shāmī” in Yemen) prayers and liturgical practices.9 Three congregants objected vociferously to the change. In response to the disorder that ensued, Imām Yahyā ordered the synagogue closed.10 For the next two years a man whose authority was respected by both factions, Yaḥyā Abyad, served as chief rabbi, but his death in 1935 rekindled the conflict.

Śāliḥ b. Yaḥyā Śāliḥ, one of the three congregants who in 1933 had objected to the change in rite, was also the cousin of the rabbi who initiated the change. He went to a Muslim court and claimed ownership of the synagogue. By bringing the issue to a Muslim court, he sought to gainsay any claims to leadership advanced by R. Yūsuf Śāliḥ (his cousin), the majority of the congregants, and the Dor De’ah movement. If the synagogue was his private property, he was entitled to determine the ground rules.11

Imām Yaḥyā requested the assistance of R. Sālim Saīd al-Jamal (1907–2001), one of his point men on Jewish affairs and a figure in the Dor De’ah movement.12 Imām Yaḥyā asked al-Jamal to translate into Arabic certain Hebrew documents relating to the legal status of the synagogue. In the interest of fairness he asked a rabbi from the opposing faction, ‘Amram Qorah, to translate the same documents. When R. Qorah encountered the Hebrew term heqdesh (consecrated property), mentioned in connection with the synagogue, he translated the term as “waqf” (pious endowment). This was an idiomatic translation. It was a logical claim as the Jewish legal concept of heqdesh (consecrated property) had evolved among Yemen’s Jews into a virtual mirror image of the Muslim concept of a waqf.13

In Islam, waqf property is distinguished from both private property and public property (such as a road or stream). Its founder’s designation of the property, motivated by religious intention, causes the waqf property to cease (the meaning of waqf) from being bought, sold, inherited, or taxed. Waqf property usually includes both revenue-generating and
non-revenue-generating enterprises. For example, stores, fields, or rental properties are designated as part of a *waqf*, along with a mosque or religious academy whose upkeep is financed by them.

Islamic law forbids making synagogues into pious endowments. R. Qorah was probably aware of this. Therefore, by translating *heqdesh* as *waqf* he hoped that the Muslim ruler would decide that the synagogue was privately owned, thereby denying the reformers a platform. His opponent, R. al-Jamal, was in a quandary. He knew that *waqf* is the best translation of *heqdesh* and that Islamic law prohibits designating a synagogue as a pious endowment. He also argued that the private ownership of synagogues is forbidden in Jewish law and thus he could not, for the time being, countenance putting forward a competing private property claim. Not to be outmaneuvered by his opponent, R. al-Jamal translated *heqdesh* as *ibāhah* (public property), an innovative translation that triggered an angry backlash from many of the most prominent Muslim jurists in Yemen and from rank-and-file Muslims who heard sermons denouncing his clever translation—and him—in the mosques of Ṣanʿā’.

The dispute over the Kuhlānī Synagogue quickly spread to eight other synagogues in the city, each of which faced a conflict between those claiming “public property” in the name of the reformist faction and those claiming private ownership in the name of the anti-reformist faction. From 1933 to 1944 the two factions (within the rabbinic leadership) pursued their claims to authority in *Sharīʿah* courts. By taking their claims concerning Ṣanʿā’’s synagogues to Muslim courts, the two Jewish factions threatened the survival of all of the approximately twenty synagogues in Ṣanʿā’ because their Islamic legality was dubious. The Pact of ῾Umar stipulates that non-Muslims may not build new houses of worship. Whether or not they may renovate or rebuild existing synagogues was a source of disagreement. At two points in Yemeni history, 1668 and 1762, Zaydī imāms destroyed the synagogues of Ṣanʿā’. Several synagogues were also destroyed or looted during tribal rampages in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that were unconnected to these decrees. In short, any synagogue in existence in early twentieth-century Ṣanʿā’ could not have been built before the eighteenth century at the earliest.

Some Muslims viewed the upheaval within the Jewish community caused by the controversy over synagogues as a harm that outweighed
the benefit of their continued existence. Therefore, the controversy provided an opportunity to those who wished to press for the destruction of all of the synagogues in Ṣanʿā’. The controversy also spread to Manāḵah, a town in the Ḥarāz Mountains with a significant Jewish population.

When the three Jewish plaintiffs challenged the change in prayer rite at the Kuhlānī Synagogue, the matter went before the judge, Luṭf b. Muḥammad al-Zubayrī (1875–1944). In al-Jamal’s work, The Synagogues of Ṣanʿā’, the Capital of Yemen, al-Zubayrī is the principal villain—corrupt, violent, an inveterate Jew-hater, and a lecher.\(^{21}\) The Yemeni historian Muḥammad Zabārah describes al-Zubayrī as one who “leaned toward Prophetic traditions and had a preference for revelatory evidence [i.e., Quran and Sunnah]” (kāna . . . mā’ilan ilā l-sunan al-nabawiyyah wa-tarjih al-dalīl).\(^{22}\) Al-Zubayrī belonged to the branch of Zaydī jurisprudence that leaned toward Sunnī Traditionism. Though nominally Zaydī-Shīʿī, these scholars stressed the authoritative status of canonical Sunnī ḥadīth collections. Their belief in scriptural authority helps explain the bifurcation of authority within the Yemeni judicial system between the Zaydī imām on one side and Traditionist judges on the other that is on display in the case of the Kuhlānī Synagogue.\(^{23}\)

Shortly after the controversy in the Kuhlānī Synagogue reached the Muslim courts in May 1935, al-Zubayrī wrote a letter to Imām Yahyā. He called for the destruction of the Kuhlānī Synagogue and explained further:

[The objecting congregants] claimed that all of the Jews’ synagogues are waqfṣ, knowing full well that an infidel may never establish a waqf. They had the impudence to state this explicitly. Is this not clear evidence of the mockery in their hearts for the Shariʿah of [the prophet] Muḥammad b. ‘Abdallāh, may the prayers of God be upon him?\(^{24}\)

Soon thereafter, Imām Yahyā summoned R. al-Jamal and R. ‘Amram Qorah, representatives of each Jewish faction, and asked them to translate Hebrew documents relating to the status of the synagogue in question. Qorah translated the term heqdesh (pious endowment) into Arabic as waqf, while al-Jamal produced the novel translation “public property” (ibāḥah). Imām Yahyā shouted, “What is this ibāḥah, O Jamal? You willfully distort the correct translation of ’heqdesh’!”\(^{25}\) Al-Jamal responded:
“God forbid that your servant should willfully distort anything. I merely translated the essence (‘inyan) of the word heqdesh, which is ibāḥah, so that it might be of use to your Jewish subjects in this matter, for we do not have a law of pious endowments (din heqdeshot) under the laws of Muḥammad.” Imām Yahyā was persuaded by this explanation. “You have brought before us a word and its essence,” the imām said. “It is true that ῾Amram [Qorah] translated the word and al-Jamal translated its essence, and it is correct that the essence is the principal thing.”

This incident caused a furor among some senior jurists. One of them, Qāḍī Ḥusayn al-῾Amrī, the head of the High Council (al-majlis al-῾ālī), sought an audience with the imām. (Qāḍī al-῾Amrī’s son, ῾Abdallāh, was the chief minister of Imām Yahyā’s government.) Qāḍī al-῾Amrī complained that al-Jamal was trying to trick the Muslims and attack Islam. According to al-Jamal, (who gives the text of this conversation in Hebrew), Imām Yahyā refined his ruling in the following reply:

He said that [Qāḍī al-῾Amrī] was correct that if the Jews come before us with a claim of “pious endowment” it is incumbent upon us to push aside and nullify the claim, but if they arrived arguing “public property,” even though we know that among them it is a claim of pious endowment [emphasis added], we must accept it, because it is enough that they themselves know that there is no law of pious endowments for synagogues among the laws of Islam.

According to al-Jamal’s account, the members of the judicial apparatus were nearly unanimous in their objection to Imām Yahyā’s position. Many of the most vociferous opponents of the imām’s ruling had studied the religious sciences together, shared an orientation toward Sunnī Traditionism, and were related to one another. This shows a bifurcation within the Islamic legal system in Yemen between the Zaydī imām, who had the right as a mujtahid to issue binding rulings, and a Sunnī-inspired judicial apparatus that had evolved to the point where it did not need an imām. The pro-kabbalah faction that represented roughly two-thirds of the Jews of Ṣanʿā’ and opposed the reformist Dor De’ah were aligned with Imām Yahyā’s opponents in the judiciary.

It is worth noting that the controversy over the status of synagogues had financial implications for those Muslims who argued that synagogues were private property. When Imām Yahyā took Ṣanʿā’ from the Turks in
1918, Jews claimed that the land on which the Jewish Quarter (qā‘ al-yahūd) was built was their private property. Muslims claimed that it was waqf land on which Jews had neglected to pay rent. Jews countered that the paucity of documentation for their claims of private ownership were due to looting by tribesmen. The court determined that waqf land was mixed (multabis) with land privately owned by Jews. A one-time payment of 7,500 riyals from the Jewish community to the waqf was negotiated in 1918.\textsuperscript{30} The chief rabbi, Yahyā Ishāq, was made responsible for allotting the payment to community members.

When the synagogues controversy began in the mid-1930s, R. Sālim Saʿīd al-Jamal argued that Yahyā Ishāq, then head of the faction that claimed private ownership, made individual Jews’ payments for the Jewish Quarter proportional to the size of their homes. He considered roads, bathhouses, and synagogues the responsibility of the entire community. Thus the faction now claiming private ownership of synagogues, al-Jamal argued, had in the past accepted the idea that they were “public property.”\textsuperscript{31} Moreover, if the Muslim court ruled that synagogues were private property, representatives of the Muslim waqf could argue that those properties still remained to be bought or rented from them. In short, for financial reasons it would have been in many Muslim jurists’ interests to press for the synagogues to be considered private property.

Imām Yahyā removed the judge Luṭf al-Zubayrī from the case of the Kuhlānī Synagogue and gave it to Ḥusayn Abū Ṭālib, whom al-Jamal describes as honest, wealthy, and loyal to Imām Yahyā.\textsuperscript{32} Having scored a major victory with the imām’s statement, al-Jamal entered Ḥusayn Abū Ṭālib’s courtroom as the representative of the Dor De’ah faction. Al-Jamal explained the halakhic position to the judge:

The legal statute of Moses (al-qānūn al-sharʿī al-mūsawī), which was set down and legislated by Mūsā b. Maymūn [Maimonides], based on the great commentary on the Torah (sharḥ al-tawrāh al-kabīr),\textsuperscript{33} that is followed by all Jews in the world, [says] that synagogues in cities were built according to the wishes of every Jew in the world and they are “public property” (mubāḥ) to any who wish to pray therein, even if they are from the ends of the earth.\textsuperscript{34}

Ahmād al-Ḥādirī, the attorney for the anti-reformist faction, objected, insisting that al-Jamal’s claim of ibāḥah was clearly a fiction.\textsuperscript{35} He said,
“Never before in history has there been heard a claim of ‘public property’ concerning the synagogues of the Jews.”36 The judge, Ḫusayn Abū Ṭālib, was in a difficult position, caught between Imām Yahyā and the majority of Muslim jurists. He usually sided with the latter.

In June, Ḫusayn al-῾Amrī met with Imām Yahyā a second time to protest his position on the synagogue issue. Yahyā interrupted him with a paraphrase of Quran 5:42, a proof-text for the right of non-Muslims to appeal to Muslim courts: “If they come to you, judge between them by what has been commanded.”37 The imām reiterated his point that the property which the Jews claimed to be a waqf was not a waqf because they did not perform acts pleasing to God (see appendix). “If, however, they claim ibāhah before us, we must accept it. Even if we know that it is a waqf for them, the principal thing is what they claim before us.”38

On July 10, 1935, Yahyā sent a telegram to the Dor De῾ah faction. He was clearly exasperated with them. “We have written enough [on this issue] to satisfy a donkey—the point is the division of the synagogues in pious trust (qismat al-kanāʾ is al-mawqūfah).”39 In the telegram the imām mistakenly described the synagogues as having waqf status. Realizing that the imām’s wording would do them (and him) more harm than good, the Dor De῾ah camp did not mention it.40 In August 1936, according to al-Jamal, the Imām made the same mistake, using the word “waqf” in reference to the synagogues issue.41 This may show that Imām Yahyā was not particularly exercised over such terminology.42

Soon after the imām’s telegram was sent, the officiating judge, Ḫusayn Abū Ṭālib, declared in court that it is impossible for Jewish law not to have a law of waqf and that Zaydi law cancels the Jewish law. He tried to force an end to the controversy by demanding that notable Jews affiliated with the Dor De῾ah faction swear that the synagogues were waqfs. He likely saw this as a way to call their bluff—that is, no matter how ingenious the claim of “public property,” they really believed that synagogues were pious endowments. After they swore that the synagogues were pious trusts, the Muslim court would annul the claim of waqf and those Jews claiming private ownership would win.43

Thus began a dramatic battle of oaths. Since Imām Yahyā agreed in principle that synagogues could be “public property,” he demanded that the pro-kabbalah faction swear that the synagogues were private property.44 Each side demanded that the other swear to a losing proposition:
if the Dor De῾ah members swore to the waqf status of the synagogues, they would become private property because a waqf synagogue was an oxymoron in Islamic law. If the pro-kabbalah faction swore that the synagogues were private property, they would contravene halakhic regulations governing the status of synagogues in cities.

All parties involved agreed that Jews should take oaths according to Jewish law. The Jews of Ṣan῾ā’ possessed an elaborate ceremony for extracting oaths, based on Geonic precedent. The ceremony took place at the al-Dhamārī Synagogue, in front of the “Torah of Ages” (*tawrāt al-dahārī*), a scroll believed to have been written by Moses himself. Funerary preparations were made on behalf of the man who swore falsely, for he would surely die. Water for washing a corpse was brought, as well as a bier, a shroud, a pickaxe to dig the grave, a hoe and a basket for the displaced earth, and frankincense. Burning the frankincense would help disguise the putrid odor emitted by the false witness immediately after death. Ten rams’ horns would be blown ten times each, and the oath would be made before the assembled audience.

Imām Yahyā was so impressed by the persuasive power of this ceremony that on at least one occasion he ordered a Muslim whom he believed to be committing perjury to submit to it. (The Muslim in question, a wealthy merchant, fled the scene before swearing, thereby forfeiting his claim.) With Imām Yahyā backing the Dor De῾ah faction and Ḫusayn Abū Ṭālib backing the pro-kabbalah faction, the two sides reached a stalemate. Neither of them was able to force the other side to take an oath. Although they had won a powerful ally in Imām Yahyā, the Dor De῾ah camp eventually abandoned R. al-Jamal’s “public property” ruse. One reformist partisan claimed ownership of the Kuḥlānī Synagogue. The synagogue was divided in two, and each side was refurbished as an independent synagogue. On one side, R. Yūsuf Ṣāliḥ and his congregation prayed according to their rite and studied texts given primacy by Dor De῾ah. On the other side, their ideological rivals, adherents of kabbalah, prayed according to their rite and taught the *Zohar*. This arrangement lasted until the mass emigration of Jews from Yemen to Israel in 1949–50. This story has an ironic epilogue: Ṣāliḥ b. Yahyā Ṣāliḥ, one of the three men who adamantly rejected the change in the Kuḥlānī Synagogue’s rite and claimed ownership of it, ended up joining the Dor De῾ah half of the synagogue that was under the leadership of his cousin, Yūsuf Ṣāliḥ.
Aside from its intrinsic value as a good story, the controversy over the Kuḥlānī Synagogue illuminates the issue of the interaction between Muslims and non-Muslims in the framework of Islamic law. R. al-Jamal took pride in the legal fiction he had thought up to escape the ban on non-Muslim waqfs. He trusted that this fiction played a role in bettering the lot of the Jews. However, while he was assembling documentation of the controversy in preparation for his emigration to Palestine, he discovered that he had not been the first person to skirt the issue of non-Muslim pious endowments by using the term “public property” (ibāḥah).

A copy of an 1866 fatwā, obtained by R. al-Jamal from the rabbi of a village south of Ṣanʿā, describes that town’s synagogue as “public property.” The scribe who copied the document in 1936 notes that he did not recognize the judge’s signature. Therefore, the judge who wrote this document is unknown. According to the document, two brothers who had owned the synagogue made it into public property (abāḥū) to their satisfaction and of their own free will with a designation of public property (ibāḥatan) from which there is no recourse. There is nothing to prevent a Jew who wants to pray there from praying, nor is there any shame, harm, or cause for worry in this. None of the Jews are to squander [its resources] or to let it fall into disrepair. Instead it should remain public property (mubāḥah) for prayer, without any selling, buying, or inheritance of it.

The formulation above, written by a Muslim judge, stated the case for synagogues’ status as public property in a stronger manner than R. al-Jamal had stated in court. Therefore, al-Jamal did not merely pull the wool over the eyes of powerful Muslims. Rather, a pragmatic understanding of the interaction between Muslim and Jewish legal systems undergirded his ostensible ruse. That this logic was apparent to Muslims who dealt in this gray area explains both the Muslim judge’s ruling of public property above and Imām Yahyā’s sympathy toward R. al-Jamal’s legal fiction.

The case of the Kuḥlānī Synagogue forced Muslim jurists to grapple with the question: What is Jewish law? If Jews have a legal institution that resembles a Muslim waqf in every respect, is it a waqf? If so, and seeing that a waqf is forbidden to them, what is to be done about a putative waqf of the Jews? What Imām Yaḥyā and the anonymous judge had in common
was a philosophical position regarding the boundaries between Muslim and non-Muslim law. This position relies upon the strict separation of the two. Here, the impetus to keep in place the judicial separation of *dhimmīs* seems to derive less from an “intention to maintain the autonomy of the Jewish courts,” as Gideon Libson defines it, than from the intention to maintain the divine nature of Islamic law.55 Jewish law was the domain of unbelief. The Muslim state permits Jews to engage in such unbelief. This, after all, is what makes them Jews. If Muslim jurists were to rule on discrete substantive issues within Judaism, such as the status of synagogues as property within Jewish law, they risk sliding down a slippery slope. They would be charged with using the legal process to Islamicize Judaism, eventually breaking down the social distinctions between the Muslim majority and the Jewish minority.

Thus, from this perspective, Jewish law is what responsible Jews say it is. Attempting to determine whether a particular Jew was acting in accordance with Jewish law would constitute another slippery slope, whereby the interpreters of divine law (*Shari‘ah*) become involved in the study and application of a legal tradition that has lost its divine mandate (*halakhah*). Ironically, whereas on a theoretical level this stance dismisses Jewish law and, by extension, Judaism, on a practical level it allows a great deal of flexibility to Muslims and Jews who routinely come into contact with each other in legal settings. Nevertheless, no matter how great the imagined gulf separating Jewish law from *Shari‘ah*, Imām Yaḥyā still found himself ruling on parochial questions such as whether or not Jews could study the *Zohar*.56

It is precisely within such an interpretational scheme that terminological sleight of hand, such as the translation of the Hebrew *heqdesh* (pious endowment) as *ibāḥah*, fills a needed function. This position, while maintaining the supremacy of Islamic law, defends Jewish law by default. It even defends, and may indeed rely upon, cunning legal devices made by Jews. It is also important to note that in exercising his legal reasoning, the Zaydī imām was charged with evaluating the benefit (*maṣlahah*) to his Muslim and Jewish subjects. A radical overhaul of Judaism by Muslims surely would prove destabilizing to both parties and, more importantly, would blur the boundaries between them.

The Yemeni judges Luṭf al-Zubayrī, Ḥusayn al-‘Amrī, and other members of the judicial apparatus took an activist stance toward combating
illegalinity in the Jewish community. In the case of the synagogues controversy, this involved addressing the halakhic issue of the status of synagogues in property law. While all would agree that Islamic law negates Jewish law, in this case it mattered to them what type of property Jews believed synagogues to be. Thus their view of Jewish law can be said to be sympathetic: from this vantage point Jewish law is a reflection of Islamic law. The episode in which the judge Husayn Abū Ṭālib, after listening to R. al-Jamal’s exposition of the Talmud and Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah, said that Jews surely must possess a law of waqfs (he was correct) encapsulates this perspective on the division between Islamic and Jewish law. Why must Jewish law possess a law of waqfs? The qādī’s assumption is that Jewish law is fundamentally rational—it must agree with Islamic law or else be made to do so. Thus the claim of ibāhah, rooted in the dissimilarity between the two legal systems, is suspect.

Conflicts between the Shari’ah and Jewish law may also be the result of Jews incorrectly characterizing the content of halakhah or deliberately misleading Muslims about it (as happened in the case of R. al-Jamal). In this context we note that none of the Muslim jurists discussed here advocated an independent review of the sources of Jewish law. It was the testimony of Jews in Arabic that was the source of information on it.

The documentation of the 1930s synagogues controversy also shows the multiplicity of historically contingent factors that informed the application of Islamic law. The documents also shed light on the role of personal relationships in the synagogues controversy. There seems little reason to doubt the authenticity of either the mutual antipathy between R. al-Jamal and members of the Islamic judiciary or his connection with Imām Yahyā. The imām, after all, was unsympathetic to change in the lives of the inhabitants of Ṣan‘ā’. One factor that contributed to his decision to support the reformist Jewish faction may be that his aide, R. Sālim Sa‘īd al-Jamal, was affiliated with that faction.

The judicial politics of Ṣan‘ā’ in the early twentieth century played an important role in the synagogues controversy. By Imām Yahyā’s time a judicial bureaucracy that was ideologically oriented toward Sunnī Traditionism had developed to the point that the Zaydī ideal of “the informed decision of the Imām of the Age” (ijtihād imām al-zamān) had become an impediment. R. al-Jamal goes so far as to suggest that the imām’s unpopular affirmation of the “public property” legal ruse in the controversy over
the Kuḥlānī Synagogue emboldened those opposed to his rule. This suggestion, in turn, leads to the conclusion that the synagogue controversy hastened the end of the Zaydī imāmate in Yemen.58

Appendix: The Problem of the Synagogue Waqf

In Islamic law, the establishment of a waqf (a pious endowment) depends on its founder performing an act pleasing to God (qurbah). Whether or not a non-Muslim is capable of performing acts pleasing to God, and therefore is able to establish a waqf, is a debatable point. Among Sunni jurists, the idea that a non-Muslim might establish a waqf to benefit the poor or his progeny was inoffensive. Indeed, non-Muslims in the Ottoman Empire appeared before Sharī῾ah courts to establish waqfs.59 Nevertheless, the possibility that a non-Muslim house of worship, an institution devoted to the propagation of unbelief (kufr), might be considered waqf property posed a problem for Sunnīs. Therefore, it is illegal to designate a synagogue as a waqf.60

The Zaydī law manuals disagree on the issue of whether non-Muslims could establish waqfs. (Both agree that non-Muslim houses of worship cannot be waqfs). The Sharḥ al-azhār stipulates as one of the five prerequisites for a person who wants to establish a waqf that he must be a Zaydī Muslim.61 A commentary adds: “for [establishing a pious endowment] is a deed pleasing to God and unbelievers never perform acts pleasing to God” (li-annahu qurbah wa-lā qurbah li-kāfir).62 In contrast, the Bahr al-zakhkhār argues that non-Muslims can establish other types of waqfs. It explained:

A waqf may be established for the ahl al-dhimmah, for they perform deeds pleasing to God (fīhim qurbah), as God said, “God did not forbid you . . . ” (Q 60:8) but not for their churches and synagogues and its servants . . . [and] not for the Torah and the Gospels due to their having been abrogated. (italics added).63

The nineteenth-century jurist Muḥammad b. ‘Alī al-Shawkānī, whose influence was still felt among jurists in twentieth-century Yemen, explains why the establishment of waqfs must be limited to Muslims:

As for the stipulation of Islam [for the founder], it has been established that a waqf is an act pleasing to God that calls for a great
reward, and an unbeliever is unsuitable for this. *If he does establish one, the thing that he has established is not the shar‘ī waqf that is our subject* (italics added).“64

Al-Shawkānī’s caveat seems to indicate that he was aware that non-Muslims established pious endowments of their own and that they may have had laws governing such endowments. His discussion contains a significant ambiguity that allows two contradictory answers to the question of what should be done about a non-Muslim waqf. The first of these considers the non-Muslim waqf void, in which case a Muslim court is justified in redistributing, confiscating, or even destroying such property. The second treats non-Muslims as free to establish endowments so long as they do not seek the intervention of the Shari‘ah court.65 In other words, “don’t ask, don’t tell.”66 On the one hand, non-Muslim pious endowments are categorically forbidden. On the other, they are not a concern of the Muslim court so long as disputes involving them are not brought before the court.

Thus if the issue of a non-Muslim pious endowment were to find its way to a Shari‘ah court, a jurist basing himself on al-Shawkānī’s position might conclude either that the issue lay outside the court’s proper sphere, the Shari‘ah, or that he might intervene. In fact, individual jurists reached both of these conclusions.

Al-Shawkānī’s son Ahmad, who, like his father, served as chief qādī, ruled on this very issue in September 1857. In his ruling (which dealt, incidentally, with a dispute over the Kuhlānī Synagogue), the younger Shawkānī quoted his father in his ruling that “unbelievers never perform pious acts and the prerequisite for establishing a waqf is Islam.”67
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During the last quarter century, the discipline known as the history of Jewish mysticism has produced a significant mass of evidence indicating the importance of Islamic and Middle Eastern culture for the shaping of Jewish mysticism and Kabbalah. As a result of this international scholarly investigation, the foremost scholar in the field today, Moshe Idel of the Hebrew University, was able to declare in 1991: “Muslim culture is the primary source of influence upon Jewish mysticism.” This pronouncement is a far cry from the state of the field only fifty years ago, when most eyes looked to Europe in order to provide narrative explanations for the history and development of Jewish mysticism. Thirty years ago, Marshall Hodgson noted this Eurocentric gaze, correctly attributing it to Gershom Scholem, the pioneering researcher of the twentieth century who bestowed on the field its credibility. Hodgson wrote in 1974: “Scholem’s magnificent Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism [published in 1942] is based largely on manuscripts from Italy and Germany, and hardly professes to say much of Judaism in Islamdom except where there were direct contacts—as with the exiles from Spain.” Even as Hodgson penned this observation, some of Scholem’s contemporaries and disciples were beginning to widen the net, so to speak. Twenty-five years after Hodgson’s comment, and despite an enormous international effort to bring Jewish mysticism into the discourse of Middle Eastern religious history,
a vituperative scholarly exchange took place between Gil Anidjar and Moshe Idel, with Anidjar accusing the field of Jewish mysticism studies of a kind of Jewish Orientalism—either an intentional ignoring of Islamic contextualization, or a disgusted distancing from the entire issue of Islam. Idel, in turn, accused Anidjar of willful deceit in his tendentious characterization of the field and all but charged Anidjar—of course, only rhetorically—with libel against the field and against Idel in particular.  

Idel quite rightly pointed out that the field has come a long way; and yet, outside of the specialists’ domain, Jewish mysticism seems still to be a phenomenon of European provenance. In the history of ideas, it is now widely acknowledged—thanks primarily to the work of Harry Austryn Wolfson—that medieval Jewish philosophy in the guise of Moses Maimonides or Judah Halevi cannot be properly understood without a deep appreciation of the intellectual culture of al-Kindi or Ibn Sina or Ibn Rushd. But medieval Jewish mysticism is often popularly portrayed as either a xenophobic or a slightly Christian-influenced religious movement. With that in mind, what I am attempting in this chapter is not simply to summarize the state of the field but to suggest that since so much of the history of Jewish mysticism takes place either in or on the periphery of the Lands of the Ishmaelites—to use a Jewish medievalism—we must rewrite the history of Jewish mysticism accordingly. A good bit of the work has been done piecemeal, and a new narrative that takes this research into account has yet to be written. I propose to lay out a preliminary case for such a reorientation, first by considering the geographical origins of the earliest forms of Jewish mystical activity, then by reviewing some of the classic cases of medieval Jewish mysticism, and finally by observing some premodern and latter-day trends.

**Early Jewish Mysticism**

Since Jewish communities had thrived in what is known as the Ancient Near East for more than a millennium before the Muslim conquests of the seventh century, and since the internal affairs of the Jews were of little concern to the new masters of the Muslim Middle East, it was only natural that the patterns and structures of Jewish life under Persians and Byzantines would persist into the Muslim era. Even if we discount the historicity of the conquest narratives as an imposition of ninth- or tenth-century historical wishful thinking onto a time of great upheaval, it seems from
the surviving Jewish literature that the Jews fared the transition to Muslim rule rather well. There was no great upheaval with the arrival of the Muslim conquerors and their subsequent Umayyad regime. Indeed, all the major Jewish communities survived intact, and all the major communal institutions—the rabbinic academies of Sura and Pumbedita, the institutions of the Gaonate and the Exilarchate—flourished. More important, what was taught in the Jewish academies was left untouched by the new regime. What was preached and inculcated by rabbis of Sassanid Iran and Byzantine Palestine continued to be preached and inculcated by rabbis of Muslim Iraq and Palestine.

So it should come as no surprise that the magical and mystical traditions of late antique Judaism, which had been promulgated for many centuries, should pass into what would henceforth be Middle Eastern Judaism. And this presumption is borne out by the data: the agglomeration of texts, archived magical papyri, amulets, and incantation bowls both before and after the Muslim conquest all attest to the popular survival of hoary Jewish magic and learned meditations, even as the ancient Hebrew and Aramaic formulæ began to be peppered with Judeo-Arabic.5

Going back to Greek and Roman Palestine, there is solid textual evidence that some Jews, inspired by the fantastic descriptions of heaven found in the prophetic book of Ezekiel, had engaged in visionary tours of heaven, thereby encountering heretofore undisclosed secrets of the divine realm. Socially unorganized but fairly widespread, these early Jewish mystics pondered the mysteries of the celestial heikhalot (throne rooms) and meditated on the imagery of the heavenly merkabah (the divine chariot of Ezek. 5). Pseudepigraphical and anonymous texts recount these pneumatic celestial visitations, ascribed to both ancient biblical and legendary rabbinic figures. For over a thousand years, from Hasmonean times until well into the tenth century, these so-called merkabah texts were produced and recopied in the lands of eventual Islamic domination.

The merkabah homilies eventually consisted of detailed descriptions of multiple-layered heavens (usually seven in number), often guarded over by angels and encircled by flames and lightning. The highest heaven contains seven palaces (heikhalot), and in the innermost palace resides a supreme divine image (God’s Glory or an angelic image) seated on a throne, surrounded by awesome hosts who sing God’s praise.

The ascent texts are extant in four principal works, all redacted well after the third century but certainly before the ninth. These texts all recount
ascent experiences of legendary biblical or rabbinic figures, and many of them contain episodes that are repeated, sometimes in great detail, in either Christian or Islamic “tours of heaven.”

While throughout the era of merkabah mysticism the problem of creation was not of paramount importance, the treatise *Sefer Yeširah* (Book of Creation, hereafter *SY*) represents an attempt at cosmogony, tinged with a merkabah milieu. The proposals for dating this anonymous text have ranged anytime between the first and ninth centuries, and it is never cited until the tenth. It features a linguistic theory of creation in which God creates the universe by combining the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, along with the ten numerals, or *sefirot*.

Researchers David Halperin and Gordon Newby have done the most to recover hints of merkabah mysticism in early Islam. In his book *Faces of the Chariot*, Halperin has provided a fascinating appendix that recounts numerous reverberations of merkabah imagery in *tafsir* and *ḥadīth* and possibly in the Qur’ān itself. More recently, Halperin has adduced a variety of striking parallels between merkabah accounts and Shi‘ite descriptions of Muḥammad’s *mi’raj*. Newby in particular tried to situate variations of merkabah mysticism in the Ḥijaz environment of Muḥammad’s day. It should be argued here against the most astonishing claim these two have made; namely, that the Jews of the seventh-century Ḥijaz were “greatly interested in mysticism” and that Muḥammad practiced certain ritual acts which reeked of Jewish merkabah mystical practice, particularly with reference to the heavenly ascension of Muḥammad, the *mi’raj*.

It seems to me simple common sense that when we use the Qur’ān or *ḥadīth* to infer as to the religious trends of the Arabian Jews, we ought to regard the results of our efforts with a healthy bit of skepticism. In many ways, a description of Arabian Judaism from Arabic and Islamic sources would be akin to describing first-century Rabbinic Judaism from the synoptic gospels.

With that in mind, we take the *ḥadīth* and *tafsir* concerning merkabah-like practices in Muḥammad’s day as evidence of merkabah awareness in the third century AH, but not in the first. By the time Islam had settled into the lands of the great Jewish communities north of Arabia, merkabah became a real religious phenomenon worthy of Islamic interest, and it is not before the ninth century that these images first appear in the exegetical literature.
It is against this larger backdrop that we ought to mention the persistent assertion by a number of scholars of early Shi’ism, in particular Paul Kraus, of a notable similarity between the aforementioned merkabah cosmogonical text SY and the esoteric letter speculations found in eighth-century Shi’ite ghulat teachings. The entire matter has been thoroughly and positively recapitulated by Steven Wasserstrom. The most compelling comparison involves the central assertion in the SY that the three Hebrew letters alef-mem-shin, corresponding to the elements Air, Water, and Fire, constitute “primal” letters from which all other letters are derived, and the ghulat teaching that the three Arabic letters ʿayin-mim-shin, corresponding to ʿAli, Muḥammad, and Salman Pak, constitute a primal hierarchy of divine hypostases. If we were to accept this comparison, then we would be forced to reject the more anterior proposals for the date of the SY’s composition, which is something most contemporary scholars are hesitant to do. The assertion that the letter doctrine of the SY is derived from Kufan ghulat teachings may indeed be a bit of philological overreaching, as Yehuda Liebes forcefully argues. But if this connection could be affirmed, it would constitute another powerful bit of evidence for the Islamic background of early Jewish metaphysics.

Rather than begin the charted history of Jewish mysticism in the Middle East with seventh-century Ḥijaz, we should look to the ninth century CE, and we should look toward Baghdad. Four coinciding sets of data point to this later date: first, the many copied manuscripts of merkabah texts of Iraqi and Palestinian provenance, most dating no earlier than the ninth century; second, the emergence of Hebrew liturgical poetry, mainly in Palestine, and rarely earlier than the ninth century, that takes up merkabah themes and imagery; third, the occasional and recurring reports of Jewish visitors to Baghdadi Ṣufi sessions and their miraculous conversion to Islam; and fourth, the reports of either an Iraqi or Palestinian Jewish scholar, reputed to have traveled from Iraq to Italy, where he left ancient magical and mystical traditions in the possession of European Jews. These reports come in multiple and garbled versions and are scattered across many centuries, but the essence of the tradition is this: a sage traveled from Baghdad to Italy, and either by oral or textual means, transmitted esoteric teachings to an elite circle of European rabbinic figures who went on to found a mystical stream in the Rhineland area. One version of the story, recorded in a book written by Shem Tov ibn Shem Tov in fifteenth-century Spain, recounts the travels of a certain Rabbi Qashisha’ (an
improbable name meaning “elder one”) from the Iraqi academy of Mata Meḥṣya to Apulia, in the twelfth century. There Rabbi Qashisha’ taught from a small book that he had assembled, and the great mystic German rabbi, Judah the Pious, came from Corbeil to study at Rabbi Qashisha’s feet. While there is no other record of such a travel on the part of Rabbi Judah the Pious, if the tradition were true, it would place the migration of Iraqi Jewish mysticism to Europe no earlier than the twelfth century, when Rabbi Judah the Pious lived.

An even earlier variation on this migration trope comes in the guise of a single mysterious Iraqi Jew who appears in a Hebrew poetic legend entitled “The Chronicle of Aḥima’aṣ” written in Italy in 1054. Here we are told a similar tale: a Rabbi named Abu Aharon—otherwise identified as Aaron ben Samuel of Baghdad, a practitioner of magic and a teacher of merkabah traditions—visits Apulia in the ninth century. Rather than Rabbi Judah, this wondrous Abu Aharon teaches Judah’s ancestors, the scions of the rabbinic Kalonymus family. And indeed, some 350 years later a devoted student of R. Judah the Pious, no less than R. Eleazar of Worms, the last great light of the German Pietists, as these mystics are now called, and a descendant of the Kalonymus clan, records a detailed name-by-name seventeen-generation isnad of how the secrets of Abu Aharon passed through the Kalonymus family in order to reach him.

If only we could know what these secrets were! It is generally accepted that the secrets of Abu Aharon concerned the order and wording of the ritualized liturgy of the Jewish prayers, an esoteric lore which was one of the principal disciplines of the German Pietists. This is as much as R. Eleazar of Worms alludes to. But what these secrets were we do not today know. Certainly, it was in Iraq in the ninth and tenth centuries that the first prayer orders were composed: the Siddurs of Amram Gaon and Saadya Gaon. Could it be that Abu Aharon was the conduit whereby these orders came to Europe, enhanced with mystical interpretations?

Other reports of the migration of Jewish esotericists from the Middle East to Europe keep popping up in the few historical comments proffered by European kabbalists. For example, Rabbi Isaac ben Jacob Cohen of Soria, a mystic who wrote in the latter half of the thirteenth century, provides this firsthand account:

When I was in the great city of Arles, a master of this tradition showed me an extremely old booklet. Its handwriting was crude and
is different from our own. It was transmitted in the name of a great rabbi and gaon. They referred to him as Rabbi Mašlija. Now the venerable Gaon, our Rabbi Pelaṭjah, was from the holy city of Jerusalem. And this booklet was brought by a great scholar and pietist known as Rabbi Gershom of Damascus. He hailed from Damascus and lived in Arles for approximately two years, and people there told stories about his great wisdom and wealth. He showed this booklet to the elder sages of that generation. I copied from it some things.14

If we cautiously back away from the specifics, what we are left with is this: the implantation of long-existent merkabah secrets to European Jewry came by way of the transplantation of Eastern lore through the migration of Middle Eastern Jews to Europe. Whether the legend of Abu Aharon is fact or trope, it seems reasonable to believe that it was not European Jews traveling to Muslim Iraq that resulted in the appearance of merkabah lore in Europe, but the reverse case: Jews from Iraq and Palestine brought heretofore unknown esoteric traditions to Europe.

So to sum up this first phase in the history of Jewish mysticism, we have the emergence of an esoteric lore, centered on the visionary ascent experience of the merkabah, which developed in the pre-Islamic Near East. As Halperin has shown, beginning in the ninth century, some Muslim writers utilized these traditions, particularly in expanding upon the tradition of Muḥammad’s glorious mi’raj.15 In this case the dynamic of osmosis seems to point from Judaism to Islam, and traces of this flow can be found in early Muslim magical, alchemical, and arithmomantic sources.16 And it is quite possible that the forces of osmosis flowed in both directions, as Jews were situated in one of the most prominent early centers of Ṣufi and Shiʿite activity, Baghdad and southern Iraq. Possibly of special significance are the comparisons drawn by Michael Sells between merkabah visionary accounts and the famous miʿraj of Abu Yazid al-Biṣṭami, who died in 878, though far from Baghdad.17

Early Kabbalah

It is in the later half of the twelfth century that a new form of Jewish mysticism appears in Provence, a teaching that builds upon the merkabah lore but now adds a theosophic dimension that was foreign to the largely descriptive accounts of the charioteers. The first known literary artifact
that puts forth this new theosophic teaching is entitled the *Sefer ha-Bahir*, “The Book of Brilliance,” and it caused quite a stir in rabbinic circles in southern France in the third decade of the thirteenth century. This book, which is shot through with symbolic and Gnostic themes heretofore unknown in Jewish circles, centers around the revolutionary teaching that God’s mystery is made manifest through ten divine emanations, or *sefirot*, which constitute a cosmic tree, a symbolic matrix of hypostases that interact in a Gnostic pleroma of cosmic good and evil, and in their totality provide the mystic with knowledge of the divine Being. Additionally, the heretofore relatively unknown doctrine of metempsychosis finds a home in a Jewish text.

Gershom Scholem, the towering figure of twentieth-century scholarship in Jewish mysticism, devoted more than a few studies, including his groundbreaking doctoral dissertation, to this short and cryptic book. In endeavoring to uncover the historic sources for the *Bahir*, Scholem was struck by certain parallels between it and an ancient, now lost, book of merkabah magic, angelology, and demonology entitled *Sefer Raza Rabbah* (The Book of the Great Secret), mentioned and cited by Iraqi and Palestinian Jewish scholars in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries. First mentioned (and condemned) in the ninth century by the Qaraite Daniel al-Qumisi, the *Raza Rabbah* was also referred to in more glowing terms by the eleventh-century Rabbanite leader Hai Gaon of Baghdad. While it is unlikely that any of the newer theosophic themes of the *Bahir* can be located in the *Raza Rabbah*, it is clear that some of the magical passages of the *Bahir* derive from it. For Scholem, teachings of Iraqi provenance find their way into European Jewish mystical discourse. Scholem adopted the legendary pedigree for the *Bahir* found in a thirteenth-century secondhand account: “This book came from the Land of Israel to the old Pietists, the Sages of Germany, the kabbalists, and from there it appeared and reached some of the eminent scholars among the Rabbis of Provence, who were in pursuit of every kind of secret knowledge.”

In Scholem's detailed theory, the *Bahir* starts with Eastern magical and angelological traditions (possibly Abu Aharon?) transplanted to Italy, then to Germany, then to Provence, where it was finally redacted in the 1170s, and only then to Spain, where it is first cited by name in the 1230s. In pushing his theory of an Eastern proto-*Bahir*, Scholem also noted certain Arabisms to be found in the Hebrew style of one part of the *Bahir*, a discussion of the Hebrew vowels, which he asserts in typical understatement “are cause for
Here is the most salient example: in asking about the significance of the Hebrew vowel ḥireq, the Bahir reports that it is an expression for burning: u-ma’y mashma’ ḥireq, leshon soref (“And what is the meaning of ḥireq? It is an expression for burning.”) and this association of the word ḥireq with the word burning does not occur in Hebrew or Aramaic, but does work if one recalls that the Arabic word ḥaraqa means “burn.” Scholem maintained that while the Bahir was composed in Provence, some of its thematic and stylistic sources came from the East.

As a further embellishment of Scholem’s vague claim for Eastern origins for the Bahir, Ronit Meroz has recently proposed that a far more sizable portion of the Bahir than those parallels to the lost Sefer Raza Rabbah must be situated in Iraq of the ninth century or, at the very latest, the first half of the tenth century.

Also recently, an interesting if implausible alternative to Scholem’s account for the origins of the Bahir has been offered by Michael McGaha, situating the text against the backdrop of contemporary Andalusian Ṣufism. McGaha rejects Scholem’s account for the history of the origins of the Bahir; rather than thinking of it as a Provencal text that found its way to Spain, McGaha believes that it was written in northeastern Spain “at the end of the twelfth or beginning of the thirteenth century, by an Arabic-speaking Andalusian refugee from Almohad persecution.” This hypothesized author was under the influence of early Ṣufi theosophy, Gnosticism, and letter mysticism, not unlike that found in the near contemporary Futuhat al-Makkiyah of Muhī‘ī ‘Dīn Ibn al-‘Arabi. To take one example of McGaha’s evidence, we have the already mentioned notion that the ten divine hypostases are presented in the Bahir as the fruit of a cosmic tree, also referred to as the ha-male’ (“the all,” the pleroma). We quote from §14 of the Bahir:

It is I who have planted this tree that the whole world may delight in it and with it. I have spanned in it the All, called it “All,” for on it depends the All and from it emanates the All; all things need it and look upon it and yearn for it, and it is from it that all souls flower.

Scholem took this imagery as evidence for an ancient heretical Judeo-syncretistic Gnostic source for the Bahir, though he could not explain exactly how this material reached a medieval author. Using a more levelheaded approach, McGaha turns to Ibn al-‘Arabi’s discussion of the shajarat al-wujud (the tree of existence):
He [God] is the Root, and we are the branch of the Root. The [di-vine] names are the bough of this tree—I mean the tree of existence—and we are identical with its fruit, or rather, He is identical with its fruit.\textsuperscript{25}

McGaha furthermore notes that the \textit{Bahir}'s frequent term for the \textit{pleroma}, often symbolized by water imagery, is directly and terminologically related to Ibn al-῾Arabi's term \textit{mala}, also enveloped by water metaphors. That which prompted Scholem to engage in convoluted hypothesizing and surmises about ancient Gnostic sources, McGaha resolves with economical simplicity. Needless to say, the issue is far from resolved,\textsuperscript{26} since both Scholem's and McGaha's theories rest on a good bit of speculation, but at the very least the argument for Islamic influences deserves further investigation. If Meroz's dating is accurate, then instead of looking to Andalusia, we should redouble our efforts to understand the impact of Sufism upon the Iraqi Jewish community of the ninth and tenth centuries and use those early segments of the \textit{Bahir} as a test case.

\textbf{The Thirteenth Century}

The thirteenth century is the decisive one for the development of Jewish mysticism. During this century, at least three distinct Jewish mystical schools or movements emerge: (1) the so-called Spanish Kabbalah, constructed on the \textit{Bahir}'s revolutionary doctrine of the ten \textit{sefirot} as emanations of God, culminating in the Bible commentary known as the \textit{Sefer ha-Zohar} (or "Book of Splendor") written in central Spain in the late thirteenth century; (2) the so-called prophetic Kabbalah of Abraham Abulafia, the peripatetic Spaniard who traveled throughout the Mediterranean basin, including war-ravaged Palestine in 1260; (3) and the esoteric pietism of Abraham Maimuni, son of Maimonides, and his disciples, in Ayyubid Egypt. Each of these mystical traditions, some more than others, were the products of a robust interaction between Islamic and Jewish cultures. Let us start with the most obvious, the Egyptian-Jewish pietism of the Maimunis of Egypt, and then return to what seems the most distant, the Spanish Kabbalah of late thirteenth-century Christian Guadalajara.

Abraham Maimuni was the son and successor of the renowned Rabbi Moses ben Maimon, or as he is known in the West, Maimonides. Abraham
was Maimonides’ only son, born in 1186, and upon the death of his father in 1204, at the tender young age of 18, Abraham inherited the position of Nagid, or ra’is al-yahud, the semiofficial leadership of Egyptian Jewry, a kind of counter-exilarchate established by the Shi’ite Fatimids to offset the similarly entitled position in Sunni Baghdad.27

Maimonides was a controversial figure whose work came under attack during his lifetime but even more ferociously after his death. He is most famous for two works: a massive legal codex, the Mishneh Torah, and a dense philosophical text, Dalalat al-Ha’irin, or “The Guide for the Perplexed.” This latter work, though primarily an exegetical defense of a rationalist Aristotelian interpretation of the Bible, lent itself to many interpretations, and its concluding section, which discusses the concept of the “Perfected Man” and the goal of the pious life, to “persist” in God’s presence, touches on themes that were current in Islamic mysticism.28 It is therefore not surprising to learn of the Sufi master Ḥasan ibn Hud in Damascus in the thirteenth century, who taught his students from the Guide.29

Whatever the interpretation, Maimonides’ work generated a bitter internal controversy amongst Jewish intellectuals. Some thought his work too daring, too threatening. It was during one phase of this controversy in the thirteenth century that Abraham wrote a book which served as a defense of his father’s legacy. This book is entitled Kifayat al-῾Abidin (“The Complete Guide for the Pious”), which has been compared in structure and content to al-Ghazali’s Ihya ’Ulum al-Din.30 Only a portion of the Complete Guide survives, but if we extrapolate from the extant portion, it was probably three times as long as his father’s original philosophical work. Goitein, one of the principal researchers of this Egyptian pietist tradition, says of the Kifayat al-῾Abidin: “It united, in a unique combination, the three great religious elements of the Judaeo-Islamic culture of the High Middle Ages: religious law, which pervaded all aspects of life with its innumerable minutiae; ethical pietism, which gave meaning and significance to all the injunctions of the Law; and finally, the spirit of Greek philosophy, which brought system, order, and lucid reasoning into the enormous mass of religious traditions.”31 The work is a strenuous defense of his father’s great writings, both the legal code and the philosophical treatise. Ferocious in his defense, Abraham maintains that the ascetic and pietistic turn he provides to his father’s system is precisely what his father
passed down to him, and that the classical texts of Judaism are encoded with an esoteric set of secrets which signal this pietist turn. What is striking to any student of Şufism in the suluk of Abraham is that he makes the regular calls for zuhd, “asceticism” in the religious life of his people, and in doing so he specifically praises the practices of the now widely known urban Cairene Şufis. He in fact bemoans the present-day loss of numerous ascetic practices, which he attributed to the ancient biblical prophets, and bewails the fact that in his day, these pious rituals are practiced by the Şufis of Islam and not by the true inheritors of the Prophets, the Jews.

For example, concerning the practice of donning ragged cloaks during initiation into the pietist group, a practice not common amongst the Jewish masses then or now, Abraham writes:

> You know that there is to be found amongst these Şufis of Islam (al-mutaşawwifun min al-islam)—because of the sins of Israel—the ways of the ancient holy Israelites, which is not to be found or is little found amongst our present-day community.32

This lachrymose theme is repeated with a variety of specific Şufi-like practices praised by Abraham, including nocturnal prayer vigils, the need for isolation and tears in prayer, and subsistence on alms.

Unfortunately, since the portion of Abraham’s treatise dealing with wuṣul, the theology and doctrine, is no longer extant, it is impossible to more precisely place Abraham into a particular Şufi system. We know he admired the Şufis and thought many of their practices were worthy of emulation, and we further know from the work of Paul Fenton that his pietist prescription survived for a few generations in upper-class Egyptian Jewry, creating a short-lived elitist movement that may have drawn from refugees or the descendants of refugees from the Almohad persecutions of Spain.33 Ultimately, Abraham’s way failed, and his reforms and the pietist movement he championed did not survive much past the early fifteenth century, if we are to accept Fenton’s assertion that David b. Joshua b. Abraham (who died c. 1415) represents the last link in this Maimonidean pietist circle.34 It was during David b. Joshua’s reign as Nagid that he was presented with a plaintive request by the wife of Başır, the bellmaker, to go after her wayward husband, now infatuated with the mystical fraternity of the Şufi master Yusuf al-Kurani, a thirteenth-century preacher of the tariqah of al-Junayd. This touching letter indicates the allure that Şufism held for Jews in fourteenth-century Cairo:
The maidservant the wife of Baṣir the bellmaker kisses the ground and submits that she has on her neck three children because her husband was completely infatuated with [life on] the mountain with al-Kurani, in vain and to no purpose, a place where there is no Torah, no prayer, and no mention of God’s name in truth. He goes up the mountain and mingles with the mendicants, although these have only the semblance, but not the essence, of religion.

The maidservant is afraid there may be some bad man who may induce her husband to forsake the Jewish faith, taking with him the three children. The maidservant almost perishes because of her solitude and her search after food for the little ones. It is her wish that our Master go after her husband and take the matter up with him according to his unfailing wisdom, and what the maidservant entreats him to do is not beyond his power nor the high degree of his influence.35

We do not know how the Nagid responded to this plea, but it is quite possible that the bellmaker Baṣir had crossed a communal line, and it was precisely because of the Nagid’s sympathy for Sufism that the abandoned wife turned to her last hope.

It is by no means the case that with the close of this group, the interplay of Sufism and Middle Eastern Judaism came to an end. The Cairo Genizah, that great literary storehouse of discarded manuscripts found a century ago in the ruins of Cairo’s Ben Ezra synagogue, has given forth dozens of texts in Judeo-Arabic and in Hebrew of either Sufi-influenced treatises for a Jewish audience, or else Hebrew transcriptions of Sufi classics, from al-Hallaj to al-Ghazali to al-Suhrawardi to Ibn al-῾Arabi.36 If ever there was a syncretistic full-fledged Jewish Sufism, it was during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in Egypt.

A second individual of this thirteenth century, of far less glorious lineage, also illustrates signs of Sufi impress. We now turn to Abraham Abulafia, the itinerant holy man and Messianic pretender, who—unlike most of the key figures in the history of Jewish mysticism—never received rabbinic ordination and never served as a communal leader. Born in Saragossa, he traveled to the far-flung reaches of the Mediterranean, a student and teacher sporadically of philosophers and mystics alike. In fact, he was once run out of town in Comino, near Malta, for his improprieties. Imprisoned and condemned to death by the Vatican in 1280 for presenting
himself to Pope Nicholas III as the Messiah, his life was spared, and he traveled on, spreading throughout the eastern Mediterranean his unique mystical system, the so-called prophetic Kabbalah. Like the Nagid Abraham Maimuni, Abraham Abulafia imagined himself a devoted disciple of Moses Maimonides, and over the course of his life Abulafia wrote (all his writings are in Hebrew) three progressively more detailed full commentaries to the *Guide of the Perplexed*.

As I have described elsewhere, Abraham Abulafia has been a particularly perplexing figure for modern scholars. Since most of his voluminous writings remained in manuscript form until very recently, he was relatively unknown in learned pious circles, and when the first *Wissenschaft des Judenthums* scholars encountered his writings in the nineteenth century, there was much excitement and controversy. The first scholar to encounter Abulafia in the Munich Hebrew manuscript collection of the Bavarian State Library, Meyer Heinrich Landauer, concluded that Abulafia was nothing less than the author of the *Sefer ha-Zohar*, the aforementioned towering work of the so-called Spanish Kabbalah. Needless to say, this is an attribution that is no longer advanced. Nevertheless, Gershom Scholem devoted an entire chapter of his aforementioned *Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism* to Abulafia, ignoring many other key thirteenth-century players. Today Moshe Idel has become the leading Abulafia scholar, devoting numerous volumes to the study of this enigmatic mystic, and has placed emphasis on Islamic influences upon the Abulafian tradition.

Neither a pietist nor a theosophist, Abulafia claimed that his interpretation of Maimonides, and the systematic mystical program it generated, took over where the merkabah visionaries and the sefirotic topographers left off. His mysticism was a mysticism of Maimonidean psychology, where the soul through a particular kind of prescribed meditation is led to the divine effulgence and to a deathlike experience of utter unity with the Divine Being. The goal of the mystical path was to untie the knots which bound the soul to the material world and to thereby achieve a prophetic ecstasy, at which moment the mystic perceives himself to be one with God.

From the beginning, modern scholars have noted a Sufi-like tinge to much of Abulafia’s teachings, and it is clear in his Hebrew writings that he was at the very least familiar with, if not conversant in, Arabic religious terminology. Two features immediately point to a Sufi backdrop to
Abulafia’s system: (1) among his writings are first-person accounts of mystical meditations and “manuals of discipline,” step-by-step procedurals for practicing a combined aural and visual meditation on the divine names and the Hebrew letters; and (2) his assertion that the goal of his mysticism is nothing less than unity with God, a deathlike state in which the mystic feels *hu’ hu’* (“he is He”), an exact replication of al-Hallaj’s expression of *unio mystica*. As to the first point: one is hard pressed to find in Jewish mystical literature outside of the ancient merkabah texts any first-person accounts of mystical transport, and the genre of “manuals of discipline,” so noteworthy in *Ṣufi adab* literature, is one of the distinguishing features of Abulafia and his followers. As to the second point: the goal of the mystic way in the theosophical Kabbalah of Spain is rarely described so boldly as union with or even death unto God; instead, the Spanish mystics of the *sefirot* (and all their latter-day followers) speak at most of *devequt*, “adhesion” or a close drive-by acquaintance with God.

Idel has referred to Abulafia’s mysticism as “the Kabbalah of Byzantium,” for Abulafia had few if any followers in Spain, and not a single Abulafian treatise (by either master or disciple) was ever composed there. All his writings were composed in the eastern Mediterranean, and his successor school flourished for a time in Palestine. No doubt Abulafia’s short visit to Acre in 1260 had something to do with the success of his school in the land of Israel, and a number of his disciples in the Galilee went on to produce writings even more pronouncedly integrating the master’s teachings with *Ṣufi* traditions. One student in particular, R. Natan b. Sa’adya, wrote a remarkable short tract entitled *Sha’ arey Ṣedeq* (Gates of Justice) that contains numerous references to Islamic spiritual practices. For example, in this text, which is replete with first-person descriptions of complicated nocturnal meditations on the name of God, we find:

I . . . have probed my heart for ways of grace to bring about spiritual expansion and I have found three ways of progress to spiritualization: the vulgar, the philosophic, and the Kabbalistic way. The vulgar way is that which, so I learned, is practiced by Ishmaelite ascetics. They employ all manner of devices to shut out from their souls all “natural forms,” every image of the familiar, natural world. Then, they say, when a spiritual form, an image from the spiritual world, enters their soul, it is isolated in their imagination and intensifies the imagination to such a degree that they can determine beforehand
that which is to happen to us. Upon inquiry, I learned that they recite (zokhrim) the Name of God in the Ishmaelite language, and they say “Allah.” I investigated further and I found that when they pronounce these letters, they direct their thought completely away from every possible “natural form,” and the very letters ALLAH and their diverse powers work upon them. They are carried off into a trance without realizing how, since no Kabbalah has been transmitted to them. This removal of all natural forms and images from the soul is called by them “effacement” (mehiqah).

This last reference, to the Sufi doctrine of mahw, is a perfectly plausible and accurate rendering of the concept, and the description of the dhikr is also exact.

Other Palestinian disciples of Abulafia, including Isaac b. Samuel of Acre, who then traveled to Spain, mix the master’s teaching with Sufi ideas. Idel hypothesizes that the Palestinian mystics may have already been engaged in a Sufi-Jewish syncretism à la Abraham Maimuni, and with the arrival of Abulafia, they found a master whose teaching fit their own tariqah.

In a survey of Jewish mysticism in the Middle East, it may be far afield to now turn to Reconquista Spain to look for signs of Islamic influence on the so-called Spanish Kabbalah. The one sustained modern attempt to do so, by Ariel Bension, was not much more than vaguely suggestive of such connections. Yet the so-called convivencia between Christians, Jews, and Arabs in Castille and Spain makes the gaze worthwhile.

Drawing on the teachings first articulated in the Sefer ha-Bahir, a distinctively theosophical and theurgical form of Jewish mysticism sprang forth first in Provence; then in Northeast Spain, centered in Gerona; and finally in central Spain—all in the thirteenth century. Unlike the unknown author of the Bahir, we know many of the key figures of this mystical branch and its various subbranches by name, and we know that at least a handful of them were literate in Arabic, which is not surprising given the Mozarabic character of Spain at this time.

Much has been written recently on the influence of Islamic neo-Platonism for the development of the sefirotic symbolism of the Spanish Kabbalah. At least there are striking parallels that cannot easily be dismissed. Furthermore, beyond the broad doctrinal comparisons, there are many folkloric, terminological, and literary themes in Spanish
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Kabbalah, particularly as expressed in the Sefer ha-Zohar, which spark certain questions in the comparative religionist. To take but one example of a literary theme, the appearance in a late portion of the Zohar corpus of a theory of a fourfold interpretation of scripture is strikingly similar to Shi’ite and Şufi approaches to scriptural exegesis, even more so than it is to Christian text-theory. Or, to take a terminological example noted over a hundred years ago by Steinschneider, the imagery of “a donkey bearing books” (hamor nose’ sefarim) found in Zohar Ḥadash 101c bears a striking resemblance to the image of Qur’an 62:5: al-ḥimar yahmilu ʾasfaran.

On the doctrinal level, the myriad theories of divine emanation and the differing and competing locations of the Divine Will and Intelligence in these myriad systems all point to a fervid intellectual climate in which precise influences are difficult to determine. Scholem, who studied Arabic in Basle as a young Orientalist, was first to suggest Islamic phenomenological parallels, but ultimately it has been others who have done the philological spadework regarding Islam. In particular, some of the obscure details of Isma’ili cosmology seem to reverberate in certain thirteenth-century Kabbalistic theories of the sefirotic world, and here it is Israeli scholars like Sarah Heller-Wilensky, Yehuda Liebes, Amos Goldreich, and Moshe Idel who have done most of the work. Islamic neo-Platonism comes in many guises, and it may be just as reasonable to attribute these similarities to the common denominator of the Long Recension of the Theology of Aristotle, which was rendered into Hebrew, as it is to look into the Rasa‘il Ikhwān al-Šafā’ (which was also partially rendered into Hebrew), or al-Kirmāni, or the neo-Platonic writers of Ishraqi and Andalusian Şufism.

This study is not intended to thoroughly review the Islamic context for the massive Sefer ha-Zohar, which could easily become a book-length effort. Suffice it to point out two important facts concerning the Zohar: (1) as a matter of historical documentation, the principal author of the Zohar—or alternatively, the lead sage of the circle that produced the bulk of the Zohar—was familiar with Islam in Spain; and (2) the extant Zohar, a massive anthology of diverse literary pieces in three volumes that runs over 1,600 pages, contains numerous Arabisms, doctrinal affinities to Şufi teachings, and interpretations of rituals and symbols in a Şufic key. Therefore it may prove worthwhile to view this anthology, and the so-called Spanish Kabbalah from which it sprang, as emerging from within an Islamicate context.
Conclusion

There was much Jewish mysticism after the thirteenth century, and a good deal of it continued to take place in the lands of the Ishmaelites. Kabbalah took root throughout the Mediterranean, and there was much Kabbalistic literature (some of it in Judeo-Arabic) in North Africa, Palestine, and Syria well into the eighteenth century. The famous mystical confraternity of sixteenth-century Safed occurred under Ottoman domain, and many of the Safed circle moved on to Damascus. The seventeenth-century mystical messiah Sabbetai Șevi, whose messianic mission culminated in apostasy to Islam, conducted his most successful campaign in Egypt, Turkey, and Palestine. Well-documented is the fact that a small number of Sabbatians followed their messiah into the religion of Ishmael, forming the crypto-Muslim sect of the Dönmeh. This group reportedly survived in Turkey until the twentieth century and periodically arises in public discourse as the source for intriguing conspiracy theories in modern Turkish politics.

It is our modest hope to have persuaded the reader with these selected but highly representative examples that a new accounting of the history of Jewish mysticism is in order, one that places key historical developments in the narrative of Jewish mysticism within an Islamicate and Middle Eastern environment. Future recountings of the historical sweep of the many streams of Jewish mysticism will have to situate them in their proper setting—the lands of the Ishmaelites.
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SECTION II

Scientific, Professional, and Cultural Pursuits
Al-Khwarizmi’s Mathematical Doctrines in Ibn-Ezra’s Biblical Commentary

MICHAEL KATZ

In the introduction to his Hebrew translation of Ibn al-Muthanna’s Commentary on the Astronomical Tables of al-Khwarizmi (780–845), Rabbi Abraham Ibn-Ezra (1089–1164) writes:

כְּסִיסַה חַכָּם גָדוֹל בְּישָׁמָאֵל יִדְעַה שֻׁדְחַמְתָּא חַכָּמָתָא חַכָּמָתָא וְחַכָּמָתָא הָעָתיָא ... קְיַמְתַּה חַכָּם הָעָתיָא מַחְמְדַה בֵּי מַחְמְדָא אֶלֶּכְּאָרְאְיָא. וְכָלוֹת הָעָתיָא הָעָרְבִיתָא שֶבֶם הָעָתיָא הָפְלָם וְהוֹלְכִיָּא וְמוֹצֶאְיָא וְתוֹשָׁרָאְבָהָא בְּכָתְרָה הָעָתיָא ... וְהוֹרַהְתַּה בִּינָאָלְחָה כָּלָתַה הָעָתיָא בְּכָתְרָה בִּנָאָלְחָה ... וְהוֹרַהְתַּה בִּינָאָלְחָה כָּלָתַה הָעָתיָא בְּכָתְרָה בִּנָאָלְחָה ... בְּדָרְכִּי אָתִּרוֹתַהְתָּא כְּלָה עַל חַכָּמְתָא שֶהָיָה שֶהָיָה בָּאָרְוָהָה... לִמְעַשָּׁה כְּסִיסַה הָעָתיָא מַאוּאֲנְדִירָא רָקָּא נַנְפָּו סְעַפָּא לָדוּבָרָי.

[There arose a great scholar in Ishmael who knew the secret of reckoning and the wisdom of times . . . and this scholar was Muhammad ibn-Musa al-Khwarizmi. And all Arab scholars nowadays multiply and divide and extract the root as is written in the scholar’s book . . . and he brought out all the tables’ work in another way, easy for the students, which is equal in the end to the work of Kanka the Hindu scholar, but he gave no reason for the words.]

Ibn-Ezra is best known as one of the leading biblical commentators in the Judaic tradition. But in the wide spectrum of his writings we also find poetry, science, linguistics, philosophy, and mathematics. Specifically, mathematics is thoroughly and systematically studied in two books by Ibn-Ezra—Sefer ha-Eḥad (Book of the Unit) and Sefer ha-Mispar (Book of the
Number). The influence of the great ninth-century scholar Muhammad al-Khwarizmi is manifest in these books. Al-Khwarizmi’s impact is also noticeable in at least two other arithmetical manuscripts (in Hebrew and Latin) that have recently been attributed (not unreservedly) to Ibn-Ezra.\(^1\) Arguably, Ibn-Ezra was one of the first to convey to Europe the ideas of al-Khwarizmi and with them certain fundamental doctrines of arithmetic.\(^2\)

Muhammad ibn-Musa al-Khwarizmi was a scholar in Caliph al-Mamun’s celebrated “House of Wisdom” in ninth-century Baghdad. He wrote extensively on mathematics and astronomy, and some of his writings were translated from Arabic into Latin, to be used as textbooks in schools throughout Europe from the twelfth century if not before. His best-known book is *Kitab al-Hisab al-Jabr w’al-Muqabala* (Book of Calculus of Completion and Balancing). The term *algebra* was coined from *al-Jabr* and the term *algorithm* from *al-Khwarizmi*. Some scholars\(^3\) maintain that in writing this book al-Khwarizmi was influenced by (a translation of) a Hebrew manuscript entitled *Mishnat ha-Midot* (Study of Measures, by a mysterious Rabbi N). Other scholars\(^4\) disagree, and they are probably right. But that discussion is beyond the scope of the present essay.

Another well-known book of al-Khwarizmi is *Kitab al-Hisab al-Hindi* (Book of Hindu Calculus), bringing to the Arab world, and later to Europe, some basic ideas of Hindu mathematicians. Also worth noting here is al-Khwarizmi’s *Istiqraj Tariq al-Yahud* (Treatise on the Jewish Calendar), where he discusses the nineteen-year cycle of the Hebrew calendar as well as the specific dates of Rosh ha-Shana (Jewish New Year) and several other Jewish festivals.

What we want to show in this essay is that al-Khwarizmi’s fundamental principles were utilized by Ibn-Ezra not only in his mathematical writings but also, in a subtle yet substantial manner, in his biblical commentary. This is most clearly revealed in his extensive discussion of the Holy Name in chapter 3 of the book of Exodus. And this will be the focus of our attention in the present essay.

**The Holy Name**

The story of the first encounter between Moses and God is often devoutly rehearsed and seldom fully understood. Perhaps hardest to understand are the verses dealing with God’s name. We hear God speaking to Moses
from the burning bush, ordering him to deliver the Israelites from slavery in Egypt. Moses at first maintains that he is unfit for the job, but God insists that he should do it. Then we read:

ויאמר Moses אל האלהים הנה אנכי בא אל בני ישראל ואמרתי
והלא אני בדעת עתים שלחתי אליכם ואמרתי כי область
ואמר אלהים: ויאמר אלהים אל משה אהיה אש אשת
ויאמר Moses כה הנפש הנפש ארצה שלחתי אליכם
(שמות ג', י"ג-י"ד).

[And Moses said unto God, Behold, when I come unto the children of Isra-el and shall say unto them The God of your fathers hath sent me unto you; and they shall say to me, What is his name? what shall I say unto them? And God said unto Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Isra-el, I AM hath sent me unto you. (Exodus 3:13–14)]

These bracketed lines are taken exactly as they are, including capitals and punctuations, from the Winston edition of the King James Version. The key words here are EHYEH ASHER EHYEH (I AM THAT I AM) and then just EHYEH (I AM). In various other English translations we have “I will be what I will be” (or “I shall be what I shall be”) and then “I will be” (or “I shall be”).

The immediate question arising here is—Did Moses get an answer to his query? More than a few scholars and commentators maintain that he did not. God said to him—I am who I am and you needn’t know my name. The Lord refused to divulge His name. The reason might be that knowing a name entails having a measure of domination. In the book of Genesis, Adam is called upon to give names to animals, so as to signify his domination of the animal kingdom.

Other commentators (probably the majority) hold that Moses did get a definite answer to his question. The repetition at the end of verse 14 of just the word Ehyeh (“Ehyeh hath sent me unto you”) means that this (“I am” or “I will be” or “I shall be”) is in fact God’s name as He gave it to Moses. The idea is that God’s name signifies the very essence of Being (Existence). Indeed, closely related to the word Ehyeh, in root and meaning, is the word Havaiah (Being; Existence; Creation), which in turn is closely related to the ineffable Hebrew name of the Lord—Jehovah in English.
Ibn-Ezra's Approach

Ibn-Ezra belongs here to the second group of commentators mentioned above. In his view God tells Moses that *Ehyeh* is His name. But in order to show the power and uniqueness of this name, Ibn-Ezra goes far beyond literal meaning. There are two commentaries by Ibn-Ezra on Exodus (and on parts of Genesis). One is usually referred to as “The Short Ibn-Ezra” and the other as “The Long Ibn-Ezra.” In the long one, the consideration of verse 14 is very lengthy indeed. It spreads over two or three full pages in various editions of *Mikraot Gedolot.*

The extraordinary length of commentary on a single verse stems from the fact that here Ibn-Ezra mobilizes linguistics, astronomy, astrology, mathematics, and philosophy to interpret and extol the Holy Name. In the present essay we consider the mathematical part, where the idea is to show that God’s name consists of letters whose gematric-numerical values have unique and beautiful properties.

There are three distinct letters in the Hebrew word *Ehyeh*—*Aleph* (א), *Hey* (ה), and *Yod* (י). The *Hey* appears again as the last letter. In *Haviah* and in the ineffable name we find again two of these letters—*Hey* (twice) and *Yod*, together with another letter, *Vav* (ו). So altogether there are four distinct letters here—*Aleph*, *Hey*, *Vav*, and *Yod*, with gematric values 1, 5, 6, and 10, respectively.

In Jewish tradition gematric values are specific numerical values attached to Hebrew letters. Gematria has to do with manipulations of these values and of combinations of values of several letters or words. It should be noted that Ibn-Ezra does not always approve of the use of gematria. His disdain of certain utilizations of gematria can be seen, for instance, in his commentary on Genesis 14:14. This verse tells us that the first of the three Patriarchs, Avraham (then still called Avram), led a contingent of 318 men to chase and attack the armies of the four kings who had taken his nephew Lot as prisoner of war. There is a famous *Drash* (homiletic interpretation), appearing in the Talmud (*Tractate Nedarim*) and in the Midrash (*Bereshit Rabba*), asserting that in fact this contingent consisted of just one man—Avram’s domestic steward, the Hebrew letters of whose name, Eliezer, have gematric values adding up to 318. Rashi (Rabbi Shlomo Yitzhaki), the greatest biblical exegete in Judaic tradition, quotes this *Drash* without any comment. Ibn-Ezra also mentions it, stressing that
it is Drash and that the scripture doesn’t talk gematria with which anyone who so wishes can “bring out any name for good or for bad.”

It seems that what Ibn-Ezra dislikes is the game (or art), quite popular in some circles nowadays, of summing up the values of letters in a word or a phrase in order to “discover” hidden meanings and connections. But when it comes to considering mathematical properties of a specific number that happens to be the gematric value of a certain letter, he does not hesitate to make the most of it. And that is exactly what he does with the numbers 1, 5, 6, and 10. He concludes his discussion of these numbers with the observation that their sum is 22—the total number of Hebrew letters (so presumably the letters of the Holy Name represent the full alphabet). But most of the discussion is dedicated to properties of each of the four numbers (and an additional number—9, for reasons to be explained below) by itself. Yet, while handling each number separately, Ibn-Ezra unfolds some of the fundamental principles of arithmetic. This is what we are about to show now.

In the following section, from the lengthy mathematical paragraph in Ibn-Ezra’s commentary on God’s name we shall quote, not necessarily in the order of their appearance, sentences and subparagraphs dealing with properties of the special numbers 1, 5, 6, and 10. In each case we start with the Hebrew original, followed by a bracketed English translation (as it is in the opening paragraphs of the first two sections above) and then by explanations and remarks. We shall similarly dedicate one section to the more general principles and one to the properties of the special number 9. An additional section will relate to the lengthy commentary on the Ten Commandments.

Specific Properties

We start with a fairly simple property that holds for each of the four numbers under consideration (and for no other number).

ואלה ארבעתם אהוי הם הנכבדים. וכל מספר מרובע ששם אחד נוסף על המרובע כך יש בשרשו וככה בדומה לו. Также במרובע חמשה חמשה ובמרובע ששה ששה. אלה הד’ מספרים לעולם שומרים עצמם במרובעת וזהו מעלתם על כל המספרים המרובעים.
[And these four—Aleph, Hey, Vav, Yod—are the distinguished ones. And every squared number where one is added to the square the same is in its root and the same in its like. And so in the square of five five and in the square of six six. These four numbers forever uphold themselves in square, and this is their eminence over all squared numbers.]

The mathematical property referred to here is the repetitive nature of endings of powers of certain numbers. If a squared number ends with 1, Ibn-Ezra tells us, then so does its root. Put vice versa—if a number ends with 1, so does its square. And by saying “and the same in its like” and then “forever,” Ibn-Ezra probably means that the same is true for other powers, not only squares. For instance, the powers of 11, the smallest two-digit number ending with 1, are 11, 121, 1331, and so on. This holds also for the powers of 5 (5, 25, 125, . . . ) and of 6 (6, 36, 216, . . . ).

While maintaining that this property holds for the four distinguished numbers (and for no other number), only with respect to the first three of them Ibn-Ezra states it in detail. Regarding the fourth one, the idea is that powers of 10 (10, 100, 1000, . . . ), like those of any number ending with 0, always end with 0. However, Ibn-Ezra doesn’t admit here a name or a symbol for zero, and we shall return to this point later on.

We turn now to properties signalizing each of the four numbers separately. Easiest to handle is Ibn-Ezra’s one-sentence reference to the number 6.

ורששים ששה היא חשבון שוה בחלקייה, ואין בכל מערכתו
משפר שוה רק אחד.

[And the sum 6 is an equal sum in its parts, and in the whole system there is no equal number but one.]8

That is, in the system of numbers from 1 to 9 (the one-digit numbers), the number 6 is the only one that is equal to the sum of its factors \(6 = 1\cdot2\cdot3 = 1+2+3\).

Next we turn to the number 1, the most magnificent and most powerful number—the origin and building block of all numbers, Ibn-Ezra tells us. And then he provides three specific properties of the number 1, the last two of them tying it to the remaining two notable numbers—5 and 10.
Every number is in 1 potentially, and 1 is in every number actually. And it will do on one side what every number will do on two sides. And here is the power of the 1, and when you add its square to the square of its double, then there will be 5... and when you add the square of 1 to the square of the head of separates, the sum will be that which is the like.

The first sentence here refers to the most basic idea that the number 1 can give rise to any potential number, and any existing number is the sum of several repetitions of 1. This entails a certain specific property presented in the next sentence. The number 1 is half of its successor, 2. Any other number is half of the sum of its successor and predecessor. That is, in present-day mathematical formulation:

\[ 1 = \frac{1}{2}(2) \quad 2 = \frac{1}{2}(1+3) \quad 3 = \frac{1}{2}(2+4) \quad \text{and so on.} \]

(As we shall explain below, Ibn-Ezra doesn’t have here 0 as a number. If he had, he would have had to notice that the number 1 is also the mean of its successor and predecessor, i.e. \( 1 = \frac{1}{2}(0+2) \).)

I translate the word Hineh into Here, though there are other equally good potential translations. And “the head of separates” is the first odd number (3). Also “the like” is the number 10, so called as it is “like 1,” as we shall soon see. Thus, in present-day mathematical formulations, the last two sentences in the quotation above simply say:

\[ 1^2 + 2^2 = 5 \quad \text{and} \quad 1^2 + 3^2 = 10. \]

And these two sentences are meant to lead us to properties of the numbers 5 and 10.
[And this (5) is a sum that is equal in squares, for if you add its square to the square of its double, the same will be the cube of 5. And any number preceding 5 the value of its cube to the two squares in the sum will be as the value of the sum to 5. And above 5 this will be in reverse.]

For the number 5 what we have here is:

\[5^3 = 5^2 + (2\times5)^2\]

For a number, say 4, smaller than 5 we have:

\[4^3 < 4^2 + (2\times4)^2\] by a factor of 4 to 5

For a number, say 6, greater than 5 we have:

\[6^3 > 6^2 + (2\times6)^2\] by a factor of 6 to 5

These are all, we note, derivatives of the identity:

\[N^3 = (N^2 + (2N)^2)(N/5)\]

So we get the factor N to 5, which reduces to 1 if N=5. The number 5 draws a border in this formula between ratios smaller than 1 and greater than 1. Ibn-Ezra wouldn’t have, and probably wouldn’t like, this kind of abstract formulation. But conceivably he would be pleased to see that the next formula in this line singles out precisely his next distinguished number, namely 10, as the next border case, for

\[N^3 = (N^2 + (3N)^2)(N/10)\]

And indeed the number 10 draws a similar border, this time in geometry, as Ibn-Ezra proceeds to show.

[And if you place a circle's diameter of this number (10) and draw a chord at the third, the triangle that is of equal sides will be of the number of the round line, and like it the long quadrilateral in the circle. And prior to this number the value of the triangle to the line will be as its value to 10, and above it the reverse.]
To understand what Ibn-Ezra tells us in this paragraph we need the following plot, where the two chords cut the diameter at one-third and two-thirds of its length.

![Diagram of a circle with chords](image)

The area of the rectangle is equal to the area of the big triangle, Ibn-Ezra says. This is easily seen to be true, since the height of the triangle is twice the width of the rectangle while the triangle’s base coincides with the rectangle’s long side. (And also since the two small triangles cut by the big triangle from the two corners of the rectangle are congruent to the two small triangles cut from the big one above the rectangle.)

Now, if the length of the diameter is 10, Ibn-Ezra maintains, then the area of the big triangle (and hence also the area of the rectangle) is equal to the length of the circle’s perimeter. While if the length of the diameter is smaller than (or greater than) 10, then the ratio of the triangle’s area to the circle’s perimeter (or the reverse of this ratio) is the same as the ratio of the diameter length to 10.\(^{11}\)

These comments of Ibn-Ezra are captured by the formulas below, where \(A\) denotes area, \(T\) is for triangle, \(R\) for rectangle, \(P\) for perimeter, \(C\) for circle, and \(D\) for diameter.

\[
A(T) = A(R) = P(C) \times D(C)/10
\]

Hence, clearly—

\[
A(T) = A(R) = P(C) \text{ if } D(C) = 10
\]

\[
A(T) = A(R) < P(C) \text{ by a factor of } D(C)/10 \text{ if } D(C) < 10
\]

\[
A(T) = A(R) > P(C) \text{ by a factor of } D(C)/10 \text{ if } D(C) > 10
\]

**General Principles**

So much for specific properties of the four distinguished numbers. And now to three fundamental principles of arithmetic. We see the following lines as the truly exciting part in Ibn-Ezra’s commentary on the Holy
Name. But we stress that for him these lines here, the way he weaves them into the broader discussion, constitute merely an account of one aspect of his study of the numbers (1 and 10) representing the letters Aleph and Yod.

[And you should know that the one is the secret of every number and its foundation. . . . And here all numbers are nine from one way and are ten from another way. . . . And here ten is like one and it is a name which includes the ones that are from one to ten . . . and the start of the numbers that are like the ones. For when you reach twenty then there are two tens against two ones and thirty against three ones, and so all tens up to ninety are nine tens against nine ones. And when you reach the number hundred it is like one, and when you reach nine hundred these too are against nine ones, until you reach thousand that are ten hundreds. Also the thousand is like one till there are nine thousand against nine ones, and when you reach ten thousand the sum is concluded by its being one myriad. And so to ten myriads along this way, for all heads of the numbers are like one. Hence sages of the number said that all the numbers are parts of ten or generated from its multiple or from its aggregate with its ones or from the two ways combined.]

One is the secret of arithmetic, and all numbers originate from it, Ibn-Ezra says here. Then he explains that there are two ways to look at
numbers. One is to consider nine different numbers, while the other is to think of ten numbers. Yet 10 is not really a new number requiring a new symbol, as it is in fact like 1. Ten is an inclusive name of the one-digit numbers and the first member of a new series of numbers resembling those of the basic series.

It is thus clear that Ibn-Ezra doesn't have here zero as a number in its own right with its own symbol. He does have it in other writings, using the same symbol we use today, borrowed from Indian mathematicians. He calls it Small Wheel (Galgal Katan, גלגל קטן), and the idea presumably is that the emptiness of this symbol represents the nothingness of zero.

What Ibn-Ezra has here, without spelling it out, is the notion of zero as an empty space within a number of two digits or more. Moreover, between the lines we read here three of the most fundamental doctrines of arithmetic as we know it today, though they date from antiquity and from the Middle Ages. These are

1. The Decimal System
2. The Notion of Zero
3. The Position Principle

Ibn-Ezra states here that ten is like one and twenty is like two ones and so on. Similarly, one hundred is against one and two hundred is against two ones and so on; and this too is the case for thousands and myriads and beyond. The head of each system of numbers is like 1 (and the second member of each system is like 2, etc.). And the “sages of the number” (mathematicians) tell us that in this way all numbers are combinations of units and multiples of 10.

The decimal system is presented here together with the maxim (stemming from the position principle) that no new symbols are needed for numbers from 10 and on. All one has to do is look at the head of each number (or system of numbers) and at the way the number is built from units and multiples of 10. Thus when we see, for example, the number

3333

we know that from left to right the first digit represents three thousand, the second three hundred, the third three tens, and the fourth three units. The same symbol (3) appears here four times, but each time it is read differently according to its position. This way of writing numbers is
commonplace nowadays, seemingly obvious and natural. We take it for granted, hardly ever noticing the ingenuity behind it, assuming perhaps that it was like this always and everywhere. But it wasn’t. For instance, roman numerals, based on the decimal system without the position principle, require different symbols in different positions, and so the number above would be:

\[
\text{MMMCCXXXIII}
\]

Without the compactness enabled by the position principle, arithmetic would not have reached the advanced stage where it is today. It was from Hindu mathematicians that this principle was borrowed and implanted into medieval Arab mathematics. And it was from the writings of al-Khwarizmi, translated into Latin, among others, that the principle was imported to Europe and incorporated into western mathematics.

And this is also where the notion of zero, as a number or an empty place, comes into the picture. It is instrumental in discerning, for example, the number three thousand and thirty-three from the number three hundred and thirty-three. In our present-day writing, the first of these two numbers is:

\[
3033
\]

In Ibn-Ezra’s writing, in line with his work discussed here, it would be:

\[
\text{GB} \text{GB}
\]

And with the Small Wheel, it would become:

\[
\text{GB} \text{GB}
\]

Note that even though Ibn-Ezra used Hebrew letters, for example, the third letter Gimmel -whose gematric value is 3, and hence he wrote from right to left as is common in Hebrew, the number as a whole would be ordered just as we always see it ordered. For counting in Hebrew used to start from units (3 and 30 rather than 33).

The Number 9

From the discussion above, another number, 9, emerges as deserving our respect. It doesn’t designate a specific letter of the Holy Name, but it is,
Ibn-Ezra says, the number of all (different) numbers. In other words, in the decimal system, which lies at the heart of Ibn-Ezra’s treatment of the letters of Ehyeh and Havaiah, 9 is the largest one-digit number.¹²

Now, to show the beauty of the number 9, Ibn-Ezra, in the passage we are studying, writes as follows, right after telling us that there are nine numbers altogether.

דָּרֶשׁ סכְּלָלִים דָּרוֹמְתֵי הָעַלְמוֹת אֵלֶּה וְעַל הַמִּסְפָּרִים לָפֶתַּח יְמִין. בְּהֵמִין אֲלֵי תְמוּשָׁה שְׁלוֹאָה הָמַשְׁרָה אֵלֶּה וְלָפֶתַּח הָעַלְמוֹת לָחֲציָה הָמַשְׁרָה אֵלֶּה וְלָחֲציָה הָמַשְׁרָה.

[And if you write the nine in a circle and multiply the end by each number you will find the ones left and the tens that are like the ones on the right side. And when you reach five, which is the middle one, then the numbers will capsize so that the tens become ones and the ones tens.]

The circle drawn below, with the numbers from 1 to 9, shows what Ibn-Ezra has in mind here. And we note that to many people nowadays this is a well-known game.

![Circle with numbers](image)

At the top of the circle we have the number 9 (9 multiplied by 1). Below it we have from left to right the number 18 (9 times 2). In the third line we find the number 27 (9 times 3). This is followed by 36 (9 times 4) and then by 45 (9 times 5). So far we have gone from top to bottom, and we have had tens on the left and units on the right. But now we have reached multiplication by 5 at the very bottom of the circle. So we’ll turn around and start climbing up. And from this point onward we’ll read from right to left, so that tens will be on the right and units on the left. In the bottom line we’ll find the number 54 (9 times 6). Above it we have 63 (9 times 7). Further up we get 72 (9 times 8) and finally 81 (9 times 9).

We note that the position principle once again plays a central role here.
And if at this place in his work Ibn-Ezra had a symbol, say 0, for zero, he could have added it left of the 9. Then he would start with 09, as we sometimes write the number 9 today (e.g., in dates), and end with an additional number, 90 (9 times 10), thus neatly closing the story (and the circle).

The Ten Commandments

One last sentence we want to quote from the passage we are dealing with is this:

והנה עשר ספירות, כ которое עשר אצבעות, חמש כנגד חמש

[And here are ten numberings, like the number ten fingers, five against five.]

This dichotomy, five against five, leads us to a similar dichotomy, relating to the Ten Commandments. Like other traditional commentators,13 Ibn-Ezra speaks of two tables with five commandments on each—those concerning human-to-God commitments on one table and those concerning human-to-human commitments on the other. Ibn-Ezra adds an assertion, accompanied by a detailed explanation, that in each of the tables the commandments appear in order of importance (or severance). Most severe on the first table is “I am the Lord thy God,” and on the other “Thou shalt not kill.”

Ibn-Ezra’s comments on Exodus 20:2 (where we find the first commandment) are even longer than those on the verse concerning God’s name that we scrutinized above. Among other things he writes here the following lines that are relevant to our discussion.

ואנשי המחקר מצאו כל דברי הגופות הם עשר... וכולם נסמך על ראשון וоловים אלים ממון ייצר, כי הוא קמדת האחד בחשונעショップ. כי מומן יאצ אל השבון וכל השבון ימצא בך יאצ ייסוד. והנה הdaemon החפורט שאמור חסםussen כל כותרת חלב הלשון והמשש Huawei, כי מי שאמור ממון בלבר בלש, ראש עליי מזרחי...وبر פיר חשוף.

[And the men of research have found all things of the objects to be ten. . . . And they all lean on the first one and accompany it and were derived of it, for it is like the virtues of the one in the sum of ten.]
For from it emerged every sum and every sum will be found in it for it is the foundation. And here this, the first commandment that the revered God spoke, includes all precepts of the heart, the tongue and the deed. For he who does not believe in his heart in God, on him there is no precept. . . . And I already explained that the first commandment is the foundation and on it are all constructs of the precepts.]

Ibn-Ezra speaks here about facets of objects. Researchers have found, he says, ten such facets (quality, quantity, etc.), and they all relate to the first one, presumably the object itself (the other nine merely describing various attributes). Thus, he maintains, we have here the like of the number 1. Here he returns to arithmetic, our concern; specifically to the notion of the number 1 as the foundation of all numbers. Similarly, he tells us, the first commandment is the basis of all precepts, for you won't follow God's rules and obey His instructions if you don't believe in Him. Thus the first commandment is the essence of religious observance just as the first number is the essence of arithmetic.

We note that here too al-Khwarizmi's influence cannot be ignored. The italicized words in the bracketed paragraph above echo the words of al-Khwarizmi in the following paragraph.

From the Latin Translation of Book of Hindu Calculus:

Et iam patefeci in libro algebr et almucabalal . . . quod uniuersus numerus sit compositus et quod uniuersus numerus componatur super unum. Unum ergo inuenitur in uniuerso numero.

English translation by André Allard:

I've already told in a book about al-jabr and al-muqabala . . . that any number is a compound and that any number is formed in the unit. The unit is thus in any number.14

Concluding Remarks and Story

Over the years Ibn-Ezra's approach was challenged from both the religious and the scientific points of view. Religious critics argued that it belittles God to have the glory of His name rest on numerical considerations. More relevant to our work here are the following mathematical observations:
1. Ibn-Ezra’s manipulations concerning specific numbers may look like nothing much more than games. They may be amusing, but at least some of them are also trivial.

2. With enough patience and imagination, any number can be shown to have quite a few unique mathematical properties. As an example, we note that more than a millennium before Ibn-Ezra, Philo of Alexandria, in his book *Al Beriat ha-Olam* (On the Creation of the World), provided lists of properties of the numbers 4 and 7.

3. The specific properties Ibn-Ezra lists stem from the fact that we work within the decimal system. In his eloquent treatment of the decimal system, Ibn-Ezra seems to ignore the fact that this system is not God-given (even though He gave us ten fingers). Ibn-Ezra can hardly be blamed for this, since throughout history the decimal system (perhaps because of the ten fingers) was universally the most popular one. However, as is well known, there were always other systems, like the duodecimal system and most notably nowadays the binary system. And needless to say, in any nondecimal system, the properties Ibn-Ezra singles out with regard to, say, the number 9, as exhibited in the “clock” above, would relate to another number. Ibn-Ezra himself noted this in his mathematics books.

It is easy to agree with these arguments. Still, no one can deny the elegance with which Ibn-Ezra integrates mathematics into his biblical exegesis. And no one can take away from him his account of the basic tenets of arithmetic in the paragraph we are studying here. I would also venture to say that in the dichotomous division mentioned above (five against five), together with the continued reliance on the number 1 (and the awareness of the notion of zero), we may perhaps see hints of the binary system (alongside the decimal system, epitomized by the number 9).

It is on this combination (Ibn-Ezra’s liking of dichotomies on the one hand, and of the number 9 on the other) that the following story rests. It is borrowed from a small book entitled *Mahalach Shevilei ha-Daath* (The Course of Wisdom’s Paths), where it is called *Tahbulla* (stratagem). The book was written by Rabbi Moshe Kimhi in the twelfth century and has since been published with commentaries in several editions. The story appeared as an appendix in some of these editions, making its way to the entry “Ibn-Ezra” in the Hebrew Encyclopedia. It shows the respect, mixed with humor, with which Ibn-Ezra was held in spite of the criticism leveled against him. So here it is, translated from Hebrew almost word by word:
It was found written in the book of deeds of the sage Rabbi Abraham Ibn-Ezra that once he traveled by sea with fifteen of his students. And there were also fifteen hollow men (Reikim) with him there. Then one day God cast a storm into the sea and the boat was about to break down and sink. The captain then ordered that half the men on board be thrown into the sea to ease the load. The sage Ibn-Ezra saw this and said to the captain: “What you tell us to do is right because it is better that half of us die and not all of us. So let us cast lots to decide who will be the ones to be thrown into the sea. And this is what we shall do. All thirty men will stand in one row and we shall start counting from the first one to the ninth and this ninth one will be thrown overboard. This way we shall go on until every man captured as number 9 is thrown away into the sea.” And the men agreed to do so and they said to the sage Ibn-Ezra: “Rise, for this is your duty. You will align us as you like.” And he got up and aligned them in such a way that always in the ninth place was caught one of the hollow men until they were all thrown from the boat and the students came out clear. And this is how he aligned them: First he stood four students, then five hollowed, and two students, and one hollowed, and three students, and one hollowed, and one student, and two hollowed, and two students, and three hollowed, and one student, and two hollowed, and two students, and one hollowed.

In this story the bad guys are called Reikim (hollow or empty), meaning that they were void of good deeds and learning. This reminds us of the empty Small Wheel denoting zero, and accordingly we shall now use 0 to indicate an evil man. And to comply with binary language we shall use 1 to indicate a righteous man (a student in this story). So this is how the above lineup would look (and it is easy to check that every ninth symbol is 0).

```
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
```

To celebrate the “victory” of Ibn-Ezra and the men of virtue in this story, there is a short poem attributed to Ibn-Ezra in some editions of the book mentioned above. I bring here the Hebrew original, followed by my poor English translation.
A song of four lines, Ibn-Ezra composed:
To no ill and harm was the righteous exposed;
Begin with a saved, with a sinner conclude,
Go round by nine, and all malice preclude.

Now let’s all hope and wait for total abolishment of malice, so we can live in a world of goodness and purity, a world in which Ibn-Ezras and al-Khwarizmis enrich each other in knowledge and insight, live side by side in harmony, and contribute together to the advancement of science and humankind.

Notes


4. For example, G. B. Sarfati, “Mishnat ha-Midot,” in H. Ben-Shammai, ed., *Heqer ‘Ever we-‘Arav* (Tel Aviv and Jerusalem: Tel Aviv University and Hebrew University, 1993), 463–90 (Hebrew).

5. *Mikraot Gedolot* (Great Bible Readings), often called the Rabbinic Bible, is a collection of traditional biblical exegeses highly revered by Orthodox Jews.

6. Another explanation might be that Ibn-Ezra wants to reserve gematria strictly to matters of the utmost glory and mystery, such as God’s name, our concern in the present essay.

7. Throughout this essay, the translations (and explanations) are mine, but in some places I have consulted H. Norman Strickman and Arthur M. Silver, *Ibn Ezra’s Commentary on the Pentateuch* (New York: Menorah, 1996). (Similar explanations and presentations can be found in several Hebrew sources, e.g., in the Torat Chaim Chumash, published by Mossad Harav Kook.) I tried to translate quite literally, and hence the English
text, just like the Hebrew original, is not easy to read and understand. I hope the added explanations and remarks will be of some help.

8. Here and in the sequel I use the term *Sum* to translate the word *Heshbon*. In the present context this seems more appropriate than *calculus* or *calculation* or *computation* (the terms to which the word Ḥeshbon usually refers in modern Hebrew).

9. This is another place where al-Khwarizmi’s influence is evident, as we show at the end of the section on the Ten Commandments.

10. Ibn-Ezra uses the term *Alakhson* for the diameter of a circle, while in today’s Hebrew this term refers to the diagonal of, say, a rectangle or a parallelogram, and the word for diameter is *Kotter*. Similarly, he uses here the term *Yetter* for a circle’s chord, while in modern Hebrew *Yetter* is the hypotenuse of a right triangle and the word for chord is *Meitar*—quite similar to *Yetter* and from the same root. We find here, perhaps for the first time, the term *Shveh Shokayim* for an isosceles triangle, just as in present-day Hebrew.

11. Two remarks are needed regarding this point. First, Ibn-Ezra did not mean to equate area and length conceptually, but only the numerical values of these two entities in the present context. This almost goes without saying. Second, the “equality” here is in fact only an approximation (though a very close one). It’s hard to know whether Ibn-Ezra was aware of this. He would have been, had he tried to provide a formal proof of his claim. However, in the spirit of al-Khwarizmi and other Moslem mathematicians of the time, Ibn-Ezra showed little interest in formal “Greek type” proofs.

12. It is worth noting that for similar reasons the number 9 is held in awe by various traditional cultures. Here are two examples. In Chinese culture this awe is attested, e.g., by the nine concentric circles in Beijing’s Temple of Heaven, where there are nine stones in the first circle, eighteen in the second, and so on up to eighty-one in the last circle. And in Buddhist temples, in India and elsewhere, we often find nine stairs leading to the Buddha.

13. For example, Ramban (Rabbi Moshe Ben Nahman) and Ḥezkoni (Rabbi Ḥezekiah Ben Manoah).

Pharmacopoeias for the Hospital and the Shop

Al-Dustur al-bimaristani and Minhaj al-dukkan

LEIGH N. CHIPMAN

Two thirteenth-century works, one aimed at hospital use and the other at private pharmacies, constitute the basis of our study. We will show that the differences between them derive not only from the different audiences but also from the fact that one was authored by a physician and the other by pharmacists—that is, by members of the target audiences. We will also discuss the Jewish identity of the authors and its relevance for their writings.

Abu ’l-Fadl Dawud b. Sulayman Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan al-Isra’ili (d. 634/1236) was a pupil of Ibn Jumay’, Saladin’s court physician. Himself physician to Saladin’s successor, al-’Adil, and the teacher of the medical biographer Ibn Abi Usaybi’a, Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan was director of the Nasiri hospital in Cairo, and he composed his famous *al-Dustur al-bimaristani fi ’l-adwiya al-murakkaba* (The Hospital Rule with Regard to Compound Drugs) for use there.¹ This work was published by Sbath in two essentially identical versions,² and consists of an introduction and twelve chapters that deal with the various kinds of compound drugs in use during the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.

*Al-Dustur al-bimaristani* forms part of the Arabic tradition of hospital dispensaries. Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan’s most prominent predecessors were Sabur b. Sahl (d. 255/869)³ and Ibn al-Tilmidh (d. 560/1165),⁴ both of whom were Christians working in Baghdad. *Al-Dustur al-bimaristani* has remained well known to the traditional practitioners of the Middle East,
not least through its being quoted extensively in *Minhaj al-dukkan*, another thirteenth-century manual of pharmacology and also with a Jewish author, but aimed at private pharmacists rather than at hospitals.⁵

*Minhaj al-dukkan wa-dastur al-a῾yan fi a῾mal wa-tarakib al-adwiya al-nafi῾a lil-insan* (The Management of the [Pharmacist’s] Shop and the Rule for the Notables on the Preparation and Composition of Medicines Beneficial to Man) was composed in 658/1260 in Cairo by the otherwise unknown Abu ’l-Muna Dawud b. Abi Nasr al-Kuhin al-῾Attar al-Haruni al-Isra’ili, a Jewish druggist. The work has twenty-five chapters, beginning with a moralizing exhortation to al-Kuhin al-῾Attar’s “son,” and includes chapters on simples, substitute drugs, and weights and measures. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Chapter for al-Kuhin al-῾Attar</th>
<th>Chapter for Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preface (<em>khutba</em>)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syrups (<em>sharāb</em>)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robs (<em>rubb</em>)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confections (<em>murrabā</em>)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electuaries (<em>ma῾jūn</em>)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomachic pastes (<em>jawārish</em>)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powders (<em>saṟāf</em>)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastilles (<em>qurṣ</em>)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohochs (<em>lu῾ūq</em>)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pills (<em>ḥabb</em>)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiera (<em>iyārijl</em>)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoctions (<em>ma῾tḥūkh</em>)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye salves (<em>kuḥl</em>)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye powders (<em>ashyāf</em>)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ointments (<em>marham</em>)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oils (<em>duhn</em>)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultries (<em>ṭilā‘</em>)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentifrices (<em>sanūn</em>)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laxatives (<em>musliḥāt</em>)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasters (<em>dimād</em>)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errhines (<em>sa῾ūt</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glossary</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simples</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
other chapters describe the preparation of compound medicines. This was a very popular book that survives in about thirty manuscripts. According to Goitein, it continued to be in use by “traditional druggists” in Cairo until the twentieth century, and according to Levey, it was “still very popular mainly outside the large cities” as late as the 1960s. In his introduction, al-Kuhin al-῾Attar states that he is composing this work because none of the preceding formularies have been suitable for pharmacists; rather, they have been written by physicians for physicians and are not as useful in a drugstore setting as they are in a hospital. Backing for this claim can be found in the titles of the formularies: al-Dustur al-bimaristani (The rule for the hospital) versus Minhaj al-dukkan (The management of the [apothecary’s] shop).

Table 11.1 compares the structure of the two works. Even the most cursory glance reveals that Minhaj al-dukkan contains more subjects than does al-Dustur al-bimaristani. While most of the text of Minhaj al-dukkan follows the usual structure of aqrabadhinat (i.e., pharmacopoeias), that is, a division into chapters according to the method of preparation, these chapters are preceded and followed by chapters more commonly found in medical encyclopedias such as Ibn Sina’s al-Qanun fi ‘l-tibb. True to his aim of providing pharmacists with all the knowledge they need, al-Kuhin al-῾Attar combined the simple formulary with the relevant sections of encyclopedias aimed at physicians. Most of these additions were placed after the pharmacopoiea proper (chapters 20–25), but like the encyclopedias, which begin by defining the character and qualities desirable in a physician, Minhaj al-dukkan begins with a section on the qualities and character of the aspiring pharmacist. With this exception, all the material in Minhaj al-dukkan relates to practical rather than theoretical knowledge.

Like Minhaj al-dukkan, al-Dustur al-bimaristani begins with a preface. This, in fact, is the only nonformulary section there. The prefaces of books do not form a literary genre in themselves but are programmatic notes setting out the author’s purpose in writing. According to Freimark, “In the central part, almost always introduced by the rhetorical formula amma ba῾du (‘now, then, now to the point’), the author states the real reason for writing his book. For this he mostly uses topoi, which consist largely of schematic patterns of thought and expression belonging to literary tradition, and which have parallels in European literatures of the late classical, medieval, and early modern periods. On the other hand, several authors also show personal approaches based on reality.”
Even the most cursory reading of the *khutba* of *Minhaj al-dukkān* reveals its formal structure and use of *topoi* common to prefaces throughout Arabic literature. The characteristic tripartite division into opening praises, middle (“objective”) part, and closing praises is present: an *exordium* (p. 9) praising God for giving humanity the intelligence to know and use the various animals, vegetables, and minerals on earth is followed by a rehearsal of al-Kuhin al-῾Attar’s motives and objectives in composing *Minhaj al-dukkān* (pp. 9–11). These are followed by a detailed table of contents (pp. 12–13). Finally, a single sentence (p. 13) asks for God’s help in achieving the author’s purposes.

What are al-Kuhin al-῾Attar’s motives and objectives? He aims to fill a perceived need for a book that would cover all of pharmacy, pointing out the lack of such a book, aimed specifically at pharmacists, among both ancient and modern writers. This is his major criticism of our other subject here, Ibn Abī ‘l-Bayan. He continues by stating the requirements of his readers and clarifying his method.

Al-Kuhin al-῾Attar begins the main part of his preface with the following words:

And now to the point, I have longed for a collection that would comprise all my objectives, sufficient for all the needs of one desiring to achieve comprehension of everything relating to it. That would enable him to dispense with a guide to show him the details of the craft of pharmacy which he needs for what occupies him, not absolutely but in relation to his fellow. For this craft is the most honorable craft after the craft of medicine. [This is] because it is a tool of the craft of medicine, whose subject is the observation (*nazar*) of the human body in order to preserve health if it is present or to restore it if it is absent. This is only done through drugs, simple and compound, and customary foods. I have not found a book comprising all I wanted, neither an ancient nor a modern pharmacopoeia sufficient for what I intended.

Two points are raised here: (1) the need for a comprehensive book of pharmacology, and (2) the status of pharmacy as the handmaid of medicine. The former is the result of the latter: pharmacy’s importance requires a special book devoted to it alone.

Of course, a good reason for writing a book is the fact that your predecessors have not done the job properly or were doing a different job
altogether. Al-Kuhin al-῾Attar states this clearly: Although Ibn Abi ῾l-Bayan could have written the kind of book he himself intends, he did not do so.

Indeed, in my time the shaykh al-Sadid Ibn ῾l-Bayan composed a fine book named al-Dustur al-bimaristani, and stated that he noted in it everything that is needed, and there is no call for another collection. But upon my life! He omitted many things that are necessary to anyone with an interest in this craft, that is, the craft of pharmacy, which is known nowadays as the craft of perfumery and syrups (sina῾at al-῾itr wa-῾l-ashriba). It was not above his capability, may God have mercy upon him, to compose something simpler in words and more useful, but he intended to be brief, and he addressed skilled physicians, for he mentioned in it [= his book] the rule for making syrups in general and robs in general and suchlike, and this is only for whoever understands medicine. But as for the apothecary or syrup-maker who wants to be guided by his words, it is necessary to clarify things to him as a teacher with a pupil, so that the reader remains safe from danger and free of responsibility. When this became clear to me, I understood how little use it was, despite its many virtues. If it had been more detailed and contained everything that I collated, I would not have dispensed with it nor composed this choice book.

Indeed, Ibn Abi ῾l-Bayan himself says that he is writing for an audience of physicians: “And now to the point, this is a rule-book (dustur) comprising a clarification of the compound drugs used for most of the illnesses for which one is confined (muqtassar ʿalayha) in the hospital, and they are those used by most physicians, and their benefit is known, and their fame (dhikr) is widespread, of what Dawud b. Abi ῾l-Bayan the mutatabbib collected, and it is twelve chapters.” Despite the fact that the pharmacist was supposed merely to carry out the physician’s instructions, implying that the physician’s knowledge of drugs was equal to that of the pharmacist, there is clearly a difference in the level of knowledge required by different readers.

A striking omission, both from the khutba itself and from Minhaj al-dukkan as a whole, is any discussion of pharmacological theory. This is true of the physician-authored al-Dustur al-bimaristani, too. However,
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that work specifically limits itself to the practical and does not claim to enable physicians to dispense with all other books.

* * *

Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan is the author most quoted by al-Kuhin al-῾Attar, with eighty-two appearances of his name in the text of Minhaj al-dukkan. Al-Kuhin al-῾Attar uses a number of formulae to quote Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan: min dustur ibn ’l-Bayan (5 mentions; all appear in Sbath’s edition); min lafz ibn ’l-Bayan (2 mentions; neither appear in Sbath); min khatt ibn ’l-Bayan (6 mentions; none appear in Sbath); min al-dustur (43 mentions; almost all appear in Sbath); min (al-)dustur al-bimaristan(i) (22 mentions; 3 appear in Sbath); ‘an or li-’bn bayan (3 mentions; none appear in Sbath).

In short, about three-eighths of the recipes al-Kuhin al-῾Attar seems to quote from al-Dustur al-bimaristan(i) are not present in Sbath’s edition. While it is easy to explain the absence of some recipes, the fact that almost no recipes quoted as taken from “al-dustur al-bimaristan,” appear in Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan’s work is problematic. Without a doubt, al-Kuhin al-῾Attar had been in personal contact with Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan—recipes he received orally (min lafz ibn ’l-Bayan; ‘an ibn ’l-Bayan) or as a kind of personal communication (min khatt ibn ’l-Bayan) may very well not have been included in the “official” compilation of recipes. But why is “al-dustur al-bimaristan” quoted so often, if it is not Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan’s pharmacopeia? Perhaps, contrary to what is generally accepted, rather than composing a dispensatory himself, Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan selected recipes from an existing one used at the Nasiri hospital.

Examination of the manuscript of Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan held in the library of the Royal College of Physicians of London revealed a slightly different text than that published by Sbath. Most recipes can be found in both, but some exist in Sbath that are missing in MS Tritton 38 and vice versa. This is not unusual in medical manuscripts in general and pharmacological ones in particular. What is unexpected, however, is that none of the additional recipes should be one of those quoted by al-Kuhin al-῾Attar as coming from al-Dustur al-bimaristan. Part of the solution may be that “al-Dustur al-bimaristan” can be construed as a generic title given to books containing recipes that were used in hospitals, rather than the title of a particular work written by one author.

Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan was the teacher of Ibn Abi Usaybi’’a, who is al-Kuhin al-῾Attar’s contemporary. On the basis of the sheer number of quotations
of Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan in Minhaj al-dukkan,20 it may well be that he was al-Kuhin al-’Attar’s teacher as well. This can be supported by the fact that Ibn Jumay’—Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan’s teacher—is also quoted extensively in Minhaj al-dukkan. A specific chain of transmission (Ibn Jumay’ >Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan >al-Kuhin al-’Attar) seems a more meaningful explanation for this than a personal preference on al-Kuhin al-’Attar’s part for quoting Jewish authors. If indeed al-Kuhin al-’Attar and Ibn Abi Usaybi’a were not merely contemporaries but fellow students, the question of why Ibn Abi Usaybi’a did not include al-Kuhin al-’Attar in his ’Uyun al-anba’ becomes more pointed.21 The most obvious answer is because al-Kuhin al-’Attar cannot be numbered in tabaqat al-atibba ‘; he was not a physician but only a pharmacist, as indicated by his name.

*     *     *

One of the most important aspects of a pharmacist’s work is the relationship with prescribing physicians. Comparing recipes composed by Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan for use in hospitals with the way those recipes are quoted in Minhaj al-dukkan for use by the private pharmacist can elucidate this relationship. How, then, do recipes from al-Dustur al-bimaristani appear in Minhaj al-dukkan? The first characteristic that leaps to sight is the lack of verbatim quotation. Unlike most of the other sources quoted in Minhaj al-dukkan,22 Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan seems to give more details than al-Kuhin al-’Attar does, as in the recipe for squill (Urginea maritima) oxymel (sharab al-sakanjabin al-’unsuli). See table 11.2.

Most obvious here are the detailed indications provided by Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan that are completely missing from al-Kuhin al-’Attar’s version of the recipe. Does he expect the physician to prescribe this medicine explicitly, thus making indications unnecessary? If so, why is this not always the case? In addition, Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan gives highly detailed instructions for preparation, contrasting sharply with al-Kuhin al-’Attar’s vagueness: rather than sealing the mixture for two months and leaving it in the sun, Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan rather pedantically places the box in the hot sun and then takes it out of the sun, before mixing it with either sugar or good pure honey; rather than letting it achieve the [desired] consistency, Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan requires that the sugar and vinegar be cooked like plain oxymel (the recipe for which he has already given).

Another recipe with more detailed instruction in the al-Dustur al-bimaristani version is for root oxymel (sharab sakanjabin usuli), which
describes in detail the procedure for dissolving sugar in vinegar. However, this recipe also shows al-Kuhin al-῾Attar using the Baghdadi ratl while Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan leaves the choice of the Egyptian or Baghdadi ratl to the person making up the medicine—one would expect the opposite, with the hospital being more precise than the private shop.

Several recipes in *al-Dustur al-bimaristani* have more detailed indications than their counterparts in *Minhaj al-dukkan*, as in the recipe for barberry pastilles (*Berberis vulgaris, quras al-amirbaris al-rawandi*). See table 11.3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipe 1</th>
<th>Recipe 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>al-Dustur al-bimaristani, p. 37</strong></td>
<td><strong>Minhaj al-dukkan, p. 97</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barberry pastille with rhubarb</td>
<td>Barberry pastille with rhubarb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good for weak liver and stomach, extended and phlegmatic fevers, alleviates tertian, quartan and quintan fevers, opens obstructions, opposes putrefaction occurring in the arteries, good for the beginning of dropsy caused by heat in the liver and evil qualities, strengthens the internal organs.</td>
<td>We note its excellent benefits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Iraqi roses, cleaned of thorns, seven dirhams, grated licorice and manna and barberry juice, of each four dirhams, spikenard and mastic and agrimony herb and bamboo-sugar, of each two dirhams, peeled rocket seed, three dirhams, fine lac and Chinese or Turkish rhubarb and nutmeg and saffron, of each a dirham Macerate the manna and barberry juice in endive juice after removing its froth Knead with it the rest of the ingredients after grinding and sifting them, and make their weight accurate; form into pastilles and dry in the shade. Make each pastille one mithqal. | Rosebuds cleaned of thorns, seven dirhams, licorice and manna and barberry juice, of each four dirhams, spikenard and mastic and agrimony herb and bamboo-sugar, of each two dirhams, peeled Rocket seed, three dirhams, fine lac and Chinese or Turkish rhubarb and nutmeg and saffron, of each a dirham Macerate the manna and barberry juice in endive juice after removing its froth Knead with it the rest of the ingredients after grinding and sifting and form into pastilles. [Make] each pastille two and a half dirhams, so that when it dries its weight remains one mithqal. Beneficial.
The contrast between the several lines of benefits of this pastille according to Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan, and so al-Kuhin al-
῾Attar’s laconic nadhkur manafi῾ahu fi ‘l-far῾ is striking. Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan claims that this pastille is beneficial for weakness of the liver and stomach and for chronic and phlegmatic fevers; alleviates (literally: halves, shatara) tertian, quartan, and quintan fevers; opens blockages; acts against putrefaction occurring in the arteries, is beneficial for the beginning of dropsy caused by the heat of the liver and evil properties; and strengthens the internal organs. All al-Kuhin al-
῾Attar says is something along the lines of “We note its excellent benefits.” Was this perhaps such a successful panacea that the pharmacist considered exact indications unnecessary? He ends the recipe with the word nafi῾ (beneficial), indicating that this medicine did, in fact, work. Did he rely on the physician to prescribe this pastille correctly?

Once again, the instructions for preparation are slightly more detailed in al-
Dustur al-bimaristani; however, Minhaj al-
dukkan has more practical advice on how to reach the desired dry weight of each pastille.

In the case of a decoction of fruits (matbukh al-
jakiha) called may-

bukhtaj, the version appearing in Minhaj al-
dukkan is more detailed. See table 11.4.

In this recipe, the Minhaj al-
dukkan version lists several additional stages of preparation: The various simples are soaked in almond oil before being tied in a linen rag; ingredients are pounded and added to the julab to which the second straining of the cooked fruits is poured—and these extra ingredients are missing from the Dustur al-
bimaristani version (perhaps a line was omitted from the Sbath manuscript?); the final mixture is formed into pills before being dissolved for ingestion. Moreover, the last sentence of the recipe is a list of ailments for which this decoction is beneficial, and the Minhaj al-
dukkan version adds hemicrania (shaqiqa) to purification of the brain, nerves, and long-standing eye problems.

The only place where Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan gives more details than al-Kuhin al-
῾Attar is, surprisingly, at the heading, when discussing the name of the medicine: he notes that this is a decoction known in Egypt as al-
may-
bukhtaj (a Persian word meaning “cooked wine”) and in Syria and Iraq as “decoction of fruits,” while al-Kuhin al-
῾Attar conflates this by the heading “Decoction of fruits, and this is the one known as al-
maybukhtaj.” According to both authors, the two names refer to the same thing, but Ibn Abi ’l-Bayan tells his readers where each name is used. It is unclear whether this is of any significance; after all, in other recipes al-Kuhin
Table 11.4 Recipes for a Decoction of Fruits (maybukhtaj)

| Description of a decoction known in Egypt as maybukhtaj and in Syria and Iraq as “decoction of fruits.” |
|:description:|Description of a decoction of fruits and this is the one known as maybukhtaj. |
|From the Dustur|From the Dustur |
|Description of a decoction of fruits. |From the Dustur |
|Description of a decoction of fruits. |From the Dustur |
|Description of a decoction of fruits. |From the Dustur |
|Description of a decoction of fruits. |From the Dustur |

Many people use it in spring and autumn; it purges various humors, phlegm, yellow bile and burnt black bile; removes evil excesses. It has many virtues and no danger.

Take de-pipped raisins, fifteen dirhams, chebulic and yellow myrobalans, both cleaned, and Indian [myrobalan] and Syrian bugloss and licorice and maidenhair and mallow-wood and crushed fumitory seeds and barberry, of each three dirhams; Meccan senna and poppy and Cretan dodder, tied in a linen rag and added after boiling, of each four dirhams; fleshy plums, cut in half, fifteen units, cleaned tamarind twelve dirhams, sebesten and jujube, thirty units, flowers of Iraqi violets, three dirhams, water-lily and fresh rose, of each seven flowers, leek seeds, one mithqal, fennel seeds, half a dirham.

Crush those drugs that need to be crushed and steep all in four hundred dirhams of pure water for a day and a night. Boil until a quarter remains, strain and mash into it twelve dirhams of cassia fistula scales and ten dirhams of manna. Strain again over twelve dirhams of julep. Sprinkle it with half a dirham of sifted agaric, half a dirham of turpeth and ground and sifted rhubarb, half a dirham and one daniq of rubbed scammony and a spoonful of almond oil; use. One may add to these seeds, one mithqal of hiera picra, and knead everything in fennel juice and swallow four hours before drinking this decoction.

And this is to cleanse the brain and nerves and chronic eye diseases.

Beneficial for hemicrania, cleansing the brain and nerves and chronic eye diseases.
al-῾Attar has been the one adding information about the different names in different places.

However, there are a few recipes with almost no difference, such as a gargle for clearing the brain, where al-Kuhin al-῾Attar strains the liquid, but not necessarily through silk, as Ibn Abi ‘l-Bayan recommends,24 or they simply have different names for the same thing, as in the identical recipe for a poultice called a jabar in Minhaj al-dukkân and a dimad in al-Dustur al-bimaristani.25

Al-Kuhin al-῾Attar has certain expressions that he adds almost invariably, no matter whom he is quoting. The most common addition is the word nafi῾, “beneficial,” which often appears tagged on to recipes. This almost never appears in the sources; indeed, when a similar word, like mujarrab, “tried and tested,” appears in the source-recipe, in Minhaj al-dukkân it will usually be accompanied by nafi῾ as well. An interesting variant is nafi῾ in sha῾a allah. The addition of “God willing” has the effect of weakening the approval expressed by “beneficial”—perhaps this recipe is not so beneficial after all? This might be the medico-pharmaceutical equivalent of the historians’ allahu a῾lam, “God knows best,” indicating at least a lack of certain knowledge and even distrust.

Up to now we have dealt principally with the professional identity of the two authors. What of their religious identity? We know from Ibn Abi Usaybi῾a’s biography of Ibn Abi ‘l-Bayan that he was a Karaite Jew. This information could not be derived from the extant text of al-Dustur al-bimaristani—it contains not the slightest hint as to the religious identity of its author. Neither the Jewish nor the Muslim dietary laws have had any influence on the ingredients used to prepare drugs of classical Greek origin. The ashes of crabs and scorpions, wine, and the flesh of various unclean animals all appear there. The same is true of the recipes recorded in Minhaj al-dukkân. However, in contrast to al-Dustur al-bimaristani, Minhaj al-dukkân does contain clues that hint at al-Kuhin al-῾Attar’s Jewishness. The first clue, of course, is his name. The combination of al-Kuhin (= the priest) al-Haruni (= the Aaronid) al-Isra’ili (= the Israelite) suggests an actual Jew, rather than a Jewish convert to Islam or a descendant of one, possible interpretations of the nisba al-isra’ili by itself. Ibn Abi ‘l Bayan’s name, as it appears in al-Dustur al-bimaristani, does not even include this nisba. Without Ibn Abi Usaybi῾a’s biography, there would be no evidence that Ibn Abi ‘l Bayan was Jewish at all, let alone a Karaite.
Other clues to al-Kuhin al-῾Attar’s religious identity appear mainly in the chapter on drug synonyms, of all places. In a work written in Arabic characters and aimed principally at a non-Jewish audience, a few plants are given names in Hebrew, as well as different Arabic names (in contrast to one of the most famous works in this genre, Maimonides’ Sharh asma’ al-῾uqqar,26 which gives no Hebrew names). In this chapter, al-Kuhin al-῾Attar gives his readers interesting information about various plants, sometimes in addition to a list of synonyms and sometimes instead of it.

One interesting anecdote, particularly in light of the author’s identity as a Jew of the priestly caste (from which his title al-kuhin = ha-kohen derives) appears in the entry for ʻushar (Calotropis gigantea or Asclepias gigantea):27

Milkweed: this is the plant from which the sugar known as sukkar al-ʻushar28 comes. It is a plant bearing fruit about the size of a pomegranate, green on the outside and white on the inside. In it is a wool softer than silk, from which the clothes of the priest who served in the Temple used to be made. I have been told that it is unlucky in the house, and I do not know the reason for this. It is reported that the priest would use it for serving exalted God and was not permitted to change it for another.

This tale does not appear in any of the other sources used in this section, while the secondary literature knows of ʻushar only as a source of sugar.29 However, R. Sa’adya Gaon30 in his Tafsir on Exodus 25:4 states that ʻushar is a kind of flax found only in Egypt, completely white and not colored.31 Indeed, the general consensus of Rabbanite tradition is that the words shesh and bad appearing in the biblical descriptions of the priestly garments refer to linen,32 whereas the Karaite tradition is that these garments were of silk.33 Although the Karaites are also likely to have accepted Sa’adya’s identification of ʻushar, we suggest that the reference to the priestly garments as being made of a kind of linen indicates that al-Kuhin al-῾Attar—for whom no biographical details survive—is more likely to have been a Rabbanite Jew.

What then can we say of the relevance of their Jewish identity for our two authors? In a discussion of the medical works of Maimonides, surely someone whose Jewish identity was important to him in other intellectual spheres, Lieber has pointed out that
literate Jewish physicians of the medieval Islamic world, like their Muslim and Christian colleagues, were to base their ideas essentially on the writings of Galen and, through them, on the Hippocratic corpus—that is, on pagan Greek concepts. And the same held for the medicine of Christian Byzantium.

This international, or rather interfaith, unity of medicine was made possible by the fact that it was essentially untouched by theological considerations. . . . The Bible or Talmud are hardly ever invoked in medieval Jewish medical writings; just as the Koran makes little intrusion into the mainstream of Islamic medicine.34

Lieber's point seems certainly to hold true of the physician Ibn Abi 'l-Bayan. But what of the pharmacist al-Kuhin al-῾Attar? Unlike al-Dustur al-bimaristani, Minhaj al-dukkan contains two chapters (1 and 23) devoted to ethics, a large part of which have a religious flavor. In chapter 1, al-Kuhin al-῾Attar immediately reminds his son that God has created men as intelligent beings and given them free will, thus enabling them to do good. The emotion uppermost in one's soul should be reverence for God.35

Chapter 23 begins with a passage reminiscent of the Jewish prayer recited upon wakening: “I thank Thee, Everlasting and Eternal King, Who hath returned my soul unto me in mercy.” Al-Kuhin al-῾Attar tells his son:

Know that on each day the creation is renewed,36 and know that sleep is the lesser death. When a person wakens from sleep, it is as if he had been newly created, and it is incumbent upon him to thank exalted God for His power and His keeping him alive and able to thank Him for His grace.37

There is constant mention of God throughout this chapter: One must aim to be worthy of God's reward; all profits are a gift from God; one must have faith in God, for it is He who provides livelihood, not human customers; be grateful to God always, no matter what your situation: if it is good, that it is good, and if bad, that it is not worse. The chapter ends with the words: “May God make you one of those who keep and fulfill [His laws], and not make you one who forgets and is neglectful. God directs all courses.”38

Both in form and content, these chapters of Minhaj al-dukkan are very similar to the ethical wills found in medieval Jewish literature. Two
near-contemporary examples are the “Father’s Admonition” (Mussar ab) of Judah ibn Tibbon (fl. late twelfth century) and the “Gates of Instruction” (Sha’arei ha-mussar) attributed to Maimonides and probably composed by a thirteenth-century physician. Naturally, the Jewish ethical wills are addressed from father to son, as is Minhaj al-dukkan in its entirety. Like chapters 1 and 23 of Minhaj al-dukkan, the father delineates the correct way of life for his son. I will give a few examples of similar ideas: Ibn Tibbon tells his son, “Thou knowest, my son, that the Creator did not specify a recompense for any of the Ten Commandments, except for honoring parents,” while al-Kuhin al-῾Attar says, “Follow your prayers by serving your parents, for Paradise is open before you during their lives.” Or again, Ibn Tibbon says, “My son! If thou writest aught, read it through a second time, for no man can avoid slips,” while al-Kuhin al-῾Attar tells his son, “If you write a letter to anyone, reflect on it very much, for it is your intelligence sealed with your seal.” Even the advice that al-Kuhin al-῾Attar gives his son, to treat his shop and goods as a learned man treats his books—that is, to check them regularly and know what is there—appears in the Mussar ab, in admonitions on the proper care of one’s library.

Al-Kuhin al-῾Attar regards carrying out one’s duties as a pharmacist properly as a religious obligation, on the same level as belief. To him, the profession of pharmacy means constantly to fulfill the injunction to love one’s neighbor as one’s self. Neglectfulness on the pharmacist’s part is potentially life-threatening, thus such neglect would be a sin. Despite the similarities to Jewish material noted above, however, al-Kuhin al-῾Attar expresses no clear-cut religious identity beyond a general monotheism. The relevant Arabic terminology was shared by Jews, Christians, and Muslims, allowing pharmacists from every community to see al-Kuhin al-῾Attar’s moral injunctions as relevant to themselves, as relevant as his instructions for preparing medicines.

Glossary of Pharmaceutical Terms

**Decoction**: a liquid preparation made by boiling a medicinal plant with water.

**Julab**: julep, simple syrup.

**Pastille**: a small medicated or flavored tablet.
**Pill**: a small pellet or tablet of medicine, taken by swallowing whole or by chewing.

**Poultice**: a soft moist adhesive mass, as of dough or clay, that is usually heated, spread on cloth, and applied to warm, to moisten, or to stimulate an aching or inflamed part of the body.

**Rob**: thickened juice of ripe fruit, obtained by evaporation of the juice over a fire until it acquires the consistence of syrup.
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Jewish Parody and Allegory in Medieval Hebrew Poetry in Spain

Libby Garshowitz

With the arrival of Fez native Dūnash ben Labraṭ (died ca. 990) in Cordoba, Spain, and his introduction of Arabic quantitative meter, structure, themes, and rhetorical style into Hebrew poetry, the golden age of Hebrew Andalusian poetry was launched. Its most prominent representatives over the next two centuries (ca. 1020–1150), beginning with the Muslim caliphate of the welcoming ‘Abd-ar-Rahmān III (912–61), were Samuel ibn Nagrela (993–1056), Moses ibn Ezra (1055–ca. 1140), Solomon ibn Gabirol (1021–58), and Judah Halevi (1075–1141).

But many other poets soon joined their ranks, excelling in the creation of a new and enriched genre of poetry by the Jews of southern Spain, concentrated mainly in the Andalusian cities of Granada, Córdoba, and Seville and in the border city of Toledo, which embraced both Christian and Muslim influences. Their proximity to the seats of Muslim power enabled Andalusian scholars to become deeply involved with the learned courtiers there, skilled in belles-lettres, philosophy, and the narration of the glories of their conquests. Furthermore, these literary contacts enhanced their own creative skills, hitherto devoted to writing philosophical and grammatical treatises, codes of law, technical studies, and biblical translations, among others, in the Arabic language.

Soon, however, Andalusian Jews set out to write their own poetry in Hebrew, deeming it appropriate that their language was sufficiently rich and elegant to leave behind the domain of the Arabic language and
demonstrate their own skill, virtuosity, and wit in creating distinctively Jewish poetry in Hebrew. They abandoned both writing in Arabic and translations of Arabic works into Hebrew and fashioned their literary discourses to reflect their contemporary milieu and to infuse them with Jewish topics in themes, form, style, and content. These Jewish craftsmen drew their inspiration from the Jewish literature in which they were steeped from their great past and reflected, perhaps in hindsight, their uncertain present and future. Their sources stemmed from all aspects of the biblical, midrashic, and talmudic literatures that they brilliantly wove into their secular and sacred poetry. Biblical allusions abound in these literary creations, as they wrote in their poetry of the destruction of their two temples, the loss of their hegemony and their land of Israel, and the lengthy exile, as exemplified by Dūnash ben Libra’s “Sleep Not!”; the promises of eventual redemption, as in Samuel ibn Nagrela’s “Wake Up, Wake Up”; the awesome wonders of God’s creation, as in Solomon ibn Gabirol’s metaphysical treatise “Royal Crown”; laudatory poems in praise (shevah) of benefactors and friends, as in the several dedications to different patrons, both in Arabic and Hebrew, in Judah Alharizi’s Sefer Tahkemoni; and the pleasures—and dangers—of wine, as in Samuel ibn Nagrela’s “Wake Up, Wake Up” and Moses ibn Ezra’s “Drink Up, Enjoy.” Shifting seasons and lush gardens, fading and dying but reviving once again as winter edges into spring, were frequent themes in these poems. Andalusian poets wrote of battles and wars and ultimately their distaste of them. Dicta, moralia, and philosophical musings permeate this poetry as do “boasting” poems, a distinctive feature of both Arabic and Jewish poetry.

Many of these poems formed the sacred and secular corpus of Hebrew belles-lettres. Also included in this corpus and heavily influenced by the Arabs was love poetry, specifically “poetry of desire” (shirat hesheq). Filled with lust (hesheq) and longing, eroticism and jealousy, these poems were a direct heir of Arabic love poetry—characterized by its lavish scenes of nature, soirées devoted to enjoying wine, indulging in flirtatious dalliance in the presence of male and female servants, reading poems and improvising, playing musical instruments, and writing erotic descriptions of love between male and male/female lovers, usually designated by the Hebrew terms svi and ‘ofar, for the men and sviyya and ‘ofra for the women. Love poetry did not always garner approval; for example, Moses Maimonides (1138–1204) disparaged it.
Maimonides’ Views on Love Poetry

Maimonides’ objections to love poetry, both Arabic and Hebrew, stemmed from his belief that the Arabic language itself would be regarded as “out of place, vulgar, perhaps even blasphemous, and certainly inappropriate to a semi-religious or quasi-religious occasion.” Concerning poetry’s recitation in Hebrew, Maimonides’ objection derived “from the language of the subject. . . . If, however, the purpose of that poem were vice, in whatever language it may be, it is prohibited to recite it.” According to Kozodoy, “the recitation of poems in the Hebrew language, by contrast [to the Arabic] would in the view of [elders and saintly men] be permissible no matter what the particular sentiments being expressed, on the grounds that the language itself is sacred, and, being sacred, purifies and exalts that which is expressed in its syllables. The language, they would say, is an elevating and dignifying force; by its inherent sublimity it sacralizes the lowliest of subject matters.” Kozodoy continues that Maimonides would have no use for this view, from the standpoint of the subject, not the language. As we shall see, Maimonides may not have approved of the material presented in this essay, the decidedly erotic poetry of Jacob ben Elazar.12

Biblical Intertextuality and Influence of Arabic Literature

The principal text for the genre of erotic poetry was the biblical Song of Songs. Hebrew poets wove biblical verses into their own works with ingenuity. Although the format, metrics, and themes of these Hebrew love poems may be derived from Arabic poetry, their images and language were purely biblical and midrashic. The sensuous language of Song of Songs aroused later Jewish poets to emulate the idyllic language, erotic images, and ideas of this collection of biblical love stories as intertextually they recalled the sheer joy, revelry, and lovemaking of the lovers in the biblical book, which resonates with explicit corporeal imagery and sensual expressions of affection between the coy but compulsive lovers. Descriptive passages of passionate love scenes found their way into the poetry of the Andalusians.13 The love poetry of the Middle Ages is filled with expressions like “lovesick (holat ’ahavim) am I,” declares the damsel who is totally enraptured with her soulmate, or “my beloved is like a gazelle” (domeh dodi li-sevi ’o le-‘ofer ha-‘ayyalim).14 The love scenes in Song of Songs with its rich settings were magically exported into the secular
poetry of Spanish Jewry as they lauded the luxuriant gardens of Spain with her majestic mountains, warbling birds, and fleet-footed animals.

One of the many themes that Hebrew poets explored in biblical literature was the allusion to the marital relationship between God and Knesset Israel, the Jewish people, his acknowledged bride. This relationship, however, is replete with betrayal and recommitment, rejection and restoration, deception and redemption. Themes of perfidy and unrequited love, therefore, are both explicit and implicit in human male-female relationships, and both found their way into medieval Hebrew poetry, whether openly or disguised.

Influence of Arabic Maqāma Literature on Hebrew Mahbarot

Another genre of poetry found in the extensive works of Andalusian Jewry and directly influenced by Muslim culture and literature is maqāmāt (Arabic) or mahbarot (Hebrew) literature in rhymed prose and metered poetry. These compositions contain descriptions of travels and wanderings undertaken by Jews to many places in the Maghreb (west) and the Mashriq (east), wherever Jews lived, the communities the travelers encountered there, and their raucous adventures in faraway places, real or imagined (bidayon). These literary creations found responsive audiences and followed very closely upon what is regarded as the close of the golden age of Andalusian poetry, when literary activity began flourishing in northern Christian Spain following the traumas created by the upheavals of the Almoravid (1090) and Almohad (around 1147) invasions, which decimated Jewish communities in southern Spain and forced many Jews northward into Christian Spain and elsewhere in the Iberian Peninsula as well as to other countries. These “wanderings,” different from those (imaginative) tales in maqāma literature, were poignantly recorded by Andalusian poets such as Moses ibn Ezra, who was forced to leave Andalusia and who penned many poems detailing his previous unfamiliar solitude.

The master composer of Hebrew maqāmat (henceforth mahbarot) was Judah Alḥarizi (1165–1225). With his translation of al-Ḥariri’s Arabic maqāma into Hebrew, known as Mahberot ‘Itiel and the subsequent authorship of his own Sefer Tahkemoni in elegant, polished prose and poetry, the stage was set for other medieval Spanish Jewish scholars to follow in his footsteps. One such author was Alḥarizi’s contemporary and fellow Toledan, Jacob ben Eleazar (Abenalazar, c. 1170–1235).
Jacob ben Elazar’s *Sippurei ʿAhava*

Jacob ben Elazar was the scion of a distinguished family, a Toledan, a wanderer, and a grammarian who translated the Arabic-language version of the book of animal fables, *Kalila ve-Dimna*, into Hebrew, and composed allegorical philosophic works and poetry. He penned his own ten-chapter *maqāma* or *mahberet*, *Sefer Meshalim* (Book of Tales or Fables), also called *Sippurei ʿAhava* (Love Stories), in about 1233. This work is described by its editor as “having no equal in this literary genre in the medieval period.” In this work the reader encounters many of the subjects found in the scant examples of liturgical and secular poetry cited above. However it is indebted in content to sources found in other literatures—Greek, Persian, Provençal, Spanish and Hebrew. Allegorical paeans on the soul’s yearnings—in dialogue with the heart—to know wisdom, are reminders of Jacob ben Elazar’s magisterial philosophical works. There are poems in praise of Hebrew, poetic descriptions of the competitive nature of poets, and a diversionary debate between prose and poetry (poetry wins) and pen and sword (so does the pen), concluding that both are subject to God. Further enhancing this work are animal fables, interspersed with ethical discussions, tales of treacherous dealings between men and women, usually instigated by the latter and a common theme in *maqāma* literature. Also included are a legion of the usual suspects found elsewhere in medieval literature: bold hunters in animal form, handsome young men, and beautiful young women, all in pursuit of love, song, and dance. Ben Elazar demonstrates his wit, and perhaps racism, in his description of fierce battles with wicked black giants (*kushim*) who lack wisdom and in his tales of Yoshefe’s *ménage à trois* and “Kima’s and Sahar’s Love Story.” His cast of characters also include bearded hypocrites, middle-aged lechers, and deceitful young orphans. These tales are provocative, filled with the vice and wickedness of the townspeople that the travelers encounter. They are subtly woven tales of morals and codes of conduct, as one might expect from authors who have also written more somber works.

Jacob ben Elazar’s place in the Arab-Christian milieu was conducive to the acquisition of consummate knowledge of the Arabic and Hebrew languages and cultures. His travels to northern Spain and Provence would also have brought him into contact with other literatures and poetry such
as that of the troubadours. He surely would have encountered their writings on issues of morality, society, gender, and sexual relations, which were common themes in the Jewish world. Familiarity with the poetry in these areas, as well as the composition of that of his fellow Toledan, Judah Alḥarizi’s Tahkemoni, influenced Jacob ben Elazar to carry on the tradition of injecting another perspective into the literature of desire, that of parody, into his Hebrew composition. As the contact between Arab and Hebrew cultures lessened somewhat and translations of Arabic works into Hebrew increased, Jacob ben Elazar joined the cadre of authors who left the eloquence of Arabic poetry and language to articulate the expressiveness of Hebrew. Furthermore, as Andalusian poets moved northward and encountered other cultures, especially those of Christian Spain, they found that the Arabic language was not the lingua franca it had been in Muslim Andalusia.

Jacob ben Elazar’s contemporary, Judah Alḥarizi, described in his varying dedications to different patrons the state of Hebrew: “the holy tongue, he was informed, was fast deteriorating, having been abandoned by its people, who now favored the Arabic language,”26 which expresses succinctly ben Elazar’s motives for writing his “Love Stories” in Hebrew: first, he wanted to chastise the Arabs who boast about the profundity and richness of the Arabic language and thereby mock the paucity of Hebrew to address many subjects,

Is there such a language to cheer and smear
And love arouse, as the Arabs’?
Are there words as rich for wars and lore
as ours?27

Ostensibly offended by this flaunting, Jacob ben Elazar stated, as his second reason for writing his composition, his belief that the divinely ordained Hebrew language was eminently qualified to express profound thoughts:

[God] has chosen the Sacred Tongue, the Hebrews’ language, over others;
He who mocks our tongue in turn is mocked and scorned
Because in a lesser language and alien tongue he speaks to this [Arab] nation.28
Jacob ben Elazar continues: “My Book of Tales’ intent and my dialogues will respond to Arabs who the Sacred Tongue assail, vaunting their boldness over me, saying, only in their language can tales be told!” (ll. 11–14)

According to these naysayers, only the Arabic language can “praise, ridicule, arouse love, mock” (ll. 16–17), to the extent that even Jacob ben Elazar’s fellow Jews are convinced that the Arabic language is superior: “They [the Arabs] have seduced my people and have so deceived them that indeed [my people] say that the Ishmaelites silence all others with their flattery and there are no words as pleasing [῾aravim] as the Arabs” (῾aravim, ll. 20–21). Sefer Meshalim, then, is designed to remove the stigma of the “primitive nature” of Hebrew, which ostensibly shames his people. He will reveal that the Hebrew language has not fallen into desuetude, since by zealously “posing riddles [ḥiddot] and allegorizing” (l. 26) “whose content and good taste the astute [ʾish maskil] will surely understand” [bin yavin, l. 4], his fellow Jews will see what they have hitherto neglected. And, indeed, Sefer Meshalim rings out with song, ridicule, parody, satire, an abundance of puns, alliterations, praise, love, and entertainment [shaʿashuʿim] (introduction, ll. 2, 11). Jacob ben Elazar challenges the Arabs to retract their derision of the Hebrew language since he will demonstrate its superiority and exaltedness because God has endowed humankind with intelligence, perception, and speech. And if, indeed, the Hebrew language has lost some of its luster, Jacob ben Elazar will invigorate it.

The pivotal narrator in each mahberet of this work is a foreigner, as found in Arabic literature, in this case Lemuel ben Itiel, of proverbial fame, storyteller par excellence (ll. 31–35), who is our author’s own alter ego. Ben Elazar has inserted his own name, Jacob, into his introduction, abjuring plagiarizers (zar) to distance themselves from his work, on the pain of death, a most unlikely eventuality for vulnerable Jews living as dhimmis in Andalusian Spain or who were migrating elsewhere because of persecution and destruction. There are no central characters in this composition as in Alḥarizi’s Sefer Taḥkemoni. What is found throughout, however, is a medley of subjects that have little connection to the rituals of Judaism per se, but as the reader will see, there is a strong advocacy of its teachings (torot), moralizing, and the quest for wisdom and the eschewing of treachery and violation of norms. Jacob ben Elazar’s effusive praise and thanks to God and his wondrous creations reverberate throughout this composition, as found in the sacred and secular poetry...
of his predecessors and contemporaries. As the reader quickly discovers, Jacob ben Elazar’s *Sefer Meshalim* is more than an entertaining book of tales. It is a book whose alternate name, “Love Stories,” marries love and fantasy, fun and frolic, parody and satire. This essay, then, focuses on Jacob ben Elazar’s love poetry in *Mahbarot* Seven and Nine, in which are found lusty tales of women besting men in battle, resourcefulness, and poetic creativity.

**Mahberet Seven: Yoshefe and His Two Loves**

The protagonist of *Mahberet* Seven is Yoshefe, (‘ish yafeh, l. 4), who, like the aristocrats around them, have lost both status and wealth because of the rise of evildoers (l. 6). Stricken with wanderlust and perhaps wanting a better life than he is now experiencing due to his reduced social status, Yoshefe is provided with rations for a long journey from his land of Ḫasar Susa, the inheritance of Simeon’s descendants. During his travels, he joins bands of roving drunkards and gluttons and is quite content to eat and drink with them and tell tall tales, all in rhymed, metered poetry. Upon their arrival in magnificent Cairo (ll. 48–63), whose beauty Yoshefe extols with even more elegance (*u-misrayim me-hullala, be-ḥura me-‘ahoteha*), the scruffy young man is led to a marketplace, ringing with the sounds of music, where the wares are enchanting women. He singles out the most beautiful gazelle (ll. 69–75) of all, whose eyes inflame him and captivate his soul. He cannot, however, purchase her until he resolves his slovenly state. That being done, he purchases her with money that he has hidden in his torn garments. With an agent’s help, he also procures a magnificent house, surrounded by courtyards, waterfalls, lavish gardens, and stone lions spouting cascades of water, the typical backdrop found in contemporary Hebrew and Arabic literature and frequently the setting for wine soirées. He takes this most beautiful and chaste Yefefia as his lover (*ra῾ya*),36 ensconces her in his house, and arouses her desire (*hisheqaḥ*), which she pretends to rebuff, warning: “My friend (yedidi), my eyes have spread a net,” the first hint to the reader that women will take charge of both their bodies and voices. Yoshefe is consumed with passion and stung by her arrows of love (ll. 113–19). The virginal Yefefia has entrapped her lover with metaphorical weapons of war (*u-milha meqa-ddeshet*), instead of the reverse, and she succumbs to his charms, apparently without the benefit of sanctification through marriage. Henceforth
they spend their days and nights eating, drinking, and making love, batting their eyelashes and winking at each other, kissing, hugging, fondling each other, consumed by the fires of love, unquenchable by their tears, as they sing of their mutual hunger (ll. 140–43). Yefefia becomes desire personified, a woman not afraid to express her wants and her passion, which have come to pervade her total being (ll. 124–27). Their growing love is shared, and Jacob ben Elazar minces no words in his erotic descriptions of their passionate lovemaking.

Meanwhile, a visit to the slave market yields up yet another breathtaking maiden, Yemima, “white and pure like the day” (ll. 143–46). Consumed with jealousy at being passed over by Yoshefe, she sells one of her neck beads and commissions the overseer to buy her a horse, fine clothes, a royal crown, and weapons, no matter the cost. She pays him the munificent sum of two thousand gold coins—money most likely stolen from her previous master’s house (a common theme in Arabic literature), lies in wait to ambush Yoshefe at his house, and finally enters in male disguise. There, while he lies in a drunken stupor, entwined with Yefefia, Yemima kidnaps Yoshefe and leads him away, still asleep, into real captivity (shevi), as she says, no doubt in the hope that he in turn will now become captivated by her (ll. 144–64). An angry and jealous Yemima has turned the tables on Yoshefe: Yefefia, a dutiful slave girl, had followed a few steps behind Yoshefe, all the while preparing to ensnare him, but now he is Yemima’s captive and he trails her. He is the captive in this game of love, its victim, not knowing whether he will live or die, metaphorically of course. Yoshefe appears again to be led, this time by a woman, not by the ne’er-do-wells he has encountered in his bizarre travels. Intoxication, which opponents of wine soirées derided, was Yoshefe’s undoing, as Yoshefe himself pointed out (ll. 15–19). His servitude to Yefefia as a metaphorical captive of love, a common theme in love poetry, has turned into actual physical captivity. In a fit of pique, he expresses his innermost feelings at the situation in which he now finds himself. Angry and completely subdued, Yoshefe voices his discomfort at Yemima’s physical abuse, not knowing that his captor is a woman in male disguise:

Woe is me, my lover, woe is me.
From your bosom have I been stolen away.
If only my bonds could be loosened.  
Then revenge will be my way.
(ll. 166–67).

With an air of bravado (ll. 175–82), he challenges his captor (and the latter’s imaginary forces) to a duel, as one would expect a chivalrous knight to do. He boasts of his bravery, which he imbibed with his mother’s milk, flaunting his ability to pulverize them mercilessly because he is not like every lover (hosheq), weakened by desire. Before the challenge can be taken up, a newcomer appears on the scene, also on horseback, ranting and armed with a flaming spear. It is none other than Yefefia, his first love, who has discovered that Yoshefe is missing; she pursues him, also in male disguise, roaring like a lioness bereft of her cubs. Yefefia and Yemima tussle, noisily and lustily, amid dust and howls (ll. 183–99), swords ablaze, their appearances disguised by their helmets, and argue about their love for Yoshefe, whom Yefefia calls her “playmate” (yedid sha’ashu’ay, l. 237). The reader can almost savor their aggressive altercation:

They fought a mighty battle.  
One dives, the other thrives.  
One shrieks, the other screams.  
One chases, the other trails.  
One trips, the other draws.  
One on the right, one on the left.  
One taunts, one flaunts.
(ll. 193–96)

And so on. Yemima strikes down Yefefia, and Yoshefe comes to her rescue, quaking, frightened (l. 191) to see deadly scorpions and snakes upon her head (ll. 218–27). Her breasts are firm like apples, and he is suffused with pain when he lands on them, thinking they were actual spears! Typically, in medieval poetry, female body parts are compared to weapons of war, and raven black locks are also understood metaphorically, prepared by the pursued seductress as a feigned deterrent during battle. The lover’s (hashuqa) beauty, white of skin and (blood) red of face, both beckons and repels.
Yoshefe is mortified to discover that he has been kidnapped by a woman, not a man. Women have fought over him and prevailed, not he, the self-styled intrepid warrior. Yoshefe, who is paradoxically referred to as “a wise and perceptive son” (ben hakham ve-navon, ll. 6–7) at the beginning of this tale, is outwitted by two women and comments on the perfidious nature of the female species whose weapons are deceit and treachery, seemingly ignoring the “real” weapons they brandished which had terrified him (ll. 219–20). Yoshefe is willing to overlook these perversities because of the damsels’ profound beauty (ll. 229–33), saying, while still abreast Yemima,

Treachery becomes women.
They have embraced its legacy.
Like their unshared equity,
It’s women’s sole property.
Unremittingly plotting against me,
Covering my face with notoriety,
If not for her great beauty,
Whose male conquest is her duty,
Seizing the sun’s light,
Like death is love’s might.

(Song of Songs 8:6)

A weeping Yefefia both consoles and is consoled. Her feverish wandering (nedod) in search of her beloved has paid off. The two joyfully resume their play while an embittered Yemima sobs noisily.

Pulchritude and play obsess Yoshefe, but it is poetry making that is both Yefefia’s and Yemima’s venture. Says Yefefia,

Now, my sister, [stop crying], be quiet.
Plead profusely before him.
Prostrate yourself because he’s your lord.
If you’re shamed to utter separate words (devarim nifradim),
String them together as one (ve-hayu le-ḥadim).

(ll. 257–58)

Thus Jacob ben Elazar pleads his case for the sorry state of the Hebrew language in the Jewish communities. Make poetry, not war, is his message.

Despite the fierce rivalry between Yefefia and Yemima, the former surprises the reader with her magnanimity: after a lyric, lengthy, and
loving entreaty in which she describes her sadness at the temporary loss of her beloved (hosheq), her brief separation from him, and how she pursued Yoshefe “from mountain to mountain” (ll. 240–50), in contrast to the male lover in Song of Songs who “comes leaping over the mountains,” she entreats the weeping, bitter Yemima, “my sister,” also an inversion of the term in the biblical Song of Songs, to join her and Yoshefe, to compose metered poetry: “wake up, wake up, sing a song,” which enthralls Yoshefe (ll. 260–79). Yemima does, telling Yoshefe how her love for him has entrapped her (shevi ‘ahava), and now she pleads for reciprocal love (l. 269). Yoshefe is overjoyed by her pleas and consents, captivated by both lovers’ beauty, their faces alternating between the red of pomegranates and the whiteness of snow (ll. 275–79). Jacob ben Elazar has utilized the descriptive visual imagery of medieval Arabic and Hebrew poetry, along with flattery, exaggeration, simile, and metaphor to turn this battle among jealous lovers into a witty farce about the use of language. Such was his intent.

The two women’s bonding leads to the three lovers settling down into a harmonious and loving ménage à trois, “kissing, hugging, lusting,” but not before a still-chastened Yoshefe asks Yemima why, if she is so enamored of him, did she kidnap him and make him walk behind her horse, beating him all the while? Said he to his lover (ra’ayato) Yemima: “If you loved and desired me, how could you steal me away into captivity?” (ll. 281–82). She protested that she did not like to be cast away when every other suitor thought her beautiful and sweet-voiced. Yoshefe, nevertheless, persisted: “Your beauty you have praised, but me you have abased” (l. 303). Yemima’s answer: “Because you took my sister Yefefia and cast me away, I who am desired and esteemed by many a swain.” In alluring, autoerotic song (ll. 287–302) Yemima gives voice to her own comeliness (u-mare’i na‘eh), as does the damsel in Song of Songs. Nor does she overlook her exquisite voice (qoli ye’erav, ll. 283–302):

Is not every swain by my great beauty swayed?  
On my face basks the sun in its rising and setting.  
My face is a beloved’s toy and my voice a sweet joy.  
(ll. 10 and 11)

Yemima, not to be outdone by her former rival, also regales Yoshefe with his own attractiveness: “laughing, white, even teeth, not detached, like his poetry thus!” (mesummadim ve-‘ayn nifrad, l. 307), shining countenance,
exquisite stature, perfectly hewn, “Did he come from the pleasures of Paradise (ha-va mi-ma’adan ‘eden), . . . its sole survivor?” (ll. 308–16). Yoshefe is truly unique, but the reader can only smile at the profuse hype and flattery, replete with similes and metaphors, comparing him with the phenomena of creation and pristine Eden, beautiful like the young damsels themselves: “fair like the moon and pure like the sun.” The reader, however, cannot ignore Yemima’s gibe at Yoshefe’s lack of poetic skill. He, unlike them, cannot string together a coherent poetic stich! Yemima continues to enchant her lover with her tales (meshalim) of love, and all three settle down and “play as is the habit of hedonistic lovers” (mesaḥaqim kemishpat ha-ḥosheqim, l. 317).

This idyllic situation, however, is soon disturbed with the arrival of another chevalier, bloody sword drawn, whacking away at trees, shrieking and screaming, “splitting mountains with his strength and hurling down cedars with his breath, dispersing all in his path” (ll. 317–19), ready to do battle to save Yoshefe, who appears to be in no imminent danger. There is no explanation for why his sword is bloodied. There has been no report of any battle, nor does the new arrival appear to have suffered any visible wounds. Our author, however, adds an ironic touch to the entire scene: a once-shamed Yoshefe will now have his illusory honor restored by a man, not a woman (ll. 321–24). Yemima challenges Yoshefe to fight the newcomer, apparently fearing a new rival (ll. 317–26), another young woman in male disguise, roles she and Yefefia had previously assumed. The two men battle aggressively, shrieking, overheard by all, although no one else is present! The newcomer turns out to be none other than young (naʿar, ll. 88, 389) Masos, from whose house Yoshefe had been kidnapped, the procurer (sokhen) of all of Yoshefe’s wealth and the proprietor of the original love nest. The two men rejoice and kiss at discovering each other (l. 327) and return to Yefefiya and Yemima. Jacob ben Elazar continues with the burlesque of Masos’s “bloody battle” and scoffs at his implied chivalry by turning the “red” of the lover’s seductive lips and cheeks into the “bloody red” of an idle sword.

With the men’s return to the by-now fearful and tearful women, the farce continues. The women fear that Yoshefe has been captured or murdered by the new arrival but are overjoyed to find that this is not the case. The ménage à trois quickly turns into a ménage à quatre, again at Masos’s house, and they continue their former debauchery of eating and
drinking (l. 333). There seems to be no further play among them, however, which may be a harbinger of future events, as we shall see. The only positive opinion Masos seems to contribute to this ménagerie is, like Yefefia’s previous advice to Yemima, his suggestion that Yoshefe should continue to string together individual words in his prose tale to fashion a truly beautiful necklace of poetry (ll. 365–66). It would appear that Jacob ben Elazar is truly as interested in song as in love, in keeping with his intent of entertaining his readers and restoring the beauty of the Hebrew language.

The unexpected arrival of messengers from Yoshefe’s father disrupts the enlarged household as they announce the restoration of the family’s wealth and authority, the return of craftsmen to their trades, the return of high society to its former station, and the overthrow of the evildoers, who had caused Yoshefe to embark on his voyage of self-discovery (ll. 341–56). Yoshefe decides to return to his native land, much to Masos’s chagrin as he bewails the sorrow that this parting (perud) will cause, since he and Yoshefe have formed a love pact (berit ‘ahava, l. 376) which parting will sever. One wonders what kind of relations exist between the two men, since Masos refers to Yoshefe as dod (ll. 382–84), beloved, rather than yedid, friend, much like the love poetry written by men for men, their ‘offer or șevi. Magnanimous Yoshefe invites Masos to join him on his home journey and promises him that he will give him his young, pure, chaste sister, Șippor (Birdie), as an ‘ama, (attendant?) so that Masos may “sit and chirp” (tashov ve-tispor, l. 391) with Șippor. Now it is Masos’s parents’ turn to give him presents for his journey (ll. 394–97) to the Șippor he loves, sight unseen (l. 394). The four leave Egypt for Hasar Susa, Yoshefe’s hometown, where they are joyously greeted. Handsome Masos takes Șippor as his ‘ama, and following a grand feast and the exchange of gifts, Masos falls in love (now for real!) with Șippor and does not leave her side for an entire year. Yoshefe, meanwhile, sits with his two young loves, Yefefia and Yemima, all singing songs, posing puzzles, telling tales, experiencing events, passing out parcels of clothing and other gifts as befits [Jewish] women, and performing righteous acts of loving-kindness. No rivalry or jealousy bothers them, as is customary among friends (kemishpat haverim, l. 411), which is a subtle touch of irony, as we shall see. Needless to say, Jacob ben Elazar is subliminally indoctrinating his readers with Jewish morals and ethics.
For an entire year Yefefia and Yemima tutor Sippor (where is Masos?), now referred to as Masos’s wife (l. 412) in the art of love and beneficence and fill her young heart and mind with desire and intellect (*melo’ hesheq . . . u-vin* ll. 422, 418), recounting adventurous love tales of young gazelles (l. 413), which they know in abundance. We know very little about Sippor other than her brother Yoshefe’s flattering words about her as young and chaste. Neither her husband, Masos, nor Yoshefe speak of her beauty or her intellect, which she so admires about her tutors. We are not told about Sippor’s transformation from ‘ama to wife. We know only that Sippor’s youth renders her sensitive and easily influenced. Now Sippor begins to “chirp” (ll. 417–40), earning the two ladies’ praise: “Many women have performed heroically, but you have outdone them all!”

But all is not as harmonious as it appears. There is a subtext here, a new twist. Sippor’s song is different from the love songs of Yefefia and Yemima. While Yefefia and Yemima had adapted to some kind of *modus vivendi* with Yoshefe in their new love nest, they had insinuated, quite cunningly, into their exquisite songs tales about fat, healthy gazelles (*shemenot beri’ot*), jealous women (*nashim meqanne’ot*), women’s deceit (*me’ilat nashim*), women hated and loved (*‘ahuvot senu’ot*), busybodies (*ve-holekhot u-va’ot*), and women suspected of committing adultery (*u-minhat qena’ot*, ll. 413–14), common themes in Hebrew and Arabic *maqāma* literature and usually recounted by men. Sippor now begins to chirp, in rhymed verse, a rather different tune. After a full year of living in the *ménage à cinq*, she bemoans her youthful bridegroom’s lack of sexual know-how, awareness, and sophistication and begins to bewail her own naiveté:

Wit have you taught [your] foolish maid [Sippor]  
Who now knows just a little  
A mind unversed in riddles and lore  
Unveils an ignorant boor [Masos]  
The deft knows riddles  
The base his mouth proclaims  
Your spirit on me is poured  
And in mine is love galore  
Tender and young is my beau  
Filled with yearning but untested  
Hitherto lovers he hates
And now his own desire he slakes
No opening for love appears
To find a portal he fears
To hug or kiss me he tries not
And now a storm churns the pot
Surely once his heart’s desire
For death his soul incites
Yet today with desire inflamed
He will yet arouse love’s flame

..............................
His heart lacks desire (hesheq)
Like mine, as far as Shinar
As his rapport with me is close
My soul is not remote

..............................
Like ice bare of hair
Like a clean-shaven priest
Whom a razor has fleeced
Like a man with no face
Stripped nude in disgrace
Like a man with no gear
Displaying his fear
Like a frothing madman
One he scolds, another he chides
Like a fool inclined to folly
Inclined to sit naked and dotty
(ll. 418–40).

As painful as Șippor’s plaint is, the reader is somewhat startled by her, and Jacob ben Elazar’s, candor. And it is to this that Yemima and Yefefia answer, apparently derisively and sarcastically because their delicate senses may be affronted by their novice’s crude words: “Many daughters have acted daringly, but you have bested them all!” As a counterbalance to the immediate desire that inflamed Yoshefe, Yefefia, and Yemima, rushing headlong into love and lovemaking, Masos not only appears to be biding his time but his erratic behavior, as described by Șippor, leads the reader to wonder whether Jacob ben Elazar is mocking the genre of love poetry itself in his exaggeration of its physical torments.
Masos is young and untutored in the art of love and “has set his soul (nafsho) to death / but the day will come when passion arouses his zest” (u-vo ’esh ’ahava tiv’ar, ll. 426–27), hopes Șippor, like the love martyr who struggles incessantly with her/his passion, alternately flagging and surging. For the present Masos is content with platonic love, in Șippor’s words (ve-lu qirvat yedid li tov, tehți nafshi ha-lo’ miš’ar, l. 433), and Șippor, too, must yield for the present. Perhaps Masos’s youth and inexperience have led him to act wildly and irrationally when he appears to defend Yoshefe, yet he has the ability and means to furnish Yoshefe’s love nest in Cairo! Jacob ben Elazar ridicules Masos’s phlegmatic character as he turns hot and cold, tearful and exuberant, in his relationships with both Yoshefe and Șippor. In this mahberet, ben Elazar also appears to mock courtly love with its martyr complex and ascetic nature, since it is not consonant with Jewish tradition as is, supposedly, harmonious, monogamous married love, which, if faithful, poses no source of interest to him in this parodic, satiric work. One’s wife should be of no legitimate concern to anyone but her husband. It is only the adulterous wife or a chaste young maiden who interests authors and readers of this piquant literature. In the case of Masos and Șippor, married love concluded in abstinence, although it had been a case of love at first sight, in each other’s company for a year! Perhaps Yefefia and Yemima subliminally undermined this relationship as they stoked Șippor’s curiosity and wonder with their tales of women’s wiles and perfidy. One can only surmise the reason for this—jealousy and thus betrayal of their protegée. But if Șippor entertains some ray of hope, so should the reader.

Summary of Mahberet Seven

In the tale of “Yoshefe and His Two Loves,” Jacob ben Elazar introduced into his love poetry a rare phenomenon prior to the advent of the maqāma genre: women’s voices, somewhat stilled in biblical literature and medieval Hebrew love poetry but quite prevalent throughout Songs of Songs. These voices at times are equally strident and loving as they express both desire and reserve. Our author has allowed the women to embody contrived modesty through their provocation of their stricken lovers as Yefefia and Yemima pursue Yoshefe and Șippor tries to revitalize Masos’s love through plaints about the “courtliness” of her “courtier.” While handsome Yoshefe
is a slave of love, Masos is its quasi-martyr.\(^5\) Jacob ben Elazar’s hedonistic tale of love has returned both the sensuousness of love and its poetry as found in the biblical Song of Songs, parodic as it may be.

### The Tale of Sahar and Kima

In Jacob ben Elazar’s tale of “Sahar and Kima’s Love” in *Mahberet* Nine, the reader encounters another aspect of love poetry that differs markedly from the debauchery that is pursued by Yoshefe, Yefesia, and Yemima and aspired to by Sippor. The hero of this *mahberet*, young Sahar (l. 62, he is called *na῾ar* throughout), also has a rather interesting background. While escaping from his authoritarian father, Salmon, a member of the upper class as is Yoshef’s family, he reaches the sea of Jaffa and there finds a group of men fleeing from women (l. 8)! In a parodic rewriting of the biblical Jonah story, the helpless seafarers, including Sahar, faced with shipwreck and death because of a storm, promise to give money to the poor in exchange for their salvation. The ship breaks up, and Sahar is carried away by a strong wind to the dry land of the city of Sova (Aleppo, ll. 6–19). Sahar is the sole survivor of the shipwreck, while the others have been devoured by fish. He sings out the events of the shipwreck and gives profuse thanks to God, the powerful creator of heaven and earth and of the forces of nature (ll. 20–55). Meanwhile, in the city, from afar, Sahar is observed by a beautiful woman who informs her mother of the newcomer. They spread word of the newcomer’s handsomeness to ever-appearing new female arrivals, who, while gazing at him, see his handsome face turn into that of a sharp-toothed lion (ll. 60–61). The metaphor cannot be misconstrued. Sahar is not only comely (*yefi sahar*, l. 65), like the moon, but also strong and aristocratic. That strength is deceptive, for he is soon entrapped by two laughing black giants whose spearlike eyes pierce him (ll. 67–72). He calls them Amalek, Israel’s implacable enemy whom Israel is commanded to both obliterate and commemorate.\(^5\) The reader expects to find a valiant and courageous knight, sole survivor of a shipwreck, ready to challenge his tormentors. Instead, we find that Sahar, with the face and teeth of a lion, has the courage of a pussycat. He sees these eyes as battle-ready, shooting arrows, and in metered song he bemoans his physical entrapment: “From the sea I’ve been delivered / and in [this] house now I’ve been severed” (*nimḥaṣṭi*, ll. 70–72). The brave
hero is now faint with fear (ll. 67–72). Sahar, however, through Jacob ben Elazar’s voice, may be dissembling, for in the language of prayer he cites a phrase that is a cry to God for rescue, which does come, a subtle reminder, perhaps, to his reader of God’s individual providence.\(^{59}\) He is released, without the reader’s being told how, alluding perhaps to God’s mysterious ways and the Jews’ future redemption.

While Sahar contemplates his misery, a fragrant apple enclosing words of love (ll. 82, 84) is tossed his way by the beauteous, chaste Kima, the confined resident of the palace.\(^{60}\) Neither she nor her companions know whether they are more enchanted by Sahar’s radiance (zohar panav, l. 82) or his song! Now it is Kima’s turn to sing words of love: “Welcome to you, welcome [to you], [love-]struck at first sight (shalom le-kha, shalom harug ‘eynayim” (l. 87). She continues, voicing her desire: “Lovesick from pain and by her love for you slain, she has taken twofold of your desire. If only I could be night and day with my antelope, laughing, hugging, and fondling my breasts!” (ll. 87–89). The chase has begun, and so has the sensual language! Both Kima and Sahar test each other throughout this mahberet, sending messages on curtains (parokhet), reminiscent perhaps of the Ark’s curtain, or through proxies, Kima’s alluring intermediaries, who somehow incrementally increase in number.\(^{61}\) They send out feelers to each other, whether through these messengers or through (imaginary) kisses, Kima kissing her own hand (va-tenashqehu ‘al yadah kemo mishpat yedidim ne’emanim), as if it were Sahar’s, “as is customary among faithful friends.” She does not kiss his mouth, presumably because he is not physically near her. In turn, Sahar kisses her “from afar” (ll. 90–92) like a courtly, anguished suitor. According to Shulamit Elizur,\(^{62}\) this type of kissing was customary among servants and masters, not lovers, as a token of respect. However, since Sahar’s lovesickness reduces him to the status of a “slave” to love, it is natural that Kima would obey the dictates of the servant-mistress relationship as well as observe the rules of courtly lovers who, unwillingly, must keep a physical distance from each other. Satirically and jocularly, the lack of Sahar’s corporeal presence also prevents a closer relationship. The alluring Kima’s eyes, however, dance and play as if they were hugging (ll. 295–96). Kima’s coquettishness fulfills the requirements of courtly love, in which she reiterates that love among distinguished, cultured persons (ašilim or nedia am) is a meeting of hearts and minds, not flesh. That is the fate of friends who are separated lawfully (ke-mishpat yedidim ha-nifradim ke-ḥeq, l. 92). Kima chastises Sahar:
Why are you angry and why downcast?
To kiss and hug, is that our task?
This is not done at our flat!

(ll. 301–309)

Nobility of heart and soul, protected by a guardian angel (malakh yedidim), is required for members of the higher classes, the aristocracy, not members of the “half-breed class” (benei ha-ta’aravot, ll. 299–300)! Kima emphasizes that pure love, righteous deeds, and the spirit of our love are chivalrous (neqi-khaf bar pe’alim ve-ruah ‘ahavatenu nediva, l. 312). Their kisses, therefore, are symbolic, from afar! They may be in each other’s company, not to hug or kiss but to purify and unite their hearts (‘aval lev zeh be-lev zeh doveq); such is the responsibility of the prestigious, to embrace moral instruction, righteousness, justice, and fairness (musar haskel, šedeq u-mishpat u-mesharim, ll. 305–306).64 Indeed, they converse and sing love songs (shir ‘ahav) all through the night, neither approaching nor touching, although they crave and ache for each other, having to content themselves by simply drinking in each other’s radiance (ll. 328–33). But Jacob ben Elazar may be ridiculing this protracted, drawn-out flirtatious affair, for the verb he uses, va-yithareshu, “and they were silent” (l. 333), is the same verb used to describe the silence of the people of Gaza “who surrounded [the house] and waited all night long to kill Samson.” Yet this very root, h-r-sh, in a secondary sense, means “to plough,” perhaps hinting that Kima and Sahar had not passed the night in melody and misery but in (imaginary) lovemaking, the reason for dissimulating being Kima’s fear of her father the king, to whom she swears that despite her passionate love for Sahar, their relationship is celibate. In keeping with the ideals of courtly love, love for its own sake was worth pursuing, worth suffering for. Sahar has endured Kima’s flirtations and banishment from the palace’s environs. Also, he has endured the sting of burning arrows and has been forced to suffer other indignities such as endless wanderings, awaiting any word from Kima, content to listen to anyone who has any knowledge of his beloved. In his lovesickness, Sahar will pour out his torment to anyone who will listen. In an impassioned address in which he describes how they have mutually inflamed each other, Sahar reiterates that their mutual separation (pereda) has slain her as well as him. The woman, the owner of the apple (l. 104), whom Kima has sent to test Sahar, now gives him a perfumed letter in which Kima pours out
her heart and accuses him of slaying her! “Hurry up and heal me” (l. 131). This buffoonery ends when Sahar realizes that Kima truly loves him and wants him to join her in the palace in the capital. His dream has finally materialized! Any desire for revenge because of his erstwhile distress is dispelled upon his arrival at the palace. If the reader thinks that Sahar has suffered sufficiently, then s/he errs. Sahar continues to be challenged by the unapproachable Kima, who speaks in autoerotic terms of her own beauty, teasing him: “Kima is beautiful / Beautiful to the sight and beautiful in height” (ll. 267–68).

Their much-too-prolonged traumatic courting, both in public and in private, Sahar’s frustration and anguish, Kima’s coquetry, plotting, and torment, “I’ve stalked him in my net” (l. 285), take their toll on Sahar. Although he has played the so-called courtly lover who must protect his lady’s virtue, he has paid a terrible price. When Kima finally relents, she invites him to the palace and promises him love (dodim) instead of “wanderings” (nedodim), but not before marriage. It is through Kima, the coquette, that Jacob ben Elazar preaches abstinence before marriage. This would be the Jewish way to conduct one’s sexual life. It is Kima who speaks of “rules and precepts” eleh ha-ḥuqqim ve-ha-torot (l. 308) that one must observe in courting.67

Love Fulfilled

Although Kima has led Sahar on a not-so-merry chase, not everything is serious in their love affair, as in Sahar’s whimsical comic swimming scene. He must gain entrance to his love’s magnificent glass palace, surrounded by water on all four sides and, in language strongly reminiscent of the chaotic abyss prior to creation as well as the Israelites’ crossing of the Sea of Reeds, Sahar is ready to disrobe and swim, but is afraid to do so for fear of drowning (ll. 321–24)! The brave Sahar who had swum ashore in order to escape a shipwreck and black giants, who had allowed himself to be outwitted by Princess Kima and her father, the king, finds himself in perilous circumstances, death by drowning, not what one would expect from a chivalrous hero. But, as in Sippor and Masos’s tale, all is not well with Kima and Sahar. Even before they are allowed to marry, the two lovers, who continue to sing of each other’s beauty and bemoan their mutual entrapment, now begin to talk about love and strife (ll. 390–91), amid the
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unquenchable fires of desire and reciprocal cruelty: “Both desire and war kill! Woe to warriors and woe to lovers,” says Sahar (l. 370). Kima, who has tortured Sahar with the arrows of love, continues to play hide-and-seek with him. This love-and-hate relationship continues much too long (ll. 390–91), as Sahar asks Kima if this is characteristic of lovers (te’udat ’ahuvim). Are strife and conflict (riv u-madon, ll. 394–96) prerequisites for composing love poetry? Adding fuel to the unquenchable fire of love is Kima’s seemingly innocent request of Sahar to explain to her the difference between the pangs of love (dodim) and friendship (torat ha-yedidut). The reader can sense Sahar’s feeling of despair as he admits that a beloved speaks no truth and that love lacks understanding and knowledge and is unable to distinguish between good or bad; such is the lesson the lover takes with him to the grave (ll. 427–38).

As the two lovers continue to agonize over their dilemma on the meaning of love, a maid servant informs Kima of her father’s imminent arrival. Kima’s fear of her father forces her to hide Sahar, but the king finds him and assaults him. She assures her father that their love was chaste. “He didn’t touch me, and I didn’t touch him . . . we were both clothed in righteousness . . . observant of the commandments (miṣva) and reverence for our reputations” (ll. 472–75). The king ultimately gives his blessing to the couple, calling Sahar “a man in whom God’s spirit abides” (ll. 517–18), but not before asking Kima why they so desire each other. Kima details both the torments and thrills of their love (ll. 483–84) in a brilliantly constructed and lengthy poem, similar in style to the Arabic-language qasida (ll. 485–514).68 After the father’s violent death (the reader is not told how), Sahar is enthroned in Aleppo in his stead, and following a year of wedded bliss he and Kima begin another type of duet, quarrelling and mollifying, separating and then reconciling, proving the adage that the road to true love is rarely smooth (ll. 522–23). When, as a married man, he is no longer challenged by Kima’s flirtations and his mission of pursuing her, the handsome Sahar (l. 6) turns into a replica of his own tyrannical father (l. 7), taunting Kima, tormenting her for her defiance (ll. 524–26). Kima reminds her husband of their pure, spiritual love, suppressing its consummation until they were married, reproving him for accusing her of Eve’s primordial offence (l. 528) and repeating the ancients’ sins, bewailing the fact that “lovers (hosheqim) have become oppressors” (’osheqim, l. 544). As they continue this state of “battle” and contrition, Kima says, “If there’s
no quarrel in love, how can there be gentle, friendly rebuking or pleasing bookmaking?” Sahar agrees, and the two maintain this state of affairs, presumably throughout their marriage, until their dying day.

**Insights into Mahḥbarot Seven and Nine**

In *Mahḥbarot* Seven and Nine of *Sefer Meshalim* or *Sippurei ’Ahava* Jacob ben Elazar has not only given voices to his women but he has also given them names and identities. Names of lovers are not usually found in biblical poetry, except for the *Shulamit* in Song of Songs, nor in Hebrew love poetry. Male lovers are anonymously addressed as ’ofer, or sevi, or the plural of these terms, as in Song of Songs. Jacob ben Elazar, however, has generously endowed his actors with names that characterize their traits, at times rather fiendishly. The choice of names in “Yoshefe and His Two Loves” and “Sahar and Kima’s Love Story” cannot be accidental. Masos’s name, joy, as in the biblical verse, “a bridegroom’s rejoicing over his bride,” must be satirical, to say the least. There is a bridegroom and a bride, but no marital bliss! Birdie/Sippor, who sings like the bird that her name connotes, chirps her unexpected plaint (teluna) in which she laments Masos’s boorishness and his lack of desire and affection, complaining, “He hasn’t even tried to kiss me!” (l.425). She, who sings of her frustrated desire despite being well tutored in the art of love, only enhances Jacob ben Elazar’s seeming disdain for the serious nature of love poetry, perhaps even the institution of courtly love, although in the tale of Kima and Sahar he apparently displays his approval of it. Sippor’s tale is harsh but comical and seemingly derides the tradition of the cruel female lover so pervasive in Hebrew love poetry. Masos is the only male lover in these two *mahḥbarot* who appears untainted by the pangs of love. His façade as the jocular and prosperous procurer of Yoshefe’s opulent love nest in Cairo and the quasi-defender of Yoshefe’s honor belies his parodied manhood and bizarre behavior. On the other hand, Yoshefe, Yefefia, and Yemima, whose names signify “attractiveness,” “beauty” and “purity,” respectively, are coveted and loved, and they prove that beauty and handsomeness succeed in attaining love, despite torment and anguish along the way. Nowhere in his “Love Songs” has Jacob ben Elazar written about Sippor’s beauty, only her youth, intellect, generosity, and composition of poetry under the tutelage of Yefefia and Yemima. If our author is hinting that Masos’s and Sippor’s unconsummated love is the expression of ideal,
courtly, and chaste love, advocated by some earlier Arab writers and later Hebrew poets, the reader must remember that Masos and Șippor are now married and therefore entitled to indulge in conjugal love, should they wish to do so. This would be of no interest to any outsider. It is more likely that Jacob ben Elazar is parodying the “abstinence” and “continence” advocated by those who believe in mystic love, who believe in the “slavery of love” rather than in its realization. Sahar’s name signifies the full moon, whereas Kima’s name symbolizes the Pleiades, a cluster of stars that metamorphosed into the seven daughters of Aethra and Pleione, the seven sisters. Hence Kima’s allegorical handmaidens at her beck and call in her and Sahar’s “dance of love.”

Throughout Mahbarot Seven and Nine, Jacob ben Elazar has used images of war and affection, portraying and parodying love as a veritable battlefield, fought by both men and women. Might this warfare between the sexes hint at Israel’s (and the Jews’) exile because of their baseless hatred as they quarreled and quibbled with each other, abandoning God’s teachings? Yefefia, Yemima, and Yoshefe dwell harmoniously, as did their ancestors, arguably, in the early days of Israelite history. Hence there seems to be little sermonizing or moralizing in their tale. Sahar and Kima, however, quarrel incessantly, indulging in “love spats” (ll. 522–35) once their love has been consummated. Kima, like Șippor, may have been disappointed in her marriage, and she therefore derides its physical aspect: “The lust of the obscene is obscenity” (ve-khol hesheq benei naval nevala, ll. 314–16) or “the spirit (ruah) of love arouses evil, but the spirit of wisdom (hokhma) tantalizes” (ll. 480–82). Since Jacob ben Elazar only hints at external elements for Israel’s woes, such as the aristocracy’s fall from power along with its eventual restoration, could he be alluding to the eventual reconciliation of his fellow Jews if they follow God, the commandments, and the paths of wisdom and excellence? Since our author’s works are imbued with the pursuit of wisdom and the honing of the intellect, it is possible that he is reaching out to his fellow Jews to abandon the fleshly pursuits of foreigners and take up once again the vocation of Jewish living. Moreover, since Jacob ben Elazar has endowed Kima with the desire for wisdom, it is through her words that he has introduced a didactic, but also entertaining, quality into his poetry. He has created Kima as the proactive partner in this love story, as one who carries the greater part of poetry making, who is empowered not only by her body but also by her voice. She is also the initiator of morality, introducing
tidbits of wisdom throughout her poems. Love-smitten Sahar, however,
is left “without mind (lev) and knowledge” (daʿat, ll. 275–76), and he ac-
knowledges Kima’s words of censure and admonishment as she keeps his
advances in abeyance: “Blessed is your good sense, and blessed are you”
(barukh taʾamekh u-verukhaʾat, l. 318). Jacob ben Elazar’s Sefer Meshalim
is more than a repository of games of love, in which artificial situations
and actors are posed. It is also a moralizing social commentary in praise
of mores, morals, and marriage through the voices of women. The reader
is reminded of his intent in composing this work: “They pose riddles, but
the intelligent and perceptive will comprehend their significance” (intro-
duction, ll. 4–5).

Conclusion

Jacob ben Elazar’s success in showing the diversity of the Hebrew lan-
guage favorably bridges the gap between Arabic literary discourses and
other maqāmas (mahbarot) written by his Jewish contemporaries. His
Sefer Meshalim, or Sippurei ʾAhava, has breathed humor into medieval
Hebrew. His intention to “pun, play, ridicule, and mock,” along with ex-
aggeration and overblown phrases, is notably successful. He has trans-
formed the texts he has used, Song of Songs and others, into moral and
didactic lessons for his contemporaries and for posterity. Furthermore,
what distinguishes this mahberet from others is not only the eloquent or
bawdy language used throughout, but also visual descriptions of duels,
palaces, and gardens. His characterization of make-believe actors turns
them into authentic human beings, visual and sentient. Both Yefefia and
Yemima become take-charge women: Yemima in the slave market, and
Yefefia’s invitation to her rival to join the love nest! If their “protégée”
Sippor is unsuccessful in her quest for love, it is Masos who is to blame.
If the reader is somewhat surprised by the fickleness and weakness of the
hero, Yoshefe, s/he needn’t be, for at the beginning of the tale of Yoshefe’s
wanderlust, he had attached himself to drunken sots, although “his desire
was remote from theirs” (l. 38). He is a “naïf” (ʿish tam, l. 38). It is only
when he is infatuated with female wares in the slave market that he be-
gins to initiate action, but not for long. With his capture by a woman, he
regresses and only then reacts. He is “led,” instead of “leading,” a captive,
no longer a captor. Instead of a stalwart “hero,” we find aggressive “hero-
ines,” a sexual role reversal, similar to those in many Arab tales. Instead of
dueling and virile male warriors, it is women who have turned the tables: disguised as males, they display full competence in martial arts, characteristic of tales of female prowess found in other contemporary tales such as troubadour literature, with which Jacob ben Elazar would certainly have been familiar.77

In another proverbial twist of the blade, Jacob ben Elazar has portrayed his women as wily and resourceful, capable of achieving their goals. Not only do men praise their beloved’s beauty but the women also “take up the word,” so to speak, and proclaim, in autoerotic terms, their own nubile beauty and desire. They are sharp and canny. The tale of Yefefia and Yemima illustrates their developing maturity. Far from being the ingénues first encountered here, subservient to male seduction and lovemaking, the two “slaves” have developed into proficient snarers of men, poets and storytellers par excellence and sexual beings, comfortable in their sensuality and sexuality and content in their spiritual fulfillment. In this game of sexual politics the women star, not the men, neither quaking Yoshefe nor asexual Masos. It is only the young, unfortunate Sippor whose voice chirps and rings out in plaintive song, bewailing her sorry lot. Two women get what they want: Yefefia and Yemima live in ongoing harmony. They achieve love and attention; young Sippor does not. In Jacob ben Elazar’s tale of “Sahar and Kima’s Love,” flint-hearted, elitist, imprisoned Kima (l. 251) displays her wit, sagacity, and song making in matters of love and morals before she succumbs to her husband’s autocratic behavior.

In the narration of these two mahbarot, the reader is left with the impression that Jacob ben Elazar has applied his considerable linguistic skills not only to satirize the game of love played out between men and women through song but also to display his virtuosity and adroitness in the Hebrew language. Notwithstanding his satire, he displays eloquence and elegance in descriptions of the beauties of nature and his surroundings, reminiscent of the sensual Song of Songs and contemporary medieval poetry.

Jacob ben Elazar’s erotic prose and poetry might have antagonized Maimonides, had he been alive, but Maimonides’ younger contemporary, Moses ibn Ezra, writer non pareil of multilayered poetry, defended “love (‘ahava) and passion (ta’ava) as proper subjects for poetry,” because of their charismatic appeal “in the sacred writings, even if their true inner meaning is not always understood.”78 And thus it is with Jacob ben Elazar’s poetry.
Along with his objective to “praise, ridicule, arouse love, mock,” Jacob ben Elazar’s actors have strung together words to make a necklace of song, love, and beauty that both captivates and titillates the reader. In his collection of love songs, Jacob ben Elazar has included all the elements of secular Andalusian poetry: luxuriant settings, wine, desire, praise, death, plaints, and hyperbole. He has also incorporated, in a parodic and allegoric manner, the substance of courtly love: a burlesque of the aristocracy, the lampooning of courtly wooing, quasi-secrecy, and imagination. Above all, he has made his whimsical characters and situations breathe life and frolic into this Hebrew mahberet. This work may not shed much light on Jacob ben Elazar’s own personal life, but perhaps the circumstances that led his male characters, Yoshefe and Sahar, to “flee,” namely, the downfall of the elite or flight from one’s own family, may reflect some details of his own history: personal turmoil or upheaval in the Jewish communities amid hostile Muslim and Christian host societies with the resultant loss of Jewish autonomy, scholarship, and culture. And, most likely, this particular work was intended to imbue the reader with wisdom (diverei hokhma), knowledge (da’at), and perception (derekh tevunot), key features of a Spanish-Jewish intellectual. However, Jacob ben Elazar has proven the mettle of his introduction: the Hebrew language can arouse love, mock, play, sing, tantalize, brood, reflect, and, above all, entertain.
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69. l. 545: ve-ey mitqey tokhahot yedid ‘o ey ne’im sefer.
70. Songs 7:1. See also Scheindlin, *Wine, Women, and Death*, 81–82, who describes this phenomenon in medieval love poetry.
71. Isaiah 62:5.


73. See Songs 7:3, ‘agan-ha-sahar, in combined form.
74. The word *kima* occurs also in Amos 5:8 in combination with *kesil*, Orion, as it does in Job 9:9, 38:31; Isaiah 13:10. In BT Berakhot 58b Samuel said: “Were it not for the heat of Orion the world could not endure the cold of Pleiades and were it not for the cold of Pleiades the world could not endure the heat of Orion,” which can be understood as alluding to Kima’s alternating passion and cruelty toward Sahar. Furthermore, Samuel puns on the word *kima*, referring to it as “about a hundred (ke-me’a) stars,” Kima’s handmaids or perhaps the many trials Sahar must endure.

75. Along with these words Kima states that the status of “kind words” (*nedivot*) of “spiritual love” (*hishqam*) are found in “their books, filled with innocence (*tom*) and integrity (*yosher*), and reverence (*yir’a*) and humility (*῾anava*).” The editor, Yona David, in his notes to this chapter and these lines, 160, understands “their books” to refer to the books of love written by members of the “half-breed society,” that is, those of inferior intellect. He states in the same note that Schirmann emends the text to read “our books” (*sefareinu*). It is possible that if the correct reading is “their books” (*sifreihem*), then Jacob ben Elazar may be subtly continuing his ridicule of them; if the emendation “our books” (*sefareinu*) is followed, then our author could possibly be extolling Jewish literature to his fellow Jews who may no longer be familiar with them, an accusation shared by his contemporaries. However, Jacob ben Elazar may be casting an indirect jibe at the works of Arab love poetry, which he intended to do, and therefore the reading “their books” should be retained.


77. For female mastery of the martial arts see Decter, *Iberian Jewish Literature*, 140–41, who, citing Tova Rosen as well as other sources, briefly reviews the possible roots of the themes of “cross-dressed knights” and female militancy.
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Miṣḥaf al-Shbahôt—The Holy Book of Praises of the Babylonian Jews

One Thousand Years of Cultural Harmony between Judaism and Islam

MERAV ROSENFELD-HADAD

After a prolonged stay of nearly 2,600 years in the Diaspora, the Babylonian Jews returned in 1951 to their homeland, the renewed state of Israel. Only three years later, in 1954, they published their first edition of a book entitled Sefer Shirim Tehilat-Yesharim Hashalem, Pizmonim, Bakashot Vetishbahôt (The Complete Book of Songs, Praise of the Righteous, Songs, Supplications, and Praises), called also Miṣḥaf al-Shbahôt (pl. mṣāḥif, s. shbah). It was the second comprehensive collection of religious songs created by this community. The first was published in Baghdad in 1906.

The book comprises poems belonging to all the occasions of the ancient para-liturgical practice which functions as a complementary worship to the main observance of communal occasions, such as the Sabbath and the three main festivals, Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles, and life-cycle occasions, such as circumcision and bar mitzvah. These are celebrated mostly outside the synagogue, by singing each of these poems to a melody mostly adapted from an existing Arabic song.

This chapter addresses the Miṣḥaf as a book of religious practice with poems that reflect Jewish life, as an isolated community nourished only by its own religious and cultural sources. It is also viewed as a collection of poems that taken together narrate the story of Jewish existence as part of a larger fabric of social and cultural life, in which a rich and long-lasting
discourse between Judaism and Islam took place in many aspects of life and scholarship. This is a story of one thousand years of Hebrew religious poetry, its poets, and its carriers, the Babylonian Jews. In essence, this is also the story of the para-liturgical song (PLS) of any other Arab-Jewish community: all members of such communities are familiar with this repertoire, and its performance practice is as pivotal in their lives as it is for the Babylonian Jews.

1. The Poems of the Mishaf

The Mishaf contains 371 poems of various genres. Most are written in Hebrew, but there are also poems in the Judeo-Arabic vernacular, Aramaic, and Turkish, all written in the Hebrew alphabet. For most poems, the author of the text is not named. These poems contain religious themes, which express communal or private supplication, petition, and confession to God, called Baqashah (supplication, pl. Baqashot). They also express adoration, thanksgiving, intercession, and praise of God, called Shbah.

2. Musical Information Given in the Mishaf

The scant musical information given in this book is scattered over a few headings of the poems. Only 15 out of the 371 poems have headings with musical information of any sort. Each such heading includes a recommended melody, which is indicated by the opening words of another poem. There are no particular qualities shared by these songs that appear to differentiate them from the other songs in the Mishaf. Furthermore, this musical information does not assist in tracing the original melody of a specific song. However, it reveals the rich sources from which the melodies are borrowed. They can be taken from other para-liturgical poems that appear in the Mishaf, from hymns that belong to the liturgy or other religious practices, and from secular Arabic songs.

3. The Emergence of the PLS

The poems of the Mishaf show clearly that the history of the text of the PLS is not necessarily the history of the PLS as a distinct religious genre. Shiloah (1992, 111) describes the emergence of the piyyut, a religious sung
poem, performed outside the liturgy, as a socioreligious process: “Thus in the course of time the piyyut broke through the limitations of liturgy and synagogue song and found an accepted niche during public and private ceremonial occasions.” Shiloah does not mention any particular time at which the PLS emerged. There are, however, scholars who tend to mark the sixteenth century with Najarah’s poetry as a starting point for the appearance of the genre. His songs are described as a kind of para-liturgical poetry performed at special pre-dawn rituals of devotion (Tietze and Ya’halom 1995, 9). Najarah’s poems are not, however, radically different from much earlier religious poetry and, therefore, the definite time in the past at which this genre emerged is yet to be discovered.

4. The History of the PLS in the Context of the Arabo-Islamic Cultural Domain

Scholars agree that the Arabo-Islamic influence on Hebrew religious poetry was strong, long-lasting, and encompassed both time and place (e.g., Altmann 1969; Scheindlin 1991, 1994; Levin 1986; Tobi 2000; Mirski 1992; and Schippers 1994). It continued for more than a thousand years and took root wherever Muslims were the rulers and Jews were their subjects. It had started as early as the ninth century in the most important spiritual centers of both Judaism and Islam, i.e. ‘Abbāsid Baghdad, and continued in Muslim Spain, roughly between the tenth and fifteenth centuries (Tobi 2000, 40). Both periods represent the “Renaissance of Islam” (Stillman 1997, 87). During later periods, when Islam was no longer as strong and powerful, this influence moved to different places throughout the Ottoman Empire.

The Arabo-Islamic impact on Hebrew poetry resulted in radical changes that are evident in its form, style, content, and even language. Indeed, the structural, poetic, and linguistic borrowings are so extensive that some define it as a poetry that differs from Arabic poetry only in its language (Tobi 2000, 7). In its content, Hebrew poetry expressed new ideas, replacing themes of communal concerns and hopes with matters involving the individual’s religious experience and wishes (Scheindlin 1991, 22). These ideas were inspired not only by Arabic poetry but also by the Quran, the Ḥadīth (the sayings attributed to the prophet Muhammad), and Islamic philosophy, theology, and mysticism (Lewis 1984, 80).
The intense presence of these sources in Hebrew religious poetry makes the poems impossible to understand without a thorough acquaintance with the wider cultural surroundings that nourished the mind-set of the Jewish poets (Tobi 2000, 7).

However, this immense influence does not imply that Hebrew religious poetry is a pure imitation of Arabic poetry. The Hebrew poets reached literary peaks no less sophisticated than their Arabic counterparts—otherwise these poems would not have been treasured as a very important form of Jewish poetry from the ninth century until the present day (Tobi 2000, 8, 11).

The pivotal role that Arabo-Islamic culture had in shaping the PLS is also attested in its music. As early as the 1930s, major studies in ethnomusicology describe this strong influence on many aspects of the melody and its rendition. Idelsohn (1923) and Lachmann (1929), two pioneering scholars in the study of Jewish musical traditions among the communities who lived in Arab countries, were the first to identify the strong presence of this culture in their Jewish religious songs. From this point onward, the way was opened for studies addressing religious songs in Jewish communities that still live in the same countries, such as the Djerba community (Lachmann 1929; 1940; Davis 1985; 2002), communities that immigrated to Israel, such as the Babylonian Jews (Idelsohn 1923; Shiloah 1983) or to the West, such as the Syrian Jews in New York and elsewhere in the Americas (Shelemay 1998; Kligman 2001). These studies show unequivocally that the Arabic musical tradition has long been a pivotal component in the cultural life of these communities, religious as well as secular, and in their identity as Arab-Jews (Shelemay 1998).

It is important at this stage to note that, regarding the influence of Arabo-Islamic culture on Hebrew religious poetry and its music, this study follows the path paved by findings made in previous works and does not address any of the influences that Judaism had on Arabic culture and Islamic religion. This presentation should by no means be seen as an attempt to undermine the Jewish influence; rather, it is a reflection of the particular focus of this study. That is to say, in literature and the arts in general, and in Hebrew poetry in particular, “the Muslim influence on the Jews is enormous, and it is almost entirely one way” (Lewis 1984, 81). This assertion is equally valid in the case of the melodies, which are all borrowed from the Arabic repertoire of songs, and which also dictate the singing style of these Hebrew poems.
The Historical and Cultural Scope of the *Mišaf*

The Poets: General Description

Discovering the names of the poets and establishing their chronological order reveals that the *Mišaf* covers one thousand years of Hebrew religious poetry, dating from the tenth century. It contains poetry written by the most prominent poets. All produced their work within the Arabo-Islamic civilization and were much influenced by it.

Seventy-two poets, whose work collectively comprises over 270 poems, were identified in the *Mišaf*. The poems written between the tenth and sixteenth centuries remain the most popular among Arab-Jews, including the Babylonians, and also in some Ashkenazi communities. In particular, these include poems by the most prominent poets of the golden age of Muslim Spain, during the eleventh and the twelfth centuries, such as Ibn Gabirol, Yehudah Halevi, and Avraham Ibn ʿEzra. The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, which ended with the expulsion of the Jews from Spain, are not represented in the *Mišaf*.

The presence of the Babylonian poets in the collection is evident only from the eighteenth century onwards. It is known that Hebrew poetry continued to be written in Babylon of the post-ʿAbbasid era (twelfth and thirteen centuries) and mainly in the quasi-*muwashshah* style (*shir meʾeyn-ezori*) (Tobi 1981, 51). It is also known that after the expulsion of the Jews from Spain, the poets of the East, especially the Babylonians, continued to write in the Spanish style (Tobi 2000, 19). Yet this period of Babylonian religious poetry is not represented in the *Mišaf*. A possible reason for this finding might simply be the lack of documented information regarding rabbinical scholarship of any sort, including poetry, between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries. According to Benayahu (1993, 9), neither books nor manuscripts from this period, or even earlier, have survived. This is because Babylonian works of religious scholarship were not copied throughout this period, as was the custom with Jewish scholarship and poetry of Muslim Spain. However, the reason for the absence of earlier poems is not yet known definitely.

As to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Rosen-Moked (1982, 132) affirms that it is even possible to say that a certain kind of renaissance of the Spanish school took place among the Babylonian poets. This is evident in the work of three nineteenth-century poets, ʿAbdallah Ben
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Prominent Poets</th>
<th>Poems in the Mīḥaf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Abbasid</td>
<td>10th century</td>
<td>Baghdad and Cordoba</td>
<td>Dunash Ben Labrat (915–70)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim Spain</td>
<td>11th to 15th centuries</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Shlomoh Ibn Gabirol (1020–57)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yishaq Ben Yehudah Ibn Ghayyath (1030–89)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yehudah Halevi (1075–1141)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avraham Ibn 'Ezra (1089–1164)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maimonides (1138–1204)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Provence</td>
<td>Yishaq Ben Yehudah Hasniri (13th century)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yosef Ben Ḥanan Ben Natan Ezobi (13th century)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zrahyah Halevi (13th century)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ottoman Empire</td>
<td>Constantineople</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16th century</td>
<td>Constantinople</td>
<td>Shlomoh Ben Mazal Tov (16th century)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Safed</td>
<td>El'azar Ben Mosheh Azkari (1533–1600)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avraham Maimin (16th century)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Palestineb</td>
<td>Israel Ben Mosheh Najarah (1555–1625)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>Shim'on Lavi (d. 1545)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tunis</td>
<td>Fardji Shawat (16th century)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17th and 18th centuries</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Mosheh Ben Aharon Adhan (17th and 18th centuries)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>David Ben Aharon Hasin (1727–92)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mosheh Ashkar Hakohen (18th century)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baghdad</td>
<td>23 Poetsd (18th and 19th centuries)</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18th through 20th centuries</td>
<td>Halabc</td>
<td>Yishaq 'Antabi (18th and 19th centuries)</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Refael 'Antabi (19th century)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mordekhay `Abadi (19th century)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avraham 'Antabi (20th century)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yishaq 'Abadi (20th century)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total PLSs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

a. Not certain.
b. Also Adrianople in Turkey, Damascus, Safed, and Gaza.
c. Under the Ottomans until 1918.
d. The most prominent poets are Mosheh Halevi (1835–1909) with seven songs; Rabi 'Abdalla Ben Rabi Khther Hnin (d. 1859) and Saleḥ Mašliḥa (1773–1885) with six songs each; and 'Ezra Ben Rabi Eliahu Sofer (19th century) and Sason ben Rabbi Mordekhay (1747–1830) with four songs each.
e. Also known as Aleppo.
Rabbi Khther Hnin, whose poems appear in the *Miḥṭaf*, Yehezkel Hnin, and Avraham Mosheh Shmuel. And despite the lack of information, some of the strophic poetry of the Babylonian poets that appears in the *Miḥṭaf* attests to their acquaintance with the Spanish poetry and the *muwashshahāt* (*shir ezor*) in particular.

Two other groups of poets are represented here. The first are the North African poets from Libya, Tunis, and Morocco between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. This is despite the fact that the close relationship between the Babylonian and North African communities dates from the ninth century (Gruner 1989, 49).

The second group is the poets of Halab (Aleppo), from the eighteenth century onwards. This can perhaps affirm the close relationship between the Babylonian and Syrian communities that was reinforced in the eighteenth century, when the former was in desperate need of leaders. After a disastrous plague that killed a large number of its members, including the leadership, the Babylonians invited the Syrian Rabbi ʿṢdaqah Ḥuṣīn (1699–1733) to be the head of their community (Hakak 2005, 15). The work of his son, Mosheh Ḥuṣīn (d. 1810), was identified in the *Miḥṭaf*.

**Chronological and Geographical Boundaries**

When the veil of anonymity is lifted from the poets of the *Miḥṭaf*, a panoramic landscape of time and place is revealed. This book encompasses chronological and geographical boundaries that are, although broad, carefully defined. Within these boundaries, it conveys the four formative periods of Hebrew religious poetry in general and the PLS in particular. These poets lived in the major capitals of Arabo-Islamic civilization while conducting an intense intellectual dialogue with the surrounding society.

The *Miḥṭaf* documents the first encounter of the Jews with Arabo-Islamic culture in ʿAbbasid Baghdad during the tenth century; it then moves to Islamic Spain from the eleventh to the fifteenth century, before returning to western Asia under the rule of the Ottoman Empire in the sixteenth century. This journey comes to an end in Baghdad between the eighteen and the twentieth centuries, the city where this artistic and religious journey began.

Thus the *Miḥṭaf* documents almost the entire history of Jewish para-liturgical poetry, embracing periods of cultural growth and flowering in
Islamic civilization as well as periods of decline. It covers all times and places in which Jews created and performed this genre under the wings of the Arabo-Islamic civilization, which had given birth to this genre and nourished its poetic and musical features through the entire second millennium. The first two periods are the formative and classical periods of medieval Islam and Judeo-Arabic culture. The third period was the last of the great periods of Islamic culture, when the large and creative Jewish communities were scattered throughout the Ottoman Empire. And the fourth and last period represents the final phase of Judeo-Arabic life in Arab lands.

The Arabo-Islamic Culture as Reflected in the Mishaf

It would be almost impossible to portray in the framework of a single study the influence of Arabo-Islamic culture and religion on the entire collection of the PLSs in the Mishaf, in all its complexity and variety. The aim of this study is more limited. Instead, four prominent poets will represent each of the four periods described above. Dunash Ben Labrat (915–70) represents the first period in ‘Abbasid Baghdad. Shlomoh Ibn Gabirol (1020–57) represents the second period in Muslim Spain and Israel Ben Mosheh Najarah (1555–1625) represents the third period, in the Ottoman Empire, mainly in the Middle East, including North Africa. Hakham Yosef Hayyim Ben Eliyah al-Hakham (1835–1909) represents the last period, mostly in Baghdad, then still under the rule of the Ottoman Empire.

The work of each of these poets is significant in both the history of Hebrew religious poetry, and in reflecting the influence of the Arabo-Islamic culture on this poetry. The following sections give a general account of the various aspects of this influence on the work of each of the four poets, illustrated by one each of their poems, all of which are analyzed here in this inclusive manner for the first time.

‘Abbasid Baghdad and Dunash Ben Labrat

In 762, during the reign of the caliph al-Mansur (754–75), Baghdad grew from a small suburb near the capital of the Sassanid Empire, Ctesiphon, into the capital of the caliphs of the ’Abbasid dynasty. The small community of Jews, who had lived there from the third century, gradually expanded and became the largest Jewish urban community in the area
known today as Iraq (Rappel 1978, 31). Between the eighth and the tenth centuries, various caliphs implemented different policies, for or against the Jews; nonetheless, and despite all the restrictions, many Jews adopted the values, manners, and customs of Arabic culture. By the tenth century, Jews were using Arabic for nearly all forms of writing, both secular and religious (Stillman 1997, 83). And the first blossoms of Arabo-Islamic influence on Jewish life, thinking, and writing, including religious poetry, had started to be apparent (Ben Ya‘akov and Cohen 1971, 1445).

The period between the mid-seventh and mid-eleventh centuries witnessed the golden age of the geonim, the heads of the prospering academies of Jewish learning in Sura and Pumbedita, which were located in southern Iraq and moved at the beginning of the tenth century to the ‘Abbasid capital, Baghdad (Fawzi 1993, 193). This era coincided with an unparalleled efflorescence of Arabic culture during the Umayyad and ‘Abbasid dynasties. The strong influence of this culture on Jewish life contributed to the growing importance of the Jewish leaders in Babylonia. Thus Baghdad also became the spiritual capital of the Jewish people. It was the place where rashey hagolah (the leaders of the Diaspora), the highest authorities on Jewish law, lived. Here, Hebrew poetry encountered Arabo-Islamic culture and as early as the ninth century, it started to come under its influence (Tobi 2000, 40).

Dunash Ben Labrat (915–70), a poet, linguist, and musician, was a native of Fez. He received his education in Baghdad at the feet of Sa‘adyah Gaon (882–942). In 960, he moved to Cordoba, where he became an influential figure whose role in establishing the foundations of the new Spanish school of Hebrew poetry was significant. As the earliest poet whose work appears in the Mishaf, Dunash represents the first stage at which Jewish scholarship was influenced by the Arabo-Islamic civilization. As a devoted disciple of the Sa‘adyah Gaon, Dunash absorbed much of the literary doctrine of the late Hebrew Babylonian poetic school (Fleischer 1975, 337). In this same cultural environment, he made his most revolutionary step, introducing Arabic poetic meter to Hebrew poetry (Tobi 2000, 55).

Arabo-Islamic Influence

Tobi (2000, 11) describes Dunash as the poet from the East who opened the door to the Arabic influence on Hebrew poetry which became completely
reliant on Arabic poetry, and every Jewish poet’s goal was to try his best to follow the footsteps of the Arabic poets.

The Quantitative Meter

One of Dunash’s most significant contributions to Hebrew poetry was the introduction of Arabic poetic meter, the quantitative meter, which is based on a distinction between short and long syllables. It replaced the Hebrew metric system, which was prevalent at that time, and was based on the distinction between stressed and unstressed syllables (Stoetzer 1998, 619). Dunash’s invention is considered to be a revolutionary act of immense influence on Hebrew poetry (Yahalom 1979, 24). This is because it deviated from Hebrew grammar and bestowed on the meter the status of an independent element overriding the grammar and content of the text. As such, it also raised enormous opposition (Tobi 2000, 256).

The new meter had far-reaching implications for sung poetry. The old system had not included any consideration of time. The articulation of the words was according to the intensity of their syllables rather than their length. As a result, a melody for a Hebrew poem was in free rhythm. The new metric system, on the other hand, gave length to the syllables and thus created the foundation of metered melody with flowing rhythms, which was easier for singing. It also made the formal idea of a stanza more prominent, an innovation that helped to bring music into religious practice (Boehm 1971, 594).

Dunash’s pioneering invention was difficult to grasp until the time of Ibn Gabirol, who furthered its presence in Hebrew poetry, religious as well as secular (Levin 1986, 129). Only then, and subsequently over many centuries, did it spread to other places, such as North Africa, Turkey, Syria, Babylon, Egypt, and Yemen (Hrushovski 1971, 1121). From Dunash’s time onwards, meters based on syllable counting have ruled Hebrew poetry.

Biblical Language

Dunash was not the first to introduce biblical language into Hebrew poetry, but he was the first to use it exclusively (Tobi 2000, 120). Inspired by the Islamic adoration of Quranic language, his predecessor and teacher Sa’adyah viewed biblical Hebrew as a language which was by no means less sophisticated, rich, or powerful than the language of the Quran. Therefore, he encouraged the use of both the biblical style and the old
paytanic style, which had been prevalent since the third century. The latter included a combination of biblical and new words created by the paytanim (poets) according to their special linguistic needs (Schirmann 1998, 39). The Spanish school of Hebrew religious poetry continued Dunash’s legacy and insisted on rigid adherence to the form, syntax, and grammar of pure biblical Hebrew (Tobi 2000, 56).

The Qaṣīda

In Cordoba, Dunash was the first poet to write perfect Hebrew qaṣīda, the most prestigious and classic Arabic genre. The qaṣīda comprises a variable number of bipartite lines, up to one hundred, all of which have identical meter. The rhyming scheme is aa ba ca da, etc., that is, the rhyme appears in both parts of the first line and only in the second part in the rest of the lines (Jacobi 1998, 630). Later on, in Islamic Spain, Ibn Gabirol adopted and developed this genre (Schirmann 1998, 124).

Dunash’s Dror Yiqra (Proclaim a Release) (first stanza, author’s translation): Poetic Characteristics, Content, and Melody

Proclaim a release for both son and daughter
And the LORD shall guard you as the pupil of His eye
Your name is pleasant and shall never cease
Sit [and] rest on the Sabbath day

Dror Yiqra M(55;78), was written in 960 when Dunash was in Spain (Alcalay 1993, 160). It is sung during the Sabbath meals, especially during the first meal on Friday evening. The poem reflects two of Dunash’s inventions: Arabic quantitative meter and the exclusive use of biblical language.

Most scholars call Dror Yiqra a zemer (song) and do not relate to its poetic genre (Allony 1947, 36, 38; Schirmann 1954, 40; Fleischer 1975, 412; Ratzaby 1996, 1:47–48; Breuer 1993, 24; Weinberger 1998, 134; Schirmann 1998, 126, 128). In Dunash’s time, the qaṣīda had reached its greatest length and was cut into strophes, with shorter lines and a unique rhyme situated at the end of each of them, instead of one rhyme at the end of the longer original line. As the first poet to write Hebrew qaṣīda, it is likely that Dunash was influenced by this development, and what we see here reflects this effect (Breuer 1993, 24). Breuer relies on this assumption when he tries to explain the reason for the combination of two poetic elements.
noticeable in Dunash’s poem for the first time. These are the absence of ḥaruz mavriah, that is, a similar rhyme at the end of each of the strophes of the poem, and instead, the appearance of a rhyme at the end of each line of the strophe, and the changes of rhyme from one strophe to another.

The poem has six stanzas; each has four symmetrical lines of eight syllables and a similar rhyming scheme: aaaa, bbbb, cccc, etc. Dunash uses the Arabic quantitative meter of a type called ḥazaj, hamarnin in Hebrew. This particular meter entered instantaneously into secular and religious Hebrew poetry, and the most famous example is Dror Yiqra (Ratzaby 1996, 47).

Dunash uses biblical vocabulary, though in his own style. For example, the first two words of the poem Dror Yiqra are a variation on three biblical sources. Leviticus 25:10 has veqeratem dror bares (and you shall have the horn sounded throughout your land), Jeremiah 34:15 has liqro dror (proclaim a release), and Jeremiah 43:8 has liqro lahem dror (proclaim for them a release). The poem also demonstrates the change or twist Dunash made in the grammatical function of these words and thus in their meaning. Perhaps he did this in order to fit the biblical quotations to the new Arabic meter. For example, in line 2, in the phrase ne῾im shimkhem (your voice is pleasant), the word ne῾im should be na῾im, as it appears in Psalm 35:3—zamru lishmo ki na῾im (sing hymns to His name, for it is pleasant). Another example is in line 4—shvu nuh (sit, rest). In the original text, Numbers 22:19, it appears as shvu venuhu (sit and rest).

The heading of the poem does not indicate any melody to which it is sung. The Babylonians have several melodies for this popular song. All of them are based on maqāmāt (s. maqām, Arabic musical scale), although their original Arabic songs have yet to be identified (see Shiloah 1983, 62 and note 15).

**Muslim Spain and Shlomoh Ibn Gabirol**

Jewish settlements in Spain developed significantly in the eighth century, a short time after the Muslim conquest, and were in close relation with the Babylonian leadership.

The period during the eleventh and twelfth centuries is regarded as the best that Jews ever experienced under Islamic governance, as they enjoyed a high degree of religious and civil autonomy. The free religious, political, and cultural atmosphere gave rise to a significant Jewish courtier class,
with a sense of identity combining Jewish and Arabo-Islamic cultural values and ideas. Social and intellectual collaborations were common and normal between Jews, Muslims, and Christians (Brann 1991, 1).

Shlomoh Ibn Gabirol (1020–57) was a Spanish poet and philosopher. He is regarded as the major religious poet of the Arab-Jews, and a large number of his poems have been preserved in prayer books of many Jewish communities. Eight of his poems were discovered in the Miṣḥaf, and they appear on various occasions.

Ibn Gabirol is considered the founder of the new school of religious poetry in Muslim Spain and thus the most important poet of this era (Mirski 1992, 159, 298; Levin 1986, 92). More than any other poet, he is responsible for the great change that occurred in Hebrew poetry under the influence of Arabo-Islamic culture. As a follower of Saʿadiah Gaon and Dunash, he is also seen as a poet who allowed deeper amalgamation of Arabo-Islamic features with Jewish ideas and values in Hebrew poetry.

Arabo-Islamic Influence

Islamic Mysticism and Arabic Secular Poetry

The neo-Platonic School, founded in the third century by Plotinus, formulated an idea concerning the human soul and its purpose. The origin of the human soul, before it was united with matter, existed in the Eternal and Supreme, and thus its goal was to return to this high origin. This idea was adapted and further developed by the Islamic neo-Platonic school, which viewed God as the Eternal and the Supreme. The earliest step was made by al-Kindi (d. 866), the first Muslim philosopher, then by the Ikhwān al-Ṣafā (Pure Brethren), a group of Muslim philosophers in Basra, Iraq, of the tenth and eleventh centuries. Later, it reached its intellectual fruition in the works of al-Farabi (872–950) and Ibn Sina (d. 1037) (Levin 1986, 137).

The work of these neo-Platonic philosophers, mostly that of Ikhwān al-Ṣafā, was brought to Muslim Spain by the philosopher Ḥamid al-Din al-Kermani (d. 1020) and studied by Ibn Gabirol, who eventually adopted their ideas, which are clearly manifested in his poetry (Levin 1986, 139).

Among all the Jewish neo-Platonic philosophers of the Middle Ages, Ibn Gabirol was the most original and significant; his ideas shaped the core thinking of Jewish philosophy, theology, and Kabbalah (Jewish
mysticism). He transplanted neo-Platonism into Hebrew poetry without any feeling of contradiction between his Jewish religious beliefs and his philosophical outlook (Guttmann 1964, 89).

This same idea also appears in the early Sufi mystic and ascetic poetry, called zuhdiyyāt (ascetic poems, s. zuhdiiya, from the verb zahada, to renounce or to turn away from)(Levin 1986, 136). This genre was developed in the early Islamic period and became the favourite poetic style during the first years of the new Muslim empire, especially at the beginning of the ‘Abbasid dynasty in the eighth century (Stern 1974, 81). In a varied number of rhymes and metered lines, ranging from less than ten to over forty, written in simple language, these poems convey the vigorous attempt of the worshipper to come closer to God.

Levin (1986, 95) states without any equivocation that Sufi mysticism had a strong impact on Ibn Gabirol’s life and work. He was the first poet of Hebrew religious poetry to adopt the zuhdiyyāt genre, including its ideas, not only in his poetry but also in his other works. He was influenced, in particular, by the zuhd, the idea of the rejection of material comforts in order to pursue personal contemplation and meditation, and he eventually adapted this concept as a way of life. Cole (2001, 30) raises only briefly the possibility that Ibn Gabirol was the first Jewish Sufi.

Ibn Gabirol was the first Hebrew poet to shape his philosophical and mystical ideas in a form that was entirely influenced by the imagery and prosody of Arabic love poetry. He used it as a model for his description of the love between God and the people of Israel, particularly for expressing an intimate and direct appeal of the individual believer to God (Scheindlin 1991, 37; 1994:109). The religious state of the worshipper was one of the most important ideas that occupied the Hebrew religious poets of Muslim Spain (Levin 1986, 92). According to Scheindlin (1991, 139), it was completely inspired and influenced by Arabo-Islamic ideas prevalent at that time. Ibn Gabirol’s act, in this respect, is considered a radical development, because it demanded an absolute abandonment of the early Hebrew hymnology in both form and content (Levin 1986, 119).8

The Muwashshah

Ibn Gabirol was the first Hebrew poet to write poems in the muwashshah genre (Schirmann 1998, 316). In his time, this genre was disdained by classical and prominent poets, Jews as well as Muslims, as it was considered to
be a promiscuous and sensual form of song, performed by female slaves in taverns. Here also, Schirmann views Ibn Gabirol’s act as courageous. He wrote his muwashshah in the muʿāraḍa (imitation) technique prevalent in Arabic poetry, particularly in this genre, which is based on the imitation of an existing poem. The close contact that the Hebrew poets in general, and Ibn Gabirol in particular, had with contemporary Arabic poets who wrote muwashshahāt is attested by the numerous cases of muʿāraḍa that still can be ascertained, despite the scarcity of the Arabic material (Stern 1974, 45).

Ibn Gabirol’s Shfal Ruah (With Lowly Spirit, Scheindlin’s translation 1991, 177): Poetic Characteristics, Content, and Melody

1a With lowly spirit, lowered knee and head  
1b In fear I come; I offer Thee my dread.  
2a But once with Thee I seem to have no worth  
2b More than a little worm upon the earth.  
3a O Fullness of the world, Infinity-  
3b What praise can come, if any can, from me?  
4a Thy splendour is not contained by the hosts on high,  
4b And how much less capacity have I!  
5a Infinite Thou, and infinite Thy ways;  
5b Therefore the soul expands to sing Thy praise.

The Baqashah Shfal Ruah M(16;9) also appears in the liturgy and is recited in the Morning Prayer of the second day of Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year). It reflects the longing of the feeble and humble worshipper for the unreachable and Almighty God, emphasizing the huge gap existing between the two.

Ibn Gabirol uses the Arabic poetic genre called qīṭa (pl. qīṭaʾ), psuqah in Hebrew: a short and monothematic version of the often polythematic qaṣīda, which was widely used for zuhdiyyāt. The qīṭaʾ comprises not more than ten lines, each divided over two hemistiches. In comparison with the classical and sophisticated qaṣīda, the qīṭaʾ tends toward simpler diction, less elaborated rhetoric, and greater lyricism.

This genre symbolizes the real Spanish revolution in Hebrew poetry under the influence of Arabo-Islamic culture, not only through its form
but also through its content, that is, the intimate and direct appeal to God (Fleischer 1975, 402). Six out of his eight poems in the Miṣḥaf, including Shfal Ruah, are qiṭa’.

The rhyming scheme is typical of the qiṭ’a: aa, ba, ca, da, etc. The poem is structured on the Arabic meter called wāfir, hamerubeh in Hebrew, which has eleven syllables in each hemistich of each line.10

Ibn Gabirol uses wide-ranging and versatile sources of biblical quotations and vocabulary.11 In a few cases, he quotes the biblical version as is. For example, the first two words of the poem are taken from Isaiah 57:15 and Proverbs 17:19 and 29:23. In others, just like Dunash, he makes few adaptations to fit the words into his poem. An interesting example is the two words shfal qomah (low stature) in line 1, quoted from Ezekiel 17:6, and translated in the poem as “lowered . . . head.” Here, Ibn Gabirol separates the words: shfal, which appears at the beginning of the verse, and qomah at the end. He then slightly twists the grammatical form of the verb shfal: in Ezekiel it appears in the feminine form, gefen soraḥat shiflat qomah (a spring vine of low stature) and in the poem in the masculine, referring to a male worshipper. The word qomah (stature) is also changed to veqomah (and stature), and between this pair of words, Ibn Gabirol inserts another word, berekh (knee), perhaps intended to emphasize the insignificant rank of the worshipper.

The thoughts, aspirations, and ordeals of the individual worshipper are at the center of this poem. The influence of secular Arabic poetry on the content is expressed through the direct and rather intimate speech of the worshipper to his creator, God. The neo-Platonic idea combined with Islamic mysticism, according to which the human soul has the potential, the ability, and the need to unite with God through a spiritual process, is also expressed here.

The earthly human body gives the worshipper a keen sense of worthlessness (lines 1 and 2). This human weakness creates a huge chasm between God and the worshipper, who nonetheless yearns to reach his maker. The cosmic gap widely separating the two is expressed in its two extremes: on the one end stands the humble and fearful worshipper, who considers himself unworthy (lines 2, 3b and 4b); and on the other end stands the Almighty God with His infinite measures of goodness and greatness (lines 3a, 4a, and 5a). The yearning of the worshipper to unite with God, and thus to close this huge gap, is expressed through a dynamic process of self-struggle which is described throughout the poem. The last
word of each of the lines ends with the syllable *mah*, which in Hebrew constitutes the word *mah* (what). This word can open various questions such as what to do, what to think, how to speak, etc. Thus it creates an impression of the state of emotional turmoil the worshipper is in, which grows even stronger as the appearance of *mah* is so dense; all five verses of the poem end with this syllable.

With this emotional unrest, it seems, the answer hides in the question, as *mah* also constitutes half of the word *neshamah* (soul), perhaps suggesting that the way to resolve this perplexing situation is through the *neshamah*. Indeed, the poem ends with the optimistic hope of a devoted lover when he finds the way to reach his beloved, God. This huge gap between the two can be reconciled only through the soul, which will unite with God on common ground. It is expressed in the last verse through two variations of the same word *gadol* (infinite or great): *vehigdalta* and *tagdil*, used for God and the worshipper (lines 5a and 5b), respectively. For God, *vehigdalta hasadim* (“. . . and Infinite Thy ways”); and for the worshipper, *lekha tagdil lehodot kol neshamah* (“Therefore the soul expands to sing Thy praise”). This unity between God and the worshipper is realized through a spiritual process of contemplation and prayer that leads the worshipper to unification with God.

Scheindlin (1991, 139) asserts that the form and structure of this poem derived entirely from secular Arabic poems. Furthermore, he says that its content is saturated with Islamic thinking to the extent that “the specifically Jewish element of the liturgy is either completely suppressed or drastically reduced, and the theme of love all but disappears.”

In this poem, as in Dunash’s, there is no indication as to the melody to which the poem should be sung. Two melodies are prevalent among the Babylonians. The first is sung in *maqâm nawâ jihârkah* by Shlomoh Reuven Mu’alem (1905–89), who was one of the most famous cantors in Baghdad of the first half of the twentieth century and later on in Israel. The second version is sung in *maqâm bayât* by Moshe Havushah, the grandson of the Baghdadi cantor Gurgi Yair, a contemporary of Mu’alem.12

The Ottoman Empire and Israel Ben Mosheh Najarah

For both Muslims and Jews, the year 1492 symbolizes the dramatic transition from the fifteenth century to the sixteenth. For the Muslims, it marks the fall of their last hold in Spain, in Granada, and the end of classical
Islam (Kahen 1995, 415). The Ottoman Empire became the next, and to date, the last, of the great Islamic world states. In this same year, the Jews were expelled from Spain, a trauma that left its mark on Jewish life for many centuries. A number of places within the Ottoman Empire became the home of large and important Jewish communities formed by both the already existing Jewish population together with the new exiles from Spain. The spiritual crisis of the post-exile experience led to a remarkable engagement in Jewish mysticism, Kabbalah, which was accompanied by rituals of singing. This was an attempt by the Jewish people, as a nation, to understand the meaning of this last trauma while establishing a new life under the wings of a new empire and hoping for a better future. In addition, the void caused by the departure from the rich cultural milieu of Spain was filled, for these Jews, by Ottoman Turkish culture (Tietze and Yahalom 1995, 11). In this new environment Najarah’s poetry emerged, reflecting the influence of the Turkish culture as well as Arabic.

The poet and musician Israel Ben Mosheh Najarah (1555–1625) mirrors in his poetry both a strong bond with his predecessors, the poets of Muslim Spain, and a new poetic form, style, and content. His work symbolizes a significant phase in the history of Hebrew religious poetry, inasmuch as it represents, for the first time, a simple poetic version of the genre that is more accessible to all members of the community (Benayahu 1990, 281). Najarah’s poetry served as a model for an entirely new school of poets in subsequent years, a school that still exists today in Hebrew religious poetry. There is no Arab-Jewish poet of religious poetry who has not been influenced by Najarah (Benayahu 1990, 283). The Babylonians’ admiration for this poet is expressed through the inclusion of eighty-one of his poems, which have been identified in the Mishaf and thus make him the most popular poet in this collection.

Arabo-Islamic Influence: Text and Music

Both Arabic secular poetry and mysticism continued to be influential in Najarah’s poetry. It reflects a combination of strong Jewish identity, steeped in Jewish suffering and longing for redemption and elements taken from the wider cultural environment, such as Arabic poetic genres and melodies (Tietze and Yahalom 1995, 19). Indeed, the content of his poems are no longer similar to Dunash’s serene descriptions nor to Ibn Gabirol’s refined expression of the sensitive worshipper who experiences
intimate and complex religious dilemmas regarding his relationship with God. Najarah’s main concern is much more crucial; it is the emotional state of the nation resulting from its memories of the painful expulsion and the urgent need to create an atmosphere of faith in and hope for a better future.

Najarah adapted Arabic and Turkish songs that describe earthly and sensual love as models for his religious songs. This was expressed through an abundance of metaphors and images of sensual love, while giving the plot of a secular love song a religious meaning (Tietze and Yahalom 1995, 17).

Tietze and Yahalom (1995, 16) describe two sources of mystical concepts and ideas that inspired Najarah. The first consisted of the ideas and rituals of the Baktashy Dervishes, the mystics from Turkey, who sang sensuous love songs with mystical portent. In his poetry, just as in Ibn Gabirol’s, the sensual flavor appears in the form of carnal images describing the relationship between God and the people of Israel. In this respect, Najarah kept the tradition of the Spanish school of Hebrew poets, who were influenced by the Islamic classical school of mysticism. Despite the fact that Najarah was not a mystic himself, and the extent of his personal involvement in Jewish mystical life is uncertain, the second and new source of influence reflected in his work involves the mystical ideas formed by the kabbalist Isaac Luria (1534–72). Luria contributed new concepts that continued to be pivotal in Jewish mysticism long after his death (Tietze and Yahalom 9, 41). Thus Najarah continued to amalgamate in his songs both Islamic and Jewish mysticism, a combination that appeared in the Mishaf for the first time in Ibn Gabirol’s work.

Najarah adapted and further endorsed the mishqal havarti foneti (phonetic-syllabic meter, PSM), known also as the Italian system (see Beeri 1985, 52; Tobi 1995, 26). The PSM is based on the principle of creating a fixed number of syllables in each line of the poem, which is usually strophic and with short lines. The syllables are defined with no distinction between their length, long or short, as was the case in Dunash’s quantitative meter, or accentuation, accented or not accented, prevalent before Dunash’s innovation. As a result, the shva n’ a (mobile shva) is regarded as a vowel (Schirmann 1997, 689).

Najarah’s preference for the PSM is heavily reflected in his work. Perhaps because most of his songs were written to existing Arabic or Turkish songs, the simplest way he could adjust the Hebrew language to these
songs was by using a flexible metric system such as this. From Najarah’s

time on, the PSM became widespread in the East and almost the only

meter used by most poets (Beeri 1985, 50).

The influence of Arabic music on Najarah’s work derived directly from

the original Arabic and Turkish songs that he had chosen as models for

his own, and their appearance in his work is of an unprecedented scope

(Seroussi 1990, 290). In his book Zmirot Yisrael (The Songs of Israel,

1587), he describes these songs as nigunim nokhriyim (foreign melodies),

and he states clearly that they are not appropriate for poems written in the

holy language, Hebrew, because they are divrey hesheq vezimah (words of

desire and lechery) (Najarah 1587, 1). Nonetheless, he, as his predecessors,

continued the practice of adapting Hebrew religious texts to foreign melo-
dies of existing secular and popular songs, out of a wish that worshippers

would abandon these foreign songs and adapt the proper ones, his songs.

In addition, Najarah was the first to classify and edit his songs according
to their maqāmāt and not only according to their religious occasion (Tie-
tze and Yahalom 1995, 14).

In the context of the para-liturgical singing, Najarah introduced a new
textual and musical device, the ptihah, a short introductory song suc-
ceeded by other longer ones. Half of the ptihot in the Miṣḥaf are his.

Najarah’s Yihyu Kemos (They Shall Become as Chaff before the Wind)
(first stanza and refrain, author’s translation): Poetic Characteristics,
Content and Melody

1a They who worship their god Chemosh15 shall become as chaff

before the wind

1b And upon the worshippers of Bel16 agony shall come

2a To every man who supports his sculptured image

2b And to prevent its fall ties it with rope

3a And in his bosom he shall hide it

3b He sings to it in the midst of the congregation

4a And in time of stress it stops its ear

4b As if his worshipper is not in the same place

5a Happy is the people of the living God

5b And into the bosom of the living God and His lot he has fallen.
This *Baqashah* which is sung at dawn, was inspired by a Turkish *ghazal* of the poet Qazi Burhanuddin (1314–98), *laʾl-i lebin ki sordugum* (It Is the Ruby of Your Lips That I Am Asking About) (Tietze and Yahalom 1995, 133).

This poem presents one of the structural variations of *shir meʿeyn-ezori*. It consists of four stanzas; the first has five lines, of which the last functions as the refrain. Each of the following three stanzas has four lines and is divided over two segments.

Najarah’s rich repertoire of original Arabic and Turkish sources resulted in an equally rich repertoire of poetic forms, which demonstrates many types of rhyming patterns even in the frame of one poem. Indeed, the poem under discussion has two sets of rhyming schemes. The first is unique to each of the stanzas, and the second appears in the last word of each of them and rhymes with the last word of each line of the first stanza. The overall structure of the poem and its rhyming scheme are typical of the *shir meʿeyn-ezori* and, in fact, of a large number of Najarah’s poem (Schirmann 1997, 707).

The poem is written in the Arabic meter called *rajaz* (Tietze and Yahalom 1995, 133), the syllables of which are determined according to the principle of the PSM. Thus each line has sixteen syllables, eight in each hemistich.

Najarah’s language is simple and uses vocabulary that is no longer purely biblical, at least not to the degree and intensity of sophistication of the Spanish school of poets.

The strong bond between God and the people of Israel is described through a comparison with the type of relationship other nations have with their gods. In this respect the poem reflects the shift from the concerns of the individual worshipper, which occupied Ibn Gabirol and his contemporaries, to those of the nation, a development typical of poems written in the post-exile era following the expulsion from Spain.

There is no indication in the *Miṣḥaf* as to the melody to which *Yihyu Kemos* is sung. However, in the heading of two other poems, *Yihyu Kemos* is quoted as the recommended melody for their performance. The only known melody sung by the Babylonians to *Yihyu Kemos* is performed by Shlomoh Reuven Muʿalem in *maqām ʿajam* and by Havushah in *maqām bayāt* (Shiloah 1983, 40).
10. Baghdad and al-Ḥakham

Iraq of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was a battleground between the two great empires of the time—the Persians, who were mostly Shiites, and the Ottomans, who were mostly Sunnites. The seventeenth century added another catastrophe for Iraq: plagues that came from the Far East through India and Persia beset the country and caused the deaths of a large number of the people. Only from the mid-nineteenth century was this problem finally solved, through the aid of international organizations (Rappel 1978, 64).

The leadership of prominent rabbis such as the Aleppo-born Rabbi Ṣdaqah Ḥuṣin (1699–1733) and the most prominent and admired Rabbi ʿAbdallah Somekh (1813–89) brought significant improvements in the life of this community, and during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Jews became influential in Iraq in both commerce and government. One of their major achievements was the foundation of an educational system for Jews and for the wider population of Iraq (Hakak 2005, 15). However, this situation did not last long. From the 1930s onwards, the conditions of life for the Babylonian Jews deteriorated rapidly, coming to a tragic peak in the farhud (pogrom), the massacre and looting of 1941 (Ben Ya῾akov 1971, 90).

Life went back to normal; however, Zionism gained increasing publicity among the Jews and thus provoked frequent protests against them and discriminatory legislation by the Iraqi government. After 1945, the situation deteriorated, resulting in the mass exodus of the Jews in 1950 and 1951, only two years after the establishment of the state of Israel (Spector-Simon 2003:351).

Al-Ḥakham (1835–1909), known also as Ben Eish Ḥay (A Living Man), was a rabbi, poet and the last spiritual leader of the Babylonian Jewry on the eve of their mass emigration from Iraq (Ben Ya῾akov 1965, 194). He was known as a progressive halakhic authority whose leadership was widely recognized by all Jewish communities, Babylonians as well as others in the East and West (Stillman 1995, 21).

Al Ḥakham’s Poetry

Al-Ḥakham was a prolific writer of both rabbinical works and poetry. He wrote more than two hundred poems, all of which reflect the influence of
the Spanish school, as well as Najarah’s strong and more noticeable impact (Ben Ya῾akov 1965, 190). Forty-nine poems by al-Ḥakham are found in the *Miṣḥaf* and thus reflect his special status and importance among the Babylonians.

**Arabo-Islamic Influence**

Most of al-Ḥakham’s poems in the *Miṣḥaf*, are written in simple language using almost a fixed vocabulary, describing clear ideas presented mainly in one of the less complex forms of *shir me’eyn-ezori*. In this way, al-Ḥakham, like Najarah, aimed to create songs that were accessible to all members of the community. Many of his songs are typical of the Iraqi indigenous folk songs, such as the *zuhayrī* and the ‘*atābā*. These genres were prevalent in al-Ḥakham’s time and are very popular among the Babylonian Jews down to the present day (Avishur 1994, 79).

Al-Ḥakham’s interest in Jewish mysticism, *Kabbalah*, is evident in most of his poems. Thus he continued the long tradition of expressing mystical ideas and thoughts in poetry, as had his predecessors Ibn Gabirol and Najarah. In his private life, al-Ḥakham maintained a reclusive life after a family calamity (Ben Ya῾akov 1965, 197).

The special rhetoric and eloquence of the *khaṭīb* (Muslim preacher, pl. *khutABA*) were very influential on the Jewish preacher, *darshan*, in all Jewish communities in Arab lands (Ben Ya῾akov 1994, 253). In most cases, the prominent *khutABA* were major religious scholars, poets, and spiritual leaders with pietistic, ascetic, and mystical tendencies. Their sermons were intense amalgamations of quotations from the Quran and the *Ḥadīth*, proverbs, and poetry drawn from a wide variety of sources. Many of the *khutABA* had written works based on their preaching (Meisami 1998, 594).

The scholarly religious qualifications and authoritative status of the *khaṭīb*, as well as his extensive reliance on scriptures, are equally typical of al-Ḥakham, who was also known as a talented *khaṭīb*. His sermons belonged to a tradition passed on to him by his father, one which had run in the family for generations. These sermons were regarded by the Babylonians as important events in their religio-cultural life (Ben Ya῾akov 1994, 259). Al-Ḥakham's speech, in the spoken Arabic of the Babylonian Jews, was simple and clear. His themes were mainly religious, imbued with biblical quotations, moral sayings, proverbs, and popular stories,
mostly derived from the Arabic written secular literary tradition, such as *Alf Layla wa-Layal* (One Thousand and One Arabian Nights), but also stories known in the oral tradition (Avishur 1994, 112).

Most of al-Ḥakham’s poems are written in biblical Hebrew, combined with other Jewish religious sources, as well as the spoken Arabic of the Babylonian Jews. Some of the poems are written entirely in Arabic. These features are shaped into a style that amalgamates free and rhymed verse with a simple form of *shir me῾eyn-ezori* (Avishur 1994, 111). It seems that al-Ḥakham’s poetic style was inspired by his talent as a charismatic *darshan*, and his writing is simply an imitation of his speech.

**Al-Ḥakham’s Barukh El Ḥay** (Blessed Be Our Living God; first stanza and refrain, author’s translation): Poetic Characteristics, Content, and Melody

1a Blessed be our living God
1b [Who] for His glory created us
2a [Who] brought us to bear [His] commandments
2b [Who] gave us the true Torah
3a [Who] manifested to us His sacred promise
3b With His commandments He sanctified us
4a Happy are the people who worship the living God
4b King and Lord of Hosts
5a Great and performs wonders
5b Blessed be our living God of confessions

In *Barukh El Ḥay* M(213; 318), a song intended for Bar Mitzvah celebrations, al-Ḥakham uses the *mu῾ārad* technique and imitates Najarah’s *Yiḥyu Kemos*. Thus the presence of the Arabo-Islamic influence is evident both in the sheer use of this technique and, as a result, in the almost total replication of Najarah’s poem. The poems are identical in their poetic form, meter, rhyming scheme, and, to some extent, in their vocabulary.²¹

This poem, as Najarah’s, is *shir me῾eyn-ezori*. It has eight stanzas. The first consists of five lines of which the last two function as a refrain. The remaining stanzas have three lines each. In all stanzas, each line is divided over two hemistiches.
The poem also presents two sets of rhyming schemes, though in a simpler manner than Najarah’s: the first belongs to each of the stanzas, and the second, to its refrain.22

Al-Ḥakham’s language demonstrates his scholarly knowledge of both Jewish scriptures and of rabbinical writing. He also uses simple vocabulary that is known to his congregation and taken from passages in the Bible, such as Psalms, Isaiah, Exodus, the Song of Songs, Proverbs, and the liturgy (Ben Ya῾akov 1970, 328).

This poem expresses wishes and blessings for the bar mitzvah boy. His thirteenth birthday symbolizes a significant stage in a young man’s life as a Jew, a stage at which he is expected to act according to the rules and spirit of the Torah. Two mystical elements are evident in the poem. The first is based on the idea conveyed in the Zohar (part 1, 179:1), the book of Jewish mysticism, according to which, at the age of thirteen, the yeṣer hara῾a (the evil inclination) leaves the child and Ḥayeṣer hatov (the good inclination) replaces it. This idea is expressed explicitly in the third stanza (line 3) nimlat mipah yokshim ([the bar mitzvah boy] has escaped from the fowler’s trap [the evil inclination]), and in the fifth stanza (line 1) yeṣer ksil se yomar veyeṣer tov ba bigvulo (Evil inclination be set apart and good inclination enter his domain).

The second mystical idea is expressed through the word or (light), which appears in various forms and symbolizes kabbalistic figures. According to the Kabbalah, haor hane῾elam (the hidden mysterious light) is the mystical light of God. In Barukh El Hay, two synonyms for light appear in the second stanza. The first is orah (light): veyilvash khesimlah orah (And he shall clothe himself in light as a garment) (line 1), and the second is betifarah (glory or brilliance): asher ne῾etar betifarah, ([and] He shall wear the crown of glory [that God gave him]) (line 2). Both lines describe the light as royal garments, a majestic dress and a crown, suggesting that the bar mitzvah boy will be surrounded and protected by God’s holy light and thus will be safe.

The melody of Najarah’s Yihyu Kemoṣ is cited in the heading of this poem as the melody to which the poem is recommended to be sung. The maqām is thus the same, ‘ajam, and is the only melodic version for this poem, which is sung by Shlomoh Reuven Mu῾alem.23
The brief yet extensive survey of the PLS leaves no doubt as to the role of Arabo-Islamic culture in its creation. All the poetic characteristics of the PLS, its form and content as well as its music, present this artistic product as one that comprises four main combinations of elements that might be understood as dichotomous. In its content, the PLS amalgamates elements taken from the religious worlds of both Islam and Judaism, as illustrated in Ibn Gabirol’s poem. Furthermore, this genre is united in another layer of what seem to be contradictory elements, the religious and the secular. That is to say, these religious ideas and thoughts are expressed many times through secular and mundane images borrowed from Arabic love songs and are sung to their melodies, as shown in Najarah’s work. The melodies themselves, typical of Arabic culture in general, create another layer of dichotomy, as each of them combines elements such as measured and unmeasured melodic sections and composed and improvised parts.

A further dichotomous layer of the PLS is created through the juxtaposition of oral and written traditions. The music of the PLS was not documented in notation, but was transmitted orally, and thus can be ephemeral and changeable. The text, on the other hand, is documented and fixed. All of these three layers of seemingly polar elements are united again in a poetic form and style created by the Arabic ‘arude (prosody) and ‘ilm al-balagha (rhetoric), and written and expressed in Hebrew, with its own grammatical rules, rhetoric, associations, and allusions.

This chain of extraordinary combinations is not exclusively confined to the genre alone. It is also typical of both its poets and its carriers. The biography of many of the poets attests very clearly to their strong and immaculate Jewish piousness, combined with equally strong involvement in the surrounding Arabo-Islamic culture, without any split or feeling of contradiction between the two. The same mixture of elements also characterizes the identity of the Babylonian Jews. This conclusion is based on interviews held by the author, between the years 2003 and 2008, with members of the Babylonian community in Israel, all born in Baghdad during the 1930s and 1940s, and all of whom immigrated to Israel between 1949 and 1951. They all described their identity as having two components: Jewish religion and Arabic culture. The harmonious coexistence between these two components was described almost unconsciously and in the same breath. Their
Jewish identity was expressed as one which has a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish people; an allegiance that is bound to their shared history. As one of them, Morris Hadad, said, “My father was a Jew, his father was a Jew, my grandfather’s father was a Jew, so I am Jewish, too, and my children and their children forevermore will be Jewish as well. We can’t do anything about it. This is our destiny.” The religious component of their Jewish identity was described in a manner typical of the masortiym (traditionalists), Jews who keep the spirit and word of the commandments. Hadad explained their approach: “Religion is meant to lishmor (to keep and preserve) our Jewish identity. Tradition is the important thing and not fanaticism.” Perhaps this strong sense of belonging, coupled with a lack of fear of being converted, may explain the reason for the tremendous influence that Arabo-Islamic culture had on these Jews in the past, as well as in modern times. They acquired many of their customs and ideas from this culture, in the most natural way, but at the same time they did not have any sense of betraying their own identity and heritage as Jews. For them, as they expressed it, blending with the Arabo-Islamic cultural environment meant enhancing and intensifying their joy of life.

This coexistence, it appears, has its long and deep roots in ’Abbasid Baghdad of the mid-eighth century. The profound assimilation of the “Islamicated Jews” of that time, as Stillman (1997, 86) calls them, who adapted Islamic “mentalité et sensibilities,” never meant total assimilation. “This simply could not occur in a traditional hierarchical society in which religion was the hallmark of individual identity, the ultimate goal of individual concern, and the determinant of individual social and political status.” It seems that Stillman’s observation of the past is equally relevant more than a thousand years later. The main characteristics of the traditional and hierarchal society of the Babylonian Jews remained, in essence, almost intact until the eve of their departure from Baghdad, and, to some extent many of these characteristics still exist today.

Both the set of values and tastes that constitute the identity of the carriers of the PLS, as Jews by religion and Arabs by other aspects of their culture, comprises, again, a combination of elements that might be understood as contradictory. In this respect, all three components of the paraliturgical realm are similar: the PLS, its poets across the centuries, and its carriers all reflect, in their very nature, an innate coexistence between the diverse elements existing in their cultural surroundings.

It is true, though, that this phenomenon can be found in other artistic
products of other cultures at different times. Still, this doesn't make it less extraordinary, particularly when bearing in mind its intensity, which is rooted in all layers of the para-liturgical realm, and its duration for centuries on end.

What are the reasons for this extraordinary phenomenon? What makes these elements, which create a coherent genre, complementary yet contradictory at the same time? These questions are no doubt two of many other questions that invite further study of the PLS of the Babylonians, as well as of all Arab-Jews.

Notes

1. The period of 2,600 years begins from the first exile of the leadership of the kingdom of Yehudah to Babylon in 597 and 598 bce. Rappel 1978, 33.


3. Edited and published by Rabbi Ezra Dangur (1848–1930), who was a prominent talmid hakham (religious sage) and the hakham bashi (chief rabbi) of the Babylonian Jewry (1923–27). Ben Ya’akov 1965, 172.

4. For Sa’adyah’s knowledge of Arabic meter, see Tobi 2000, 58. For the debate among scholars on whether Dunash was the first to write metered poetry, see Tobi 1995, 9.

5. For earlier attempts made by Hebrew poets to write qaṣida, see Tobi 2000, 51.

6. For example, first two lines: 1-De; 2-ror; 3-yiq; 4-ra; 5-le; 6-ven; 7-eim; 8-bat; 9-ve; 10-yin; 11-sor; 12-khem; 13-ke; 14-mo; 15-ba; 16-vat.

7. Other words were retrieved from Ezekiel, Psalms, Zechariah, Numbers, Ruth, and Exodus.

8. For Jewish sources in Ibn Gabirol’s work, see Levin 1986, 65.

9. For the original function of this poem in the liturgy, see Fleischer 1975, 397, 401.

10. For example, first line: 1-She; 2-fal; 3-ru; 4-ab; 5-she; 6-fal; 7-be; 8-rekh; 9-ve; 10-qo; 11-mah.

11. He quotes from Isaiah, Proverbs, Ezekiel, Micah, Exodus, Psalms Leviticus, I and II Kings, I and II Chronicles, Numbers, Psalms, and Job.

12. See the Mu’alem Collection of liturgical and paraliturgical songs and recitation of various biblical passages at the Babylonian Jewry Heritage Centre in Or-Yehudah; Havushah 2009.

13. The shva n’a is pronounced in English like the letter t in the word train, but will be considered as the letter t in the word terrain, and thus in Hebrew it is regarded as a syllable.


15. God of Moab and Edom.

16. The chief god of Babylon, known also as Merodakh.

17. For example, first stanza and refrain: AB AB AB CB DB (DB is also the refrain); second stanza: EF GF HF IB.
18. For example, first hemistich: 1-Yih; 2-yu; 3-ke; 4-moṣ; 5-῾ov; 6-dey; 7-Ke; 8-mosh.
19. The songs are M(103;143) and M(213;318).
20. See note 12.
21. For example, the meter of the first line: 1-Ba; 2-rukh; 3-el; 4-Ḥay; 5-e; 6-lo; 7-hey; 8-nu; 9-ki; 10-likh; 11-vo; 12-do; 13-be; 14-ra; 15-a; 16-nu.
22. For example, first stanza: AA AA AA BC CC; second stanza: DD DD DD.
23. See note 12.
25. Interview with Morris Hadad, Tel Aviv, November 11, 2003 (in Arabic and Hebrew).
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What best defines the relationships between Muslim and Jewish musicians is the strong feeling of belongingness to a community. Here, community means artists who share the same emotional experience, consider music to be a lifestyle, draw on the same theoretical and expressive norms for their music, and adhere to the values championed by both ancient and modern authors.

The numerous Arabic and Hebrew sources glorifying the important role and place of this music in the life of individuals and society presents us with diverse controversial opinions. Indeed, in the philosophical approach that prevails during the golden age of Islamic civilization, one finds ideas extolling the knowledge of music as a vehicle leading to philosophy, perfection, and happiness, as well as a force of harmony and morality. At the other extreme we find the harsh attitude of radical religious authorities who don’t approve of music and see it as a debasing agent endowed with an intoxicating influence, which drives the believer away from concentrating on the meaning of prayer and scriptural messages and from performing his religious duty. Between these two extremes stands the particular mystic approach that perceives the influence of music as rather elevating and brings the faithful close to his Creator. But this influence depends on the degree of his intention and devotion. Central to all of these approaches is the belief in the overwhelming power of music, which is both laudable and condemnable.
Against this general background let us proceed to the discussion on the different aspects that have characterized the long-lasting collaboration of famous Jewish musicians and their Muslim colleagues. It should be noted that references to this subject are found in Hebrew and Arabic sources, in European scholarly studies, and in oral folk traditions as well. Based on this material, it would be interesting to ask, How is this collaboration reflected in the testimonies of non-Jewish authors and musicians? I shall provide a number of examples gleaned from various writings extending from the pre-Islamic period to the twentieth century and representing important centers from Central Asia to North Africa. These examples embody characteristic patterns whose meaning will be clarified at the conclusion of this article.

**Al-Gharīḍ al-Yahūdī**

Al-Gharīḍ al-Yahūdī was a poet, singer, and composer who lived in Medina during the early ninth century. His biography is reported by the tenth-century author al-Iṣfahānī in his monumental *Kitāb al-Ağānī* (Book of Songs), which contains a collection of poems from the pre-Islamic period to the ninth century, all of which were set to music. Al-Gharīḍ the Jew is described in this book as a *Kohen* (priest) of the posterity of Aharon ben Amram and a member of the Jewish group living in Yathrib-Medina. Al-Iṣfahānī mentions other Jewish poets belonging to the same group, but the very fact that he dedicated a special entry to al-Gharīḍ points to his artistic ability and reputation. Al-Iṣfahānī even reports that Muhammad was pleased with one of al-Gharīḍ’s songs.3

**Hirra al-yahūdiya**

A second figure from the same period is the Jewish South Yemeni singer and poet Hirra. She was the daughter of Binyamin, and her activity was also linked to Muhammad but in a pejorative way.

In an article by the famous French scholar Charles Pellat entitled “Sur quelques femmes hostiles au prophète,”4 the author analyses testimonies concerning the participation of women poets and musicians in the campaign of propaganda against Muhammad’s preaching for his new religion. It is a well-known fact that in the Bedouin society of that time in which
poetry and the singing of poems were considered a frightening weapon, women fulfilled an important role in the tribal battles. They accompanied their tribal warriors and encouraged them with singing, drumming, and the utterance of epigrams (short poems ending with satiric attacks against the enemies). They also marked a victory in battle with special songs and lamented those who died with dirges giving expression to grief in verses.

Among the women who took part in the hostile campaign against the prophet, Pellat mentions Hirra the Jewess as one of a south Yemeni group of women from Ḥadramaut who joyfully celebrated the death of the prophet with songs and drums.⁵

The View of Mgr. Higinio Anglés (1883–1969)

The following viewpoint of this eminent ecclesiastic Spanish scholar, who for many years headed the Pontifical Institute for Sacred Music in Rome, transfers us from the Arabian Peninsula to the Iberian Peninsula where a musical and cultural symbiosis was established.

In a French article, “La musique juive dans l’Espagne médiévale,” Anglés wrote: “The many centuries of continuous existence of Jewish communities in Spain, from the biblical period and particularly after the Destruction of the Temple . . . until the year 1492, must be considered a blessing for the art of music in the Iberian Peninsula.”⁷ Anglés mentions in this respect the extensive participation of Jewish musicians in the musical life of their environment, particularly after the Muslim conquest. Anglés stressed that the Jews were not passive recipients but rather active contributors who influenced the crystallization of a cultural symbiosis. From evidence that has come down to us, we know the name of eighteen Jewish court musicians who were active between the ninth and fifteenth centuries. Anglés also cites documents attesting to the existence of unique Jewish music, primarily liturgical. One of those documents was transmitted by a fifteenth-century chronicler who describes the special participation of Jews in mourning ceremonies held after the death of their benefactor, Alfonso, king of Aragon and Naples, in 1458. According to this testimony, at an assembly of Jews held in the town square in the afternoon hours, six rabbis uttered Hebrew lamentations around the coffin, and weeping women chanted their own appropriate dirges.⁸
Al-Manṣūr al-Yahūdī

From the period of crystallization of the Andalusian musical style, we have an account of the first eminent Jewish musician mentioned in the records: al-Manṣūr al-Yahūdī, who was connected to the court of the Umayyad caliph al-Ḥakam at Cordoba. The Arab author and biographer al-Maqqārī (1591–1632) reports in the book Naḥḥ al-ṭīb that the Jewish al-Manṣūr was delegated in 822 by his patron, al-Ḥakam, to meet Ziryāb, the leading Baghdadi musician at the court of Hārūn al-Rashīd in Kairawan. In al-Maqqārī’s lengthy tale, Ziryāb is described as a highly gifted and inspired innovator. After al-Ḥakam’s demise, Al-Manṣūr was to persuade him to offer his services to the new caliph, ʿAbd al-Raḥmān, in Cordoba. Thus al-Manṣūr helped bring about the splendid era of Arab music in Spain inaugurated by Ziryāb. It is assumed that al-Manṣūr continued his musical activity together with Ziryāb.⁹

Isaac ben Shimeʿ on al-Yahūdī

In the first half of the twelfth century in Cordoba lived another Jewish musician, Isaac ben Shimeʿ on al-Yahūdī.

The Arab historian and literateur ibn Saʿīd al-Maghribī lists him in his extensive work, al-Mughrib fi ḥula al-Maghrib,¹⁰ among the most illustrious and learned Cordovan music masters. Isaac ben Shimeʿ on is described as “one of the wonders of his time in his outstanding musical mastership both as singer and instrumentalist.” Al-Maghribī adds that he was a follower (perhaps a disciple) of the famous philosopher and musician ibn Bājja, known in the West as Avempace (d. 1139), who was considered a moving force in the establishment of the Andalusian style and as a music theorist who was compared to the famous philosopher and music theorist al-Fārābī (d. 950), according to the Tunisian author Aḥmad al-Tīfāshi (1184–1253).¹¹

Dhay al-Isrāʾīlī

The Berber faction Dhū an-Nūnids, one of the numerous party kings known as mulūk al-Ṭawāʿif, who appeared in Spain in the eleventh century,
established themselves as an independent kingdom, fixing their capital in Toledo. In the second half of the eleventh century, one of their descendants, al-Ma’mūn, ruled there and was known for the glory he endowed to his court and for having fostered a brilliant Islamic cultural revival. Famous in particular is the impressive banquet marking the celebration of his grandson’s circumcision. An eyewitness described this event with great details that have been fully reported by the Adalusian Arab author Ibn Bassām (d. 1147) in his work *al-Dhakhīra*. During the long hours of eating, drinking, and rejoicing, an ensemble of musicians performed behind a curtain. They were led by the Jew Dhay al-Isrā’ili [another version Dānī], who is described as a musician superior to the famous Ibrāhim al-Mawṣili (d. 804), who was one of the greatest musicians in the court of the caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd in Baghdad and the father of the legendary musician Ishāq al-Mawṣili (d. 850). The text tells that the host, al-Ma’mūn, was highly excited while hearing the music that night, and what the Jew performed was a song expressing sadness. It is worth mentioning that the celebrated scholar Levi-Provençal has published a French paraphrase of the aforementioned description.

From Spain to Morocco

Alexis Chottin, who was the head of the National Conservatory of Arab Music in Rabat, mentions in his *Tableau de la musique Marocaine* the remarkable fact that when Hebrew texts are adapted to replace the original, they maintain the Arab metric and prosody, which, he points out, is not a translation. In his chapter on synagogue music, he argues that Jews are supportive of Andalusian music because “after a lengthy vacuum to religious bans, when a new sultan was eager to return to tradition of the ancient caliphs by reconstituting a sitāra, he often recruited new musicians and new dancers from the mellah.”

The famous French painter Eugène Delacroix, who attended a Jewish wedding in Tangier in 1832, wrote in his diary that the Jewish musicians of Mogador were the best in Morocco.

A well-known tale is illustrative of the presence of Jewish musical groups in the royal courts and the positive attitude of the rulers toward them. On the ninth of the month of Av, the sultan wanted to hear the songs and music of a Jewish group who ordinarily performed at his court.
He summoned the musicians to the palace. As painful as it was, the musicians could not refuse, but chose to play lamentations on this day of mourning, which commemorates the destruction of the two temples. The sultan greatly appreciated the pathos of these songs and asked what prompted them. The Jews explained that on this day of fasting they were forbidden to play music or rejoice. Henceforth they were known as the “singers of affliction.”

A similar tale with similar motive is known among Persian Jews. Here the hero of the tale is a great Jewish musician, Isaac, who was a favorite of Shah Naṣr al-dīn (1848–1896). Isaac was summoned to play for the shah, who was in a dour mood. It happened to be Yom Kippur, but Isaac had to obey the shah’s order, and he played the tār (a long-necked lute) and sang piyyuṭim he had heard that day in the synagogue. When the shah inquired about the source of these moving songs, Isaac answered that they were the holiest of all prayers sung by the Jews, whom he had to leave at the shah’s behest. The ruler immediately let him return to the synagogue, showering him with expressions of gratitude and gifts of gold coins.

Alexander Christianowitsch in Algiers

The pianist Alexander Christianowitsch (1835–1874) arrived in Algiers in 1860 after serving in the Russian navy. Due to health problems, he remained in Algiers, where he sought to develop his keen interest in classical Arabian music of which he had acquired knowledge from Arabic theoretical writings. His first exposure to Algerian music took place in one of those coffee concerts in vogue at that time. The Jewish musical ensemble he heard there featured a singer and players on rebāb (a spike fiddle held on the knee), kemenjeh (viola), tār (frame drum), or derbukka (goblet drum). This first encounter with Arab music fell far short of his expectations and was rather a source of disappointment.

One of his acquaintances advised him to meet a known expert in classical music who would satisfy his search. From this expert he learned that the musicians he heard at the coffee concert were by no means representative of genuine classical music and that a Jew can never assimilate it properly. To this assertion, Christianowitsch mentioned having enjoyed the performance of a Jewish qānūn (cithar) player whose proficiency was highly recognized and appreciated. While admitting the excellence of that
player, the specialist contended, the pieces he performed belonged to a popular musical genre, but he was not proficient in the art of the classical multisectional form of the *nūba.*

In the neighboring country of Tunisia, one finds a similar interpretation in the book on Tunisian music of Sādeq al-Rizqi. This author pretends that although most of the local Jewish musicians excelled as players on a variety of musical instruments, they were deficient as performers of classical Tunisian vocal pieces. The reason for this deficiency came from their incapacity to produce the specific vocal intonations required in the performance of this type of vocal pieces whose role was to underline the correct meaning of the sung text. Besides, al-Rizqi argues, their Arabic pronunciation was defective. They confused words and swallowed letters to the extent that the text became incomprehensible; they simply did not catch the secrets of classical Arabic and its expression.

In *The Artistic Emergence in Algeria,* musicologist Nadya Bouzar-Kasbadji devoted her first chapter to the Jewish composer and violinist Edmond Nathan Yafil (1872–1928). She exalted the peculiar contribution of this great master to the renaissance of Algerian music and the process of innovating traditional music that increased its appeal among common people.

Yafil published a selection of Jewish songs and the transcription in European notation of numerous Algerian pieces. In 1909 he founded a school of Arab music that became an essential factor in the process of modernization of musical education. Two years later, he founded *al-Muṭribiyya,* an organization that was essentially Jewish at its beginnings and involved many active Jewish musicians, and in 1922 he was endowed the chair of Arab music at the conservatory of music.

A remarkable representative of female artists was the Jewish sultana Dāhud, alias Reinette l’Oranaise. This great blind artist excelled as a singer and *ʿūd* player, and after a notable career in Algeria, her celebrity continued in Paris, where she appeared in public concerts and made many recordings.

In Paris, another Algerian who is still dominating the scene is Enrico Massias. Enrico and his father were members of a famous ensemble in Constantine founded and directed by his stepfather, Raymond Leiris, who was assassinated in 1961.
Jewish Tunisian Musicians

In Tunisia, toward the end of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth, about sixty known Jewish artists were active in the indigenous theater, music, and recording industries. Many of them were leading figures in the movement of the prevailing artistic reform and the stylistic modernization of traditional art music. Among these musicians were David Hajaj, Shalom Sa’ada, Benin Semama, Raoul Journo, and the Jerusalem-born cantor and composer Asher Mizraḥi. A singular phenomenon in this development is the unusual and impressive participation of numerous highly gifted women. They included Louisa al-Tunisia, the Semama sisters, Fritna Darmon, and Leila Sfez, who owned a famous coffee concert, a meeting place for Jewish, Muslim, and Christian music lovers. Leila Sfez was the aunt and teacher of one of the most famous artists of her time in the realm of theater and music, Ḥabiba Msika, until her murder at the hands of an obsessive admirer.24

Jewish Musicians in Iraq

Jewish musicians played a determinant role in a traditional chamber music ensemble called Chalgi Baghdād, which specialized in the prestigious classical multisectional genre called Iraqi maqām.25 This ensemble featured a solo singer called qāri’ al-maqaḥ, who was generally a Muslim, and four instrumentalists who played the djawza, a spike fiddle, the resonator of which was made of coconut, the santūr, a trapezoidal hammered dulcimer, the dunbuk, a single-skinned drum, and the duff, a tambourine. Such a group headed by the composer, ʿud player, and singer Ezra Aharon, vocalist Mohammed al-Qabanjī, and six Jewish instrumentalists was selected by the Iraqi authorities to represent Iraq at the first International Congress of Arab Music, held in Cairo in 1932. It is noteworthy that the participants, including composers Bela Bartok and Paul Hindemith and musicologists Robert Lachmann, Curt Sachs, and H. G. Farmer, elected Aharon as the best musician present, and Bartok wrote a complimentary review of the ensemble. Aharon came to Palestine in 1934 and settled in Jerusalem. When the first radio station was established in Jerusalem in 1936 by the British mandatory government, he was selected by composer Karl Salomon to head a special section of Oriental Jewish music.26
Composer and violinist Šāleḥ al-Kuweiti is another Jewish musician who gained sound fame. Upon the establishment of the first Baghdad radio station in 1936, he was summoned to create and lead a musical ensemble to perform regular concerts on the air. The famous Egyptian singer Umm Kulthūm performed one of his songs.

In Baghdad, a group of four or five female drummers intoned refrains to their leader’s singing. They appeared at parties of both Jewish and Muslim women.27

Central Asia

In Central Asia, Uzbekistan, namely in Bukhara, and in Tajikistan, a great number of Jewish female and male musicians distinguished themselves as performers, composers, and dancers in the classical music of the cyclic genre called *shashmaqām* (lit. six *maqāms* referring to multisectional compositions comprising songs, instrumental music, and dances), as well as in the contemporary styles established during the Soviet era. At times their number reached 30 percent of all active professional musicians. Among the most distinguished were Nerio Aminoff Sulman Yudakov, Yeltchiti Zabsanov, and the Eliezeroff family. Also this region was blessed with numerous gifted women musicians, such as Rina Glibova, and special female ensembles called Sozanda. These ensembles had three or four singers who accompanied the singing and dancing of the soloist, who would attach anklets to her legs.28

Conclusion

What conclusions can be drawn from the foregoing series of instances, which refer to various forms of participation of Jewish musicians in their respective indigenous musical activities? It seems to me that it is appropriate to observe the following patterns.

1. Obvious integration of these Jewish musicians into the indigenous classical musical world and their assimilation with its spirit and its norms and the variety of its timely predominating styles.
2. Active pioneering in the development and promotion of emerging new styles, particularly in modern times. They distinguished themselves in this period in the elaboration and dissemination
of a hybrid style, which represents a kind of modernization and popularization of the classical musical tradition, making it more appealing to the new generation of audience.

3. One finds occasional reluctance on the part of Muslim purists concerning the deficient knowledge of Jewish musicians with respect to established norms including defective knowledge of classical Arabic and correct utterance in the performance of vocal music. In turn, their excellence as instrumentalists is usually recognized and extolled.

4. The presence and active involvement in musical life of an unusual number of gifted women musicians. This phenomenon is characteristic of modern times in particular.

5. In commenting on the remarkable involvement of numerous gifted Jewish and Christian musicians in the musical life of their surroundings, some scholars explain this phenomenon as a direct consequence of the hostile attitude toward music maintained throughout the ages by radical Muslim religious authorities. To bypass this intransigent approach, rulers and other prestigious music lovers used the service of gifted non-Muslim musicians in the realm of secular music at various times and places.

6. In view of the foregoing patterns, one may ask the pertinent question: Would it be possible to think that in the process of this long collaboration between Jewish and Muslim musicians, to detect an extent of a Jewish contribution, in other words, to admit that the influence did not go exclusively one way? This is not a question that can be answered with certainty. A kind of positive answer is found in the aforementioned works of Anglés and Chottin to which we can add the two tales on the stratagem used by Moroccan Jews and Persian Jews, who played synagogue music for their respective rulers. Why then can we not conceive of an instinctive or random incorporation of Jewish elements in regular performances?

A Lebanese collector of ancient recordings published a CD dedicated entirely to the art of past Jewish musicians. He wrote in his introduction that the secular music of the Jews of Arab countries is a rich and unexplored domain revealing a specific musical heritage. It does not refer to a Jewish school in the Arab repertories in the full sense of the word, but
it represents melismatic techniques, special arabesques, and preferential musical modes.

Notes
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25. The *Iraqi maqâm* refers to a complex, highly structured genre belonging to types of the compound form and is usually performed by a specialized group known as a tchalghi baghdadi.


The relationship and mutual influences between the Jews and Muslims in the Ottoman Empire in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries are evidenced by focusing on the Jewish community of Izmir as a microcosm of the entire Empire. This affinity manifests itself in the adoption of song and theater customs. Although these cultural instruments were outcomes of the modernization processes experienced by the Ottoman Empire, they served to strengthen, expand, and even increase the already existing gaps within Jewish society.

As soon as the Jews expelled from Spain arrived in Turkey in 1492, their lives were influenced by the Muslim-Ottoman environment. A particularly deep impression was made on dress and the living conditions in the home. Evidence of influences in the use of cosmetics also exists, such as Jewish women dying their hands for decorative purposes, as the Turkish women were accustomed to doing. Interaction between Muslims and Jews also occurred in all matters related to culture and leisure. For example, rabbinical religious authorities wrote restrictions regarding
sitting in coffeehouses, a phenomenon that began in the mid-sixteenth century among the Jews of the Empire.¹ These and other influences were more vastly expressed from the beginning of the nineteenth century, with the introduction of modernization and westernization to the Empire. The westernization and modernization of the Ottoman Empire, which increased in intensity from the end of the eighteenth century, had a profound impact on Ottoman Jewry.

In the mid-nineteenth century, the Alliance Israélite Universelle organization began its activities among the Jewish communities in the Ottoman Empire. The Alliance established a network of modern schools, which played a significant role in the westernization and modernization of the local communities. An integral part of this westernization was the introduction of western literary and artistic motifs into the communities’ cultural and artistic life.² This was the beginning of a multifaceted cultural transformation for the Jewish communities throughout the Empire. Journalism, literature, poetry, historical records, and naturally drama—both original and translated—were influenced.

Modernization was more evident in Izmir than in other regions. In fact, during the nineteenth century, Izmir became an important metropolis and one of the most renowned cultural and commercial centers in the world and in the Ottoman Empire.³ Izmir’s financial and cultural prosperity attracted many Jews and other minorities such as Armenians and Greeks. Therefore, we have chosen Izmir in order to make a case study for the other communities in the Ottoman Empire, examining the various theatrical foundations and transformations undergone by the Jewish-Sephardic theater and music.

As the upper classes discovered the opportunities for educational enlightenment at these new AIU schools, they began distancing themselves from the old communal framework and traditions. New employment opportunities arose, clothing became more westernized, and wealthy Jews left the Jewish quarters in Izmir and moved to new ethnically and religiously mixed areas.⁴ Until then, the Jews used to live in the bazaar areas (Çarşı), such as Argat Bazar and Lazarato. From the end of the nineteenth century, the wealthy families who were now new bourgeoisie moved to the western side of the city, to neighborhoods such as Çeşme, Karataş, Karantina, and Göztepe, where new housing was built.⁵ Moreover, Ladino, which was the language used for daily life up to this period, was
now limited to religious use and was being replaced by French and later Turkish. Yet the general public remained loyal to traditional values and to the rabbis. This led to increasingly pronounced financial, intellectual, and social divergence within the Jewish community.

This social and religious polarization influenced by the non-Jewish population manifested itself mainly in theater and music. From existing literature on Jewish-Sephardic theater, it appears that even before the Jews were expelled from Spain in 1492, their rich culture provided Spanish Muslims with many themes for the theater. After the Expulsion, Sephardic Jews owned theater companies and performed as entertainers, dancers, actors, and puppeteers. For instance, there is testimony by an eighteenth-century French author who notes that Jews were the ones activating the marionettes and the shadow theater figures, which were very popular with the Turks.

Muslim literature and historiography prior to the Expulsion from Spain in 1492 mention the Jews as a theatrical theme. After the Expulsion, the Sephardic Jews are mentioned as dance troupe owners, comedians, puppeteers, and actors. There were two main influences in the world of theater. One is found in the culture of the Ottoman Empire and the other among descendants of the expellees themselves, who fled to Egypt and the Maghreb. The latter, who settled in the Ottoman Empire, brought Spanish influences with them. The findings of Metin And (1927–2008), the Turkish theater historian and critic in charge of teaching acting at Ankara University, show that the expellees who settled in Istanbul, Izmir, and Salonica brought their culture and customs with them. There is evidence of several Jewish entertainment groups performing in the Turkish theater (Orta Oyunu, Turkish commedia dell’arte), within the scope of the shadow theater (Karagöz) and in puppet shows. The influence of the Spanish Jewish groups was so vast that they even enriched the Turkish language with the new Arabic and Spanish theatrical terms. But it was not only culture that they brought with them from Spain; they were also renowned for their skill in warfare, and they helped their Muslim hosts in trade and economics, politics and industry, the sciences, and literature. The French traveler Nicolas de Nicolay testified that the Jews taught the Ottomans to create cannons and gunpowder. The Spanish Jews also introduced printing to the Empire, and they opened the very first Turkish printing house in Istanbul in 1493.
A Short History of the Theater in the Ottoman Empire

At the dawn of the Ottoman theater, performances were held in the old Byzantine city squares, with a line of boxes used as seats for the audience. They were also held in tents and under canopies. Some shows were held on water floats and rafts or presented in embassies during and after the French Revolution, ostensibly for the foreign residents of the Ottoman Empire, although they would also be viewed by the Sultans Mahmut the Second (1808–39) and Abdülmecit (1839–61) and their entourages.14 After the introduction of coffee into the Empire in the second half of the sixteenth century, many theater performances would take place inside coffeehouses. Their owners would hire storytellers to attract clientele, as well as jugglers, musicians, dancers, and puppeteers. However, the most popular form of entertainment was the silhouette show.15 Theaters as we know them today were built only from the first half of the nineteenth century. By 1839, three Ottoman theaters had been established, featuring predominantly Italian plays that were targeted at foreign audiences. The French Theater (Fransız Tiyatrosu) was built in 1840 by the Ottoman government in conjunction with some foreign embassies. The first Turkish-speaking theater, called the Ottoman Theater (Osmanlı Tiyatrosu), was established in 1867 in ancient Istanbul.16

Cultural Influences on Jewish Theater

The Judeo-Spanish theater was thematically influenced by society, as is evident by the performance of many Turkish plays, such as those of Namik Kemal (1840–88). When the play’s subject matter caused distress to the Jews, it was banned. An example appears in the journal HaMaggid:

From Constantinople we are informed that in one theater, Shakespeare’s play The Merchant of Venice was scheduled to be performed, but thanks to the lobbying of Haham Başı Rabbi Moshe Halevi, the play was banned, so as not to arouse the wrath of the people in the scenes with Shylock the usurer.17

The rabbi feared that the ludicrous image of Shylock, which represents the classic stereotype of the swindling Jew, would arouse scorn from the Muslim audience. Furthermore, as modernization progressed and
the environmental influence on the Jewish community intensified, an increasing number of plays were performed on Saturdays and festivals. Women were finally allowed to perform. This phenomenon was so problematic that the actresses’ full names were never listed; only their initials appeared. The theater, as it was, had many opponents, particularly the rabbis and religious figures. They considered the theater as *halikha behuqot hagoyim* (following the ways of the Gentiles) and an offense against the Jewish religion, regardless of the play’s theme. They believed the theater was an acute threat to the purity of Jewish life.18

The educated strata of the Jewish community considered theater an aesthetic art form that could contribute to the education of the lower classes, who used to shove each other in the theater entrances. The newspapers published advertisements that recommended abstaining from unnecessary joking or laughter, bottle throwing, and littering during performances or bringing babies to the theater.

The elite saw the theater as a highly important cultural gauge and wished to prove that Jewish society was not inferior to other societies in its appreciation of theater as an art. Hence it was used as a way of integrating Jewish society into the general Ottoman-Turkish population. For instance, one newspaper advertised a “dramatic and entertaining” evening, with all proceeds going to Talmud Torah, a prevalent phenomenon in Jewish society, which meant raising money from plays for the needs of the community. A committee was created for this Talmud Torah, headed by senior Muslim functionaries, including the mayor and chief of police. The ad states:

> Our donor X has recently published a colorful invitation for our people . . . to participate in a dramatic and musical evening that will be given during mid-Passover, on Monday evening, April 1, at the Sporting Club. This will not only be an occasion for enjoyable entertainment and significant assistance to the devotion of Torah study so dear to our community. The partaking of the play’s success is also a special opportunity to demonstrate to the non-Jewish residents . . . that the Jewish community of Izmir knows how to uphold its institutions and can be very generous with them. This is truly a great honor and pleasure for us, to see the senior non-Jewish
Influences on Jewish Music

Music was not new to the Izmir community, but it also witnessed some innovations that had a direct impact on Muslim society. The songs of Sephardic Jewry can be divided into two categories: religious songs sung mainly in Hebrew and secular songs sung mainly in Ladino.

Religious Songs

Liturgical songs are sung in synagogues and at Jewish ceremonies such as circumcision, bar mitzvahs, and weddings. The structure, style, and character of these melodies are derived from the Spanish musical heritage that the expelled Jews brought with them to the Ottoman Empire from Spain. Selihot (penitential prayers recited in the weeks preceding Yom Kippur) and piyyutim of the High Holy Days are sung to these melodies. Other melodies were composed after the Spanish Expulsion or were borrowed from their host culture. These were meant to inspire the people and instill knowledge and love of Torah and Mitzvot (commandments) in their hearts. Holidays, Jewish values, religious leaders, and holy objects were all themes.

These songs were first sung in Hebrew, but later in Ladino, due to the efforts of a small group of rabbis and poets, including Rabbi Avraham Toledo, Rabbi Chaim Yom Tov Magola, and Rabbi Avraham Assa. Their goal was to strengthen the weak spiritual level of the people, who no longer knew Hebrew and could not read holy texts written in this language. They wrote and translated books on Jewish law and ethics as well as liturgical poetry into Ladino. One example is a poem entitled Komplas De Yosef HaTzaddik (Poems in Honor of Joseph the Righteous). Songs were composed in Ladino honoring those who journeyed to the Holy Land to pray at the graves of Tzaddiqim (righteous) or Jews who wished to end their days there and be buried in its holy earth.

By the nineteenth century the masses could no longer read Hebrew, and the educated elite read French or Italian. The translation of piyyutim,
especially those sung on the High Holy Days, became a necessity. Liturgical songs reached the height of their popularity during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.21

Secular Songs

Sephardic Jews adopted several literary genres from their surrounding culture; stories, parables, and proverbs were added to their repertoire of prose; romances and chansons enlarged their cadre of poetry. During the centuries that Judeo-Spanish communities existed far from their Spanish homeland, romances became a symbol of their roots, deeply seeped in Spanish culture. These romances evolved as Ladino singers made their additions and changes. Thematically, romances resembled dramas, with topics ranging from historic events to love, hate, war, and betrayal.22 Musically, Judeo-Spanish romances were Middle Eastern in structure, containing scales with melodically flowing tunes with no repetitions in the song. Romances often had more than thirty stanzas consisting of four lines each. In contrast to Judeo-Spanish folk songs, which were cheerful and primarily composed with Mediterranean tunes after the Expulsion, the romances were composed in European scales, contained little text, and often repeated the second half of the song.

Despite the risk of Judeo-Spanish music becoming highly “Ottoman-ized,” much of the Spanish character and style were retained, thanks to liturgical songs and other singing traditions that were passed down for generations.23

Spanish vs. Ottoman/Turkish Influence

Researchers disagree regarding the extent to which the Ottoman Jews clung to their Spanish cultural roots. Some Judeo-Spanish folk music researchers believe that many elements found in Ottoman Jewish music originate from the Iberian Peninsula. Others claim the distance from Spain caused Levantine Jews to disconnect from Iberian musical traditions. During the nineteenth century, when Western culture had a great influence on Jewish Levantine music and the French, Italian, Greek, and English styles of song impacted the music of the time, a new approach was created. The Jewish-Spanish community maintained an ongoing cultural dialogue with their Ottoman Muslim hosts.24
Edwin Seroussi describes the Turkish *maccam* as an example of this new grafting. The Turkish *maccam* is an elaborate musical system. Typical key elements are defined musical forms, specific modes, and rhythmic patterns. The *maccam* is equivalent to the complex Persian Arab musical systems popular with urban life since the Middle Ages. The Turkish *maccam* is a musical arrangement containing many parts, both vocal and instrumental, set in a sequence known as *fasil*. Every part of the *fasil* is characterized by its own structure, rhythm, and parables. The Turkish *maccam* became a part of Judeo-Spanish culture almost as soon as Jews settled in the Ottoman Empire in the early sixteenth century. Written proof that Jewish Ottoman music was influenced by Turkish music is found in the headings and instructions accompanying many Hebrew liturgical songs. From the sixteenth century, headings indicate which Turkish song served as a basis for the Hebrew song or according to which Turkish melody the Hebrew *piyyut* should be sung.25

A review of Turkish melody names listed in collections of *piyyutim* from the sixteenth century makes it possible to prove how the names of the Turkish songs became more common than names of Spanish ones within a short time. Furthermore, it was proven that Turkish influence was not limited to the musical field but extended to singing as well. From the sixteenth century we find Hebrew liturgy composed by Sephardic poets in the Ottoman Empire possessing structures and meters borrowed from Turkish song.26

**Influences on Jewish Musicians**

Jewish Ottoman composers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries became increasingly skilled at composing Turkish *maccam*. Liturgical and para-liturgical singing became highly developed. Jewish poets and musicians formed musical groups in the large urban centers of Adrianopol (Edirne), Izmir, and Istanbul. Some of these musicians served as rabbis and cantors, while others split their time between the Jewish community and the aristocratic Turkish courts that employed them. The famous cantors and musicians of Izmir include Rabbi Yom Tov Dannon, also called Küçük Haham (the little ḫakham), who was active in the seventeenth century, and Rabbi Avraham Ariyas, known as Hace (expert teacher) by the Turks, who lived in the early nineteenth century. Issac Barki, known as Küçük Isak (little Issac), was one of Izmir’s most famous violinists and
composers in the mid-nineteenth century. Composers Chaim Alzarki (who died in 1913) and Eliya Levy, known as Santuri Eliya (Eliya the Santuri player), were both active at the turn of the century.27

Issac Algazi (1889–1950) was also born in Izmir and studied cantorial and Turkish music in the early twentieth century. Between 1923 and 1933 he served as the cantor in the Italian synagogue in Istanbul. His principal teachers were his father, Shlomo Algazi, and the Jewish composer Shem Tov Shikiar (1840–1920), who earned the title Hoca Santo (the saintly teacher).28 Shikiar received lessons in the art of singing from the city’s greatest singers, known as paytanim. He travelled to Istanbul when he turned twenty and spent a few years learning from the greatest Hafızlar (religious people who learn the Quran by heart and are learned in religious Islamic songs). Shikiar was also popular with Sultan Abdülhamit II (1876–1909), who was fond of music and occasionally invited Shikiar to his palace. Local Muslim singers used to envy Shikiar, and they expressed it by giving him a hard time. Algazi was a violinist and composer who taught in a school of the arts in Izmir and was so beloved by the sultan that his work Hanoten Teshua Lamelakhim (Prayers for the King and Country) was adopted by the palace as the official closing musical piece at state receptions.29 Algazi was close to the president of the Turkish Republic, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, who hired him as a consultant to the National Institute of Turkish Folklore and even invited him to sing at Dolmabahçe Palace. Algazi derived his skill in artistic Turkish music from Shikiar.30 Shikiar also conducted Turkish music lessons in the “Shalom” and “Portugal” synagogues.31 These lessons were advertised in the local newspapers. For example:

As previously announced, the Fasil in Mahor has been taught since the third of Tevet in Kahal Kadosh Portugal by the teachers (Shem Tov) Shikiar, (Haim) Alzarki, (Shlomo) Algazi. . . . We are pleased to learn that the audience attends the Kahal Kadosh for the rehearsals which are conducted with order and harmony. One can also hear the Fasil . . . by the Maestro Shikiar. . . . The audience is most enthusiastic.32

This notice proves how developed the musical activity of the Jews of Izmir was in those years and how knowledgeable Jewish musicians were in Turkish music. The fact that rehearsals were held in synagogues demonstrates that music was important.
The Manner of Song Copying

In his book *Krach shel Romi* (City of Rome), Rabbi Moshe Yosef Ḥazan, an Izmir native, describes the manner in which Christian tunes were adopted for prayers and holy texts.

. . . and I swear by the heavens and the earth that while I was in the big city full of ḥakhamim and scribes called Smyrna (Izmir) (may G-d protect it), I saw some of their ḥakhamim who were great poets and musicians . . . and their leader was the wondrous Rabbi Avraham Hakohen Ariyas (may he be remembered in the next world) and for their musical rhythms of the High Holy Days which call for great humility and are called Chazanut. They would go to the Christian church behind the partition during their days of worship to learn from them that humbled sound which breaks all hearts and then they would arrange from those sounds wondrous Qadishim and Qedushot.\(^3^3\)

In other words, the cantors used to go to the churches in order to learn their tunes from the Christians, but that was only one example. Melodies were taken from Muslims praying at their mosques as well. During this period, the songs were mainly religious and para-religious and were composed using the popular instruments of Turkish music. However, from the nineteenth century, songs lacking all religious content were composed in the Jewish-Sephardic communities.

Parallel to the national awakening of the Balkans, the melodies used for anthems, whether official melodies or songs expressing national ideologies, became a widespread phenomenon in the repertoire of many Jewish communities. With the acceptance of the national state idea by the Jews of Europe as a solution to the “Jewish problem,” the anthem melodies entered the religious repertoire. It was now easy for synagogue cantors throughout the Ottoman Empire to adopt the melodies of the patriotic Turkish songs.\(^3^4\) For example, during the “Young Turk Revolution” in 1908, the masses held meetings supporting the new government, resulting in the composition of pro-revolution songs. One of the songs, named *Por La Libertad* (For Liberty), contains twenty verses praising the new government and describing the background leading to the revolution, and it concludes by praising the values of freedom and equality that formed the basis of the revolution. The song was apparently written and sung in
Ladino. Around 1908 Shir ha-geula (Song of Redemption) was written by a teacher in the Jewish school in Silibri, in honor of Dr. Theodor Herzl’s visit to Sultan Abdülhamit in Istanbul and was considered “a national song of our own.”

The Rabbis’ Response

As discussed earlier, music and theater affairs provoked the rabbis’ concern more than once. Like in formal Judaism, Islam places certain restrictions on the use of music in religious worship. Quranic recitation is viewed by Muslims as reading (okumak in Turkish) rather than singing, as often perceived by Western scholars. Indeed, some sources describe close relations between rabbis and Muslims, such as rabbis who taught Muslims Torah and Muslims who taught rabbis Islamic sources. An example is Rabbi Avraham Mandil (1820–83), known as Haham Aga, who was a very talented composer and performer rumored to have sung with Dervishes (Sufi order members) at the Galata Tekke (lodge) and even to have been the teacher of şeyh Ayatüllah Efendi, leader of the Kulekapı Mevlevis.

Yet at special times of the year the singing of highly melodic religious songs within the religious service in either mosques or synagogues was permitted. In Islam, it was mostly manifested by the Sufi brotherhoods (Tarikatler).

Despite the aforementioned, the Ottoman rabbis strongly opposed the theater and secular songs, especially those that dealt with love or foreign songs, since they lacked praise of G-d. Nonetheless, their main concern was directed at songs of love and lust, the melodies of which were used for the singing of prayers, or vice versa—the use of the melodies of religious songs to express the lyrics of love songs. For example, Rabbi Eliezer Papo, who lived in Sarajevo in the nineteenth century, expressed his repugnance at the fact that cantors sang selihot to melodies of love songs on the High Holy Days. He claimed that selihot are supposed to cause the person to feel remorse and not to dance:

And I find the deed bad, that some cantors on days of selihot sing some tones which hearing them gives you the desire to dance, from here they let you comprehend that they do not understand what comes out of their mouth . . . and especially make us think that with
these cheerful maccams . . . the public does not awaken to do teshuvah and take the selihot as a song.\footnote{39}

Another prohibition regarding this matter is related to the Halachic prohibition on the theater regarding not following the ways of the Gentiles. However, some rabbis attempted to negate this prohibition. For example, Rabbi Ḥazan believed that the music used for worship in churches and mosques was not a problem, for “finally, the same voices that are not unique to their worship are permitted in our worship.”\footnote{40} Rabbi Menāḥem de Lonzano was the first Jewish composer to write the beginnings of Turkish songs as titles of his songs, indicating the melody to which his songs should be sung. Rabbi de Lonzano said that he never wrote songs according to Turkish melodies that led to debauchery, but rather chose melodies that aimed to humble the heart and elevate behavior. He therefore chose only sad melodies from Turkish music and rejected the happy melodies. He even mentioned in the prelude to his songs that many of his melodies should not be sung on the Sabbath or on High Holy Days.\footnote{41}

Rabbi Ḥazan adds that adopting the non-Jewish melodies is necessary, as the Jews were left with no remnants of their holy melodies. Thus there was no choice but to use non-Jewish melodies and apply them to Hebrew prayers. In other words, the problem was not the melody but the songs that were taken from the non-Jewish surroundings and that were sung in their language.\footnote{42} Rabbi Papo also added that it was inappropriate to sing religious songs using love song melodies; however, songs sung in churches and mosques can be used, as they evoke remorse and submissiveness by non-Jews as well.

This entire topic was raised in a rabbinical discussion by Rabbi Ḥayyim Palacci (1787–1868). Palacci notes that the problem is actually with the musical instruments. He comments that the two most popular instruments used by Muslims, the kemence and the santur, are played by plucking their strings, and if something goes wrong with one of these instruments, they must be repaired immediately during playing, which would be considered a desecration of the Sabbath. Thus if music must be played in synagogue on the Sabbath, it should preferably not be an instrument that will lead to its desecration.\footnote{43}

Perhaps the music was only an excuse for a more profound fear. In the nineteenth century we hear about young Jews taking dancing lessons with Muslims, discussing religion and political affairs and even studying
together, so that when a young Jew wanted to marry a Muslim, he or she had to convert to Islam. This phenomenon was apparently not unique to the Izmir community but occurred throughout the Ottoman Empire. In 1903, for instance, thirteen Jews chose to become Muslims, in 1907 five Jews, and in 1908 eight. The Jewish community of Izmir decided to fight this phenomenon and founded an association to combat assimilation.44 Perhaps the rabbis just took precautionary measures by prohibiting the adoption of Gentile customs, including “borrowing” their music.

The current Jewish community in Turkey reports a 30 percent assimilation rate. It is unavoidable that this process, resulting in so high an assimilation rate among Turkish Jews, began as a massive and not marginal phenomenon stemming from the period discussed in this article.

Conclusion

The influence of the surrounding Muslim culture on Ottoman and Turkish Jewry is evident. This influence was mutual, as Jewish culture affected its surroundings as well, although to a lesser degree. These influences were cause for disagreement in Jewish society, mainly between traditionalists and progressive Jews, and widened the gaps that appeared as modernization set in. The opposition of the rabbis led to prohibition and stricter separation between Jews and Muslims, but the historical changes enhanced the cultural collaborations and witnessed a process of total acculturation.

Notes

2. The objective of Alliance Israélite Universelle was to educate in western ways and instill openness to progress and new cultures all over the Spanish world. However, the first to bring western civilization to these countries were actually the Christian missionary schools. AIU became the main source for disseminating modern and western ideas in the Jewish-Spanish world. This is clearly expressed through the distribution of the French language and culture. See also Esther Benbassa and Aron Roderigue, Yehudey Sepharad Be’Artzot HaBalkan (Jerusalem: Zalman Shazar Center Press, 2001), 93–100.
4. For more on clothes, see Siren Bora, İzmir Yahudileri Tarihi (İzmir: Gözlem Gazetecilik Basın ve Yayın A.Ş, 1995), 80–81.


30. Artistic Turkish music (*Türk Sanat Müziği*) is based on the notion of the Maccam.


33. Ḥazan, siman aleph, daf gimmel, ’amud aleph.
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Poverty and Charity in a Moroccan City

A Study of Jewish Communal Leadership in Meknes, 1750–1912

JESSICA MARGLIN

The leaders of Meknes’s Jewish community in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries faced a number of pressing issues, such as contentious inheritance disputes and the maintenance of a delicate relationship with the Muslim authorities. Yet undoubtedly caring for the community’s poor constituted one of the most burning responsibilities facing this city’s Jewish leadership. The sheer number of community ordinances (taqanot) passed concerning poverty and charity testify to its centrality in the eyes of Meknes’s leaders. In a collection of seventy-three taqanot enacted between 1750 and 1912, thirty-four concern poverty and charity. Understanding the nature of Jewish communal leadership in Meknes requires investigating the challenge that most concerned Meknes’s Jewish leaders—their responsibilities toward the community’s poor.

Drawing mainly from taqanot, but also from responsa literature (she’elot u-teshuvot) and other communal and archival records, this essay explores how the Jewish leaders of Meknes responded to the needs of the poorest members of their community. In so doing, I address two separate but intertwined issues. I investigate the history of poverty and charity in Meknes and use the lens of poverty relief to examine the nature of Jewish leadership there.

A close study of the texts produced by the Jewish leaders of Meknes reveals that the control of charity constituted a strategy with which these leaders asserted and consolidated their authority. While the responsibility
to provide for the Jewish poor in Meknes was undoubtedly religiously motivated, charity also served a political function. Far from observing a strict secular/religious divide, Jewish leaders combined the pious and strategic roles of poor relief.

Beyond analyzing charity as a political tool, I ground practices of charity in their historical context. Looking at other Jewish communities in the Middle East and Europe, I draw comparisons in order to shed light on the nature of Jewish communal leadership. Beyond the Jewish community, I point out similarities and differences between Jewish and Muslim practices, although I shy away from claims concerning where these norms originated. Temporally, I situate changing practices of charity in the transformations sparked by increasing contact with Europe in the late nineteenth century.

Meknes provides good ground for such a case study, though the differences among various Moroccan Jewish communities make drawing general conclusions about Moroccan Jews difficult. Rather, this inquiry contributes to emerging studies of poverty, charity, and Jewish leadership in the Middle East more broadly. In particular I build upon the work of Yaron Ben-Naeh and Mark Cohen, who as yet are the only scholars to write on poverty and charity among Middle Eastern Jews. Although studies of Muslim responses to poverty are more plentiful (especially concerning the legal and religious aspects of charity), relatively few scholars have turned their attention to the social history of poverty and charity. Unfortunately, no such studies exist for the Moroccan context. In order to contextualize the case of Meknes, I thus rely primarily on studies of communities elsewhere in the Middle East, particularly the Ottoman Empire. A full-scale comparison with Moroccan Muslim practice would involve original research using Muslim sources, which is beyond the scope of this inquiry. Nevertheless, I draw preliminary conclusions about the relationship between Meknes and Jewish, Muslim, and Christian communities in the region.

The Jews of Meknes in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries

Meknes’s greatest claim to fame is its royal status (which it shares with Fez and Marrakech). Chosen by the sultan Mulay Ismail as his new capital in 1672, Meknes reached the height of its renown in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. It did not take long for this new capital to
replace Fez as the center of Jewish learning in Morocco. Although by the late nineteenth century both Meknes and its Jewish community had declined in importance, it nevertheless remained a vibrant hub of Moroccan Jewish life. Most accounts agree that by the turn of the twentieth century, the city’s Jews numbered about six thousand.

The leadership of the Jewish community of Meknes followed patterns found in many other Moroccan cities. At the top of the pyramid, the va῾ad (or the ma῾amad), a council of learned elders, made the majority of decisions for the community. Usually composed of seven men, including rabbis and influential laymen, the va῾ad wrote the taqanot that regulated much of the community’s daily life. The nagid was primarily responsible for relations between Jews and the Muslim authorities. He acted in parallel to the communal council, and at times in cooperation with it. A number of other communal officials—the head rabbi, the shohet (ritual butcher), and the treasurer, among others—were appointed by the va῾ad or by the community itself. Yet not every member of the council agreed to each taqanah, and at times individual members passed taqanot on behalf of the entire group. I thus use the term “Jewish leaders” rather than “va῾ad” in order to emphasize the fluidity of the group responsible for communal decisions.

Meknes’s Jewish leadership was faced with a community that in socio-economic terms largely resembled its Jewish and non-Jewish equivalents throughout Morocco. Arriving at exact proportions for the makeup of Meknes’s Jewish population is impossible at this point. Nonetheless, the sources indicate a general schema of the community. A tiny minority of extremely wealthy families occupied the top of the pyramid, comprising between four and ten households at the end of the nineteenth century. These families were generally engaged in trade and had connections with wealthy and influential Muslims. In the shadow of the fabulously wealthy lived the majority of the population who earned their livelihood as artisans or small-time merchants—those I refer to as the “middling sorts.” Although these householders were normally able to support themselves, they were poor enough to be in danger of slipping into destitution at even minor catastrophes. In precolonial Morocco, political turmoil was often the catalyst for a fall from riches. During times of political instability, merchants were unable to open their stores, artisans could not work in their shops, and many had their possessions looted by armed mobs. Finally, at the other end of the spectrum were the completely destitute,
those who relied entirely on the community and on individual charity for
their livelihood. They included the elderly, the “weak,” and others unable
to provide for themselves.\textsuperscript{18}

**Understandings of Poverty**

In order to grasp the role of charity in the array of concerns preoccupying
Meknes’s leaders, one must understand whom they considered to be poor.
How did communal leaders view this sector of society and, by extension,
their responsibilities toward them?

Although explicit definitions of poverty in the *taqanot* of Meknes are
rare—generally the term *poor* (῾aniyim) is used without further specifica-
tion—other sources from the period give us an idea of how the Jewish
communal leaders of Meknes defined “the poor.” They most commonly
used the term *poor* to refer to members of the community who regularly
received communal charity. Among those who could expect charity on a
weekly basis (the evening preceding the Sabbath) were “widows, orphans,
and the extremely poor,” a category that undoubtedly included the elderly
and others unable to provide for themselves.\textsuperscript{19} A separate distribution for
sages (or religious scholars) was called the *ḥaluqat ha-ḥakhamim*.\textsuperscript{20} Mi-
grant beggars traveling from city to city also merited the label “poor,”
and though they were only passing through, Meknes’s Jewish leaders were
responsible for them during their stay.\textsuperscript{21}

A note of clarification concerning the inclusion of “sages” is in order.
Bridging the distinction between the “middling sorts” and the absolute
poor were scholars, or men of religion, often included in the category of
“poor” by Jews as well as Muslims.\textsuperscript{22} The ‘*ulamā’* (Muslim scholars) were
considered poor because it was assumed that members of this group de-
voted their days to religious pursuits and therefore did not have time to
earn a living.\textsuperscript{23} Social histories of charity in Islamic contexts reveal that
a significant portion of pious endowments were dedicated to the ‘*ulamā’
throughout the Middle East.\textsuperscript{24} Likewise, Jewish communities considered
it their duty to provide for their scholars.\textsuperscript{25} This included donations to
scholars abroad, especially in Palestine, from whence messengers arrived
on a regular basis seeking contributions to be distributed in the four holy
cities (Jerusalem, Hebron, Safed, and Tiberias). But neither among Jews
nor Muslims did the association of religious scholars with the “poor”
mean that these recipients of charity were necessarily indigent. In fact,
many Jewish and Muslim scholars who received charity were relatively well off.26

The leaders of Meknes’s Jewish community had a clear sense of who merited the title “poor” and thus who was entitled to charity. But how did Meknes’s Jewish leaders relate to poverty, and what did they consider their responsibilities toward the poor? It is best to begin by examining the larger Middle Eastern context in which Moroccan Jewish attitudes toward poverty were situated. In the early modern period—that is, before European ideas about poverty took root across the Mediterranean—Jews, Muslims, and Christians in the Middle East viewed poverty as a natural aspect of society. In Miriam Hoexter’s analysis of Muslim charity in eighteenth-century Algiers, she points out that “the existence of poor people in the community was conceived of as a permanent fact.”27 Poverty was not a blight that an ideal society could theoretically eradicate. On the contrary, the very nature of Islamic pious endowments (in Arabic, waqf, pl. awqāf, or ḥabs, pl. ḥubūs), which constituted the most important form of charity among Muslims, rests on the assumption of poverty’s permanence in Muslim society. Awqāf invariably include the clause that when the line of beneficiaries dies out, the endowment reverts to the poor.28

Middle Eastern Jews—including Meknes’s Jewish leaders—similarly conceived of poverty as a permanent state that God commanded them to do their best to ease.29 Although Jews in the Ottoman Empire sometimes took a negative attitude toward beggars, they ultimately viewed poverty as an inevitable evil that they were responsible for alleviating.30 Like most Muslims, the Jewish leadership of Meknes assumed that poverty would always exist.31 In the late nineteenth century, these attitudes toward poverty began to change.

The view of poverty as a natural aspect of society influenced the way in which the Jews of Meknes viewed poor individuals. Jews around the world considered it their religious duty to give charity.32 Nonetheless, in Europe and the Middle East, many Jews looked down on the poor as inferior and deserving of contempt. Ben-Naeh points out that although rabbis in the Ottoman Empire encouraged Jews to have pity on the poor, it was nevertheless common for the rich to abuse the less fortunate.33 Meknes’s Jewish leaders exhibited only concern for the poor in their writings, whom they portrayed as innocent victims of fate.34 Their oft-repeated injunctions to give charity reminded their community that giving was among the most important responsibilities that Jews must perform.35
Although not a source of contempt, everyone considered poverty shameful for those who experienced it. The shame of the poor forms a trope in the *taqanot*, whether because they could not afford certain pleasures in life or because they were unable to reciprocate the generosity of friends and relatives. Humiliation clung closest to those who fell into temporary poverty. Jews who had some sort of income felt acutely the indignity of being unable to afford lavish celebrations or send appropriate gifts. Those who were permanently destitute, on the other hand, were unlikely to even consider such luxuries in their struggle to merely stay alive. Letters from the community of Meknes to the Alliance Israélite Universelle (AIU) explicitly recount the humiliation of Jews who were plunged into poverty by political turbulence. The experience of poor Jews in medieval Cairo exhibits a similar pattern, with the suddenly impoverished far more ashamed than their permanently destitute coreligionists. Although the permanently poor were undoubtedly also humiliated by their poverty, those hovering on the edge of destitution experienced a different quality of shame, one that compounded the lack of riches with the loss of social status.

Jewish attitudes toward the poor in Meknes often reflected the Muslim context in which they developed, as did their organization of charity. Yet Jewish leaders’ strategies of poor relief also exhibited significant differences related to characteristics of their leadership structure.

**Meknes’s Jewish Leadership and the Organization of Charity**

How did the Jewish leaders of Meknes respond to poverty? What can the organization and regulation of charity tell us about their leadership? As in Jewish communities across the world, the leaders of Meknes’s Jewish community considered it their religious responsibility to provide relief and sustenance for those defined as “poor” both locally and abroad. Yet beyond this religious injunction, the control of charity constituted a strategy by which Jewish leaders asserted and reaffirmed their temporal authority.

In reconstructing how charity operated among the Jews of Meknes, I draw comparisons with Jewish and Muslim communities throughout the Middle East. In general, the Jews of Meknes, like other Jewish communities in the region, centralized the distribution of charity more than did Muslims. Indeed, in his study of eighteenth-century Aleppo, Abraham Marcus contrasts non-Muslims’ tendency toward centralization with
their Muslim neighbors’ more diffuse approach.40 This is undoubtedly related to the emphasis on individual charity in Islamic law, as opposed to the development of communal charity in halakhah.41 Yet the interplay between the control of charity and the legitimization of authority also informed Muslim charity. Ottoman officials, from local bureaucrats to the sultan himself, established charitable endowments (such as soup kitchens, Quranic schools, and hospitals) as a way to consolidate and validate their power.42 At various points in the nineteenth century, the beys of Tunis employed similar charitable measures to legitimize their authority in the eyes of their subjects.43 Among both Jews and Muslims, symbolic legitimation emerged from the leaders’ responsibility to provide relief for the poorest members of the community.

One of the most important roles of the communal leadership structure was to ensure the regular collection and distribution of charity to the poorest Jews in Meknes. Their level of monopoly over the sources of charity varied, from unobtrusively providing coffers in which Jews could place their donations at their leisure, to levying taxes, to more symbolic strategies such as directing fines toward poor relief. Yet at every turn the Jewish communal leaders of Meknes kept charity firmly under their control—a striking contrast with the Islamic tendency to leave charity in the hands of individuals.

Charity given by individual Jews either directly to the poor or to communal coffers undoubtedly constituted a major aspect of charitable giving in Meknes. While communal leaders were least able to control this kind of voluntary giving, they nonetheless enacted regulations whenever possible. Individuals placed their donations in the communal “poor box” (qupah le-῾aniyim). Later official appointees collected and redistributed the money.44 Holidays were popular occasions for such donations, especially the three major festivals (Pesah, Shavu῾ot, and Sukkot).45 Individuals also donated to the communal poor box to mark private celebrations, such as a circumcision, a bar mitzvah, or a wedding.46 Such occasions often entailed inviting the poor to feasts, almsgiving, and the distribution of specialty food items, such as spiced meats or dried fruits.47 Jews and Muslims across the Middle East shared the tradition of giving to the poor on festive occasions.48 Muslims, however, tended to make such donations directly to the poor, while Jews often went through a governing body.49 Finally, Meknes’s leaders were proactive in their attempts to collect charity from individuals. Various taqanot stipulated the responsibilities of a
treasurer (the *gizbar* or the *gabbai*), who would go from house to house once weekly, gathering money and bread to be distributed to the poor on Fridays.\(^{50}\)

Once collected, Jewish leaders carefully regulated the ways in which charity was meted out. The most important was undoubtedly the weekly pre-Sabbath distribution, probably carried out by the same treasurer sent to collect these funds.\(^{51}\) The communal leaders kept a list of weekly recipients, which included those unable to provide for themselves and religious scholars. Special distributions were probably also organized in honor of holidays, when extra charity was collected.\(^{52}\) The weekly distribution of charity was unique to Jews; most Muslim pious endowments provided for the poor on a daily basis through soup kitchens or other charitable institutions.\(^{53}\)

Among Jews, even the most private kinds of giving were regulated. In 1757, the communal leaders passed a *taqanah* limiting the amount individuals could give to various classes of beggars: *talmidei hakhamim* could receive the most, followed by “important people” and then by everyone else.\(^{54}\) Only emissaries from Palestine were exempt from such limitations. The authors did not specify how these rules were to be enforced—in fact, their strict observation seems unlikely at best. Nonetheless, the limitation on direct, private giving indicates the great degree of control exercised by Jewish leaders in Meknes over every aspect of charity.\(^{55}\)

Although *shelihim* (Jewish emissaries) hailing from Palestine were exempt from regulations on individual giving, the communal leaders found other ways to control donations to the holy land. Emissaries from Palestine arrived regularly in all the major cities of Morocco.\(^{56}\) The account book of an emissary from Jerusalem who arrived in Meknes in 1895 records the donations of 136 individuals (or groups of individuals), as well as the sums of a number of *qupot*.\(^{57}\) Numerous *taqanot* regulated donations for these emissaries; their frequency indicates both the importance of charity to Palestine and the high level of control to which it was subject.\(^{58}\) Meknesi Jews’ practice of sending significant amounts of charity to their holy cities was similarly prevalent among Muslims, who regularly made donations to the poor in Mecca and Medina.\(^{59}\)

Although the leaders of Meknes’s Jewish community left some decisions regarding charity for Palestine up to individuals, Jews were not free to give entirely as they saw fit. The donations given directly to the emissary when he arrived or those collected during the year and delivered in
a lump-sum were unregulated. Yet in the 1820s a series of taqanot fixed certain holidays during which the Jews of Meknes were encouraged to donate to particular cities. The community also prescribed donations to the various qapot in honor of family celebrations. In 1886, for example, the leaders decreed that every woman who gave birth should donate to Qupat Rahel Imeninu (the collection box of Rachel the Matriarch), which went to poor Jews in Palestine.

Communal leaders did not control only voluntary donations; they also saddled their constituents with obligatory contributions, which they collected primarily through an extensive taxation system. At various points the leadership of Meknes’s Jews levied taxes on kosher meat and kosher wine, the revenues of which went entirely to the poor. The tax on kosher meat to benefit the poor (the gabella) dates to the early modern period in Morocco; in 1603, the rabbis of Fez renewed it in a taqanah. A treasurer was responsible for collecting these taxes and distributing the funds to the poor. Ottoman Jews levied similar taxes on kosher meat. Taxation, one of the most direct affirmations of governmental power, exemplifies the close connection between authority and charity in Meknes.

Though central to Jewish leaders’ strategy for regulating charity, the levying of taxes was probably secondary in import to the tax exemptions they administered. The major tax on the Jews of Meknes was the jizya, the poll tax required of all dhimmi subjects residing in Muslim lands. Communal leaders exempted men of religion from contributing to the payment of the jizya. A taqanah from 1800 stridently reprimands those who tried to make talmidei hakhamim contribute during a year when the jizya was particularly high. The authors conceded, however, that if a scholar was engaged in his profession more than in the study of Torah, then the exemption did not apply. Others were supposed to contribute to the jizya “as much as they were able,” which meant that those with means paid the taxes owed by the destitute. In order to enforce this system, Jewish leaders enacted a number of taqanot designed to prevent tax evasion. The custom of exempting men of religion and the poor from taxes was also practiced in Fez at least through the seventeenth century and in the Ottoman Empire through the early nineteenth.

While taxes proved the most visible way in which the regulation of charity reinforced Jewish leaders’ authority, they were equally careful to manage other sources of poor relief. The pious endowments (heqdeshim)—buildings or leases on buildings consecrated as sources of income for the
poor—fell under their supervision. The use of *heqdeshim* as a source of charity was closely related to Islamic practice, in which *awqāf* constituted one of the most important charitable institutions. Among Jews as well, pious endowments provided both housing and cash for local indigents and scholars. For instance, two *taqanot* from the eighteenth century offered a detailed explanation of the status of ten stores built just outside the walls of the Jewish quarter, the *millāh*. Both *taqanot* stipulated that one-third of the stores’ *hazaqot* (the legal right of occupancy, considered to be separate from either ownership or rental) be dedicated to the poor. When these *hazaqot* were sold, one-third of the proceeds went to charity.

The community also oversaw particular buildings dedicated to the poor. One source concerns buildings that belonged to the *gmilut hasadim* society (a “good deeds” society). It seems that the profits from these buildings, including stores and houses, were collected by the society’s treasurer and used for the its activities as well as distributed directly to the poor. Another *taqanah* describes buildings rented specifically to the poor; a treasurer was to be nominated to collect the rent from the tenants, from which he was to deduct the amount donated by the community. At least one *heqdesh* was dedicated to the Jews of Palestine. Private individuals could establish *heqdeshim*, as in the case of a woman who left part of her property to the poor. Yet regardless of their specifications, Meknes’s leaders took care to oversee how revenues from pious endowments were collected and distributed.

While control over individual charity, taxes, and pious endowments constituted concrete ways in which Meknes’s Jewish leaders asserted their authority, a more symbolic strategy also fell under the auspices of poor relief. *Taqanot* on a range of subjects often threatened potential offenders with fines to be collected at the discretion of the *beit din* (Jewish court). These fines, stipulated the authors, would be designated for the poor. A *taqanah* enacted repeatedly includes the threat of such a fine; it prohibited playing “karta” (or “al-karta”), a card game involving gambling. At least three separate *taqanot* specified that fines collected for playing “karta” would go to the poor. The collection of fines intended for the poor was also a strategy used by Jews in Fez at least through the seventeenth century.

It is difficult to determine the extent to which these fines constituted an important source of charity. Yet the recurrence of the threat both to fine community members and to donate these fines to the poor reveals
charity's central role in the leadership structure of Meknes. On the one hand, the stipulation that the fines were for a good cause undoubtedly legitimized the prohibitions laid out in the taqanot. Jewish leaders' control of charity thus enhanced their authority. On the other hand, the designation of extra public money for the poor—money that did not flow from regular sources of communal income—reinforced the community's dedication to caring for its underprivileged members, again increasing its legitimacy in the eyes of Meknes's Jews.

Meknes's Jewish leaders saw it as their responsibility to control almost every aspect of poor relief, from donations by individuals to the symbolic legitimation incurred by levying fines to benefit the poor. Yet the supervision of charity did not represent the limits of their responsibilities. Beyond their response to existing poverty, the Jewish leaders of Meknes took it upon themselves to address the future financial state of their community.

Jewish Leaders and the Prevention of Poverty

Jewish leaders' focus on the immediate relief of suffering reflected their view of poverty as a permanent aspect of society. Nonetheless, they were far from content to merely provide handouts. Jewish leaders in Meknes waged a constant battle to prevent families from slipping into poverty in the first place. Although structural poverty would always exist, they nevertheless attempted to reduce the numbers of those who “fell from their riches.” These efforts to control impoverishment are perhaps the best evidence of the extent to which charity and authority were entwined. The measures taken by Meknes's Jewish leaders also demonstrate the extensive centralization of charity among Jews as compared to Muslims; no attempt to prevent future impoverishment has been observed in Muslim charitable efforts. The wide range of Jewish leaders' authority stretched on one axis from individual to communal actions, on another from local to foreign causes, and on yet a third from present to future conditions.

Meknesi Jews' strategies for controlling poverty also challenge the dichotomy between “traditional” and “modern” approaches to charity. Many scholars juxtapose traditional charity, which limits itself to the material relief of poverty, with modern (i.e., European) ideas about charity, which seek to implement social policies that reduce and eventually eliminate poverty. The case of Meknes challenges this dichotomy, suggesting
that Jewish leaders’ conception of poverty as permanent did not prevent them from offering both immediate and long-term solutions.

Although Jewish leaders across the world passed regulations aimed at controlling the financial affairs of individuals, scholars have yet to note the long-term goal of preventing poverty in other Jewish communities in the Middle East or Europe. Limitations on consumption intended to alleviate financial crises only took effect for short periods of time. In Meknes, however, regulations on consumption did not have time limits attached and aimed at controlling poverty permanently. Although this study reveals a new aspect of poverty relief, I suspect that further research would reveal similar policies elsewhere.

Jewish leaders in Meknes used sumptuary laws as their primary strategy to curb poverty. These sumptuary laws limited expenditures at family celebrations, holidays, and other occasions. They included detailed specifications of how many guests one could invite to certain events, who was included in the acceptable list of guests (for instance, only family members with a minimum degree of closeness), what kinds of food could be served, and which gifts could be exchanged. The earliest surviving sumptuary laws from Meknes date from 1769; they were augmented, renewed, and altered fairly continuously until at least 1907. The fact that Meknes's leaders constantly rewrote these laws shows on the one hand that they were not being obeyed—otherwise, Meknesi Jews would not have required repeated reminders of the rules—and on the other hand that they were important enough to merit the effort of continuous reintroduction.

Although I use the term sumptuary laws to mean limitations on luxuries, I do not intend it to carry the connotations associated with sumptuary laws in Europe. In particular, the sumptuary laws passed in Meknes were not aimed exclusively at the very rich. Rather, the authors’ explanations demonstrate that these *taqanot* were intended primarily for the middling sorts, who were the members of the community most likely to fall into poverty by spending too much on luxury consumption.

The intended consequences of sumptuary laws passed in other Jewish communities help explain their role in Meknes. Studies of sumptuary regulations in Poland, France, and the Ottoman Empire reveal commonalities among the uses of such regulations. European sumptuary laws, aimed at preserving existing social hierarchies, included strict limits on how much each social class was allowed to spend on particular occasions. Sumptuary legislation also strove to protect Jews from hostile
non-Jews in both Europe and the Middle East; many community leaders believed that the conspicuous display of luxury incensed Gentiles against Jews and thus endangered them. Finally, communal leaders attempted to stave off financial crisis for individuals and the community as a whole by regulating consumption.

The language and nature of Meknes’s sumptuary laws reveal that the city’s Jewish leaders were primarily concerned with the regulation of consumption in order to prevent financial disaster. A common justification for the passing of sumptuary laws included in the body of the taqanot explained that lavish spending caused the wealthy to waste money and further devastated those who already hovered near poverty. The conclusion of a taqanah passed in 1907 put this reasoning succinctly: “All this [sumptuary legislation] we saw fit to pass for the sake of the poor who are unable to do as the rich.” Although the language of the taqanot uses the term poor, its authors were not referring to the poorest members of the community; such people would have been unable to afford even basic necessities, much less luxuries. Rather, they meant the middling sorts living on the edge of poverty.

These middling householders’ efforts to “keep up with the Joneses” caused them to lavish increasing amounts on holidays and family celebrations, which could easily result in financial disaster. In 1806, a taqanah was passed limiting the number of eggs one could send to friends and relatives on the Sabbath of a family celebration. The authors wrote that this regulation “gladdened all the householders and all those with celebrations,” since it stifled the competition to send more eggs than one’s neighbor. In 1897, another taqanah limiting spending on festive occasions concluded with the warning that many, including the wealthy, were losing a great deal of money. Especially among the poorer members of the community, their inability to reciprocate the gifts of their rich neighbors caused shame and even strife between husbands and wives. Leaders feared that the poor would try to imitate the rich by sending equivalent gifts on festive occasions and throwing similarly lavish celebrations in spite of their far more limited means. In order to afford these luxuries, householders took out loans and fell into debt.

The economic motivations cited in the taqanot are corroborated by the lack of other concerns normally at play in sumptuary legislation. There is no evidence in the taqanot from Meknes that the leadership attempted to delineate social classes through regulations on spending, since all
regulations applied equally to rich and poor. Neither did the community of Meknes enact limitations on consumption for fear of non-Jews’ jealousy. Such *taqanot* from other communities emphasized limits on public displays of wealth that would attract unwanted attention from non-Jews. Yet only one *takanah* from Meknes specified what individuals could wear outside of the house; the vast majority concerned strictly intra-communal affairs.

Although laws limiting consumption were the most common ways in which Meknes’s Jewish leaders attempted to protect their community from slipping into poverty, they were not the only means exercised to this end. First in 1825 and again in 1855, the leaders of Meknes enacted *taqanot* prohibiting the sale or purchase of goods through middlemen. They explained that as the community was experiencing hard times, selling goods through middlemen was causing a number of householders to lose money and go bankrupt. In 1855, communal leaders deemed the *takanah* sufficiently important that they ordered it read aloud in all the courtyards of the millah so that women, children, and the elderly—who did not regularly attend synagogue—would also hear it.

While the Jews of Meknes viewed poverty as a fact of life that was not within their power to eliminate, they nevertheless attempted to protect their flock from avoidable impoverishment—a measure of control both symbolic and practical. This strategy unsettles the dichotomy of “modern” versus “traditional” Jewish approaches to poor relief. Nonetheless, at the end of the nineteenth century, Meknes’s Jews confronted new ideas about how to respond to the needs of the poor.

### Changing Strategies of Charity

Morocco in the second half of the nineteenth century played host to the drama of Europe’s steadily growing involvement in the Middle East. While Europeans’ impact was primarily political and economic in the precolonial period, cultural norms—including medical practices and ideas about the social order—were increasingly filtering into local communities. The presence of European diplomats in more and more Moroccan cities affected communal leadership structures and introduced new ideas about administrative responsibilities. European notions were often available to Moroccan Jews relatively early thanks to the presence of the Alliance Israélite Universelle. The AIU was a Paris-based international organization
founded in 1860 to promote the education and political emancipation of Jews outside of Western Europe, primarily in the Middle East, the Balkans, and North Africa. It opened its first school in Morocco in 1862 and steadily expanded its scholastic network throughout the precolonial period.

Meanwhile, ideas about charity prevalent in nineteenth-century Europe were undergoing significant change, rooted in events of the sixteenth century. Poverty was no longer considered an acceptable fact of life, deserving of pity and material aid; it was a deplorable state that could, with the correct policies, be eradicated. Begging came to be seen as especially egregious, and attempts were made to put beggars to work. European Jewish communities had begun to adopt these views as early as the seventeenth century, and by the late nineteenth century they were widespread. In London, for instance, new charitable organizations created after 1859 believed that the poor had the potential to pull themselves out of poverty with the proper education, supervision, and carefully regulated aid. Nor were Muslims in the Middle East immune to these ideological currents. In Egypt, welfare reforms instituted midcentury introduced policies more in line with European opinions on poor relief. Centralized poor houses were created in Cairo, beggars were cleared from the streets, and able-bodied vagrants were drafted into military service.

Studies of the changing nature of charity among Middle Eastern Jews have yet to be conducted, but it is clear that new practices in nineteenth-century Meknes were related to European influences. For instance, at the end of the nineteenth century the Jewish leaders of Meknes established a hospital for the sickly poor. Although providing hospitals for those who could not afford private medical care has a long history in Muslim societies, no evidence of similar practices among Middle Eastern Jews exists. Meknesi Jews’ decision to provide medical care most likely stemmed from the influence of European “modernizers.” Jews in London, for instance, began to provide medical care based on new developments in hygiene and medicine. European consuls working in Morocco often invited Western doctors or helped to establish hospitals as part of their efforts to reform Moroccan society. Similar evidence that Meknes’s Jews were increasingly aware of the implications of Western medicine is found in a taqanah from 1881 proscribing a number of changes in how charity was organized. Among them, the communal leaders decreed that the money collected from taxes on kosher meat was to be used to clear the trash in the millāh,
in order to prevent further outbreaks of cholera such as the one suffered
two years earlier.\textsuperscript{105} Jewish leaders often organized such public health proj-
cts in cooperation with European diplomats.\textsuperscript{106}

The AIU had an impact on the way charity was organized in Meknes
even before its first teachers arrived in the city. Although the AIU’s main
purpose was educational, at times of crisis the organization collected
emergency funds from wealthy European Jews and sent them to commu-
nities in need. In the late nineteenth century, the Jewish leaders of Meknes
began writing to the AIU asking for such funds and received sizeable do-
nations at least twice.\textsuperscript{107}

In 1902, the communal leaders of Meknes asked the AIU to found a
school in their city. The school would, they hoped, relieve the financial
hardships experienced by so many of the community’s poorer members.\textsuperscript{108}
But the AIU’s arrival sparked a fierce controversy between Meknes’s lead-
ers and the AIU. The debate was about more than charity, as the AIU
broadly challenged the authority of Meknes’s communal leaders.\textsuperscript{109} Yet the
fact that the ensuing storm centered on questions of charity reveals the
extent to which the control of poverty relief was intertwined with com-
munal authority in Meknes.

The controversy erupted over the community’s pledge to contribute
30 duoros monthly to the AIU school, a sum that came from the tax on
kosher meat which normally went to the poor and the scholars of the
city. Although the community leaders of Meknes initially agreed to dedi-
cate this sum to the cause of the AIU school, the vocal complaints of the
city’s scholars and other recipients of relief soon made them regret their
decision:

* Bands of poor devils, no doubt counseled by Rabbi Shlomo Ber-
dugo and Menachem Benabou, crisscrossed the Mellah, crying, “We
want the thirty duoros, we are dying of hunger, we no longer want a
school that takes our bread and gives us nothing.”\textsuperscript{110}

The communal leaders even wrote to the AIU pleading with the Central
Committee to release them of their monthly obligation, claiming that “the
poor are crying out, saying, ‘Give us bread!’”\textsuperscript{111}

The two camps—that of M. and Mme. Valadji (the schoolteachers),
the AIU Central Committee in Paris, and a few Meknesi Jews on the one
side, and the leaders of Meknes, scholars, and the poor on the other—
understood the significance of the thirty duoros very differently.\textsuperscript{112} From
Valadji’s point of view, these thirty duoros were a wise investment in the future of Meknes’s Jews. By supporting the AIU school, the community would enable their children to receive a modern education, one that prepared them for success in an increasingly European-oriented Morocco. The AIU camp believed firmly that education and regeneration would solve the problem of poverty in Meknes, as opposed to merely relieving it through handouts.113

The communal leaders of Meknes, on the other hand, understood the role of the AIU school very differently. They, too, saw the school as a way to relieve poverty in their community.114 Yet their idea of helping the poor followed the contours of the kind of poor relief they had previously overseen in Meknes. They expected the AIU to send financial help from Paris—immediate relief rather than long-term structural reforms. They believed that their investment of 30 duoros would literally be returned to them many-fold.115 These two views of charity—the community leaders’ focus on immediate financial relief and the AIU’s push for modern education—were seemingly irreconcilable, and the school was closed only six months after it opened.

Meknes’s Jewish leaders resisted AIU-inspired strategies of poor relief out of ideological convictions about what was best for the poor of their city. Yet their opposition was no doubt compounded by the desire to maintain their control of communal charity and thus to preserve existing structures of authority. The fact that the 30 duoros had previously been designated for scholars no doubt amplified the threat of the AIU’s encroachment on communal administration. The scholars, many of whom served on or had close ties to the ma῾amad, saw the positions threatened by the partial loss of their weekly allotment. The council also worried about being seen as indifferent to the suffering of their poor, a perception that would have thrown their legitimacy into question. Communal leaders’ refusal to pay the 30 duoros and the subsequent shuttering of the school marked their retention of control over the organization of charity in Meknes.

Nonetheless, Meknesi Jewish leaders’ unwillingness to compromise with the AIU did not mean they resisted all possibilities of change. Like Muslim authorities in Egypt, Jews in Meknes introduced new innovations in poor relief that reflected the growing influence of European ideas, such as opening a hospital and taking sanitary precautions. Although the AIU school failed in 1902, by 1911 Meknes’s leaders had invited the AIU for a second try; the school opened in that year was a success.116 Meknes’s
leaders eventually proved willing to accept innovations in poor relief and, consequently, the relinquishment of some authority.

*     *     *

Questions of poverty and its relief figured prominently in precolonial Meknes. At the individual level, Jews were constantly asked to give to the poor. At the communal level, the challenge of caring for the city’s Jewish poor constituted one of the most pressing issues facing the community’s leaders. The history of poverty and charity in Meknes concerns both how Jewish leaders organized charity and how the Jewish leadership maintained itself. Charity was a responsibility saddled on Meknes’s leaders as well as a tool they used to their advantage. Although I do not deny the religious significance of charity, I argue that in their responses to poverty, Meknes’s Jewish leaders were doing more than simply fulfilling the religious injunction to give charity. They simultaneously built and maintained a structure of communal authority. Charity was not merely a religious injunction; it pervaded the very nature of Meknes’s Jewish leadership structure. In addition, a careful study of the organization of poor relief calls into question dichotomies between “modern” and “traditional” approaches to poverty. It addresses the ways in which ideas about poverty began to change in the late nineteenth century, adding another chapter to the story of Europeans’ impact on Moroccan Jews. Further studies of poverty and charity in the Moroccan context would add to these debates; my hope is that this beginning will be enhanced by further research.
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